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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Purpose, scope, and procedure 

The socialist calculation debate of the 1930s is widely acknowledged 
to have been the most important theoret.ical controversy in the his·
tory of the field of comparative economics. Alexander Eckstein 
(197 I, p. 2) was not exaggerating when he referred to the debate as
a "theoretical controversy ... of far-reaching importance in the 
:;tudy of comparative economics" that "focused on a range of prob
lems that had a profound impact on the development of the field.'" 

References to the debate (or at least to some of the writings of 
which it is composed) can be found not only in most texts in com par· 
ative economics but also in many treatments of socialist economics,
welfare economics, and general histories of economic thought. Sig
nificantly, many of these works take rhe debate as their theoretical 
starting point, and even those. discussions of socialist economics that 
rail to refer to the debare explicitly nonetheless focus on issues that 
were first systematically examined in the calculation debate. Oskar 
I.ange's famous contribution to the debate is considered the defini
I,ive precursor of "market socialism," the dominant trend in modern 
central planning theory. The 'whole character of socialist economics 
has changed dramatically since the time of the controversy, largely, 
to be sure, because of subsequent practical experience with central
planning but also because of the impact of this theoretical exchange. 
Thus it may well be that a clearer understanding of this controversy 
could prove an invaluable aid in explaining, and possibly correcting, 
Ihe problems encountered,in socialist practice loday. 

Moreover, it can be argued that this debate has an importance that 

I John Elliot (1973. pp. 232--3) calls the Mises.Hayek argument '·probably the most 
predominent and 'fundamental' of the posl·Marxisl critiques of the economic theory 
of socialism" and stresses the imponant effeCllhat contributiolU to the debate 5uch as 
that of Oskar Lange had on later theories uf sociali51n. Loucks (1957, pp. 257-8) says 
thallhe tlebale raised "theoretical problems involved in the operation of a socialized 
order which go to the very heart of economic process, and which up to (he present 
lime h<lvc Il("lt \){oen solved satisfactorily by the proponents {)f socialism." 
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Iranscends the issues thal were consciously in displue. A better under
standing of the controversy could learl to a substantial advance in our 
investigation int.o the proper role of and methods for econornic theory 
in general. Despite the indisputable impact or the calculation debate, 
some of the lessons to he learned from it have yet 10 he incorporated 
into the body of what could be called the modern mainstream of 
economic thought. The reason for the debate's incomplete inflllence
may be tOOled In an inadequate understanding, by the panicipants as
well as by later historians of thought, of the original arguments. 

The purpose or this book is to make a contribution to the. history 
of thought in economics by reexamining this classic debate. I will 
con�:ent.rate on the articles and book!; that are widely agreed to be 
the major primary sources in the controversy. On the critical side, 
arguing that there IS a fundamental flaw in the economics of <..:cnl.ra! 
planning, were the Austt'ian" Ludwig von Mises ([19�n]19�5; [1922] 
1936), Friedrich A. Hayek ([1935) 1918e; [1935] 1948f; [1940] 
1 948a), and Lionel Robbins (1934.).' Derendillg one variety of eco
nomic p1anning or another from this challenge were rhe "market 
socialists," Oskar Lange ([1936] 1964), H. D. Dickinson (1933; (939), 
Fred M. Taylor ([1929] 1964), Abba P. Lerner (J93'lb; 19:\6; 1937; 
1944), and E. F. M. Durbin ([1936] 1968).' The most commonly 
referenced secondary source!'. in this important episode in the his
tory of economic thought have been the discussions by Joseph 
Schum peter ([ 1942J 1950; J 954) and Abram Bergsoll (1948; J 967). 
Leading scholars such as Frank Knight (1936) and Benjamin N. 
Ward (J967b) have endorsed this standard interpretation. 

It is the main thesis of this study that these standard accounts of 
the debate have been profoundly mistaken,' The debate as well as its 
implications for comparalive economic systems have been, I believe. 
almost completely misunderstood, Although this book cannot at
templ to offer the final word on lhis complex conlrovers)', my hope 
is that it will clarify many of the cunfusions in the dehate and per
haps even serve as a stimulus for its rekindling. 

Why is it, then, that historians of thought of the stature of Schum
peter. and Knight, and esteemed economic theorists in the wmpara-

1 Other carly contributions thal made argumems similar to'·Mises·s include Pierson 
({ 1902] 1935), Weber ({ 1921} 1978). and Brut-zkus ({ 1922J 1935). This study CQncen
trates mainly on the celltral Austrian conuibuliolls, bOlh he<:ause Ihe market socialist 
responses did sd and because 1 find them 10 represent a more complete arguillent. 

3 The related literature on market socialism (hat has emerged since the debate will be 
examined briefly, hut the central roc'lls will be 011 these pioneering works. 

I J have tried elsewhere (198J) to explain just how this standard account carne l(l 
dominale secondary sources in the hislory of thought of the debate. 
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live study of ecoll9mic systems such as Ward and Bergson. have all
l.tiled. to comprehend the essential nature of this controversy? It is
indeed significant. that 50 many interpreters seem to have indepen
<lend).' come to the same views upon reading the primary sources, a 
ract that lends great plausibility to the standard view. One might not
expect the coincidence of numerous respected minds erring in pre
,"iscly 'he same way. 

But it should also be noted that these interpreters share a very 
similar training in economics within the neoclasskal tradition of Wal
ras and Marshall and thal the intellectual background of Mises. 
Havek. and Robhins is substantially diHerelll.5 No economist ran 
"XI;ect to be able to set down his whole theoretical world view unam, 
biguously. The economist. rather, depends on the reader to relate 
tlte specific ideas expressed to his or her implicit understanding of
economic lheory in general. Each analytic statement, to be rendered
(omplete, must be inlegrated within the wider framework of eco
uomic theory to which it is intended to be cl contribution. The fact 
I hat the neoclassical interpreters of [he calculation debate shared this 
essential analytic background only with the economists on one side 
"I' the debate may be sufficient reason to suspect that the other side
has yet to have been adequately understood. Differences between 
Ihe neodassical and Austrian interpretation of such key concepts as 
"c.;conomic theory," "equilibrium," "competition," "rational economic 
(·alculation," "efficiency," "ownership," and "price" led the neoclassi
("al chroniclers of the debate to consistently misinterpret the argu
lIJents that the Austrian economists were trying lO make, and to do 
so in remarkably similar ways. 

To be sure, the Austrians must accept part of the responsibility for 
failing lo make themselves understood, A more critica1 attitude to
ward the neoclassical approach early in the debate wuld have pre
vented much of the confusion that developed later on. The early 
Auslrian theorists were lOO eager, in my viewJ to embrace neodassi
Lal economists as marginalisl allies against the threat of resurgent
dassical value theory in the form of Marxism, This kept them from 
n:a1izing that on some issues they and the Marxists had more in 
common than either did with the sort of neoclassical economics that 
underlies the market socialist proposals. 

Another reason why the debate has been so widely misunderstood 

.> AuuaJly (he case or Lord Robbins is less dear-<lIt. He initially received a. sOI"!le"what 
dassicaf t:conomic traIning under Edwin Cannan atlhe Londo n  School of Econom
ics but was profoundly influenced by the Austrian economists early in his carecl" 
Jnd for the most pan took a thoroughly Austrian position in the df'ba(c. 
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is that the opponents seemed to change their arguments significantly 
in the course of the debate. This contributed to the confusion of the 
debate since neither side believed that the other was maintaining a 
logically coherent position .. The debate evolved gradually. over the 
course of lime, as the central poinLS of contention shifted. Mlsunder· 
standings and lack of clarity on both sides characterized the initial
confrontation, and this led LO some revisions in at least the expressioll, 
if not the substance. of the arguments. Each side perceived its own 
evolution as a theorel.ical advance or clarification and its opponents' 
as a retreat. but whatever viewpoint one adopts the dlanges them
selves have made the debate complex and its essential nature difficult 
to unravel. With each side aiming at what it believed to be a moving 
target, it is not surprising that in many respects the arguments missed. 

But the primary reason for the confusion that surrounds the con· 
troversy lies not so much in the fact that the opponents moved as in 
their divergent perspectives. Neither iJdvocates nor critics of central 
planning seemed to comprehend rhe fundamental paradigm of their 
adversaries, and both consequently walked away rrom the exch£tnge 
quite wnvinced that they had won. 

That historians of thought have not yet succeeded in understand
ing this debate is best illustrated by the fact that both sides still claim 
to have won. There are highly resp<!cted contemporary protagonists 
or each position who to this day refer to the debate as an unambig. 
uous theoretical victory for their side - (,hat is, a victory for or
against central planning. It would be dirficult to imagine two more 
divergent interpretations of a controversy than those implicit in the 
f()lIowing statements by Hayek ( l978b. p. 235) and Drewnowski 
(1961. p. 341). According to Hayek.
the great debate of the 19205 and 1930s turned mainly on the question of the 

justification of the socialist hopes of increasing productivity b y substituting 
t.:cntral planning for marketplace competition as the instrument for guiding 
economic activily. I don't think it can now be gainsaid by anybody who has 
studied these discussions that those hopes were shattered and that it came to
be recognized lhal an aHempt at centralized collectivist planning: of a large 
et.:onomit.: syslem was on the contrary bound greatly to decrease pmdUclivity. 

But in Drewnowski's view,
Misest as everybody agrees now, ..... as wrong in his main con tt:tltion that
ec.:ollomic calculalion under socialism is theoretically impossible. 

And each of these comments is immediately followed by an indica
tion that later events in central planning practice have further cor· 
roborated each theoretical position. Thus Drewnowski says we can 
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lorgive Mises for his lack of faith in central plann ing because he 
lacked sufficient data about the Soviet Union to see that central 
planning is now working there in practice. but Hayek points to lhe 
reintroduction of competition in socialist countries as evitlclll.:e that 
Mises was correct. What is most striking about these assessments of 
Ihe debate is not just that they are diametrically opposed but that 
each discussant believes that he can cite overwhelming scholarly sup
port for his statement and that each is in a sense correct about the 
mnsensus in the scholarly community that he confidently refers to'* 
The resolution or this paradox will require a careful examination of 
hoth the way in which the debators are alleged to have "retreated" as 
well as of the underlying differences in paradigms that concealed 
.,ome of the basic disagreements. 

As Thomas Kuhn has shown, in his Structure of Scientific Re'Jolutiotls
(1962). often in the history of ideas a controversy emerges that is
belatedly found to represent a clash of basic paradigms. Each side 
makes interesting points. but since it Lries to translate its adversaries' 
arguments into the, framework of its own system, each side fails to 
<:orne to grips with those arguments effectively and convincingly. In 
the calculation dehat.e. the failure to comprehend opposing positions
was especially striking, for here there were not (WQ but three funda
mentally diff"rent paradigms - which I will loosely designate "Marx
ian,lt HAustriao," and "neoclassical" - none of which successfully en·
g-aged in crirical confrontation with its opponents.ti 

Of the three possible confrontations among these paradigms. this
study will limit its scope primarily to the clash between the Austrian 
perspet:tive from which Mises's challenge was born and the neoclassi
fal perspective from which the market socialist responses were for
lIlulatcd. In addition. some of the issues that the calculation debate 
raises concerning the debate's potential as an Austrian critique of the 
Marxian paradigm will be discussed. ( Unfortunately. in the debate 

.. To avoid awkward wording, the masculine pronoun "he" will of len be used in the 
generic sense to mean "he or she:' 

10 IL sholdd be made dC.1r at the outsc:t thal these c.1.tcgorics al·e not coml>lelely 
t:nnsis(eut with common usage. for exampk. Schumpeter is nOI c()lIsi�ered an 
Austrian for ,he purposes of u\is study. despite the Austrian H",vor of much of his 
work. sillt:c 00 the issue of the calculatioo debate he adopts what I call a "neoclassi
cal" view. Similarly the "flaws" ill the neoclassical �rspeclive cannot be attributed (0 
eve!')' conternpor<lfY theorisCwho considers himself an heir lO Walras and MarshaJl 
and indeed may nOI ha\'e been contained in the original neoclassical theorists either. 
Rather I am referring to a tendency of many economists, 1l00ably tht: market social· 
ists them!)clves, {o, in a sense, lake the. formal equilibrium th eory too seriously_ 
Those neoclCtssical economists who see this formill theory as providing only heuristic 
<lids to economics may be closer to what is be ing called the 'lAuslrian" point of vie"'. 
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itself these research programs never CCime into any fruilful confrollw 
t.tion.) Little will be said directly about the differences between the 
Marxian and neoclassical perspectives . 

I am primarily concerned with examining the underlying differ
enres �etween the positions of {he AustriaJl and Hcoclassit:aI p�rtici
pants In lhe debate. Most historics of thought treat the Austrian 
tradition of economics, including the work of Menger, Wieser, and 
Bohm-Bawerk. as a branch of neoclassical economics parallel to lhe 
Marshallian and Walrasian branches, and it seems that Ihis was the
view of the AusLrian economists themselves at the time of the de
bale. I will argue, however. that what appeared to be subtle differ
�I1CCS of expression within one school have evolved into major 
Issues of contention benveen distinct Austrian and neoclassical per. 
speClives. Theoretical developments in both academic traditions 
Ihat have take n place since the debate will be used Oil occasion to 
help clarify some of these differences. but the central subject of 
research will be the articles and books, already cited, that cO�l1prise 
the initial debate. 

Although a closely parallel debate in German in Ihe 1 920s and
193Us7 and somewhal related controversies in Russian over the appli
c�bility of the "law of value" to s'ocialism ,He of interest. this study 
Will concentrate alUtOSl exclusively on the English-language contro
versy. The German debate in almost all respects involves the same 
argUIJI�nts that ha\'c reappeared in [he latel- English discussions, and
the Rl�ssiall debates (for example. Felker 1966). although fascinating 
III theIr Own right, have rarely focused on the central issues of the
calculation argument as set out here. 

This study's scope will also be limited in Ihat it will refer almost 
exclusively to economic theories of socialism and very little LO socialist 

.. I have
. 
had to rely ott the English-language account of this literature that is found in 

B,ldwm (1942). Hayek ([1935]1948e. pp. 119-147).li'hn (1935), and lIoIT(Ill\9). 
Before Mise�'s challenge. several Mal'xislS proposed moncyless planning schemt.s: 
e.g., Bu

.
k�ann and Preobral.hensky (rI919] 1966) and Neurath (1919), ant! alleasl 

�ne soclahst, Eduard Heimann (1918) began to take up (he question of price fixa. 
tum under socialism. Many of lhe earliest responses [0 Mises aUemp[cd at first to 
�alvage lhe

. 
�arxian mOlleyless economy by arguing ror "r:alculation in kind" -e.g. 

rschayanolf (1923)-whereas others rejened this bUl proposed SOIllt:' fonn orcaku. 
lation on the basis of labor hours-e.g., Leichter ({ 1923) 1932). These positions were 
soo� abandonc?, in some cases .-for example, in Marschak (1923) and Karl Po/a uri 
(1922; 1924), �n favor of a rather vague (teccnll"alized syndkalism, but in mOSt 
(a

.
ses-e.g., It"smann (1922), Tisch (1932). and Z3ssenhaus ([1934) 1956) in ravor 

�I. a neochH�lLal market socialist position closely resembling that or Lallgc. Re. 
J�mden dc,femlmg Mises's <trgumem were submilted by Wei/ (J!f24) and by Mist's 
lurnselr (1923; 1928). See also Landauer (1923; 1931) and KalLlor (1932). 
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practice. Even where real-world socialism is examined,!! the purpose
will be primarily to deve10p an appropriate theoretical framework 
for (rat.her than t.o off'er any particular hislorical evidence about) 
socialist experience. The prevailing view in comparative economics
today - and in many ways this reflects an. auit ude of mudern en)
nomics in gClleral- is that the kind of "theoretical" disputes of which 
the c.:alcu1at.ion debate is a prime example are neces�a,-il>' sterile. If
we wish to learn something significant about the relative strengths 
alid weaknesses of socialism and capitalism, it is argued, I.he thing to 
do is conduct elllpirical invest.igations of each, rather than postulat.e 
and compare unreaJistic models of hypothetical systems . 

But although the importance of empirical work cannot he 
doubted, in order for stich investigations into the facts to be pro
ductive some essential theoretical issues must first be clarified. The 
most obvious of these is the question, Just what is meant by ca/,;/a/
ism and sodaliull? As [ have indicated in my references tu Hayek
and Drewnowski, each side of this controversy believes that the 
empirical evidence is consistent with its viewpoint. In my view, 
these di fferent assessment.s of empirical evidence arc not rooted in 
either side's reluctance to consider rhe rea l world but their diver
gent interpretations of facts thcn in I hemselves are not disputed. As 
thl' famous philosopher of science Sir Karl Popper has ably demon
strated (1972). all facts are to one degree or another theory-laden 
and must be placed into a conceptual framework to be rendered 
meaningful. Many of the fundamental issues of conl.ention in com· 
parative economics arc more matters of alternative theoretical ana· 
lyses of facts lhan disputes over the facts themselves. 

Moreover, the common conclusion that economic theory is barren' 
is itself a reaction to a particular concept of economic theory - that of
lIeoclas�.ical economics-which is not shared by Marxian alld Austrian
approaches. Neoclassical economic theory may indeed be sterile, but
other theoretical frameworks may be able to go further than neoclas
sical theory can g o  in yielding substantive conclusions ",bout the real 
world. When "economic theory" appears barren, perhaps our re·
sponse ought not to be La abandon explicit theorizing in oroer tu 
study the facts (thereby necessarily relying on unexamined implicit 
theoretical concepts) but rather to develop beller economic lheories 
that may be more useful in equipping empirical researchers with the 
conceptual tools lhal they require for their important studies. 

� See Chapler 6 for some discussion of the relationship between the calc:ulalillll argu· 
ment and lhe historical experience of central planning. 
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This book is exclusively concerned with the microeconomic rather 
than macroeconomic aspects of central planning theory. Although 
d urin g  the calculatioll debate itself very little was said about. macro
economic planning (the main exception being some contributions of 
Maurice Dobb), subsequently macroct:unornic planning has become a 
subsWntial if not the dominant part of the t.heory of ce.ntral eco
nomic planning. But since this study lIlust confine itself to the main 
arguments of the rivals in the calculation debate, space will nO( per
mil an examination of the suhsc'l uent flourishing of macroeconomic 
themes in the literature . Enough will be said, however, to suggest 
t h<tl recourse to macroeconomic arguments will not leave central 
plallning advocates completely immune to the Misesian challenge.!l 

Although participants on both sides of the controversy repeatedly 
int rorluc{"�rl issues that had lillie to do with the calculation arguments 
per se, this study will concentrate on the central issue raised ill 
Mises', challenge in 1920, Thus lillie will be said here about the 
controversy between Dohb and Lerner over the extent 10 which a 
free market in consumer goods is desirable or about the claims by 
Mises and Hayek that. allempts to bring about socialism necessarily 
lead to political tyranoy, On ly issues that bear directly on the cakula
(jon argument will be addressed, 

The outline of the standard account of the debate that is pre
sented in the next section of this chaptcr (followed by a summary of 
my "alternalive" accounl of the debat.e) serves as the point of depar
ture for the rest of the study. In my analysis of the standard account, 
I emphasize six specific elements that are ()[ special importance lor 
understanding the debate, The selection of topics and the placement 
of emphasis in the enlire book is shaped by the discussion here or 
the standard accOunt. The last section of this chapter will tie these 
variolls points of criticism together under a single theme concerning 
the nature of economic rivalry. 

There is one aspect of the standard accounl with which I have no 
quarrel. This is the assumption that all of the contributions to the 
debate were intended as either anS\'\o'ers to or defenses of the argu
ment that Ludwig von Mises articu lated in his 1920 essay entitled 
"Economic Calculation in the Socialist Commonwealth" ([ 1920], 
1 935), Thus it is necessary to begin by exami,fing the concept of 
economic planning thm dominated economic thinking at the time 

'I In chapter 4 of m)' forthwming book on national economic planning ( 1 985), I 
apply Ihe central argument or Ihis book to the notion of aggregative or m"noeco
lIomic planning. 
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when Mises's challenge was first issued and UH'IlanJ which it was 
primarily aimed - that is, the notion of central planning (hat is con
tained in Karl Marx's critique of capitalism, Chapter 2 is therefore 
an examination of the concept of the socialist economy that is im
plicit in Marx's criti4ue of capi(alism. 

Chapter 3 describes Mises's original challenge, mainly as it per
tains to Marx's system. Although the Marxist notion of planning is 
drastically different from the market socialism that emerged in the 
course of the debate. Mises's initial statement of the "calculat.ion 
problem" can be seen as posin g a serious challenge to all proposals 
for planning, 

According to the standard account, M ises denied that socialism 
could allocate resources rationally. even unoer the assumption of 
sLalic econOin ic conditions. This. I contend, has been a complete mis
understand ing, Chapter 4 takes up arguments for, against, and in-e)e
vant to the q uestion of the practicality of central planning that 
emerged during the debate and that. by making certain basic assump
tions about the "data" being "given" for the use of central planners. 
essentially begged the question raised by Mise,s challenge, Whereas 
lhe standard account of the debate views these argumen(s that assume 
static ecunomic conditions as either unheralded precursors of or ef
fective responses to M ises's challenge, I regard them as an unfortu
nate dc:Lol\r from the main issue at hand. Besides differentiating tl1e 
various "static" arguments that have been associated with the debate 
in Chapter 4, J discuss the reasons why none of these approaches 
captures lhe essence of M ises's calcu lation argument. 

According to the standard account, the main advocates of Mises's 
position, F, A, Hayek and Lionel Robbins, faced with the unassail
able logic of some of the static arguments, retreated to a less extreme 
formulation, which in turn was answered by the market socialists, 
notably Oskar Lange in his famous 1936 essay, "On the ECOllrlmic 
Theory of Socialism" ([ 1936) 1964), In Chapter 5 I argue that on the 
contrary it was Lange and his school who retreated, and that al
though many tried, they did not succeed in extricating themselves 
from the constraints of static analysis , 

All of this is not to say that the complete argument aga inst celltrai 
ecollumic planning was contained ill that original 1920 essay , Later 

participants ill the controversy benefited from having to answer a 
variety of proposals for planning that were far more fully developed 
than the proposals that Mises was evaluating, As a result, the calcula
tion argument has undergone some very important elaboration since 
its first articulation, Chapter 6 will take u p  thc atlemp' by the Aus-
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trian ecollomists - ]\·fises, Robbins, and Hayek - to direct the argu
ment at the "competitive" solution. This work inspired some of the 
most important analyses of the nalUre and function of economic 
competition, viewed as a dynamic process. Unfortunately some of
the dearest aniculations of this dynamic perspective. although coo
lained in embryo in earlier writings, were clarifIed by Hayek only 
/;oter in his seminal work on knowledge in the I 940s and 1 960s and 
have not yet had much impact on the economic profession's view of 
the calculation debate. 

The final chapter briefly summarizes the results of this reexamina
tion. conduding that although the calculation debale raised many 
important issues. its participants tended to talk pasl each other. 
Since, by all accounts, the debators were focusing upon the initial 
challenge to central planning by M ises, and sillce, by my <.lecount, his 
challenge has been fundamentally misunderstood, my c(mdusion IS
that the Mises's argument should be seriously reconsidered. 

The standard account of the debate 

emtTaI planning theory beJore 192IJ 
Before the dehate, it is generally agreed, very little attentioll had 
been paid to the economics of socialism. HI Much of what did exist in
such literature failed to take into account the fact that some form of 

�arkct prices and some lise of money were indispensable for ra
llollal planning. The failure of the War Communism period in the 
Soviet Uniun ( 1 9 1 8-2 1 )  is often cited as evidence that many early 
socialists erred by underestimating the importance of prices fOI cen
tral planning. Although the fact that War Communism failed is 
rarely denied, many aCcounts blame this on exogenous causes rather 
than

. 
on the deliberate policy of the Lenin regime to destroy market 

relations and the use of money. Kohler, for example, refers to War 
Communism as "a period of general confusion, civil war, and popu
lar unr('st about the widespread use of brutal force" ( 1 966, p. 1 24).
But the view that is more often expressed is that at least wilh respect 
to the attempt to abolish mOlley. the Soviet regime was in error.
Thus in Dobb's view "it can be taken as tolerably certain that the 
difticuilies of 'war communism,' amounting in !)ome cases almost to 
disaster, \vhich were so ,' ividly in evidence in 1920, were not merely 

III Le�a�hld:II\> (ommcnt (hat early Marxism "gavf: flO notion of how the future 
sOCia11Sl SIJ'::IClY would be organized" ( l959, p. 394) reAcCls the standard view on 
this iSSUt�. 
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incidental to the system." He regards the destruction of money as a 
key fanor in this failure ( 1 928, 1'1'. 1 30-1) " The view is occasionally
expressed that the concept of socialism wililOUI prices was a straw 
man fabricated by Mises anrl Hayek and never seriously held by
socialists. Lavigne, lUI' example. comem.ls that fhe idea that "plan 
and markel are mutually exclusive . . .  was developed mainly by con
temporary l i beral economists during the early period of socialism in 
Soviet Russia" and refers to Mises and Hayek in thi., regard ( 1 974, 
pp. xii. 377). !:.I The more common view, however, is that, at least
some early st)Cialists had to be taught their economics by neodassical 
economists. t n any case, few modern socialists believe that prices, 
money, and Inarkets for at least consumer goods and labor can be 
dispensed wilh until scarcity itself is eliminated. 

M i�l's 's critique of central f)lanning 
Mises's calculauon argument is  generally crediled with having 
!-\haken socialists out of their neglect of Lhe ecollomics of planning, 
hut fcw com nwnlatOl-s on the debate are willing to grant him ITIlich 
morc than this stimulative accomplishmenl.13 His argmnenl is usually
interpreted in lIeodassical terms, as a dcnial of what Schumpeter
([ 1942] 1950, p. 1 85) calls the "logical credential,' of ,ocialism. The
lIslial method of interpreting Mises's argument i� f i '·.<; 1 In summarize 
it and then \ 1 .  offer a detailed digression on equililJri u ' 1 theory and
welfare (!coll omics LO explain what he meant. Thus 511(,1  man (I 969h, 
pp. 262-3, 2(8) writes: 

An evaluation of Mises' objection requires a brief cxpl;'II1ation of how 
('conomists define "rational" prices and "rational" planning. R;1tional prices 
arc defined a� Ihose which lead to an "optimal" p3tlcrn of outputs and
IlIililY of each output and the marginal cost of each input. As early as 1 897 
the economist Pareto made explicit the conditions ne(:essary to obtain an 

I I  Other writers whll were not al all sympathetic 10 lhe Mises-Haycll argument nev
enheless admit lhat a completely moncyless economy cannOi ..... ork and cite this 
period in Russi ... n history to iIIustrale the point. See 1'01' example, Woouon ( 1935) 
and Misra ( 1 972. p. 1 39). 

,� Lavigne, Mandel (1 970. pp. 632-3). L-.nge ( 1 934; 1 945), Sweez)' ( 1 936. p. 423). 
and others h�ve dcni�d that this model of socialism is implicit in Marx. bUl the next 
chaptc.r will suggest that their arguments are not very (()l1vincing. 

1 1  An exception to this common view is Blodgett ( 1 979, pp. 133-47), who argue!' lhal 
Mises's daim th(lt planning without a market would he arbitrary has become ac
cepted hy "ever so many economists." It seems that Blodgett has in mind one 
retreat- from Marxism to market socjalism - wh�reas most commenlators on the 
controversy are referring to a second retreat- from Mises's "theoretical" to Hayek's 
"practit:al" argumem against socialism -when they say Mises was wrong. 
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optimum welfare sittJatlon for all individuals. given the existing technology 
and the existing distribution of income. 

We should be aware that Mises and Hayek attack the actual or realiz.ed 
operation of an imperfect planned socialist system from the viewpoint or a 
pu re and perfect competitive private enterprise systCITL 

Lerner similarly asserts that "Mises . . .  assumes the pricing system 
l1'ansformcd unaltered from a perfectly cumpetitive economy" C\nd
cOlJtends that this "dogmatic" viewpoint considers "sacrilegious" any 
attempt to "il1lprove on a 'perfect' price mechanism" ( 1 934b, p. 55).
Illiss ( 1 972, p. 9 1 ) ,  Ltndauer ( 1 947,  pp. 56-7), and Sweezy ( 1 936, p. 
423) translate Mises's argument into Walrasian- Paretian t.erms. 
\I,'hereas the perfect compet.ition assumption that all agenr.s are price 
takers is attribllled w the M ises·Hayek position by Kohler ( 1 966, p. 
72) and Misra ( 1 972. pp. 1 40-5), The word efficiency is invariably
understood by neoclassical theorists to mean "Pareto-optimality," for 
example in Eidem and Viulli ( 1978, p. 96), Koopmans and MOlltias 
( 1 97 1 ,  p. 44), and in Tangri ( 1 967, pp. vi-vii). Thus Mises's argu
ment is read as an assertion that rational economic calculation with
out private ownership of the meatlS of production is not only "im
practicable" but is "theoretically" impossible even under static 
condidons. 14  The impulse to interpret Mises in this way is so strong 
that it sometimes persists alongside powerful contradictory evidence_ 
Thus Snavely indudes in his fIne textbook on cum pa,-,uive systems a 
clear essay by Armentano ( 1969, p. 1 34) that contains an accurate 
description of M ises's position: "Mises nOles . . .  that economic calcu
lation ceases to be a problem in the stationary state or in equilibrium.
But he considers this fact to be quite irrelevant to the problem of 
economic calculation under socialism, since 'equilibrium! is an imagi
nary construct and certainly not obtainable in a real world where 
economic data change and uncertainlY exists." Nonetheless Snavely 
proceeds 10 repeal the same neoclassical version of Mises's position 
ten pages later in the book: " Lange next turned his altClllion to (he 
arguments of Hayek and Robbins who, unlike Mises, accepted the 
theoretic.1 possibility of Barone's approach." 

Similarly Goldman ( 1 97 1 ,  p. I I) repeats the standard account, 
despite his inclusion [our pages later of an excerpt frOln M'ises 
([1 9221 1 936, pp. 1 1 9-22, 137-42) in which tlie latter expressly 
stiHes lhal socialism could work in theory under static conditions. 

I I  Sec. for exam pte. Bergson ( l 948), Dahl and Lindblom (1953, pp. 210- 1 1), Dobb 
( 1 9.:';5, p. i4), Drt:wnowski ( 1 9(} 1).  Elliot O �)73t p. 243), Knight (1936. p. 2(3), 
K6hler (1966, p. 68), Landauer ( 1 947, p. 52), SChUnllX'ler ([19121 1950. pr. 172-
Hfi) • • md Tangri ( I Y67, p. \'i). 

I 
I , 

1 
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Some discussants say that the practical experience o f  socialist plan
ning in the USSR refutes Mises's claim;'-� many contend that either
Lange's or Barone's argument answers Mises; but there is a remark
ably wide consensus that Mises was wrong, Elliot ( 1 973, p. 293), for 
example, refers to this consensus, citing Schumpeter ([ I 9421 1 950), 
and concludes: "Private ownership is not now regarded as a logically 
necessary system as a social process fOT economic calculation." Refer
ring to Lange's model, Dahl and Lindblom ( 1 953, p. 2 J  I )  say that
"as an analytical model in economic theory, this picture of a socialist 
price system is valid; the consensus of economists is that Von Mises 
was wrong in not granting at least this much." Kohler ( 1 966, p. 69) 
agrees, asserting that " clearly . . .  Von Mises had gone 100 far." I n  
fact i t  i s  generally stated that Lange and his school not only 
answered M ises but answered him on his own terms H i  and I.hor
oughly proved that M ises's argument was invalid. Harris ( 1 949, p. 
'I), and I'ickersgill .nd Pickersgill ( 1974, p, 306), use the word demon· 
Jtrated to describe Lange's answer to Mises's argument; Seligman
( 1 97 1 ,  p. 109) calls the market soci.list approach "the definitive re
sponse"; and Rima ( 1 972, pp. 350- 1 )  refers 10 Lange's "proof." 
Little ( 1 950, p, 253) contends that "at a logical level Mises's challenge 
was completely answered by socialist economists, principally M e .  
Lange a n d  Professor Lerner.�· 

Lekachman ( 1 959, PI'. 396-7) writes:

Oskar Lange . . .  proved that a Central Phmning Boal·d could impose rules 
upon socialist managers which allocated resources and sel prices as effi
ciently as a capitalist society of the purest stripe, and much more efficiently 
th;:m [he capitalist communities of expedencc. 

Landauer ( 1947, p. 5 1 )  asserts:

These socialist authors, primarily Oskar Lange and H. D. Dickinson , have 
done an excellent job in refuting some or the arguments by which the 
rHJssibility of value calculation without the instiLUtion of a market had been 
denied. They showed clearly that the 'real' process lhrough which the mar
ket arrives at an equilibrium price and the calculating process which a cen
tral agency must apply for the same purpose have traits in common which 
make it impossible to question the practicability of advance calculation of
values by a planning board. 

I' Sec. for example, Misl'a ( 1972. p. 18B) and Tangri ( 1 967. pp. vji-·viii)_ 
III Goldman (1971,  p. 10) argues thal Lange and Lerner provided "an answer accept· 

able to economists" when they "decided to meN von Mises 011 his own terms." Liule 
( 1950, p. 254) concurs: "Thus. and with some irQny, the static. welfare-theory arma
ment of (he �upporters of laissez-faire was seized by their opponents, and effec
lively used against them." 
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Heilbroner ( I 97(), p. 88), alter summarizing the Mises-Hayek ar
gument. concludes that 

this line of attack agttinSl socialism did not fare very well. In the mid·1 930s it 
was efrectively dCOlolished by Oscar L ange. the brillia;1I Polish economist 
(hen at H'lfVard. 

l.ange dernonstralt'd . . . that a Central Planning Boa· - \  ! {)llId indeed pla.n 
nHi?nall� for the simple reason that it would ITccive eX;'I.tly the s.lme infor
mallon Irom a soci"li7.ed economic system as did pnlrepreneurs under a 
market syslcm. 

Equation soiving 

It is generally held that Enrico Barone's formal equilibrium argu
ment had al ready established the "theoreltG11" po��ibility of socialism 
in 1 908, lun!'; before Mises had issued his challenge, by showing that 
in principle the cClltral planning board cOllld delerm ine prices by 
solving a Sel of simultaneous Ctlw1tiuns. much as this is done in 
practice by the market. Such early market s(JCialisLs as Oickinson 
( 1 933) merely reittrated Harone's demonstration that the same gen
eral equilibrium logic of choice that Walras had developed to analyze 
capitalism could be applied to socialislll.1"i 

The i,sue of imlJraclicabiiity 
The view is common that Hayek's and Robbins's arguments were 
substantially different from Mises's, constitutiilg a retreat to the ac
c�ptallce uf the "theoretical possibility" but a denial of the "practica
bility" or socialism. The essence of their argument is taken to be thaI 
solving Barone's equ<ttions was not, in 1935, feasible as a method of 
central planning. Goldman ( 1 97 1 ,  p. I I )  describes this "retreal": 
IlliliaUy the argument focused around the feasibility or one system versus 
anOliler. it Was eventually accepted that both the Lange·Lcr·ner and in put
output systems could theoretically answer the cconomk question alxml lhe 
allocation of reSOurCes and manpower. Then the debate shifted to a dispute 
over wh ich solution wuuld be lhe most efTicient one. 

Misra ( 1 972, pp. 1 3 1 ,  140) is unclear in his interpr�tation of Mises, blll 
accepts the standard view when he says that Hayek and Robbins have 
pointed out thal allhough a mathernaLical solution is theoretically 

I� Th(" standarp view or the significance of Barone's argument is conlainrd in sllch 
works <1<; Kohler ( 1966, p. 69), Lekachman ( 1 959, pp. 394-5) Seligman ( 1 97 1 ,  pp, 
107-8), St.humpelt:t ( [ 1942) 1950. p. 1 73), and Shennan ( 1 96gb, p. 26<1). 
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LorreCt, il  does not provide a practical method u f  deciding how to 
lise capital equipment. Landauer ( 1947, p. 57) putS the point clearly : 

Hayek, relinq uishing the old Mises position, cOllced�d the formal possibility 
of planning, hut rnainlained thal the planning board would never tinish 
!iolving the innumerable equ.uions through which the value of individual 
commodities would have to be <:a1culatcd. 

Slierman ( 1 969b, p. 265) agrees: 

In the next slage of the debate, Hayek admits that ill l/teory die planners 

!night accullllllcHe all the 'mill ions of pieces of ne(essary information and 
might lhen solve all the m il liolls of equations necessary to m.ake '1Il optimal 
.kchiion. bl ImlGlice, Ha)'ek argues. no conceivable force of planners could 

,t(tually g�lhcr all of lhe various kinds of information from every factory 
aull farm, and from every private and public cons\lmer. furthermore, ill 
pmctice, even with all of the information. it would take hundreds of years to 
solve corn:c.:tly at! of the equations for JUSt one year's plan. HI 

Thus, advHl'lces in mathematics and computer science since the 
l hirlies are presumed to render this Hayek-Robhins argument obso· 
Ieee. Cave ( 1980, p. vii), for example, writes: 

The potential i lilpan of computers on economic plao l ling is enormous. To 
appreciate this one only has w recall one of the �1I'guntents made in the 
dt:batt: in the '1 9305 Ull Ihe feasibility of central planning_ It was asserted 
Iht·o that an effi.cient al location of resources in a centrally planned economy 
was inconceivable because stl(:h all allocation would rC4 u ire the solulion of 
"millions of equations," At Ih<Jt lime, of course, no clecu'onic cQmputers 
w(:re available. Today t.he siUlation is quite differen t. alll! the computational 
ol�e.(;lion would have much less furce. 

Ames and Neuberger ( 1 977, p. 2(9) take seriously the idea that "it will 
hc..:.ome possible to replace ineffICient administrators by computers, to 
improve the knowledge of production processes by using economists, 
;md to reallocate resources so as to improve the wOI'kings of the econ� 
olllY without introducing (uncontrolled) market processes." 

Hayek is sometimes also credited with having raised some impoJ'
lant ;ssues concerning the centralization of knowledge, risk, and 
Inanagerial incentives, though these are generally regarded as addi
liolla! and rather ad hoc considerations to be taken inr.o account by 
t.:entral planners. rather than as extensions of M ises's arguments 
against central planning.19 

III See als(' EWO! (1 973. p.  2'U), Hanis ( 1949, p. 5). Kohler ( 1 966, p. 79), Schumpett-r 
(J 19421 1tJ50. p. 185), �nd Tangri ( 1 967. p_ vi). 

I" Fur example. Ward ( 1967b, p. 25) ad.llowlt:c.lges lhe seminal importance of Hay
.
ek·s 

wmributiOlls on knowledge wilhollt reco�nizing eilher the roots of these 
.
(onlnbu. 

lions in Mises or their profound significance in support of the caiculallon arguo 
IOcn!. Sec also Chapler 6 or lhis study. 
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Trial and error 
Lange and Fred M. Tay lor are credited with having demonstrated 
nO( only that, as Barone had shown. a determinate equilibrium can 
be defined ror socialism. but also, contrary to Hayek and Robbins, 
that the central planning board could "find" the set of prices needed 
fur equilibrium by a process of trial and enor. Thus it is claimed 
(hat socialism is practicable in principle. Although confident asser
tions that the Lange model is valid "in theory" or "as a model" -such 
as are made by Dahl and Lindblom ( 1 953, p. 2 1 1 ) and by Kohler 
( 1 966, pp. 69, 7 1 ) - abound in comparative economics texts, it is 
frequently admitted that this model may not be workable in reality. 
Sikes ( 1 940, p. 280) remarks that Lange's solution "may he a basis 
for economic calculation. but it is scarcely a basis for effective cco
nomic planning." Lekachman ( 1 959, p. 397), aher stating that Mises 
has been proven wrong, goes on to assert: "It  need scarcely be said 
that economic planning in Russia, or anywhere else, fails rather com
pletely to conform to Lange's 1Il0de!." It is taken for granted that the 
�videnl impracticability of this solution is irrelevant 10 its pOlency 
aK31nst Mises's "theoretical" critique. 

Conclusion 

The imp licat ion that is usually drawn from the debate is that eco
nomic theory per se cannot decide the great controversy between 
capitalism and socialism. Neither system is as praiseworthy in prac
tice as the debators depicted them in theory. Because the standard 
view of the debate stresses the formal similarity of capitalism and 
socialism under static assumptions and believes this to have been the 
analytic framework of the whole controversy, the conclusion is usu
ally expressed that both economic systems are equally valid "in the
ory." Thus Liebhafsky ( 1 963) emphasizes the idea that exactly the 
same (static) welfare conditions apply to each, and Dalton ( 1 974, p. 
1 35) says that Lange, Lerner, and Taylor showed that the rules for 
optimization are general. 

Sherman ( 1 969b. PI', 267-8) summarizes the conclusion of the 
debate: 

If there is pure and perfect competition under market socialism, it (Urns 
out [hat the resulting allocation of resources is exactly as efficient as under 
pure alld perfect competition in private enterprise. 

When we examine the pure-and perfect form of each o[these, we find that in 
lheory they are equally capable o f  reaching a Pareto optimum condition. 
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Jesse Markham, in his " editor's introduction" to Gruchy's Compara
IIl'f Economic Systems ( 1 966, p. v) and in that book's only reference to 
I he calculation debate. can find little of value in the controversy's 
",.<lther hland intellectual diet of 'theoretical' capitalism and social
iSI))." and he summarizes tht: debate in these terms: 

Advocates of private enterprise typically argued that. in theory. a freely 
I Hllctioning market economy could assure society of economic efficiency 
without exacting the price of bureaucratic bungling, caprice, or plain stupid
II)', the inevitable concomitants of socialistic central planning. Proponents of 
'Iocialism with equal irrelevance, argued that the smoothly runctioning t..lue
print of central planning boards eliminated the injustices and inefficiencies 
of private monopoly power and restraints on trade. the inescapable features 
IIf capitalistic economies. Since almost any system in theory can be made to 
:lppcar superior to another system in practice, the debate was al best unre
warding and· al worst misleading. 

Suranyi-Unger ( J  952, p. 40) remarks that in the debate "some of 
the abstract results have been splendid. Vet they have been largely 
confined to the realm of economic theory."w Some critics point out 
(hat the efficiency criteria of the debate were developed under 
strictly static welfare assumptions. whereas under more realistic. 
nOllstatic assumptions neither system can boast the virtues of 
l'areto-optimality.2J Most economists agree that there are strengths 
.lnd weaknesses in each system, some stressing that market social
ism has the potential of improving upon capitalism, others emphas
i7.ing that although socialism is theoretically unassailable, it still has 
other major deficiencies, notably the danger of bureaucratization, 
I.hat are deemed to be outside the province of economic theory and 
belong either to other disciplines or to empirical rather than theo
retical economics,\!2 

For example, Sikes ( 1 940, p. 2 8 1 )  asserts that "planning . . .  has 

-�. Similar comments that pure theory is sterile can be found in the accounts or the 
dc-bate by Blodgeu ( 1979, p. 147), Dahl and Undblom ( 1 953. p. 20). Eidem and 
Violli ( 1 978. pp. 92-3), Elliot ( 1 973, p. 233), and Mhler ( 1 966, pp. 4-5). 

:!I Se� Baran ( 1 952, p. 386), Bliss ( 1 972. pp. 95-9). Dtthl and Lindblom (1953, p. 
2 1 1), Dobb ( 1 9,5. p. 60. pp. 241-3), Hunt and Schwam (1972), KOhler (1966, p. 
18), Loucks ( 1 957, p. 263). Radner ( 1 968), Shackle ( 1 972, p. 270), and Sweezy 
( 1936). See also Veblen ( 1 9 1 9). 

�'� FOI" example. when Balassa (1965. p. 17) concludes that "economic arguments are 
nOl sufficient to make a choice belween economic systems," he suggests that we 
study the facts instead. One can agree with the spirit of this remark. but when 
theoretical confusion runs as deep as jt does in the calculation debate, there is not 
the barest analytic framework with which to begin a study of the I�cts, The result in 
practice is that empirical re!iearchers smuggle implicit Iheoretical assumplions into 
their work., 
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possibiJities of regularizing production not present under capital
ism," and Misra ( 1 972, p. 1 5 1 )  claims more specifically thai lhe 
socialist Slate "has greater capacity to forecast" and .I(:ontrol un
certainlY." Neuberger and Duffy ( 1 976, p. 96) argue thH lhe ad
vantage of more centralized over less centralized systems is tlial in 
lhe former "the optimal solution <:an be reached more rapidly, 
thereby avoiding a waste of resources and t he possibility of dis
equilibrating dynamic p,-ocesses leading to diver-genee r�ther than 
convergence." 

Landauer ( 1 947, pp. 62-3) has a similar idea in mind when he 
contends that "it is a crude method to search for all equilibrium hy 
experimentally varying all the determinants until they fit together, 
i\nd . . .  it is infinitely more economical to (;:Irry out these v�riat.ions 
011 paper than in reality," He ;:Irgues that "in an unplanneJ economy 
we cannO( get very far by paper calculation, because we know 100 
tiule about the reactions of others to the same problems" ( 1 947, p. 
GO)" Only when these reactions are constrained by a preconceived, 
conscious plan can such "internal u ncertainties" be eliminated., Dobb 
( 1 935b, p. 535) similarly contends that "the advantage of a planned 
economy per se consists in removing the uncertainties inhcrerlt in a 
market. with diffused and autonollious decisions, or it consists i.n 
nothing at all ."  Solo ( 1 967, p. 48) tnakes the same point but goes on 
to argue �hat there are olhcr kinds of uncertainty that Gl.Ilnol be 
eliminated under central planning. 

Baldwin's summary of the debate typifies the standaro view in its 
statement that before the calculation debale, the cont.roversy over 
socialism versus capitalism was carried OUl in the fields of ethics and 
pol itics and !hal i! returned to these fields after the brief foray into 
economics proved that from the standpoint of economic theory 
there i s  nothing I n  favor one system over the other. "-rhe blow by 
Mises, Hayek, and Robbins seems to have been parTied by lhe oppo
sition. and once again  the war rages on its original front- the politi
cal and ethical" ( 1 942 ,  p. 1 1 5).  

Many d iscussions. after pronouncing economic theory incapable of 
judging between capitalism and socialism, resort to ethical and psy
chological issues such as whether bureaucrats will be given enough 

"incentives" or "mOlivation" to fulfill the rule-following tasks Lange 
assigns them; examples of this approach are Kohler ( 1 966, pp. 78-
9), Pickersgill and Pickersgill ( 1 974, p. 3 1 0). and Schumpeter ( [ I  942J 
1 950, pp. 205- 10). Although tbe question of incentives is closely 
connected to the calculation argument. it will be argued in Chapter 6 
that it is related in a way that is quite distinct from n"lters of psy-
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, IlolC)�y and more appl npriatcly considered a malter of the Lheory 
, I I o\v,�ership in ecunomics anti law. 

allt most economists criLicize theorist.s on both sides of the contro
\"C L":-;y for deal ing on too abstract a level and for i l logically comparing 
Idealized versions of One system with the praClit:al w�akllesses of its 
"pposite, A related reaction to the debate is the assu mpt.ion that (he 
p,tnicipanls focllsed lOO much on alternative isms, that the contro· 
\"{'!"sy was a stale quarrel over unworkable extremes (plan versus 
l l 1 i lr ket), whe l"eas contemporary economists agree that both institu
I I011� are indispensable and that the modern dispute is only over t.he 
l " "per mix of the two." Eckstein ( 1 97 1 ,  p. 3) concludes that the 
' ,Ikulation dd1dt\ "led to an increasing Tecognition that the preoccu-
1 I,lI ion with cOlllpari!;ons based on 'isms' were likely lO yield over 
\ l f l lple and simp l istic insights into the charaCler of economic systems, 
I I I  Cl"..Inl.raSl, comparisons of models and realities tended to focus on 
l i lt: com pleXity and variety of living systems and their departure 
I . om the theoretical ideal ." Suranyi-U nger ( 1 952) goes so far as to 
� :111 for "A Crusade .tgainst 'Isms.' .. i .. 

A very divu"sc group of modern economisLS - including Lransition 
rVlilrxists. post-KeYTl.esians, and neoclassica l welfare economists -
,114/'ee that central planning should COlIsist of a judicious mixture of 
( ("nlralized deci.'�i()n rna king and semiautonomous market institu· 
l il lns 2' Kamai', ( 1 959, p. 225) commellt is typica l:. 

I I I  principle il is possihle 10 sketch out a system in which all economic 
4 hoices. including even the distributiun uf u)Ilstirner goods to individw.tls 
,lIld peoples' choices of occupation. are gQverned by instruClions from the 
4 t' l itre " It is abo possible to imagine a system in which the central aUlhorities 
I l f  1he Slale I cfraiu complelely from all interference ill economic life. every
t h ing bf!ing governed by lhe market mecltallism, In practice, sorne mixture 
< If these twO is the inevitable rule " " . This is also truc in regard to socialist 
economies based on public ownership of the means of productioll "  
Although an explicit crilique o f  this body of contemporary market 
socialist theory would take us beyond the scope of this study, my 

":1 "J"he following cornmellt by Bliss ( 1 972. p .  92) is typicaJ: "The protagonists u n  both 

sides were debating, williOllt realizing it, aboot the Economics of l-"lIiryland, and 
different Fairyhtnds al ,haL n 

�I This is the lilie of the first section of Chapter 5 in his 1 952 book, Sec also Dahl and 
Lindhlo", ( 1 953. p. 4), Dolton ( 1974. p. 1 1 2), and Golob ( 1 954). 

!"; See, for example. Beck.with ( 1 949: 1955). Rornsttin ( 1 973), Brus ( 1 972; 1975), 
Dunlop and Fedcrenku ( 1 969), Hall ( 1 937), Heimann ( 1 937), Kaser and Pones 
( 197 1) ,  Konnik ( 1 966), Landauer ( 1 917. pp" 36-40; 1964). Lange ( 1962), Leeman 
( 1 963), Mandel ( 1 970, p, 636), Marcuse ( 1961, p" 1 5 1 ), Meade ( 1976), MOlllias 
( 1 963). Myrdal (l 9f,o. p. 15). Porwi, ( 1 967), Sik ( 1 96io, 1 967b; 1976. pp. 1 93-5). 
Turetskii (1967), Wak<lr aud Zielinsky ( L963), and Woollon ( 1 945. p�. 127-8)" 
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alternative iOlerprcLation of I.he calculation debate contains the basis 
for a substantial argument against this modern view.�lO 

An alternative account of the debate 

Central planning theory before 1 920 
The standard view is not sufficiently cognizant of the extenl to 
which the Marxian model of central planning was dominant - if not 
particularly explicit- in socialist economics before 1920. I t  is true 
thal most Marxian socialists avoided any direct discussion of the 
workings of proposed socialist institutions, bui. a very definite idea of 
their concept of central planning is nonetheless evident from their 
critique of the "anarchy" of capitalist production. Both the dismal 
failure of the attempt to abolish markets and money during the War 
Communism period in Ihe USSR and the arguments of Mises and 
Hayek make this early socialist concept of central planning very 
difficult to defend today. But this largely rejected eady vision of 
central planning is  the most consistent and important of any that 
have been develuped, and therefore its abandonmenl marks a far 
more serious retreat b)1 socialists than the standard view suggests. 

Mises's critique of cenl>'aI IJlanni1lg 
I n  my view, Mises was not denying the validity of the "pure logic of 
choice" for socialism; he was, on the contrary, insisting thell central 
planners must find a way to apply this kind of logic to socialism or 
Ihey will be doomed to calculational chaos and be unable to use 
resources efficiently. I n  addition, Mises was definitely not making an 
equilibrium argument and was aware that there is no calculation 
problem under static assumptions. His argument was primarily di
rected at proponents of Marxian socialism and thus he was primarily 
t.:oncerned to argue that money prices (not some objective measure 

�'f; Tu date. the best overall summary in English or the debale from this alternative 
perspective is Hoff ( 1 949). Elements of (his interpretation can be found in Armen
(ann ( I  �69), Bradley ( I  9H t), BUI.:hanan ( 1969), Ellman ( 1 918; 1 979), Eucken ( 1 950, 
PI'· 333-4), Gregory ( 1933), Hailn ( 1 935; (951),  Hayek ( 1935; I 948f; 1978. PI'. 
232-46). HUll ( 1 940), K inner (J 978), Knight ( 1940), Murrell ( 1 983), NUlLt'r 
( 1 974), O'O,;scu" ( 1977), O"rom ( 1976), Pejo";ch (1976), Plant () 19371 197<1), Pola
uyi ( 1 95 1 ), Reese ( 1 980), Roberts ( 1 97 1 ). ROlhbard ( 1 962; 1 976), Sirkin ( 1 968), 
Steele ( 1 978), Thirlby ( 1 973a; 1973b:), Vaughn ( 1 980b), and Wiseman ( l 973a; 
IY73b). 
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o f  value such a s  labor hours) are necessary for rational calculation. 
I (owever. contrary to the standard view, I believe that Mises's argu
fIIent is fully applicable to all forms of socialism [hat advocale 

.
com

mon or state ownership of the means of production. Properly IIlter
preted, his challenge has yet to be adequately answered by advocates 
or central planning. 

Equa.tion solving 

The alternative account views Barone's argument as fully consistent 
with. but much less complete than, Mises's challenge. Barone simply 
established the formal similarity between socialism and capitalism 
Il
'
nder static conditions: If the number of (independent) equations 

('lJlIal the number of ullkn
,
owns, the 

.
syste� is determinate. Mises 

Illaintained that such equal10ns were mapphcable La the real \vorld 
of continuous change, The early market socialists suc"h as Dickinson 
( 1933) did not merely reiterate Barone's formal argument but pro-
1noted equation solving as a practicable procedure for central plan
Iling. which Barone had argued was impossible. 

The issue of impracticability 

I n  my view, the central arguments advanced by Hayek and RobbinS 
did not canst.itute a retreat [rom Miscs's position but rather a clan· 
Ilcation, redirecting the challenge to the later versions of central 
planning lhat had introduced the ide?s .of "equation solving" :nd 
"trial and error" as methods of establtshmg prices. Although com
ments by both Hayek and Robbins about the computational ditE
rulties of the equation-solving approach were :csponSlble for mts
leading interpretations of their arguments. III fact Ihen' mam 
conl.ributions were fully consistent with Mises's challenge and were 
similarly unanswered. 

Trial and error 

According to the alternative account, the "trial and �rror" r2spo�se 
10 Hayek and Robbins was based on a close apalogy. With the perfect 
competition') model, which itself does nOl explam dynamiC pnce 
adjustment under realistic qJndltions of change . . Thus, contrary to 
t.he standard view, Lange's model does not conS[1tute an answer 1.0 
the Hayek-Robbins argument. 
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Conclusion 

The usual conclusion that economic theory cannO( decide any im
portant issues in com para live economics is valid only if by "economic 
theory" is meant strictly static equilibrium analysis. It is possible that 
the broader Austrian concept of an economic theory t.hat deals with 
lhange can shed considerable light on issues in c;omparative econom
ics and can help us to understand many of the practical problems of 
the mixed economies of both the East and the West. The Austrians 
did not limit discllssion to the extreme isms. They provided informa
tive theoretical contrasts between mixed economy models and both 
"pure" extremes- free-market capitalism and socialism. 

Rivalry and central planning 

The central focus of this reinterpretation of the debate will be the 
notion of economic rivalry. Economic 'rivalry is the clash of hUman 
purposes. I t  is that aspect of market relations that is  revealed, for 
example, every time one market participallt bids awa)1 resources 
from another. When one comperiwr undercuts the price of a rival; 
when one consumer buys the last retail item in slock before another 
consumer gets there; when one inventor bealS another to the punch 
on a profitable innovation - that is economic rivalry. It represents a 
struggle of some members of so(:iety against others, a struggle in 
which one person's gain in some sense represents the other's loss. 
Not all rivalrous struggle leads to benefi'cial consequences in society. 
The rivalry between a murderer or thief and the rest of sociely, for 
example, does harm not only to the immediate victims but to the 
overall so<:ial order as well. But the Austrian school contended that 
the. specific form of rivalry that is a necessary component of the 
entrepreneurial market process leads to a beneficial coordinating 
process that makes complex capitalist production in a monetary sys
[em possible. 

At the heart of the debate is a confusion between two fu ndJ.ll1en
tally divergent views of " competition": ( 1 )  the rivalrous competitive 
process of the Austrians (similar to the classical nOlion), and (2) the 
neoclassical notion of a nonrivalrous, static, competitive equilihrium.'2i 
In contrast to the heavy stress in classical economics on the harmony 
of the market in which the pursuit of one's self-interest leads 

�i See Kirzncr ( 1973: 1979). Armcntano ( 1 978), LachmanTl (1977). McN\JJ.ty ( 1 967: 
I Y6S), Reekie ( 1 979), Recktenwald ( 1 978, p. 68), and Brozen ( 1 975). 
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In the benefit of his fellows, the Austrian idea of rivalry _. especially 
,IS developed by Mises's student Israel Kirzner in his I henry of 
('Iltrepreneursllip - represents explicit acknowledgmel'l of the 
rather un h.nTT1onious element in competition. Some '-' .mpetitors 
.Ire squeezed out by their rivals, some consumers get priced out of 
c c..:rtain market.s by rival buyers: In short, some plans are necessarily 
disappointed by the carrying out of rival plans by others. The Aus
( rians agree with the classical economist.s that the rivalrous market 
process learls to beneficial results in the form of a spontaneous 
order of plan coordination, but they do not claim that this process 
;u:hieves anything like the perfect coordination that seen)s to be 
IlIlplicit. in thc classical "long-run" equilibrium model or more ex
plicit in modern equilibrium models. 

The orig-inal !vlarxian paradigm saw rivalry as an in ht'H'nt aspect 
01 a market econumy and the price system, condcmlH,�d f.:apitalism 
for having this rivalrous auribute, and proposed central planning as 
.l nonrival]"ol:Js remedy. This view sees rivalry as the consequence of 
illdependcntly devised production and cotlsun1ption plans that are 
less than fully coordinated with each other, so t.hat S0l11C individuals 
Of firms discover, after the fact, that the prqject on whkh lhey have 
been ""'orking turns out to have been a mistake. Rather than permit 
Ihis "anlisocial" struggle among members of society for shares of the 
social prodtict, a struggle in which the wealthy have an unfair ad
v<cintage, Marx conceived of central planning as a way of pre coord i
l1at.ing productive plans in society. One of the futJdamental "contra
rlictions" that Marx found in the capitalist mode of production was 
(he fact that although on the one hand it makes members of society 
increasingly dependent on one another in a complex wurld 'system 
IIf production, on the other hand it leaves the crucial production 
decisions to independent and thus contending interests. Under capi
lalism, people are in perpetual "battle" with one another in an actlv
ity- �ocial production - upon which it would seem we ought to be 
able to cooperate nonrivalrously. Marx believed that the natural evo
lution of capitalism, with a gradually increasing concentration of 
capital into larger and fewer separate planning entities, would pave 
the way for the expropriation of the means of production by "the 
associated workers," to then be em,ployed cooperatively according to 
a single, unilicd plan. 

Mises's challenge can be seen as an argument for the necessity of a 
particular kind of rivalry in order to achieve complex social produc
lion. Essentially agreeing with Marxism that markets are intrinsically 
rivalrous, Mises and the Austrians assert that this (ur some other less 
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bcnctkial) form of rivalry lS an ineradicable element of social coopera
tion with advanced production. The nature of decision making in 
economic production is complex in the Hayekian sense of being a 
spontaneous order ITIOl:C intricale than any of its constituent minds 
(ould possibly design. Thus numerous plans have to be made sirnulta· 
ncously, and, heing necessarily interdependent, have to be tn conten· 
lion with one another to some degree. If (his is true, then the funda· 
mental question becomes not whether to permit rivalry or not but 
rather what forms of rivalry can be proh ibited with beneficial results, 
alld how. The entrepreneurial m�H'ket process requires certain forms 
or rivalrous activity, such as outbidding one's competitor, but yields 
extremely benef1<.:iaJ results: It generatcs the continuously changing 
st ru<.:turc of knowledge about the more effective ways of(:ombining the 
factors of production. This knowledge is created in decentralized form 
and dispersed through the price system to loordinate the market's 
diverse and independent decision makers. There is no war. Mises 
daimcd, in whicb this knowledge can be generated without rivalry 
thaI is, if al l  production plans are const.rained in advance by heing 
precoonJinaled under a single plall. Market prices are seen as both the 
<.:onsequen{�es of this entrepreneurial rivalry and as the guides, 
through economic calculation in profitJloss accounting, [or decisions 
that are made to achieve a more ralional use of scarce resources. 

The neoclassical par::tdigm. repr'csented by the market socialists in 
the debate, has recogni7.ed and elaborated upon this lalter guiding 
role of prices but has largely ignored their rivalrous underpinning. 
Models of static competitive equilibrium banish economic rivalr'Y 
from the scene and employ the construct of a (centralized) Walrasian 
aU<.:tioneer to adjust the prices that the actual participants passively 
accept as "parametric." Within this essentially static framework it 
seems 'Juite plausible to imagine a central planning bureau fulfilling 
the auctioneer's duties. But, as is being increasingly recognized today, 
this neodassilal price adjmamenl model is inadequate for dealing 
with actual market behavior, and many of the same criticisms that 
present·day Austrian e(onomists are leveling against this model can 
be leveled with equal force against modern cenlral planning theory.28 

�� For example, sec High ( I YS!l). Kirzner ( 1 9 73: 1 979), Rizzo ( 1 978; 1979), Shackle 
( 1972), and Whi�e ( 1978). The usual neoclassical procedure of coping with uncer
tainlY by reducing it In risk. is evident in such contributions as Eidr:m and Violli 
( 1978. p. 47). Komai ( 1 974). Loch ( 1 959), Mack ( 197 1 ,  pp. 30, 51), �forg"n ( 1 964). 
and Sengupta ( 1 972); in fact even risk is ignored in most planning models that 
have been developed to d,ne. See Blilzer, Clark, "nd Taylor ( 1975. pp, 35, 81 , 2 1 8. 
2�1 .  304-5). 
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IhH the market sociahsls did not c1eal ly discllss whether and to 
\ .... hat extent rivalry would be permitted in their models, and indeed 
ill places contradicted themselves on the issue. This crucial ambi· 
guity has seriously hampered most effons to u ndersland and re
spond to their arguments. This study will try to alleviate this prob
lem by sharply distinguishing between two fundamentally d liferent 
hut equally plausible interpretations of the market socialist position 
in the debate. 

The fust interpretation, lhe "malhemalic:.,l solution" (descr ibed 
mainly in Chaptel- 4), views the markel socialists as assuming away 
the problem of rivalry and proposing a non rivalrous static price 
system in the hopes of simulating a competitive equilibrium'. The 
second interpretation211 (discussed in Chapter 5). views the market 
snchtlists as inlroduclng genuinely rivah'ous competitio:l into their 
models without, however. being aware of the serious implications of 
this. particularly with respect to the question of what "common 
ownership of the means of production" means if l'ivalrous compet i
tion is permiued. Each of these alternative interpretations fails, in its 
own way, to appreciate the rivalrous basis of the market process. 

Thus the Marxists condemned rivalry, the Austrians asserted its 
necessity, and the neoclassical markel socialisr.s either ::tssumed il. 
away or failed to recognize the consequences of its imroduction 
into their models. The reinterpTetation of the calculation debate 
t.h�t is offered in this siudy will attempt to locale the fundamental 
difference among these paradigms in their disparate views of ri
valry and try in that way to ex plain whal the controversy \\'as 
essentially ahoul. My overall approach in this sturly will be to 
examine the original arguments of the participants in the dehate 
in the light of the paradigmatic differences among them that have 
subsequently been elaborated. Some of lhese underlying differ
enc.:es have be(�ome clal'ified and explicit only in more recent con� 
tribUl ions fTom representatives of the various relevant schools of 
thought. For example, modern central planning theory in the neo� 
classical tradition extends Lange's argument. just as modern Aus-

��! This inlerprelation of lhc m,ukct socialists may ac�ually bear m�)re rescn.,blancc. lo 
the liber<ll reformists in Soviet and Eastern European cconunm:s, assonalcd wHh 
the name of Liberman (I 966a; 1966b; 1 967 ; 1965; 1972), than it does to any of lht: 
panicipanLS in (he calculation debate. See Balassa (l9S9). Bms (1972; 197�), felkel' 
( 19i)6)! Gamarnikow (1968), GalOvsky (1962), Goldman ( � 95S; 1960), C.r?ss.ma� 
( I  960b). Holesevsky (1968), Kaser (1965), Kornai ( 1 959), Liberman and Zhltmlskll 
( 1 968). McFarlane and GOl'dijcw ( 1 964), Neub�rg�r ( I �), No.ve (1958a; J 9S8b; 
1966). Reves2 ( 1 968). Sh"·pe (1965), Shc,m.n (1959.). S,k ( 1967.; 1967b; 1976). 
Wikz:ynski ( 1970; 1973). and Zaleski (I Y67). 
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Irian analysis of the entrepreneur clarifies Mises's, My hope is to 
impnwe our understanding of the earlier arguments in the light of 
theil' subsequent evolution without doing violence to the meaning of 
those original arguments. 

There is always, of (ourse, the potell(ial tlang�r lhal I have ille
gitimately read modern Austrian notions into the eal'lier Austrian 
contributions. Could not the changes in the later Austrians' argu
ments that r call "improvemt:llts" be interpreted as "retreats" from 
indefensible positions? Perhaps. But although I contenu that 
Hayek's later contributions have altered and indeed immeasurably 
improved M ises's argument, ] am also convinced thal this irnprove
men( should be underslood as essentially an elaboral ion of the 
meaning that Mises originally atta<:hcd to his own words , In any 
case, 1 will offer textual evidence from the original essays tu sup
port this view. 

The hiSlory of thought has proven itself capable of altaining the 
goal that modern philosophers of science (from Kuhnians LO l .akato
sians) all agree is lhe mark of a progressive research program: a new 
theory'S <-"pacily to explain the phenomena thal the older theory 
could iloilo We can u nderstand lhe fruits of past cOJllroversics in 

ways that their participants could not possibly have understood. We 
(:an lake .advantage of clarifications that only emerge in the rebuttal 
process. 

I t  is one of the main themes of this study that economic rivalry 
among cOlllpelitors in the market generates knowledge that no rival 
on his own could have possessed in the absence of that rivalry. This, 
as I think M ichael Polanyi has shown, is but a special case of the way 
that knowledge in  general grows, the way that progress is attained 
within the "Republic of Science" ( 1 969, Pl'. 49·-7 1 ) . S<:i"ntific discov
ery is .1 process that fundamentally depends on contclltion among 
separate rivals (paradigms Of research progr·ams. ror example). This 
process involves a balancing between the tugs and pulls of partici
pants, a kind of Hmutual authority" that within science is based on 
academic qualifications and in market processes is based on money
bidding power. The outcomes of such processes are necessarily un
predictable in advance of their actual working out or living through. 
They .Ire what Hayek calls discovery processes; processes that call re
veal i .t.:W knowledge that the rivals who created it could nol have 
had. 

In applying this view of discovery processes to tlte debate itself, I 
have concluded that the Austrian economists have learned much by 
"living through" the calculation debate. Because they have had to 
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cope with lrilicisms in past debates. they now have much beuer , 

dearer ways of pUlting their arguments. I n  shon, reviewing the very 
pro(css of this debate may, it is hoped. shed more light on its lopks 
than any of its individual contributors could have. 



CH A PT E R  2 

Marx's socialism: the critique of rivalry 

The standard account of the calculation debate deprecates the first 
stage of the controversy (Marx versus Mises) re lative to the second 
stage (Lange versus Hayek), arguing thal the two initial positions 
wcre too extreme and unsystematic and were happily C::ibandoned by 
the less "dogmatic" and more "rigorous" later participants. By the 
ahernative vicw of the debate, the second stage, t.hough instructive, 
was marked by much con fusion , inconsistency. and irrelevance, 
whereas the first stage was the dramatic scene ur the I�ost impoTl:lnt 
confrontation of the entire debate between two of itS }Jenct1'3llllg 
thinkers. I 

The aim or this chapter is to reconstruct the context 01" socialist 
theory in which the calculation argument was horn. This will requ ire 
a suhstantial excursion ,nto the ?viarxian perspectivc. but it wi ll be a 
jourTlcy wil.h a highly restricted purpose. Clearly no claim to an 
exhaustive survey of Mar�'s complex concept of socialism C<:ln be 
made here. Little wi1l be said about his psychological , sociologica l , or 
philosophical case for or description of the social ist society . I am 
(1,)1I(:crned herr exclusively with some particular aspects of his " ex
treme" view of central ecol lom ic plann ing, a view to whic..:h few con
temporary social isLc; would subscribe ill fu l l .  Since Mises directed h is 
cha l lenge primarily at Marx's concept (which at the time was still the 
dotl l inant concept),  its main outlines will have to be clarified before 
the challenge to it can be appreciated. 

. 
Marx's cotlcept of socia list central planning, however, has an ltTI

ponante that transcends its role in the calcu lation debate. In an 
imponan( sense Marx's concept of cen tral planning has !lever actu
ally been abandoned by most socialists. I n  its broad outlines, Marx 's 
iflea of bring-ing social production under "conscious conlrol," I'ather 
than leaving it to the whims of the "anarchic" ,forces or capita lism, is 
stil l the primary economic raison d'etre of socialism. Although most 
contemporary socialists have forsaken Marx's particular concept of 

I For a fascinating comparison of some of the economic ideas of these two thinkers. 
see Vorhies ( 1 982). 
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planning, they have relained his critical attitude toward the uncon
, .. ious mode of social production of capitalism and his goal of sub
su)lling all of social production u nder a single, scientifically Slruc� 
lured plan. I t  is over the implications of this conscious planning (for 
t>xilmplc. with respeCl La a price system and money) that contempo
rary socialists disagree with Marx, not over the des irabi lity of con
sdous planning itself. 

Beyond utopian socialism 

Before beginning an examination of what Marx's con('ept of social� 
ism is, we first neeo to establish that he had a definite idea of at least 
the main features of socialist society. Marx explicitly said a great deal 
about the capitalist society of his and earlier limes and ridiculed 
thuse socialists who spent their time spinning ideal future utopias 
out of their heads. Both his advocates and critks have often inter
preted Marx's condemnation of "utopian socialists'" as a pros�ription 
of any systematic analysis of socialism and thus as a convement de
vice for avoiding diehcult questions about its workabi lity. "Scientific 
sodalism,"' it is claimed, contents itself with a critique of historical 
capitalism and does not speculate about future societies. Thus Marx
ism is seen as exclusively a critique of capitalism , as if il said nothing 
about the nature of socialist society, as if Marx had left us a pro
gram matic tabula rasa upon which the later market socialists coul d 
inscribe their schema without fear of contradicting the great critic of 
capital ism . 

This view of M arxism fails to appreciate the essence of Marx's 
critique of capital ism and of his disagreement with utopian socialists . 
He did not blame the latter so much for discussing social ist society as 
for the way in which they discussed it and for the contradictions 
\vithin their descriptions. Marx's scientific socialism was not merely 
an excuse for avoiding any examination of socialist society . It was a 
recommendation of a particu lar method for the conduct of such an 
examination - that is, that socialism be described through a system
alic critique of capital ism ' 

For Marx, studying capitalism and developing a positive theory of 
socialism are two aspects of the same endeavor. Marx conducted a 
critigue of capitalist society from the standpoint of socialism, int�n?
ing to reveal by this study the main features of the future sOClahst 

� There is a danger, however, in examinin� s
.
ocialism �nl� indirectly throug� a study 

of capitalism: Potential problems of sOC1alist orgaOlzallon are apt to be Ignored. 

I 
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society _ Not only is socialism , for Marx, expected to emerge from tho 
womb of advanced capitalism (and thus inherit many of its develop
mental characteristics). but many of the features of socialism can be 
inferred frOIll the crit ique of certain inherent characteristics of capi· 
laJism. Marx said liule d irectly about the nature of socialism, but i l l  
Das Kaplia.[ he described its rundamental attributes over and over 
again by clarifying its antithesis. I n  many rcspect�, where DllS KalJilal 
offers us a theoretical "photograph" of cap italism, its " negative" in

forms us about Marx's view of sodalism. Thu�. contrary to the stan
dard idea that Marx only tal ked about capitalism , I am argu ing thaI 
there i� implicit throughout Marx's writings rt single, coherent, and 
rcrnarkably consistent view of socialism. 

Similar to the misconception th�lt Marx had no view of social ist 
society is the idea that whatever view he did have, if round wanting, 
Gill be freely modified independently from his critique of capitalism . 

Both or t.hese errOl's arise from the artificial separation of issues into 
two hermetica lly sealed theoretical topics. capita lism and socialism , 

as if Ollt' understallding of the one were irrelcvanl to our under
standi ng of the other. On the contrary , Marx taught that implicit in 
his negative critique of capitalism are all (he csseliLials of his positive 
theory of sodalism.:\ 

Marx's early wri ljngs were largely  directed against "u topian social
ism," the predominant form of pre-"Marxian socialism. Broad ly 
speaking, utopian socialism is the view that the socialist future (all be 
im�gined in advance in detail ; that this image can be used to converl 
workers and capital ists alike; and thal it can be ac.:hievcti reg�rdless 
of the furrent material (ondilions or social production. I n  contrast, 
�·Jarx. claimt:d that socialism- was the future society that was ind icf)tcd 
by t.he "laws of motion" of capital ism . Socialism hecomes possihle 
\\"ith the. progression of capitalism; hence it caltnot he achieved , fnr 
example, before the workers arc nu merous and unified enough to 
take common control of the means of prodllct ion , ur before the 
centfCllil.alion of rapilal has proceeded far enough 1 0  make these 
means of product. ion accessible to such centralized control. 

Ma rx's crit ique of his utopian-socialist predeces,nrs consisl� of 
three related theses: ( I )  that detailed speculation aiJout the speci fic 
features of a ,oci.list future is unsden tific; (-2) that the general char

acteristics 0(' socialism can be scientifical ly established through a sys-

:1 An irnplic:atioll of this lheorelical connection between the theories of capitalism and 
socialism is that ir. as Mises's calculation argument COli tends, there is a fundamental 
Haw in Marx's socialism, this ed"ur mllst also be rcllccted somewhere in the Marxian 
analysis of capitalism. See n. 1 3  i l l  the. next chapter. 
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! ('matic critique o f  capital ism , and thus that utopian schemes that 
( olttradiCl these general characteristics are misconceived; and (3) 
I hat the likelihood and timing of the emergence of the new social ist 
llIode 0(' production can be gleaned from a dynamic study of the 

Uloliun ot' t.:apitalisl development-·· 
There would be lillIe disagreement from Mise, over the first 

I )oint . Det.ails of future social l ife are not the province of tconomic 
.,rience but of speculative literature, Nonetheless, both Marx and 
Mises treat the general characteristi, s of socialism (point 2), such as 
whether money is used or whether advanced. technology i, employed 
in production , as matters suqject to systematic inquiry, that, inciden� 

'<Illy. led the two thinkers to some interesting alld subs tan tial dis
;lgreemelll. But before describing Marx's view of the gentra l charac

terist ics of socialism, someth ing should he said about the third poim, 
I he quesLion of the evolutionary development of capitalism toward 
social ism . 

J f, as many Marxists contend, socialism is not merely a human goal 
Inn also an inevitable result of social evolution, then the issue raised 
by Mises as to whether socialism is possible seems misplarcd . But  one 
should be wary of attempts to dismiss all criticism of the social ist 
program in this manlier. First, It should be emphasized lhat the 
Marxian theory of cvolulion of modes of prod union was IICvcr in
tcnued as a Hegel ian script with which flllUre history fIlllS! invar.ia
I l ly conform. The materialist historian uses tendencies of" the past to 
I !lake judgments about the present and future, but past tendencies 
are not necessarily future tendencies , and new "laws of motion" may 
today interfere with the evolutionary direction discovered yesterday. 

Second, the fact that the actual development of capital ism since 
'-brx's time has not proceeded along the lines he "predicted" should 

I In my vie ..... , Marx's "sodalislll" has definite IheorelicCtI wnlCnt ill ilScirand is nOl lhe 
salllt: "s "Whatever COIIl(:.'� .. !"tel' capitalism." Many M;trxists !l<l\'c robbed the ide,l or 
soci;dism of all wnteut by trying to make it look like whiltever (unenl (�({)nomic 
II-Cllds suggest the futur\;' lI1a�' be like, Thus h'C find early lh'l;ntieth.ccnuIIY MitIX
ists altempLilig to mode! ... ocialism after the gianl Gtpitali!)t tflistS. This approach to 
Marxism takes (h� IlOllUI! of socialism lO be crudely derivative froJ11 historical 
lrends. Jessie Hughan (1932, p. 1 19). for example, seems 10 IlIr1) Marx·s sCienlil-ic 
socialism into a meallhlgll'ss pursuit of lhe 7.ei(�cist: "Scieutific Socialism is dearly 
not synonymous wilh (!t· , htced from Marx' and Ulopian I-\';Ih 'nol dcrluced b')nl 
�t.u'x·; but SciClllific Sod:..LlI�m nOw m�am. to use lllf)�C t..:om.:hl�iolls which .ut: drawn 
from the economic tendencies uf the lime; Utupian. those which are based upon the 
mere plans or preferences of the thinker. For example, the expectation that the 
future arg.lII/lallan of societ), will be based on Ihe trust is scientific. if arising fl'(JOI a 
present cr.nnoll'lic tcndc:ncy," If present trends indicated economic collapse. a war 
economy, or a return to sla"cry. would we attribute slich fealures 10 soci .. lisrn? 
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lc,;t<..:h us to avoid lH«king conlident pronouncements of Ihe inevi
tability of socialism.:' 

For too long most Marxists have been content to develop a critique 
or capitalism and le'ave all discussions of the workings and workabil
ity of socialism to others. As Mises remarked, "They are for ever 
drawing up programmes of the path to Socialism and not of Social
ism itself" ([ 1 920] 1 935, p. 1 22). Marx's antiutopian method, what
ever its legitimate purposes may have been for Marx himself, has 
served Marxians largely as an unscientific shield lor deflecting criti
cisms of the practicability of the socialist economic order. 

I n my view, Marx did not devote his life to devising a dogma that 
would be immune to criticism, despite the misguided efforls of so 
many of his followers to do so. Marx accepted the prevailing scien
line alLilude of his lime that all argumcnt is susceptible to ratiunal 
criticism and indeed that virtually all scientilic progress occurs as a 
result or the rejection o f  dogma and the critique of earlier "knowl
edge" by later skeptics. Whatever one may think of the cogency of 
Mises's calculation argument, u'ue followers of Marx should have 
welcomed this challenge and vigorously responded to it. Instead 
Marx's followers have almost completely ignored it, and when neo
classical theorists had to take up the defense of socialism against this 
challenge, the in Auence of Marxism in economics su ffered a severe 
blo\-v from which it is still trying to recover. 

I f  Marxism is to shed its image as a rigid dogma that is immune to 
criticism, Marxists will have to take the initiative in specifying what 
would constitute a legitimate attempt to criticize Marxism. In par
tieular it will have to be conceded that not all discussions of' the 
practicability of socialism can be rejecled out of hand as utopian, 
They may all turn out to be unsuccessful. but at least some of them 
are worthy of careful consideration. Marx's own idea of socialisrn 
should be subjected to the same scrutiny to which Marx subjected his 
utopian competitors. 

As M ises poimed out at the beginning of his 1 920 essay (quoting 
Kautsky, 1907, p. I) ,  "Investigation into the conditions of society 
organized upon a socialist basis is of value as something more than 'a 
good mental exercise and a means of promoting political clearness 
and consistency of thought' " ([ 1920] 1 935, p. 88). The entire social-

;, Many modern cconolnisls dismiss Marx's entire analytit: framework because his 
"predictiuns" have not been very accurate. Those who do not follow the "positive" 
economic methodology of Friedman, however, believe that [here is more to "expla
nation" in the sciences than the testing of predictions. See Coddington ( 1972) and 
McCloskey ( 1983). 
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... 1 movement to which Marx devoted his life aims at a revolution in 
HI·der to realize a socialist organization of society, yet it is at least 
t o lH:eivable that such a society can never be achieved. The urgency 
t i l  a careful and honest d iscussion of this questit)n among advocates 
01' socialism is eveu greater today, now that tht: failure of numerous 
.lll cmpts to institute socialism is available fUf historical examination. 
Every socialist revolution to dale has, of course, been "premature" 
)mm the standpoint of Marx's analysis. Nonetheless, 10 put the ques
lion in a Marxian way, we need to ask whether capitalist society can 
('vcr mature i n  such a way as to make socialism possible, 

I will, however, take a more sympathetic view of Marx's approach 
I h"tl did Mises, who said, for example, that "Marxism solemnly for
hids its arlherents to concern themselves with economic problems 
Iwyond the expropriation of the expropriators" ([ I 920] 1 935, p. 
XH)." Indeed most neoclassical as well as Austrian critics have inter
preted M arx's thesis thaI, the law of value does not apply to socialism 
.IS a denial that socialist society conforms to any economic laws at 
a H - a  serious misunderstanding o f  Marxian theory. 

For Marx, economic "laws" are not necessarily universal for all 
societies but are specific to each particular mode of production. Ac
\ nrrling to the Japanese economist Koza Uno, Marx believed that 
tllle must d istinguish between the "specific laws of a commodity 
('conomy" and the "general norms of economic life . .. 7 The "law of 
value," ror example, represents a specific law of commodity econ
omy, whereas the requirement that every society regulate its use of 
resources in the service of economic reproduction represents a gen
(Tal norm of economic life. Thus the law of value is a specific mani
f"l:station under capit.alism of a general norm to which all societies, 
including socialism, must conform. Although the law of value itself 
does not directly apply either to precommodity or postcommodity 
modes of production, it has been only through the systematic study 
of this and other features of commodity economy that the laws of 
other modes of production have been revealed. Thus for Marx a 
study o f  the laws of qtpitalism can yield an understanding of the 
general norms of'economic life from which the laws of other modes 
of production can then be distilled. 

The general norms of economic life limit the possibilities from 

" Mises w�nt so far as to characterize Marxism as "against logic. against Science, and 
against the activity of thought itselr' « 19221 1 936. p. 12). 

1 The distinction is Uno·s. His careful sludy of Marx (mainly as explained to me 
per!lonally by Mako(o Itohl has significantly informed many parts of this chapter. 
See hoh ( 1980) and Uno ( 1 980). 
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which visions of socialism can he devised. The limirations <:an be 
discovered by realizing that some of lhe features of capitalism neces
sarily imply the existence of other features of capitalism: one canllot 
exist without the other. The utopian socialists w.HJted to pill to
gether various features of theil" ideal systems withlll il  regard to the 
implications from the study of economics as to whether these variolls 
features were compatible with one another. Thus Pr ! l l 1dhOIl wanted 
an economy with exchange relations, money, and bal)ks but without 
plofit or in lerest. Marx's critique deftly revealed why abolishing 
capitalist forms of distribution also implies abolishing the anarchic 
organilation of capitalist production. One cannot. arhit rarily choose 
the attributes of capitalism that one wishes to retain and scI. aside the 
attributes thal one does not like. 

Surely, then. it is conceivable that among the hrow' t features tilal 
Marx attributed to socialism are two that are in(:OInp�ljblc with Que 
another. In particular, the conscious central pl'l I l 1 l ing that will he 
discussed in the next section just might be iI1COmpar ihi(� with a tech
nologically advanced, world-integrated, and high l.1 produclive eco
nomic system. The hItler. Marx believed, would i ,.: retained from 
capitalism; the former he thought would be intro<i J . {Td through a 
proletarian revolution. But ir it could be shown th:.t I ; .,(" unconscious 
organization of capitalist production is necessaril� bOlllld up with its 
advanced technology and high productivity, then M arx's socialism 
lOO would have to be abandoned as ut.upian. 

At this poi,tlt we need [0 look closely at. Marx's criticisms of the 
utopian socialists. in order to c.larify the intimate connectioll between 
his explicit analysis of capitalism and his implicit theory of socialism. 
The utopian socialists, according to Marx, call be divided into two 
major branches (corresponding to what Mises was later to refer to as 
illienlent/oni.lm and syndicalism). each of which, Marx argued, failed to 
appreciate t.he ecollolllic implications of sociali�l11, I ntervent.ionism, 
which Marx generally referred to as "petty bour'geois socialism" (the 
app roach used by Pierre-Joseph I'roudhon, John Gray, and John 
Bray, for example), seeks to retain the fundamentally anarchic form 
of organization of small-scale commodity production while al the 
sam€: lime using the stale to intervene in this order to attain socialist 
goals (Marx ( 1 902] 197 1 ,  pp. 467-8; ( 1 847] 1 90.3; ( 1 859]1970). The 
syndicalist program, on the other hand (represented, for example, 
by the views of Louis Blanc and Michael Bakunin) would abandon 
the imperfect organization of anarchic production that is enforced 
by the profit and loss system and replace it with no social (wganiza. 
liun of production at all (Marx, Engels, and Lenin, 1 972). 
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The syndicalists wanted workers' control of each factory and 
t ontrol of separate industries by democradc syndicates such as 
IIlane's "national workshops," but they never formulated a proce
dure through which these various independent factories and syndi
t ales could have their activities cuordinated and ralionalized from 
I he point o f  view of society as a whole. They did nOl. fealize that 
,·very society requires an ordering mechanism of some killd ror eco
lIomic production, Some process must ensure that society's scarce 
resou rces are used in such a manner that the means of production 
'Ire reproduced and, preferably, expanded. 

Now it is true that to some extent both classical long-run analysis 
and neoclassical general equilibrium theory have substantially exag
gerated the degree of efficiency o f  the capitalist system's ordering 
I I lt:chanisrn, o ften depicting it as a smoothly operating clockwork, a 
rully harmonious system of perfect coordination. And surely it is a 
g:reat merit of Marxian - and Austrian - analysis that capitalism is 
I I lldt.�rstood to be always in disequilibrium; but it must not be forgot
len thal capitalism does al least roughly coordinate i ts competing 
I Jroducers, Capilalisn' is plagued with recurrenl unemploymelll and 
ni!)es,l' it permits waste� and it pl'occeds blilldly in untleslglled direc
lions. sometimes yielding resulls that none or its I)anicipants desired. 
I,ul it is, after all,  capable of pushing resources toward lheir more 
I Ji"hly valued uses. of expanding the tOlal wealth of society, and of 
, olllinually revolutionizing the technology of production. Syndical
iSIll represents a step backwards from the anan.:hy of prOduction to 
liller chaos.9 

Marx' (and M ises) understood that there is, even in the anarchic 
G,pitalist world. an element of order as well as an element or chaos, 
There are elements of discoordination diffused throughout any 
IIlarkel. economy_ Not all entrepreneurs recoup their investments; 
IIC)t every realized selling price covers the entrepreneur's costs of 
production. Because production plans take lime to complete. even if 
a business venturt seems profitable at its inception, there is 110 guar
;Jlltce that it will still do well by the time the products reach the 
market. But tll'�n! are also the well-known general regularities. such 
;IS those between prices and COSlS of production, that are reAected in 
h"th the c1as,ica l lahor theory o f  value as well as the modern subjec
livist theories of marginal utj1ity and imputation, 

K For Marx the trade cycle is inherent in the capitalist mode of production, but many 
or lhe Austrian economists believe {hal certaill (fairly radical) reforms of the bank
ing system c.:ould eliminate this problem. See While ( 1984). 

" Sullie of wbat follows is revised from Lavoie ( 1 983). 
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Marx saw the market as a system of partial coordinalion of sepa
rate decision makers and saw the alienation of these decision makers 
from one another as the source of the discoordination that always 
persists in markets. The producers' production plans are devised 
independently from one another and also from the consumers 
whose separate choices can make or break the producers' plans. 
Competitors struggle with one another under disequilibrium condi
tions to bid prices up and down in a continual Aux of disappointed 
plans and windfall gains. But  it would be a caricature to refer to 
Marx's " anarchy of production" as mere chaos, III for the law of value 
enforces a regularity on the market for Marx just as it does in the 
classical tradition from which his theories stem. Whereas such 
writers as Adam Smith placed greater emphasis on the long-run 
harmony of the market., 011 the eventual elimination of pure profit, 
on the order and regularity that market processes tend to engender, 
Marx stressed the continuous short-Tun discoordination t.hat no 
market institutions can ever, by their' very nature, entirely eliminate. 
.lust from the fact that thousands of separate private-property 
owners independently direct their resources toward various projects 
through time, quite lInaware ex ante of the many inevitable conflicts 
among their plans, we see that there necessarily must be diseqUilib
rium. For Marx it is this alienation of producers from each other 
that. makes any complete coordination inherently impossible. This 
does not, however, mean that there is only chaos, as would be the 
case with syndicalism. 

Together with the. development of this alienation. and on the same basis, 
effons are made to overcome it: institutions emerge wherehy each individ
lIal can acquire information <Jbout the activity or all others and auempt to 
<ldjusl. his own accordingly, e.g. lists of current prices, rates of exchange, 
interconnections between those active in commerce through the mails, tele
graphs etc. . . .  [A1lthough the total supply and demand are independent of 
the anions of each individual, everyone attempts to inform himself about 
them, and this knowledge then reacts back in pra<:tice on the tOlal supply 
and demand ([1953) 1973, p. 16 1 ). 

Alienation is not entirely overcome by these means, but its effects 
are m itigated to s-ome degree. Market processes operating through 
I he law of value and the equalization of profu rates guide produc
tion well enough to permit a complex network of interdependent 
production plans to develop. Marx does not deny this coordinating 
role of the market but. argues that mankind Gln do this system one 

In See, fOI- example. Hayek, who interprets Marxism in {his way ( 1 979, pr. 1 69-70)_ 
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I wtter, that central planning can enable us to adopt a much more 
, 'omplete coordination of productive activities. He argues not that 
I ;lpitalism is completely chaotic hut that its coordination is crude and 
olily operates ex post; plan m�smatching is discovered too late in the 
"htggling of the market" when producers have already made their 
i l lvestrnents and are struggling, in the face of changing prices, to 
I l linimize their losses or reap t.heir windfall gains. The question of 
whether there is a workable alternative to this imperfect .market 
I .oordination will be explored in the next. chapter; the point here is 
I hat Marx, in recognizing (and sometimes exagger-ating) these im
perfections, was highlighting an aspect of the real market that is 
often ignored in <:onlemporary economic literalure. Marx's idea of 
t he anarchy of capitalist production does not reveal an ignorance of 
, l ie coordinating function of markets but reflects a (perhaps itself 
I llOpian) desire 1.0 go beyond this undeniably imperfect system of 
coordination. 
I, has been said and may be said that this is precisely the beam}' and the 
�reatnes$ of it, this spontaneous interconncction, rhis material ami mental 
1I1ctabolisrn which is independent of the knowing and willing of individuals, 
:lllCl which presupposes their reciprocal independence and indifference. 
And certainly, this ol�iective connection is prcferaLle to the lack of any 
l"Im(lCCljon, or to a merely local connection resting on blood ties, or on 
primeval, natural or master-servant relations([ I Y53} 1973, p. 161 ) .  

Marx condemns the market order only by contrasting this system 
with an ideal economic system (to this day unrealized anywhere) 
where individuals can "gain mastery over their own social intercon
nections" and subordinate t.heir social relations "to their own com
llIunal control" ( [ 1953] 1973, pp. 1 6 1 -2). It is precisely because of 
Ihe fact that the market is neither an litter chaos nur an equilibrium 
of complete coordination but ra.ther what Hayek calls a "spontane
lIllS order" (a resultant of, bur not a design made hy, conscious 
choices) that Marx criticizes it. "The totality of the process [arises] 
from the mutual influence of conscious individuals on one another, 
hut neither located in their consciousness, nor subsumed under 
them as a whole. Their own collisions with one another produce an 
alien social power standing above them, produce their mutual inter
action as a process and power independent of them" (pp. 196-7). A 
llonutopian socialism must be able to supplant the imperfect coot-di
lIation of the law of value with some other ordering mechanism. In 
the case of Marxism, the conscious central plan is to function as such 
a mechanism. 

If the syndicalists failed to understand why the ordering aspect of 
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the market's partial ordering mechanism had to be replaced by a 
cent,ral planning ordering mechanism, the "interven(ionisls" failed 
to understand why the features of disorder that are i l lherent in 
markets preclude their combination with central plann ing . The in
terventionist utopians never realized that certain specific historical 
conditions are nece!Ssary for the abolition of capitalist "exploitation." 

All socialists of Marx's time shared -a common desil-e 1.0 eradicate 
the "unearned incomes" thal were characteristic of capitalist society. 
Man (

: 
however, recognized that the approprialion of surplus value 

by pnvate owners of capital is necessitated by the veq' nature of an 
exchange economy. Utopian sociali�ts who sought to abolish interest, 
rent, and profit 

.
while retaining the anarchic capitalist organ izat ion 

of productIon failed to appreciate the role of these forms of distl i i ,\!
t ion of wealth jn the capi talist order. The interventionists who 
thought that they could eliminate unearned incomes by legislat o ve 
e�ict� Wilh

.
ollt 

.
firs

.
l tran�form illg at its roots the fundamental urga-

11I1aOOn of capitalist society were simply ignorant of the operation of 
�hal society. W�ges cannot be substantially increased relative to prof
II.s by the offiCial decrees of a capitalist state, even if one supposes 
the stale to sin(:erely wish to increase them. Private appropriat.ion of 
�rofi� is Il�cessa.ry for. the ca pital ist mode of production, and legisla
tive tmkcl'mg With prices and wages can no more alt.er this fact than 
they could repeal the law of gravity . To this exten t Marx acceplt'J 
the arguments against «interventionism" of the classical school from 
whom he adopted most of his LOols of economic analvsis. Under 
cornmodit y production. the laws of economics that Wtr � systemali� 
cally elaborated by Ricardo are unalterable. 

Marx's critique of his classical predecessors begins with the ()bscI 

�ation that these
. 
laws of economics are not universal but hold only 

lor thl' (ommodlly mode of production. It was the permanence of 
th is mode of production that he doubted. Before the appearance of 
a mon:y economy, the nature of social production was su�jecl to 
very dIfferent laws, and after the demise of commod ity prod uction, 
Marx contended, society would be subject to d ifi 'erellt laws again . 
But as long as economic prod uction is organized anttrchicallY- l.hat 
is, according to the law o f  value - it is utopian to LUIJe for (tny gov
ernment policy that can achieve the aims of the socialist movement. 

Those who w?uld employ the elaborate Marxian criticism of capi
tallsl sOCIety while trymg to devise their own schemes of soci(tlism are 
l i kely not only to contort Marx's ideas beyond recognition (a C()Ilse
'! UeIlCe, after al l , with wh ich these socialists may be quite willing to 
hve), but they are also likely to deceive and contradict themselves. 
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�LI I·x's -criticisrn of capitalism is inextricably interl\·..,ined with his con-
1 4V' or central economic planning. Modern socialists need to re;tlize 

I h. 1 I  if they condemn capitalism they must eir-.her offer an alternative 

1 1 1 : 1 1  eliminates this aspect of social production , or the condemnation 
\\' 111 he empty . 

Consciously ordered versus anarchic social production 

l'fll" Marx, the aspect or human labor lhat d istinguishes it from ani-
1 I t : 1 )  produn ioJl is the purposive planning of human producers. 
( ;nided by instincts, bees may construct elaborate cells, but. "what 
, hsl inguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is this, that the 
.lrchitect Taises his structure i n  imagination before he crects it. in 

, ( '"Iity" ( [ I  867] I 967a. p. 1 78)." 
The' central idea in Marx's concept of the conscious ordering of 

'.c)(.:ial production is contained in the lasl phrase. Rational human 
production consists in the construction of a plan in the mind in 
. lC lvance, before the steps ()f a plan are implemented in the maleri�1 
world. The essence of Marx's critique of capitali<;m is that the capi� 

Lllist mode of product.ion does not permit all of social production to 
I w  rationally planned in advance, because capitalism involves fhe 

simultaneolls design of conflicting plans by separate, "alienated" 
producers. The result of this anarchic clash of many consciOLls plans 

IS an unpl<1Pf\cd, unconscious mode of social produt:tion. Thus 
Marx's idea ' 1 ' n:l llral planning entails t.he unification of social plan� 
uing into 0 1 1 ( ·  l.l l i lsistent, conscious plan, one complex struc1ure that 

is coherently I'aised ill the minds of socialist "architects" before being 

syst.ematical l y  implement.ed . 
Capitalist. pl-oduction has led 10 the construct ion of commodities as 

romplex as a computer or as large as an ocean liner in (he minds of 

I I  Marx continucs: "At the end of every lahour-process we gel a result tllm alreatly 
existed in tIll:' imagination of the labourer at its c:ommC"JH:cmt'.I\l. He nut only 
effects a challf;e of form in Ihe material on ",·hich he works. but he also realises a 
purpose of hi� own that gives (he law 1.0 his modus operandi. and to .... ·hich he 
II1mt sub-ordinate his wi1l" ([1867] 1967a. p. 178). Hayek has this "conscious 
planning" idea in n1ifld when he refers, in the opening pa.ragraph of his first 
major contribution 1.0 Ihe talculation uebate, to "(he belief lhat deliberrHc rcgula� 
I.ion of all sodal affair.� must necessarily be more successful than the appan"lItiy 
haphazard in(('I"play of independent individuals . . · Indeed he even managt's to 
evoke the motivating spirit behind this Marxiau vision of advancing beyond the 
anarchy pf cetpitalism when he ,,,rites; "To bring order 10 sut:h a chaos, to apply 
reason 10 !hC' org.tniz:uion of society, and to shape it deliberale-ly in every detail 
acc:ording It, human wishes and the common ideas of justice sCf'med the only 
course of anion worthy of a rational being" «(1935} t948e. p. 1 1 9). 
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competi1 lg capitalist architects. Marx believed that capitalist. produc
tion would cOlltinue to become t�enlralized, so that larger enterprises 
would subsume more and. more or social production under the (00-
�iCiolls guidance of fewer and fewer- wills. Socialism. for Marx, seeks 
to replace those few capitalist producers with the single common will 
of all producers; it seeks 1.0 eliminate the last vestige

'
s of commodity 

production and to build what Bukharin was to call a " new society 
which is consciously planned and co1lSciously executed" ([ I 920] 
1 97 1 ,  PI'· 68-9)." Anarchic commodity production is guided, again 
III Bukharin's words, "not by a conscious calculation by the commu
nity _ but hy the blind power of  the social element, evidencing itself in 
a whole chain of social-economic phenomena, particularly in the 
market price" ([ 1 9 1 7] 1 972, p. 49). Capitalism is seen by Marx 
([ H�53J 1 973, p. l 58) as that mode of p" oduction in which "individu
al) . . .  produce only for society and in society" but where " produc
tion is not dirertly social, is not 'the offspring of associC:ltioll\ which 
dislributcs labour internally. I ndividuals are subsumed under social 
production; social production exists Qutside t.hem as their hae; but 
social production is not subsumed under individuals. manageable by 
them as their common wealth." 

Bllkharin ( [ I92 1 J  1969, PI'. 4 1-2) says that uncler central plan
fling, workers "make resolutions in cornman and carry them out In 
common." No longer subject to the f()rces of price movements, !'men 
control the.ir own decisions and do not feel any pressure (>f blind 
social forces upon them, since these forces have been replaced or a 
national 30cial organization." 

Marx ([ 1 87 1 ]  1 974a, p. 2 13)  expected celllral planning to stabilize 
economic activity: "United cooperative societies are to regulate na
tional production upon a common plan, thus taking it under their 
own cOlltrol and putting an end to the constant anarchy and periodi
cal convulsions which are the fatality of capitalist production," In  
communist society, "The question thell comes down to the need of 
s�)dety to calculate beforehand how much labour, means of produc
tion, and means of subsistence it can invest" in the planned direc
tions. � 'In capitalist society however where social reason always as-

11 In  !he following discussion, I occasionally supplement Ma'rx's words with quota. 
tions from Nicolai Bukharin lo illustrate Marx's ideas, nOl only iJecause Bukharin 
agrees in most respects with Marx but also because he devoted a great deal of 
�uelltion to the direct, implications of Marx's critique of capitalistn for the econom
,�s of s�ialism. At the time \ .. ,.hen I\-liscs launched his critique of socialism, Bukha
nn was arguably the leadillg Marxian theoretician in the world. 
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',erts itself only tJost Iestum great disturbances rna}' �nd must con
"antly occur" ( [ 1 885] 1 967b, p_ 3 1 5). 

In lhe contemporary theory of the: firm, a profit-making enterprise 
t ... sometimes referred to as an island of planning in a sea of anarchy. 
Within the; enterprise, production t.akes place rat.ionally according to 
I l le �iflgle conscious will of the capitalist owner. Means of production 
are coordinated from a decision-making center and moved from de
partment to department. but unfinished goods, machines, and labor 
\\'ithin the enterprise are not exchanged. The shipping department 
does not buy the product from the workers of the assembly depart
nlC.:nt; there is a prearranged plan by which the different complex 
"teps required in the production process are set out and according to 
\'ihich organized production takes place. This distinction between the 
division of labor within the enterprise by conscious planning and the 
"pontaneous and unplanned division of labor in society as a whole is 
central to Marx's view of planning: "Division of labor in the interior of 
.1 society. and that in the 'interior of a workshop, differ not only in 
degree, but also in kind-' ([ 1 867] 1 967a, p. 354). 

The fundamental difference is [hat the division of labor among 
inuependent producers is conditioned by their buying and selling of 
I IlInmodities from or to one another, whereas the division of labor 
wilhin an enterprise is charanerized hy the fact thaI. "the detail la· 
hOllrer produces no (otnmodities. It  is only the common product of 
"II the detail labourers that becomes a commodity" ([ 1 8671 1 967a, p. 
:ViS).  [vfarx stressed that " in every factory (he labour is divided ac
cording to a system, but. this division is not brought about by the 
operatives mutually exchanging their individual products" (I'. 42). 

Marx favored the deliberate ordering mechanism of the intrafirm 
division of l<1bor over the rough "tendency-to-equilibrium" ordering 
IlIcchanisms of the interfirm divisjon of lahor in society as a whole: 

I"his constant tendency to equ.ilibrium, of the various spheres of produ,clion, 
is �xercised only in the shape of a reaction against the constant upsctlmg of 

d.is equilibrium . The a pt-iori system on which the division of labour, w'jlhin 

the workshop, is regularly carried out, becomes ill the division of labour 

within the society, an a posteriori, nature�imposed necessity, controlling the 

1:lwicss caprice of the producers, and perceptible in the barometrical fluctua

tions of the market�prices (p. :156). 

Thus Marx could remark that 

Ih(� enthusiastic apologists of the factory system have nothing more damning 
10 urge againsl a general organization or the labour of society, than that it 
would turn all -society into one immense factory (p. 356). 
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As contrasted with the "undisputed authority" of the capitalist 
over' his deliberately organized division of labor. ;'The division of 
labonr within the society brings into contact indepelldent commod
ity-producers, who acknowledge no other authority bu/; !haL of corn
petition, of the coercion exerted by the pressure of their mutual 
interest." (p. 356) u 

individual capitalists set Ollt on their own initiative, al their own 
risk, with their own means of production, secured in exchange rela
tions with other capitalists, and with their own individual conscious 
plans for making profits. Production is integrated through markets 
over a vast geographic area, and all individuals become interdepen
dent while maintaining independence in production decisions. Indi
vidual capitalists compete with one another, clash in a race for 
profit, and arc in this respect in an ant.agonistic relationship with 
one another. Yet although they arc rivals in profit making, or in the 
struggle to make a living, producers come to depend more and more 
on one anOl'her's efforts. H 

Capitalism thus expresses what Marx refers to as an internal contra
diction hl'I.\\'t'cn, on the one hand, the widening and deepening inter
dependence of producers upon one another and, on the other, their 
antagonistit: struggle in the market. As Bukharin put it, commodity 
production is "an unorganized unity" ill which "capitalist enterprises, 
which are 'independent' from each other, must nevertheless rely on 
each other because one branch of production supplies raw m<Jterials, 
pa!'ts, etc.. lin the other" ( [ 1920J 197 1 ,  pp. 1 3-(5) .  

J n every mode of prod tlclion social phel10mena are the conse
quences of human action, but in commodity produtLlon - that is, in 
unorganized production - the end result is nol the conscious aim of 
the producer. Market phenomena are what Bukharin called a "resul
tant of the individual wills in unorganized society": 

Prices are an excellent eX<1mple, Buyers and sellers go to the market. The 
sellers have the goods, the buyel's have the money, Each of the sellers and 
buyers is aiming at a certain object: each of them makes a cenain estimate of 
goods and !noney, ponders, (:alculates., scratches and bites, The result of all 
this commotioh in the market is the market price. This price may not repre-

L� Il will be argued in the next chapter that the 5pecific "pressures of their Tilutual 
interest" that "coerces" independent producers to adopt some methods of produc� 
tion and abandon olhers is the very element of rivalry whose absence makes cent rat 
planning unworkable, 

I� In their influential "texlbOok" of communism, Bukharin and Preobrazhensky 
([ 19 19] 1 966, p, 1 3) wrote that "the turmoil of the mar.ket platt: conceals rrom 
people that in actual fact they work for one another and cannOl Jive without one 
another." 
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.�tnt the idea of any individual buyer or seller; it is a. social phenomenon . · 1 1  1 5  �I!'ising as a result 01" a struggle of the vanous WI s,  

I t. is seen as an essential characteristic of the capitalist mode of pro
duction that men are independent rivals in an an�rchy of produc
tIon and are therehy subject to the "blind forces" ot the m�rket. 

Thus, the t:<:tpidly increasing material productive Ca�)aClly of the 
expanding capitalist. system is accompanied 

.
by a definite dlsadvan

lage. Individuals thnHv their fatc onto th� ullper�onal market. and 
have to succl Imb to these "hlind forces" Jltst as If they were laws 
i l !lpOsed by nature. 

I ndividuals in a market economy take actions that lead to (but are not 
designed to lead to) a particular constellation �f pri�es, wl?ich in turn 
influence the choices made. A price is a reflection of what 1S ,to M�r

.
x a 

I 'ont.radiction of capitalism: .1t is both the organi�ing and ratl
.
on<llt�mg 

�llide for production decisions and at the same ome a n�nectl0n of t.he 
.lIltagonistic social relations among buyer� and sellers. On the one 
iland, prices guide calculations and detennln� th� profits of producers 
ill their expansioll ofthe productive powers o� �OC1Cty, and

, 
()n the other 

l lano prices are the stark reHect.ion of com�elJtlon among mdependent 
producers, of their unending strug�le WIth one 'lI�othcr for prufil �. 

I n  the act of bidding- up or bickenng down a price on
, 

a �larket 1S 
('olltained the essentially rivalrous character of l he caplt<:thst order. 
' L  'he m�lVerncnt of al1)' price by such an act. reflects the gain. to one 
� ornpetitor and (he I05s to another. Thus the plann�d �rod�lCtloll that 
I ; ,kes place by firms (or go�ernlJlents) lIn�er clpltal

,
tsm I� the

.
�on� 

sciUllS planning of necessanly only a pOItl?" of SOCial �� Odl)Cl��n, 
hecause they must buy from or sell 1.0 othel' mdCJwn?cnt Islands of 
planning. The portion in which market rivalry prevaIls (and that Ihus 
remains unplanned) leaves the pOSSibIlity of overpro�uct�on �£ some 
I (Hnmodities and underproduction of others. ProdllCtlon IS gtl�ded by 
profit opportunities th:.:tt can either be simul�aneously perceived by 
nllmerOliS producers (leading to overprod�cuon of that produc9 or 
(';\Tl be unnoticed by any producers (leadmg to underproduction) , 

' I 'hus unconsciolls P l '  IIJuction can result in duplicati�m 
.
and squan�er

iug Qf resQurces, relative to that which could conceivably be attamed 
by complele central I ,hUlling (if this is workable). 

1-, Bukharin ([ 1 92 1 ] 1 969, PI" 37-8). Sec also his commenl that: "soc
.
i,tl pl1{'no�e�a 

do not express the will of individual persons but !requemly arc a dlH'ct �on,tr,adlc-
, .  f II ',,, .... ,I!. Ih ")' prevail over it by force with the result that the mdlvldual lon o 1 �  ... , .. . ' , ,, ) h ' l\! ' 'd often feels the pressure of social rorces on hIS a�tLons , �'p' 40 , T  IS arxla� I ea 
hears remark-able �imilarity to the Hayekian notion 01 sp

�
mtanc()w; order, �nd 

hOl.h can be tJ'<tced to Thomas Hobbes. Bernard Mandeville, and t\dam Smith, 
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In the productive process that Marx deSignates by 

AI - c . . .  p ...  C' -- M ' ,  
h e  distinguishes bel\-'t'ccil /Jrorluclion time (C . .. P . _ .  C ' :  the transforma
tiun of inputs inlO uutputs) and circulation lime (M - C [buying illputs] 
and C' - A·r' [selling Qutputs]). Production time represents actual time 
spent producing the commodity thal the capitalist intends to make 
from the inputs he bought. Circulation time represents the time spent 
transforming money inLO commodities (buying) and commodities into 
mOllcy (selling). Production time can, for the most part, be CUTl
sciously planned in advance by tlle capitalist, since he controls all the 
factors necessary fur its completion. 'rhe circulation activity. however, 
cannot be cOI"l.c;ciollsiy planned in advance, since the <.:apitalist cannot 
know for sure either how many of his desired inputs he can buy and 
at what price or how much of his own outputs he can sell and at what 
price. The,lie uncertain lIuanlitics and prices depend on the plans of 
other independent capitalists. In the competitive battles that are 
fought every day on the market, prices of commodities are the un
plall1u.:d results of their clashing at any moment or time. The outcome 
of these ('onrrontations of offers and bids is a resultant, nOl a design . 
of these indcpendcltl decision makers and thus cannot be predicted 
by any ur them in advance. I n  the sphere o f  circulation - that is, in the 
aClS of buying and selling in a monetary economy, is to oe found the 
u norg<.tni7.ed or anarchic character of commodity production. For 
f\.·farx , anu, as we shall see, for Mises as well, the U!ile of money as such 
precludes the world of perfect coordination depicted in neoclassical 
equilihriulll constructions. 

It is also precisely this aspect of the production process -circula
t.iun time - Ihat is claimed to be unnecessary under Marxian social
iSIll. From the point of view of society, resources in the sphere o f  
circulatiun appear to Marx as a deduction from the social product, 
to be subt racted from the capitalist'S surplus value. "Time of circu
lation and tillle of production mutually exclude each other. During 
its lirne of circulation capital does nol perform the functions of 
Pf'UdUClive capital and therefore produces neilher commodities nor 
surpl us-valut>" ([ 1 885] 1967b, p. 1 24). Marx distinguishes between 
those circulation costs that are specific to com modity production 
(buying alld _,elling, and much of capitalist accounting) and those 
t hat are necessary, though changed, under planned production. 
" Bookkeeping, as the control and ideal synthesis of process, be
comes the more necess<lry the more the process assumes a social 
scale a nd loses its purely individual character" (p. 1 35). 
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The costs spent in circulation, such as expenses, for sales, advcr
lising. a large pan of inventories, and purchasing, can be avoided 
,,"ly if Marx's concept of central planning call be implemented. I f  
;,11 of society can be organized as " one immense factory," with the 
movement and processing of intermediate products performed ac
,·o .. ding to a single conscious plan, then buying and selling arc 
su perfluous. But if. as many contemporary socialists contend, plan
ning cannot do withollt and can only proceed by means of the 
market, then they are in fact advocating a form of commodity 
production within which, Marx explicitly argued, costs of circula
tion are absolutely necessary. "In  the production of commodities, 
circulation is as necessary as production itself" (p. 1 26). It is only 
from the specific perspective of contrasting the anarchy of com
modity production with complete central planning that competitive 
dforts can be called "wastefuL" "The capitalist mode of produc
lion, while on the one hand, enforcing economy in each individual 
husiness, on the other hand, begets by its anarchical system of 
,"ompclilion, the most outrageous squandering of labour-power and 
of the soda) mcans of production, not to ment,on the creation of a 

vast number o( employments, at presellt indispensable, but in 
themselves superHuous" ([1867] 1967a, p. 530). 

Despite its increasingly rational organization of production accord
ing to a set plan within a capitalist enterprise, the antagonistic rela
tiunship among competing enterprises under capitalism seemed to 
Marx all unnecessary waste. If it is possible to direct all social pro
ductiun according to a single precoordinated plan, then innumera
hie reatures of capitalist productiori can, from this point of view, be 
!Occn as wasteful .  

But. if this complete central planning must b e  discarded as impos
sible, as the calculation argument claims, then the criticism of capi
talist anarchy must. be reexamined in this light. Thlls he who would 
disparage the wastes of circulation under capitalism cannot also ad
vocale a "socialism" that retains market relations. \OVhere there are 
markets, there are unplannable exchanges of commodities for 
money, and of money for commod'ties. Where these persist, there is  
every bit a s  much need for producers to spend resources searching 
for a good price, informing potential buyers of their commodities 
and prices through advertising, stocking up extra i nventories for 
possible variations in demand, and so forth, as there is under the 
form of commodity production that Marx analyzed. 

Marx explicitly said that his view of central planning as "directly 

associated labouJ'" is "a form of production that is enLirely inconsis-
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tent with the production of commodities" ( [ 1 867] I 967a, p. 94). For 
Marx, socialism means first and foremost the abolition of all market 
relations, the relegation of the entire social pn)duction process to 
the conscious design of t.he workers in commOl1 .  By expropriating 
the txpropriators, the proletariat is su pposed simultaneously to ter
mInate the anarchic and rivalrous aspects of private production and 
to reestablish tl_1C bond between the producers and their means of 
production. 

It should be clear by now that in my view T"'farx's concept of cen
tral planning constitutes an extreme among socialists. But there is a 
common belief among many Marxists th,n this extreme deS(Tiprinn 
applies only to the "second phase" of cOnJlIlunism discussed by M<Jrx 
([ 1 89 1 ]  J 974b) in which scarcity has been vanquished. The extreme 
view of central planning is relegated to (he distant future, whcTcas 
the "first phase" of communist society, or in many cases an interme
diate "transitional" stage following c(lpitalism and preceding the first 
phase, is depicted as a more moderat.e J I)fm of "central planning" in 
which market forms arc allowed to coc'x ist with a planning appara
tus. Marx's mention of the possible lise of lahor coupons is often 
cited as an admission that a form of money may be cumpatible with 
central planning. 

This interpretation of Marx, cannot, !t()\vever, be sustained. Marx 
repeated ly and explicitly rejected what I ,t' called "the Utopian idea 
or 'labour money' ill a snciety founded on the pnniuction of com
modities" ( [ 1 867] 1 967a, p. 94; see also [ 1 847] 1 963 and [ 1 859] 
1(70). The idea of labor coupons that M;" , 1 eferred to in 1 89 1  was 
borrowed from Owen, and, he said, "is 110 more 'money' than a 
ticket for rhe theater" ( [ 1 867] 1 967a, p. 94). Sec also Marx ([ 1 885] 
1 967b, p. 358): "111 the case of socialised production the money 
capital is eliminated. Society distributes lahour-power and means of 
production to the different branches of production. The producers 
may. for all it matters, receive paper vouchers entitling them to 
withdraw from the social supplies of consumer goods a quantity 
correspolldiTlg to their labour-time. These vouchers are not money. 
They do Ilot circulate." 

The interpretation of Marxian central planning as employing 
money has by now been so conclusively refuted "by ot.hers; especially 
Buick ( 1 9'15). Reese ( 1 980), Roberts ( 1 971) ,  Roberts and Stephenson 
( 1 973) ,  ,md Steele ( 1 978), that a further meticulous exegetical study 
of this issue is no ionger required. From what has already been said 
it should be clear that the notion of 'a centrally planned society that 
retains the anarchic market institutions from capitalism renders the 

I 
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( ' I l , ire corpus of Ma rx's critique of capitalism nonsensical. As Buick 
( 1 975, p. 58) has noted, the contemporary Marxists' nOlion of a 
", ransitional societ.y" that reconciles central planning wit.h commod
� ' Y  production not only will not be found anywere in Marx's

:
volumi

l I � Il IS writings but furthermore "is based on a complete mlsunder
,tanding of the Marxian theory of money." 

Il is in monetary theory that the limitations of neoclassical equilib

I'ium theorizing are most evident, and it is ht:re that the stTengths of 
I he Marxian (and Austrian) disequilibrium approaches are the most 
:tppal·enl. Once Ivfarx's theory of money is clearly understood, the 
.Ihsurdity of the notion of a centrally planned monetary economy is 
plain. Money economy. depicted as C - M - C, the exchange of 

(,ommodities necessarily through the intermediary of (he medium of 
('xchange, was being criticized precisely because it separates those 
lids of purchase and sale. These separate. rivalrous acts of huying 

alld selling lie at the root of' Marx's disequilibrium critique of capital
ism and thus cannot be sensibly joined to his concept of consciOlis 
planning. 



C H A P T E R  � 

Mises's challenge: the informational 

function of rivalry 

Against the analytic background provided in Chapter 2 ,  my purpose 
in this chapter is to show that M ises's argument against Marx's social· 
ism is not a utopian exercise in speculation about the unknowable 
future but rather a legitimate contribution to economic science, 
rooted in a sOllnd theorelical understa,nding of the economics of 
capitalist society . I will offer a detailed exposition of the argument as 
it appeared in the 1 920 essay, "Die Wirtschaftsrechnung im sozialis
tischen Gemeinwesen" ("Economic calculation in the socialist com
monwealth") ([ 1 920) 1935) and reappeared almost verbatim as the 
central argument of his book Die Gellleinwirt.schaft ([ 1 922] 1936, pp. 
1 1 4-22, 1 3 1 -5). The discussion will examine ( I )  Mises's analysis of 
the function o f  economic calculation under capitalism ; (2) his claim 
that this function cannot be performed under a centrally planned 
economy and thal without it I-alional economic plann; ng is impossi
ble ; (3) his case against the feasibility of using labor time as a unit for 
economic calculation under socialism; and (4) his brief anticipatory 
remarks criticizing market socialism. 

The nature of economic calculation under capitalism 

Mises is typically understood to have put forward in 1 920 an abstract 
argument about the detached "logic" of t.he theory of socialism, and 
it is on this level that virtually all of the English-language responses 
in the 1930s were formulated. Mises is thought to have denied the 
determinateness of equilibrium for a socialist organization of pro
duction , to which the market socialists retorted that as Pareto, Ba
rone , and Wieser had shown there is a "formal similarity" in the 
general logic of choice that applies to either capital ism or socialism 
(see Chapter 4). It is only with Hayek's rejoinders. that the debate i s  
believed to have shifted to more practical questions, and even then 
the emphasis is said to have been on " practicability in principle" 
whatever that may be. 

In my view, the challenge by Miscs was an eminently practical 
issue from the outset, concerned with the workability of widely pro-

48 
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l " lscd socialist programs and with the allempt� prior to a�d durin.g 
1 !I�tJ to actually implement such proposals. M lses was takttlg as hiS 

t IJ(� not the abstract controversies of theoretical economics but the 
.lllempts at "war planning" in Austria and Germany through which 
I ... had just lived and. even morc d�recl'Y, the �:mgoing �oH�pse of 
I I I" Russian economy of the BolsheVIks. In particular, MlSes s argu
lIH'Jll can be seen as a theoretical explanation of why Lenin's attempt 
1 < >  abolish markets and money during the so-called War Communism 
I "'riod resulted in such unmitigated disasler.' . "  This is not to say that the essay contained any speCific Ilistoncal 
. \ l lalysis of these programs. Instead M ises offered a theot'wcal 
I ramework that could explain the varying degrees of failure of the 
,>orialist programs being implemented around him: His es�ay �s 
. . , heoretical" in the broad sense; it is a general analYSIS of the Imph
, ations of centralized ownership o f  the means of production for a 
Hlodern economy. It was not theoretical in the narrower. neoclassical 
'icnse of an abstract exercise in the pure logic of choice. 

In what follows, M ises's specific argument for the necessity of 
",oney prices will be explained in some detail, despit� the fact that it 
I wars superficial similariry to the ramillar neoclassICal theSIS that 
" prices" are required for the efficien t  allocalion of rcsource�� my

, purpose is to show that these two argume�ls for the necesslly 01 
·· prices" differ. When, in his response to Mlses, Oskar Lange con
t ('ded that "prices" are necessary, he was nol dlscussmg ge?ume 
Hlolley prices emerging from the competitive process but Simply 
I Hlmerical "terms on which alternatives are offered." 

II is also importanl to note that Mises's use of the .w?rd competition 
has virtually the opposite meaning of the term as It IS used by the 
I Icoeiassical participants in the debate. Whereas for the laLter "com
petition" refers to a certain kind of opumal state m which all partlCt
pants are viewed as passive "price takers," for Mises the term de
�uibes a dynamic struggle among active entrepreneurs seen as 
"price makers." 

Such differences between the neoclassical and Austrian arguments 
for the "price system" are stressed for l\;'0 reasons. :irst, many crili�s 
or the price system (for example, M aunce Dobb) reject the neoclassl-

. ral argument for the importance of prices because of the aspects 01 
'his argument (such as its emphasis on static conditions) that cannot 

\ Mises describes " what is happening under lhe rule of Le�in and �rrol.Sky" as 
"merely destruction and annillilation" in which "all �ran�lle5 01. pr�ductlOn depend
ing on social division of labour are in a stale of entire dlSSo)ullon ([1920J 1935, p. 
t25). 
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be 3rlrihuled to its Mises-Hayck verSion. Sceond, many advocates of 
rhe "price system" ( Lange. for example) , who concur with the neo
classical argument have failed to grasp the way in which prices 
convey the information that, they agree, is ind ispensable for rational 
plallni qg. 

I n  m�' vie".' the calculation argument as explained by Mises is sub
stantially t he same as that subsequently argued by Hayek , ill COlllrast 
to the standard view, which, we have seen, holds thai Hayek retreated 
from a more extreme Misesian position . The similarity of their posi
tions is somewhat hidden by the fact that Mises focused his challenge 
on the Marxi an view of central planning. whereas Hayek rcclin:cted 
t h e  argument to markel socialism . Since Marx ian socialism specifically 
den ies itself any use of money prices, Mises natural ly placed greater 
emphasis on the (now general ly acknow,ledged) need for price infor
mation per se than on the related argument. later stressed by Hayekt 
that pl'ice� presuppose competitive markets and private ownership j f  
they are ' 0  b e  able t o  serve their inrormatiof)<il function, Nonethelesst 
man y elements of Hayek's later contributions On knowledge and com
peti tion can be found i n  e mbryonic Slate in Mises's original statemen t 
of the problem of calculation under socitJ lisl11. 

M ises begins Section 2, entitled "The Nature of Economic Calcula
tion." by distinguish i ng among three kinds of judgments of value. 
These will he refer red to here to as fn·ima."y flvaiuations, COrlsumer eval
uations, and producer evaluations, each of which pertains to a parr.icular 
category of ends/means framework. 

j'ri11lary flvaluations refer to subjective rankillgs of wants ill utility 
space and neither require nor permit any form of numerical calcu la
lion , 

Consumer evaluations are the judgments of lh":� efficacy of certain 
means- consumption goods (the end pl "dUClS of social produc
tion) - for facilitating the pursuit of p.-imary wants (rhe ends). Like 
the primary evaluations rrom which they derive. the consumer eval
uations of an indiv idual need not be reduced fo numerical terms to 
be made intelligentl y . Whether the cost of a COnsumer good is reck
oned in terms of dol1ars, <l collection uf b;u1.ered commod ities! or 
labor hour cuupons, the consumer merely !J;'I� to directl y compare 
the reiative merits to him of' the thing to be gOl lq) with those of the 
thing to be given up. For "the man who kllows h is own mind" 
([ 1 920] 1935, p. 96) i t  is a sim ple malter tojudge t he relative satisfac
t;on h e  can expect to derive from the i mmediate use of consumption 
goods. Neither an individual's primary evaluations nor his consumer 
evaluations contain even the potential of a "calculation problem" 
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I I l Ider any mode o f  production , because tht!y �re made i n  ord
,
inal 

1 ' " 1 1 1 15 and depend only on the su�iectively perceived use v:tlue of the 
f \I,dllatcd items, which can be directly assessed by the evaluator" For 
• I l I lt'ot.llner evaluations, M ises wrote , "calculation in natura" _. that is, 
I .t lt i llation in kind, without a standard of valli e - is sufficient, for 
!wI(: the "apples and oranges" can be compared ord inally b.r the 
Individual human mind, even if the mind canoot add quanutles ot 
""" to the other (p. 1 04). 

M ises points out that "it is impossible tha� ther� 
,
should ever be 

,
a 

I I l I i t  of subj(;t tive use-value for goods . MargHtal utlhty does not pOSit 
. I I I Y  unit of value , . ,  J udgments uf value do not measure; they 
,"ncly establish grades and scales" (pp. 96--7).  

. _  I'"rodu"cer evaluations pertain to the judgment of the efhcacy of 
" hi�her orJer" goods as means . for the

. 
production

, 
of consumption 

��t)nds, JUSt ;-IS t:onsumer evaluauons, bemg based
,
�l1'ectly on � JIt�g

IIH'lll OC tilC: d ficacy of consumption goods tu faCilitate the satisfYing 
. .  I primary ;'\'i.�nts, are derived from primary �valUaltOnS, so pro
d l ln�r evalua tions are derived, although someltmes only remotely , 
j � ( ,m conSUlllcr evaiuations. [11 a complex, mulListage productiun 
... 1 1·uctu re ,  these evaluations uf h igher OI"der go{)ds are "derived" or 
"l I l 1puled" it om the producer evaluatiolls at the next lower stage of 
producer goods and ultimately from I he cOnS\lmel'�' deman�s for 
I he lowesl order o f  goods.:! Were an yth i.ng to sever thiS connect�on of 
V,lltie imptHatioo between lower and h igher stages of production, a 
pot.enli;11 ''t,",!elllation prohlem" - that is, a difficulty in mak ing a ra-
l i/ lnal produc:eF evaluation - could emerge. , Any particuhll' consumer or producer evalua{Jon can be meam ng
f u lly criticized as an inaccurate reflection of the "true" efficacy of a 
I 'iuticular means for the attainment of the ends sought. <?onsll lller 
I'valuations may be i naccurate in the sense lhat cons�m ptlon goods 
lIIay fail to meet expectations, but prod

.
ucer evalual1o�s that com· 

i>ine complex technological questions with value queStIons are far 
InO%'e slIs(.eptible to error, and the error that results IS more likely to 
have serious social consequences. Mises's calculation arg�ment 

,
con. 

\ erns the" question of whether accurate producer evaluations wll� be 
possible under com mon ownership of the means " of produ<.:lIon . 

The idea uf such "imputation" dS a link between consumer
"
a�ld pr�ucer evalua, 

tions is seen very differently by the Austl"ians from 11"e way II IS d(,sc�lbed by some 
nC(l(lassical lh"'OI·islS. Imputation is seen by Ihe Austnans as it dynamiC process, nol 
.. s a .nOltie, logical derivation as Schumpeter .treats it. (Not

.
e that for our purposes 

" imputation" is understood in the lalt'T.Austnan
" 
and Clarklan 5e��e of cst.1matcs of 

mars"inal value products, flot in the early· Austrian sense or the ImputatlUn prob, 
km" as in WieseL) 
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Mises admits that "under simple conditions" it is possible for a 
decision maker to directly "form judgments of the significance to 
him (')f goods of a higher order" without numerical calculation. Thus 
"a fanner in economic isolation" or Robinson Crusoe may be able to 
judge how to allocate the hours of each day to the "relatively short" 
production processes with which he is concerned. Crusoe's "expense 
and income" can be "easily gauged" (p. 96)- that is, it can be judged 
qualitatively, without the use of quantitative calculation. 

But as both Marx and Mises repeatedly warned, it is often hazard
ous to equate the economics of advanced capitalist production to the 
simple economics of the imaginary world of Robinson Crusoe. AI
thou,gh Crusoe economics may be heuristicaHy useful at an introduc
tory stage of analysis, conclusions that might be valid for the Crusoe 
world may not be for the model'll capitalist world,!J 

Speaking of the primitive economies of the ancient world, Marx 
([ I H67] 1 967a, p. 79) points out that "those ancient social organisms 
of production are, as compared wilh bourgeois society, extremely 
silllple and transparent." Similarly with Crusoe and his elementary 
means of production: "All the relations between Robinson and the 
objects that form [the] wealth of his own creation, are here so simple 
and clear as to be int�lligible without exertion , . , And yet those 
relations contain all that is essential to the determination of value" 
(p. 77). The producer evaluation for Crusoe, Marx argues, is 
straightforward and direct. " I n  spite of the variety of his work, he 
knows that his labour, whatever its form, is but the activity of one 
and the same Robinson, and consequentlYl that it consists of nothing 
but different modes of human labour. Necessity itself COlhpeiS him 
to apportion his time accurately belween his different kinds of work. 
Whether one kind occupies a greater sp;;lce in his general activity 

'\ M�rx's strictures against applying "bourgeois" categuries such as capital to noncapi
tahst modes of production are well known. The following statement by Mises indi
cates a measure of agreement with Marx on this point: "Looking backward from the 
co

.
gnilion provided by modern <lcc:ountancy to the conditions of the savage anceSlOrs 

{It the human 'lace. we may say metaphorically that they too used "capital." .A 
Lontemporary accountant could apply all the merhods of his profession to their 
primitive tools. of hunting and tishing. to their cattle breeding and their tilling of 
the s.oil. if he knew what prices 10 assign to the various items concerned, Some 
economists concluded therefrom that 'capital' is a category ·of all human production, 
�hat it is present in every thinkable system of the conduct of production processes
I.e., no less in Robinson Crusoe's imoluntary hermitage than in a socialist society
and that it does not depend upon the pra<;tice of monetary calculation, This is, 
huwever. a confusion. The concept of capital cannot be separated rrom the context 
of monetary calculation and from the social structure of a market economy in which 
alone monetary calculation is possible" ( 1 949, pp, 261 -2), 
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I han another, depends on the difficulties, greater or less as the case 
!l1,ly be, to overcome in attaining the useful effect aimed at. This our 
I ,  Wild Robinson soon learns by experience" (pp. 76-7). 

( :apitalist relations of production considerably complicate this sit-
1 1. llion. Unlike Crusoe, who directly assesses his means of production 
I I I  relat.ion to the consumption goods he subjectively wants to have 
produced, the capitalist decides what to produce largely on the basis 
"I what his profit/loss calculations tell him. Before choosing a plan of 
. l C  l ion he mUst first calculate the revenue expected from the sale of 
I he commodity whose production he is contemplating and compare 
'his with an estimate of the costs expected to be expended in this 
production. A numerical calculation of expected profit or loss pre
\ nles his decisions over what to produce as well as how to produce 
I I .  

Marx and Mises agree that i t  has always been this accounting prac
l ice of calculating profit and loss that has guided capitalist produc
t ion and that this capitalist form of production has made possible an 
I I l lprecedented revolution In technology. To be sure, important dif
krences arise between them over whether there might. be a neces· 
,ary and not just a historical connection hetween economic calcula
t lOIl and technological advance4 and whether the "complication" 
I l ltroduced by capitalism is genuine or essentially a "mystical veil" 
' hat makes things appear more complex than they really are.' But 
[\.·Iarx and Mises both would insist that under the commodity mode 
\ ) f  production, economic calculation of profit and loss is absolutely 
'i lldispensable. A further examination of Mises's description of the 
positive function that. economic calculation performs under capital
[Sill should help to elucidate his contention that J·atiollal economic 
calculation would be both necessary to, and yet impossible for, 
Marx's socialism. 

t\1ises cites three advantages of economic calculation under capital
ism. First, calculation in terms of prices make'S it possible "to base the 

, Marx believed thal it would one day be pos�iule. to sever this connectioll, to continue 
the technological progress while abandoning [he anarchic mode of production from 
which modern technology was born. Miscs argued that these ad,'anced production 
processes depend on that very .anarchic organization that Marx had sought to n;
place with central planning, 
See Marx (\ 1 867) 1 967a, p.  RO). The main point of Marx's idea of the "felishism of 
commodities" is thai. capitalism disguises relations among people as relalions among 
things. that it "conceals. instead of disdosing, the social character of private laoour 
and the social relations between the individual producers" (p. 76). Mises. on the 
other hand, sees the complex price syslem as a genuine reflection of an even more 
o1mplex network of production processes. 
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calculatiOl \ upon the valuations of all participants in trade,'! whereas 
such interpersonal valuation comparisons would not be possihle on 
the level 

,
of su�jectjve assess�ents of' Use value. Thus "exchange

value, which anses out of the mterplay of the subjective valuations of 
�II who take part in exchange" (p. 97) represents a social institution 
that reAects in some way the valuations of the various individuals 
engaged in exchange relations. 

Where production decisions are not precoord inated but arc made 
independently by contending private owners of resources, some 
mechanism is required by which each individual's plans can be at 
least ",ughly meshed with the needs of society as a whole. Prices 
thus ,ilk' as guide posts in the imperfect coordination of' anarchic 
prod t I..::· l  ion, permitting the integration of separately made decisions 

�cro.�s l h� cnti �e society, When any one decision maker uses a prke 
In IllS accou�tmg calculations, he is unconsciously taking into ac
count the enUre complex of consumer" and producer evaluations that 
,·esulted in that price being what it is. Without some social institution 
s

.
uch as prices to connect the separat.e production decisions, t.he par

Hally cuordinated anarchy of produuion would degenerate into total 
chaos. 

The second advantage of calculation, accord ing to Mises, is that 
since prices reflect the economic activities of all market participants, 
"c�lculation by ex(hange�value furnishes a control over the appro
pnate employment of goods." That is., accounting practices can re
veal whether a particular expenditure of money has been profltable. 
and this profltJloss signal can guide resources toward more valuable 
uses. 

No claim need be made here either for an ethical juslification of 
the manner in which distribution of social wealth takes place 
through the

. 
price system or for the optimal efficiency of this sys

tem. Mises IS not argumg that the price system oifers the best 
among a variety of possible. methods of allocating the scarce goods 
of an �dvanced lechnc�logical society. He is saying that the price 
system IS the only possible way. Contrary to many accounts of the 
calculation debate, Mises never claimed that a free competitive mar
ket achieves that Pal·eto-optimal level of efficiency that is discussed 
by neoclassical theorists.6 

I n  Mises's view, economic calculation does, however, promote effi
ciency. since it eliminates from consideration a plethora of techno
logically feasible but economically infeasible ways of combining soci-

6 See Chap1.er 4 on chis point. 
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1 · I y'S means of" production.7 The economic problem is not. fllCl cly lhe 
In" hnological one of applying given means to the pursuit of given 
C " lu ts. 

1\"lises points out that. "technical calculation is not enough to realize 
I he 'degree. of general and teleological expediency' of an event; . . .  it 
� : L I l  only grade individual events according to their significance; 
1 11 1 1  • .  , it  can never guide us in those judgments which are de
,,,anded by the economic complex as a whole" (p. 1 29) 8 

The choice of which ends to pursue and of which means to 
" LLJ"ploy for the various ends is not simply a problem of engineering 
l i L l 1  is a problem of valuation, When deciding what indust.rial use to 
ul; lke .of, say, a gasoline engine, it  is not. enough t.o learn that the 
" I I�ine yields so many ergs of physical energy from the burning of 
\( 1 mallY liters of gasoline. We also have to know whether to use the 
t'\I�ine to pump water from a well or to propel a �ar t.hat can 
l l 'ansport workers 1.0 a coal mine. This decision depends on OIlT 
I 'l"ior assessment of the value of coal and wat.er, which in turn 
I kpends on our need for each of these for other productive 
pnrposes.�j Consumer evaluations arc imputed, via th� prit.:e system, 
I hrough a complex and continually changing st.ruct.ure of produc
I 'II 111 , to producer evaluatit'ms of each higher order good. This ex· 
1 ( ' l Ision of consumer evaluillion into the carital structure is pc\"-

The word elf!dewy has, since 1 920, Lome. to imply the neoclassical notion of (I 
,�I;'l.lic, Pareto-optimal aHocati�m of "given" resources according tu "gi .. en" technol
ogy and tastes and it wuuld therefore probably be. best to .;J\·oid it alt{)gether in 
discus�ing Mises's argument. Since [\.Iises is concerned to show the very process by 
which these "givcns" cOllle to be ··known" by decentralized decision mak�rs, the 
IIcoclassil:al effIciency criterion [cally begs the irn pf)rtant question. Today, Hayek's 
l� lminology. hy which the market promotes "plan coordination" ralhct" than "effi
ricncy ," is prefer·able. 

� Mises refers \0 a discussion by Gottl-Ottlilienfeld ( 1 9 11, p. 2 1 9), whose phrase is 
quoted. H a yek's concise disnlssion of the di fference between technological feasibility 
and emtlomic feasibility (1 1 935] 1 948e, VP. 1 20-4) remains among the best. in eco
l\omic literature. Technological prohlems assume a given end and permit the usc. of 
any means to a(:hieve {hat end, whereas " lhe economic problem arises . . as SOOI1 as 
diffet"cnl purposes compete for the available resources." The engineer, in practice, 
must work within a budget. and the costs of the factors of production that he can 
design into a pr�jcct are outside of his control. BlIt Hayek argucs that "the spontane
ous forces which limit the ambitions of the engineer themselves provide a way of 
solving a prohlem which otherwise would have to be solved deliberately" (p. 124). 
When we consi(kr that some higher order goods are used in virtually every stage of 
production -that steel is used to prod uce steel and that, as Leoutief's work ( 1 966) 
has shown, it is extremely difficult to master the intcfTelationships of even broad 
industry aggregates- the enormous complexity elf a modern economy can be appre
ciafed. It i s  important Lo recognize that the interconnections among the faCl\Jl's of 
production make it impossible to delegate authOt"ity in the central plan to subordi
natC departments. See Plant ([1937] 1974). 
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rormed adequately - though certainly not perfectly - by the price sys
tem and with the guidance of profit and loss cCilculatioT1s: "Anyone 
who wishes to make calculations in regard to a complicated process 
of product.ion will ·immediately notice whether he has worked more 
economically than others or not; if he finds, frolll reference to the 
exchange-relations obtaining in the market, that he will not be able 
to produce profitably, this shows that others u nderstand how to 
make a bellcr use of the goods of a higher order in question'! (pr. 
97-8). 

It should be noticed that Mises is not claiming that money prices 
under capitalism are at equilibrium values, as he has orten been 
interpreted as saying. On the contrary, Mises argued that a complete 
equilihrium configuration of prices is in principle unattainable by 
any .-eal .  changing economic system and that if the stalk assump
tions necessary for such an equilibduTlI did ever obtain. there would 
he 110 <.:akulalion probl�m requiring a solution in the first place, 

Thus, in cOlltrasl to the neoclassit:al emphasis on the Slate of COlU
pctitive equilibrium in which the correct substilution relations among 
commodities are already established, Mises is concerned with the 
cOlilpelitivt: process hy which these relations lend to be realized . As 
subsequclH contributions in the Austrian traditioll have emphasized, 
prices can provide a framework for the rational guiding of those who 
cakulatc with them unly because of the rivalrous struggle among 
cumpetitors under disequilibrium conditions to bin pric(�s up when 
• he demand exceeds the supply or down when th� supply exceeds the 
demand. An el1treprellcul· who notices a better usc of the gasoline 
engine than his rivals have noticed bids its price above whtlt existing 
usars have been willing to pay, thereby tending to draw resources 
toward their morc highly valued lIses. Profits are continually made 
from noticing particular "gaps" in the price system (as seen, for ex
ample, in buying low and selling high) and by tending to eliminate 
these gaps through such activity. As Mises expressed it, "The higgling 
of the market establishes substitution relations between commodities" 
([ 1922J 1936, p. 1 1 5). It is this equilibrating or coordinating tendency, 
not any alleged achievement of an equilibrium state, that is being 
claimed as the indispensable advantage of the price system, 

The rivalrous " higgling" among entrepreneurs supplies the equili
b,·ating pressures on the network of relative prices, and it is this 
constantly chang'jng conltguralion of relative prices that in turn e n
ables economic cil1culation to perform its control function. Each par
ticular configuration of prices permits some pot�ntial production 
plans (that are calculated to " promise" profltabiHty) but eliminates 
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j I om consideration the inhnir.c variety o f  uneconomic though tech-
nologically feasible production plans. . . 

Neir.her calculations of past proht nor estnnates of futUl � profit 
.Ire guarantees of future realized profit. Many asrect� of a\:Counl
I I iK calculation are necessarily formulated 011 [he baSIS o� haniClI
I.lr expectations about the future, rather than on th.e baSIS of any 
" . igorously ascertainable data." Aside from the obv.ous pO�sibility 
• hat the prices used in the calculatIOn may change dUTlng the 
I I J'orluctioll process, Mises offers the . 

example of lh
.
e pra�lice of 

,'slimating the amonization of machmes by aSSUH\ln� a certain 
durability for the machines. Such elc�nents �)f unc�rt�m e�peoa_ 
lions of the future can never be eradICated from p, ofit�los� calcu
lations. Since all human action is directed at imp�ovlOg future 
'>Iales of afrairs, an element of uncenainty �s.  for .M lses .C\ penlla
m:nt and necessary attribute of every dcnslon, 1I1dud1ll� those 
1 ,,1Scu on cardinal calculations of prufitability. The apparant exact
HeSS of accounting practit.:es disgulses an inherent elel"-cnt of 
gl1esswork ([1 920] 1935, p. I I I ) .  . 

Mistakes will be made, hut "all such nustakes can be c'mfil1ed 
wilhin certain narrow limits, so that they do not distll.[b �he nel 
l esult of the calculation" (I" I l l ) .  The inevi.ahle uncenalOty can he 
",uuced or "confined" by the knowledge generated by e�onomic 

• aku\alion, until "whal remains of u ncertainty comes mtO lht; calcu
b t ion of the u ncertainty of future conditions, which is an il)�vitable 
I ' {Hlcomitanl of the dynamic nature of econo�ic l:fc" (p. I l l ), Agolin 
Ihis statement makes clear the gulf hetween M lses s argumC�t for the 
1 IC'(essity of prices to reduce uncertainty and the ncoclasslC:�1 argu
! lIen! in which u ncertainty is simply assumed away, 

The fael that estimates of prospective profit do not cnslll� either 
optimal social use of resources or profit for the illdivi?ual qoes not 
mean that such estimates serve no purpose. Economic c�l\ltlation 
despite its i mperfect configuration of disequilibri�m. 

relatl\l� prices : 
still, as we have seen, enables entrepreneurs to ehm lTl�te �1'llm con
sideration the innumerable possibilities of technologIcally feasible 
hut uneconomic production processes. By reducin?" the pO��ibilitics 
""der considera.ion to the handful that appear III advante to be 
profitable, economic calculation greatly simplifies decisioll 1lJttking in 
• he production process (pp. 1 03, 1 1 0). . , . 

The third advantage o f  economlC calculallon IS that �t permits 
production evaluations to be reduced to a coml11on denol�Il'l�tor. To 
;Irrive at a quantitative profit/loss assessment of any part1C1Jbr proj
(�Ct, it is of course necessary to reduce the exchange value Of the IiSl 
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of input.s to a single value whose arit.hmetic subtraction from the 
estimated exchange value of the output can serve the cOl1trol fUllc
tion referred to previously . Under capitalism. it is muney that serves 
as the common denominator of economic calculation. 

Mises admits that nioney is not perfect, but only serviceable, in 
its function as the unit ror economic calculation. 'o The value of 
the money unit itself is unstable, as Mises had argued at length in 
1 9 1 2  ( [ 1 9 1 2] 1980), and is "subjected to constant, if (as a rule) not 
too violent Auduations originating not only from the side of other 
economic goods, but also from the side of money" q !  D�O] 1935, 
p. 89). How�ver, such fluctuations normally do nOt seriously dis
turb value calculations. The more fundamental shortcoming of 
monetary calculation is that i t  takes into aCCOunt only those ele
ments that are within the umnain of exchange transactions. Such 
"ideal goods" as "honour" or "the beauty of a waterfall" (pp. 99-
I (0) that are the ()I�jccr of 110 exchange. transaClions have no mar
ket price associated with them alld thus cannot enter directly into 
monetary calculation, even though stich considerations "can 
scarcely be termed irratfOlI<.d" and are 'Just as much llJotive-forces 
of rational conduct" as are commodities that are exchanged. Yet 
"thls does not detract il urn the significance of monetary cakula
[ion," which is needed t() f.Kilitate producer evaluations because 
all such ideal goods a ' e  , ,,,,sumption goods and thus lie directly 
IIwithin the ambit of om judgment of values" (p. 99, emphasis 
added). Mises concludes, " Admittedly monetary calculation has its 
inconveniences and serioLls defects, but we have certainly nothing 
better to put in its place, and for the practical purposes of life 
monetary calculation as it exists under a sOllnd monetary. system 
always suffices" (p. 1 09). 

\Vithin its limits, "monetary caicul;)t;on . . .  a ffords us a guide. 
thr?ugh the oppressive plenitude of economic potentialities" by en
ablmg us :'to extend to all goods of a higher order the judgment nf 
value, whICh IS bound up with and clearly evident i l l ,  the case of 
goods ready for consumption." The exchange value that is  attached 
to higher order goods gives us "the primary basis for all economic 
oper.ations" with these goods, without which, he says, complex pro
duction processes would be mere "gropings in. the dark" (p. 10 \). 

Miscs meIltions two related conditions as necessary for the success. 
ful functioning of money as the unit of economic calculation. First, 

If/ In limes of rampant Inflation, this variation ill the value of mOIlCY will seriously 
interfere with the informational function of money prices. 

1 
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1 1  Ll' higher order goods. as well as consumption goods. must all 
' ·t ome within the ambit of exchange." Second, there must be "a 
1 1 1 1 1versal1y employed medium of exchange . . .  which plays the 
." lIne part as a medium, in the exchange of production-goods also" 
( P I' .  1 0 1 -2). That is, the common denomi.nat.or that is to serve as 
I ht: unit. for calculating the value of higher order goods must in 
LII "I he regularly lJsed in exchange with those goods as well as with 
I qllsumption goods. It is the myriad underlying subjective judg
IHcnts of value that apply differential pressure on each price to rise 
.Hld fall and thus to reHect increasing or decreasing scarcity relative 
I t )  other goods. The money price is functional as a guide to the 
valuat.ion of any QOC good only to the extent that money can serve 
. I .'i a gClluine comlllon denominator for the exchange t.ransactions 
.. I' all goods." 

I t  must be emphasized that Mises is  explicitly and consciously talk
i l lg about money prices as resultants of the bidding activities of 
c ompetitive private owners, not about abstract accounting prices that 
l ould conceivably be set by a cent.ral planning board and expressed 
i l l  terms of a numeraire. Mises viewed such abstracl accounting prices 
as imaginary constructs for the equilibrium world of an "evenly 1"0-
!:lll.ng economy." not to be confused with money prices that pertain 
I f )  tl�e T"f'al world of continuOils change. For Mises, as his other 
'''Titings made more explicit, "money is necessarily a 'dYllamic fac
tor'; there is no room left for money in a 'static' system" ( 1 949, p. 
�4D), or again, 

Where there is no uTlcertainly concerning the future, then' I"  flO need for 
;tlly cash holding. As money mu�l necess;nily be kept by peoplt;· in their cash 
holdings, there cannot be <In}' money. The use of media of exchange and 
the keeping of cash holdings are conditioned by the changeability of eco
lJomic data. Money in itself is an e1emem of change; its existence is im:ntn
p;ttiblc wit.h the idea of <I regular flow or events in an evenly Totating cnHl
"my ( l 949, p. 4 1 7).  

All market participants play a role in the emergence of monetary 
l"<tlculation in a twofold way - as consumers evaluating the end prod
ucts and as producers putting higher order goods Lo the uses that 
yield the greatest return. "Through the interplay of these two pro
(esses of valuatinn, means will be afforded for governing both con
sumpt.ion and production by the economic principle throughout" 

II This point bean more 011 model� of market socialism than it r1oe� on Marx's 
socialism. 
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([ 1920] 1 935, p. 1 07)." This '"interplay" consists of rivalrous compe
tition among entrepreneurs to direct production activities in accor
dance 'with consumer evaluations by struggling to bid away from one 
another the means of production necessary for such production. 
Given the anarchic organization of capitalism, posted market prices 
of capital goods are a necessary means of orientation for making 
slich producer evaluations. 

Economic calculation under socialism 

My main pUi"pose in this section is to examine Mises's argument that 
Marx's concept of central planning is "utopian" in Marx's own sense 
of the wurd - that is, is demonstrably unworkable, as is revealed 
through an analysis of the way the existing capitalist economy works, 
Mises contends that advanced technological production is 1.00 com� 
plex to be subsumed under a consciolls plan and therefore must be 
broken up inlo subplans that require coordination, But since Marx� 
ian socialism eschews the use of money, there is no suitable cblllll10n 
denominator for the quantitative calculations that decentralized co
ordination requires. 

What has bf?cn said about the functioning of monetary calculation 
under capitalisni does not necessarily preclude the possibility that 
the nonanarchir., moneyless central planning advocated. by Marx 
could consciously allocate socjet�" s means of production directly, as 
Mises admits can be done under primitive conditions, It might be 
argued that the necessity of prices for orienting separate decision 
makers under capitalism does not imply the necessity of any such 
orientation when all of social production is consciously planned. 

The basis of Mises's contention that. moneyless central planning 
would liot be possible rests on a fundamental distinction between 
simple producer evaluations and complex producer evaluations. 
Marx, in a passage that immediately follows his discussion of the 

I� Mises offers little explanation of this "economic principle,·' though he must, of 
course, have had in mind fhe \'alue theory ,of the marginalistfsubjectivist e(OTlornics 
rather than the objective value theory of Marx, This might he thought to be an 
underlying differellce about which there is little likelihood of resolutiull and upon 
which the whole force of the calculation argument rests. Contemporary Marxists 
are divided Oll the question of whethn the labor theory of value can only be 
juslifi(>d as an analytic framework for understanding capitalism or whether it can 
also be justified as a practical basis for planning a socialist economy, See, e.g .. 
Becker ( 1 9'17. pp. 1 1 1.;-29) and Bettelheim ( 1975), But I will argue that the labor 
theory of value, whate.,.,('r its "value"' for economic theory, cannot answer (he practi
cal objection that Mises was raising to socialism. 
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:-;illlplicilY of  Robinson Crusoe's productive evaluation. asserts that 
i l l  a socialist society "all the characteristics of Robinson's labour 
. I I C  • • .  repeated, but with this difference, that they are social, 
i l lstead of individual" ( [ 1 867] 1 967a, p. 78). Mises, however, 
;Irgues that anolher difference. the complexity of lhe decision be
il lg made, sharply distihguishes Crusoe's problem from that which 
\\'ould be before the central planning board. Marx's assertion that 
" the social relations of the individual producers. with regard both 
I . ,  their labour and to its products, are [under socialism] perfectly 
simple and intelligible" (p. 79), Mises asserts, is not supported by 
;Uly specific argument. 

Whereas Crusoe can easily survey the whole production process, 
Mises argues that no single person could survey the production pro..: 
cess of the modern economy. "Within the narrow confines of "house
hold economy . . .  where the father can supervise the entire ecn
nomic management, it is possible to determine the significance of 
,hanges in the process of production," and "it is possible throughout 
10 review the process of production from beginning to end, and to 
.iudge all the time whether one or another mode of procedure yields 
Illore consumable goods" ([ 1 920] 1 935, pp. 102-3). 

So long as the division of labor is in its "rudimentary stages," so 
Ihat the whole production process can be surveyed by a single 
decision maker, the immediate evaluation of consumption goods 
GII1 be extended. in the mind of this decision maker, to each stage 
of the production process. In  this way the higher order goods can 
receive their "derived demand" [rom the direct. subjective. valua
tion of the consumption goods to the production of which they 
contribute. 

But the evolution of commodity production has led to the adoption 
of increasingly complex and. time-consuming processes of production 
that integrate the whole world into a giant system of advanced techno
logical production. As these complex production processes are under
taken with an increasingly i ntricate division of labor I no such survey by 
a single person of the entire production process from beginning to end 
takes place any longer. Instead the separate decision makers of an ex
change economy have come to rely on prices to help them evaluate the 
numerous components of the production process, Mises argued that 
the use of the unconscious ordering mechanism of the price system and 
money calculations has led to such an advance in the complexity of the 
social production process as a whole that it is no longer possible for the 
human mind to directly subsume [his process under conscious control. 
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It is JlO longe r possible to lIlake rational decisions without the inlcrvcn� 
lion of more exacl cardinal calntialioIls. l:l 

Those economically feasible produ(.l.ion proceflses that survive the 
rivalrous struggle for profit coulcl never have been discovered if 
economic calculations did not first eliminate from (ollsicieration in� 
lIumerable infeasihle processes that need never he attempted. \'\filh
out such aid from profitJlos� calculations, "The human mind cannot 
orientate itself properly ;.Jlllong the bewildering mass of imermediate 
produtts and potclltialitics of production" anu thus "would simply 
stand 'perplexed before the problems of management and location" 
(p. 1 03). 

The problem that Mises was addressing was nnt the neoclassical 
one of how to best allocate "given" resources to the ellds lhilt are 
irn plidt in conSli mer dClnand according to a "given" technology of 
ploduction. The hasic issue is rather the queslion that Hayek was 
later lo G�II t he " n�ntral question of all social sciences: How can the 
(omhinalion of fragments or knowkdge existi ng in d i fferent minds 
bri ng about results which, if they were to be brought about. deliber
"tely, would require a knowledge on the part of Ihe directing mind 
which no single person can possess'" ( [ 19371 1 !l48b, p. 54). 

As Mi!'es put it, "The mind of on� man .. lone . . . is loa weak to 
grasp the imporlance or any single une alllong the countlessly many 
goocls of a higher order." There are limits to the knowledge or each 
mcmber or �ociety, hut prices serve as "aids (0 t.he mino" that enable 
sodety as a whole t.o engage in productioll processes lllat would be 

1'1 Mi�es's argument. if v<llid, implies th<ll the tendenr:l�s IOwaI'd ��QnCCnlralioll and 
celllrali1.arioll that Mal'll: heJi�v('d would pro\.fcd tll}td I t  "';I.� pOSSIble 10 SubslIllI_e all 
of production under a c(:l\tral plan have in fact a logkal litlli't. Ceutrali7alion of any 
given firm Gltlllol cont.illue beyond the point where Ihe. knowledge generated by 
the rivalrous hinding of its competitors is sufficient to rationally guide its economic 
c;.\klilation . Were 1 1It finn to n:lltralize an)' funl .. ::· il wuuld il1cn:<lsingly find il5df 
"ill the dark" (f)l1ccl'lling the proper productive ('v�llIatiollS il �holJld <l.tlach to Ihe 
factors of produc.tion under It'i mntrol. U naiden by the knuwledge generated by its 
rivals, it would begin to 1000e to those less centr"li-zcd rivah who could still benefit 
IrOIll such knc)\\'ledgc. Thus a possible flaw may be identificd in the Marxian 
nitiquc of capitalism til'll rcHcClS Ma.rx's f;tilu�e .t? anti�irate I.h� ca�ClIlalion prob
lem for socialism. Marx sought tu bnng the dl\' I�lon 01 labor 01 soclcty a� a whule 
umkr whal he calico the "p .. c�dctcrminillg control of sodety" ([1894) 1967c. p. 
187). analogous to the conscious direction of producli�,n within a capitalist firm. 
What hr seems to have failed to notice is thai lhe technologically advanced plan
nil1g nf production Ihal lakes plar:e within a profit-milking (inn fundamentaUy 
nepends on the finn's position in an anarchic, rivalrous price system. The evolu
tionary implication of this argument is that central planning cannot be the future 
product of capilali�1 development becalHc capilalist firms have a necessary limit to 
their possible centrnlization. See Rothbard ( 1962, pp. 544-9) and Macltlllp ( 1976. 
p. 1 1 4). 
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I " 'y�md our mental capacities were a ny of liS to have to consciously 
1 '1:.11 them in Iheir e ntirety (p. 102). Each participant can focus his or 
I wr limited mental powers on particular portions of a larger prod uc-
1 1011 process that is coordinated as a whole uncollsciously lhrough 
i Iu: price systel lt � thus enabling society lo be more productive than 
I he sum of its parts. 

No single man can ever master all the possibilities of pt·odIiClion. innumer
. Ihlt; as they are, as 10 be in a position 10 make SlT<tightway evident judg
I llents of value wit hout the aid of some system of compu tation. The dislrjbu� 
I \ C l r r  among a number of individuals of administrative control over economic 
l�olJds ill a community of men who take pan in the lahour of producing 
t hem . . , email!; a kind of intellectual division of labou,f, which \'I'ouid not be 
1', )��ible without some system of caltlilating produ(tion ,md without econ
" '"Y (p. 1 112). 

The "irll.elleclual division of labour" that the unconsciolls ordering 
Incchanism ur the price system makes possible frees market partici
P;\IItS from having to concern themselves with lra<:ing out the com
plex social implications of their prodlH.:tive activilies. Instead each 
1 .11l si mp ly orient himself to othel's anarchically through the price 
'yst.em and concentrale on the development o f  bener production 

I H'()cesses within his own field of expertise. 
Suppose. for example, lhat the minisler of transporta tion in a 

Marxian socialist society is trying to decide the value of a proposed 
I ,roject to construct a railroad line between lwO cities. To know 
whether the anticipated benefits of this plan exceed the costs, the 
I I J i nister will have to take into account the multilude of alternative 
""" for each (lj" the factors of production that the plan calls for. The 
i l on .  for example. could have gone for cars, whose production is 
' I l pervised by his own miuistry, or for factories and tools that are 
'I l pervised by other ministries� And the value of each of these faclo
I ics and tools depends on the value of the products it produces. 
I J I l IeSS one cOldd make a numerical calculation or the costs and 
""nefits of this particular.plan to bui ld a railroad, one would need to 
"ave know ledge of all the other plans that ··wm pete" in any way for 
t i le required resources. " Whe re one cannol express hours of labour, 
mlfl, coal. aJl kinds of building materials, machines aud other things 
IlI'cessary for the const ruction and upkeep of the rail! oad in a com
mon unit it is not possible to make calculations at all"' (p. 1 08). 

To grasp what Mises meant by the "complexity'· oj" production 
processes (about which he had very little 1.0 say in the 1 920 essay), it 
tS necessary to refer to the wider intellectual tradit.ion from which 
rvl ises's ideas emerged. and in particular to Austrian capital theory. 
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indeed olle could almost say that the major t.heme of Austrian capi
tal theory, both before and since 1920, has been the idea that the 
capital structure is intricate and composed of innumerable relations 
among heterogeneous capital goods, I4 Each relation may be one of 
substitutability, or of c·ornplementarity,15 or some mix of these, and 
in each case nol only the presence of each attribute but also the 
degree of substitutability or complementarity has to be taken into 
account. 

We can again see a sharp difference between the Austrian and 
neoclassical approaches in their respective analyses of the way in 
which the producer evaluations are ultimately "derived" from con
sumer evaluations. For the neoclassical theorist who takes the tech
nology as "given," once the central planning board learns the sup
plies and demands of all relevant consumption goods, the vallie of 
capital goods can be directly solved for. Producer evaluations are 
treated as logically implicit in the consumer evaluations. The Aus
trian, however, views the derivation of producer evaluations from 
consumet" evaluations as a complex practkal problem cunt'inuously 
facing entrepreneurs, w'hich is solved only by approximation and 
largely unconsciously by a competitive process. The neoclassical 
theorist treats this as a mathematical solution to a maximization 
problem in which all of t.he necessary knowledge is given and which 
therefore has a determinate solution. The Austrian views it as an 
"imputation process" in which no evident solution is given to the 
entrepreneurs who must nonetheless make reasonable judgments 
and who vie with one another to make more accurate guesses about 
the "true" value of each capital good. To the Austrian it is only 
through a competitive clash of many divergent estimates of pro· 
ducer evaluations that those entrepreneurs that survive can approxi
mate the "correct" imputed value that the neoclassical economist 
assumes is known by each market participant. 

The price knowledge generated by rivals in this competitive pro
cess is what enables any particular entrepreneur to assign roughly 
appropriate values to tbe factors of production under his control. 
Removed from this competitive environment, the entrepreneur 
would not be able to intelligently attach value to his factors. 

I� Bohrn-Bawerk ([1888] 1 959), ahhough in some passages he evokes the image of 
capital heterogeneity as eloquently as anyone in this tradition, has been criticized by 
other AUStrians for sometimes oversimplifying capital. Menger, Mises ( 1 949, chap. 
18), Hayek ( 1 941), Lachmann ([1956] 1978), and Kirzner- ( 1 966) have all stressed 
the complexity of the capital structure. 

I:' Menger has been credited (by Bohm-Bawerk, t l 88S1 1959, p. 1 6 1 )  with having 
coined the term complementary goods. 
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Another important feature of the Austrian paradigm that under
III'S Mises's argument is the particular stress of these writers on the 
I 1 l 1portance of time and change in economics. Competition is seen as 
. •  dynamic process, relative prices are seen as continually in motion, 
piailS as repeatedly in need of revision, and the future as imaginable 
I n lt not knowable. In the 1 920 essay, unfortunately, Mises had very 
lIllie to say explicitly about the Austrian theory of capital and lime 
llpon which much of the force of his argument rested.16 

The underlying notion that the economy is never static but con
l inuousty changing is central to M ises's whole argument. Were the 
( 'utire network of capitalist production processes, however complex, 
10 cease its turbulent movement it might seem entirely plausible that 
l i lt: multitude of activities could be set to memory or laboriously 
documented and, after the revolution, continued by decree of the 
,, ,cialist planning board. Mises apparently did not take seriously the 
l Iotion of an unchanging world with an economy in general equilib· 
J l liln and in which the structure of technological knowledge, can· 
.stllller desires, relative scarcities of labor, and all other factors are 
( Ollstallt: to Mises this waS only a "theoretical assumption" that may 
he necessary "for our· thinking and for the perfection of our 
knowledge of economics" but is simply "impossible in real life" (I" 
1 (19). 

The neoclassical participants in and the early commentators on the 
debate seemed to presume that the economy is normally in general 
('quilibrium, from which it is occasionally disturbed by changes and 
!() which it rapidly returns by "adjusting supplies to equal demands." 
To Mises and Hayek, any sensible meaning of "equilibrium" suggests 
Ihat it is a totally fictitious state of affairs that is never attained. To 
I he neoclassical theorists it seems that one merely has to observe 
current markets to see i f  they have "cleared" - that is, whether they 
have matehed quantitative "demands" to " supplies" - in order to es
I;lblish whether the economy is in equilibrium. To the Austrians, 
(,quilibrium implies the complete compatibility of separately made 
plans , with one another through time, evidently a situation that 
would be a miraculous coincidence in the real world. 

I f  society's production processes, as seen from the Austrian per
�pective, are understoOd to be both extremely complex and in con
tinuous motion, the enormous difficulty facing the central planning 

II� That neither of these two themes of the Austrian school have been well preserved 
in the subsequent evolution of mainstream economic theory may help to explain 
why Mises's argument was so widely misunderstood. 
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board "an be appreciatcd. Under such conditions or complex ity, 
Mises poillts out, "the rOlllH.i.loolil processes of prod uct.ion arc ma l1Y 
and each is very lengthy; here the conditions necessary for the SI1t:
cess or the enterprises which are to be initialed arc diverse. so t hat 
one cannol apply merely vague valuations. bUl requires rather more 
exact estimates and some judgmelll of the economic issues aClually 
involved" (p. 96). 

How, Mises was asking. under such complex conditiuns could the 
consumer evaluation s - w hether originati lIg rrom a compelil.ivc (011-
sumer market or from the government - be passed on appropriately 
to the producer evaluations of the various factors of' production? 
The whole of a static complex production process could conceivably 
be su rveyed " from beginning to end" because the timc and effort 
necessary for the survey would not render the gmheretl information 
obsolete. In such a world, producer evaluations - indeed genuine 
chuice of any kind - would 110 longer be necessary. Bul in order for 
conscious central plann ing of a real economy to be rationally based 
nn the "economic im putation of the yield to the pa n it.:u la r factors of 
production," the planners would have to grasp the whole of a com
plex and changing production process. This, Mis(:s argued, is a task. 
far more complicated than the human mind is capable or consciously 
undertaking. I n slead of the rational ization of anarchic prod uction, 
central planning would ofier "the spectacle of a social ist economic 
order Aoundering i ll  I he ocean of possible and COJl(.:�ivable ecollom ic 
combinations w it holl t  the compass of economic calculation" (p, 1 10). 

Bllt could not such a conscious grasp of the entire production 
process of a modern society, even tllOUgh beyond human capacities, 
be within reach of sophisticated elect.ronic computers? Although we 
have seen Mises refer to the limits of the human mind - limits that 
evidcntly have been extended by computers - the calculation diffi
culty he described is even more difficult a hurdle in our computer
ized era than it was in his day." To preserve the advanced level or 
modern technology, the central planning board's computers would 
have to consciously control the detailed operation of the hundreds 
of thousands of computers that are already employed in production 
processes. 

Whether the mind's power is extended by having access to com
puters or not. the ad vantage of concentrating on various production 

11 To date. the "mental capacity" of computers in some ways e'(ce�h Ihal of the
human mimi (e.g., mmputational speed) and itl some ways st.iII r311s far 5hort or it 
(e.g., concept. formal.ion and manipulation), 
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1 "  , ,! . !ems rather than being saddled WJth the task of consciously 
, ' tl )roillating all prod uction still holds, Were society lo Iry to sub
' .tllIlC all production under the guidance of a compuler, social pro
d U(' lion would be constrained by the limits of that computer's ca
p.lhilitics (whkh. it is assumed. are finite). If. 011 the olher ha nd. 
" < I (  ia l production is anarchically organized . each CO�l.pu t.er cal� be 
I " lIIployed in competing ways to expand the prodllcUVJty of sOCIety. 
I hus it appears tha[ whether the intelligence that consdously con

I I  I lls prod uction is hu man or artificial , it is aided in its task by the 
I nordination funClioll performed by economic calculation and would 
ILl l idici:lp itself if it were LO abaJldon this aid, 

Difficulties with the labor time solution 

rile usefu i l less of the labor t.heory of value as an analy t ic tool for 
l"xamilling caiJitalism has to he distingu ished frum the usefulness of 
l.duJf hours as units for economic calculation under socialism. The 
I f lriller is a methodological question for economic theory; the latter is a 
I I I  anical question of the adminislratilHl of a socialist econ.omy. O.ne 
lI,ay believe the objectivc labor theory of value to be helprlll In explam
IIII-;' the operat ion or capitalism without believi ng that labor hours can 
1'\'\:1" serve as the uni t of account for cconomiccairulal.ioll under social-
1 " 1 1 1 .  It is only the secund question that will be addressed here. 

,\Ilhough M ises states that for those who adopt the labor theory of 
".due his calculation problem seems to admit of a " simple" soludon, 
l i t "  raises twu ohjections to the practicability of such a solutio n - the 
J I t'I erogeneity of l<ibur, and its unsuitabili.ty in accounting for nonre
J I I 'Oducible, natu re-given factors of productiotl - objections that do 
tlot in themselves depend all deciding between the subjeclive and 
ohjective theories of value ([ 1920] 1 935, pp. 35, 1 1 2). 

Each of these objections has its counterpart in the subjective value 
theory's critique of the labor lheory of value (as in the famous trans
lormation problem controversy between the Austrian Bbhm-Bawcrk 
.II,d the Marxian H ilrerdillg; see Iltihm-Ilawerk [ 1 896) 1973). But 
wila1 

·
might have sufficed in the value theory debates as an answer 1.0 

these two objections will not necessarily suffice in the context of the 
, ,,!culation debate . Thus although Mises's objections lJlay look to 
�Ia rxisls like familiar arguments that have already been answered 
.,, ,,1  may look to neoclassical theorists like elementary principles of 
".,IlIe theory that are now accepted by most of t.he economics profes
.. inn. they should be reexam i ned within the specific context of the 
I akulation debale. 
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Mises considers a socialist society lhat keeps track of the labor hours 
expended by each woo-ker under centrally planned production and 
that issues labor coupons, corresponding to hours worked. thal tlre 
redeemable for a certain proportion of consumer goods. This proce
dure would try to regulate distribution of the social product by deter
mining the labor hour content of each product and by allocating 
products to those workers who redeem coupons for them. "In that 
way every hOllT of work put in would carry with it the right of taking 
lur oneself such amount of goods as entailed an hour's work" (p. 94). 

This is essentially the scheme that Marx, in his "Critique of the 
Gotha Programme" ([ 1 89 1 ]  1 974b) somewhat tentatively suggested 
as a possible planning procedure for the first phase of communism. 
T l should be noted that this coupon scheme is consistent. with Marx's 
critique of the anarchy of capitalist production. The coupons are nO! 
l I Ioney. They do not bid up or down "prices" of goods, since these 
so-called prices arc fixed in advance by their labor content rather 
than by the anarchic Auctllations of supply and demand. Marx de
sCl'ibed the same idea in nas Kapilal: 

We will assume, but Ol(!rely for the sake of a parallel with the prOdUCli(Hl of 
commodities, thal the share of eacll individual producer in the means of 
subsistence is determined by his labour-time. Labour-time would. in tbal 
case, play a double:: part. Its apportionment in accordance with a definite 
social plan maintains the proper proportion bel wecn the different kinds of 
work to be done and the various wants of the community, 011 the other 
hand. it serves as a mea�urc of the portion of the commun labour borne by 
ea<:h individual. and uf his share in the parr of the total product destined for 
individual consumption ( [ 1 8671 1967a, PI'. 78-9). 

Mises aTgues thai this procedure would be unworkable both be
cause "labour is not a uniform and homogeneous quantity" (p. 94) 
and because calculating in tcrms of labor does not properly account 
lur "the cost of materials" (p. 95). 

Mises admits that labor calculations seem (1) explicitly take into 
account the natural nonhuman conditions of production: 

The law of diminishing returns is already allowed for in the concept of the 
socially necessary average labour-lime to lhe. extent tbal its operarion is due 
to the variety of the natural conditions of production. If the demand for a 
commodity increases and worse natural resources must be exploited, then 
the average socially necessary labour�time required for the production of a 
unil increases IOQ, I f more favorable natural resources are discovered lhe 
amount of socially necessary labour diminishes (p. t 13). 

Thus when some material resources become more scarce, this is 
taken into aCCOunt in the labor calculation toeory by the fan toat 
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I n u r e  labor will hav� to be expended in  replenish ing those resources. 
\ 1 ' 1  Mises insists that "valuation in terms of labour . . .  leaves the 
" I l lployment of material factors of production out of account" (p. 
I I :\). He illustrates this point by contrasting two production pro

t nSCS that would be assessed differenLly by labor accounting than he 
, " illks they ought to be: 
0 1  hours <---> nalure 

2a <---> 8 hours 

p 

I hour <--> nature 

a <---> 9 hours 

Q eml protlw.t 

Here Mises is contrasting twO production processes, both of which 
1'llIploy the raw material a in the production of final products P and 
( I .  ror example, we could imagine P to represent a table and Q a 
t ' ,air, where to prodlH:e either requires first producing intermediate 
",Hods, say, logs (a). The production or the table requires 2 logs com� 
I .t lled with 8 hours of carv ing, whereas the production of the chair 
I ('quires I log and an extra hour of carving. Assuming that it takes I 
hOllr of clIuing t o  produce a log, is it more (ostiy to produce the chair 
' I I' toe table? Since each process uaes up a total of 10 hours of socially 
IIt'CCssaT'Y labor time, lahor calculation would treat them as equivalent., 
t ,"t Mises shows that in fact P is more costly than Q (p. 1 1 3). Mises 
.11 gues that what is missing from labor calculations is a "material sub
,'I ralum," by which he means those non reproducible resources that, 
" ! though given by nature, are only present in stich quantities that toey 
hecome subject to "economizing" and therefore " must he taken into 
,1((OUlll in some form or other in value-calculation" (p. 1 14), In our 
I'xample, the table uses up more wood and thus must bejudged more 
, IIstly. 

Althougo labor cakulation can try to accoullt for the scarcity of 
:<tome "I'aw materials" sllch as trees by reducing them to (he labor 
lime necessary for their production,'S there is no diret.:l way such 
t alculal.ion can cope with nonreproducible natural conditions of pro
duction. If  coal cannot be manufactured, then toe gradual depletion 
"I' coal reserves dearly cannot be properly accounted for by a calcu
lation of the labor that would be necessary for reproducing coal. 

In toe value theory dehates, it may have su fficed for Marxists to 

I� It is legitim,lIc to refer to the reproduction cost. of lrees only if thi: lime horizon of 
Ihe rlec:ision makers in queslion js such as 10 include replanling as a viable option. 
The scarcity of lrees today may so impinge Ull olle's options thal the possihilil)' of 
ruture trees may be. practically speaking, completely irrelevant, This, of !.:Ours-e. 
brings u p  the significance of time for valualion, which is discussed below, 
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respond thaI , 
their theory is not intended to analyze the "value" of 

nonreproduCible good,s such as c?al (or, one might add. paintings 
I�y Re�brandt). Marxlan theory IS only postulated as an explana
tion ot the value of produced commodities, which, it can be ad
mitted, comprise the bulk of traded goods under capitalism. In 
this �onlext M,arxists could contend that they are not t�ying to 
explam the pnces of the " material substratum" that is furnished 
by nature. 

But such a response does not answer Mises's criticism. The labor 
theory approach essenti�lIy reduces all scarcities to scarcity of la
bor tunc, but the praclical task before the central planners is to 
husband all scarce goods. As Mises put it in his book Socialism 
"Computation of changes in marginal Jabour costs only take ac� 
C()tHlt of natural conditions in so far as they influence labour 
costs" (r 1 922] 1 9QC . 1 93) 0 . . . . '

. . . 
�m , p. �) . . ne can, tOT example, lInagme a 

SItuation In whICh a natural resource is being exhausted while the 
labor (:osts fO,1" its eXlr:tction are diminishing. Labor calculation 
under such Cln:Umstances would undervalue, and thus overuse, 
the scarce resource in l j � �eslion. 

. 
Thus� the central ,planners presumably would have to develop 

sO,me kmd of prox.y f(�r ,the value of non reproducible goods in units 
01 labor hours. It IS dliltcuit to imagine how this could be done in a 
w�y that would not be completely arbitrary. 

. I he other and equally serious defect of the labor hour as a unit 
for CCOIlO?lic

"
calculation is th�t i� "is I�ot a uniform and homogene� 

DUS quanuty. There are qualnauve dIfferences among hours of la
bor that, . Mises cOJ1�ends, rellder it "utterly impossible in any socialist 
commun�ty to pOSIt a cunne<:tion between the significance to the 
commumty of any type of labour and the apportionment of the yield 
of the communal process of production" (p. 94), 

Among the i�port�nt factors t
.
hat �ender labor inputs heterogene

ous. b�t tha
.
t M�st:s falls to rnentlOJ1 IS the lime that elapses between 

their insertion Into the production process and the moment when 
they bear fruit in useful products. The "waiting time" � that is, the 
extent .of time separating a consumer evaluation from a producer 
evaluatIOn that "derives" from it- is often economically significant. 
If we take the exa�ple of the chair and table, the C()st of producing 
the ta��e coul? eaSily be gre.a�er than the cost of producing the chair, 
even If w� disregard the mIssing "material substratum," since the 
t
,able requ!r�s 2 hours of initial investment compared wil.h I hour 

for the chaIT, and the table thus requires longer average waiting 
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1 l 1 1 H'_19 Undated labor hours cannot account [or a "temporal substra-
1 1 1 1 1 1" reflected. in the fact that, even for socialist planners, there is 
t h.., l l tility in waiting. The extent to which the value of futUI'e goods is 
t o t  I)e discounted with respect to present goods (that is, the interest 
t . I ( t ') has to be taken into consideration. Thus the value (in the sense 
pi The producer evaluation) of  an already produced capital good is 
l Iot equivalent to the v:alue of the total labor hours ' necessary t.o 
I , ·produce it, since the former can more quickly yield its product 
. l t l ( \  thus conl.ains a "time premium" of value. 

Again, in the debates over value theory the Marxist (ould admit 
I hat his theoretical apparatus is readily applicable only to cases 
wl lcrc lahor is relatively homogeneous and could deny that he is 
I . . ying to account for the "value" of time. But the central planner 
who is trying to make a producer evaluation of a parLicular factor of 
production cannot let his fundamental unit of account be limited to 
, ·ases where lahor homogeneity can be assumed, nor can he dispense 
\\' ith considerations of waiting time. 

The major difficulty with \\sing labor time as a calculating unit is 
! he fact that qualitatively and temporally heterogeneous labor hours 
,liT: incommens:urable. Clearly, in. order for this claim to be sustained 
il will have to he shown t.hat "advanced" types of labor cannot he. 
I educed to "simple" labor and that separately dated huurs cannot be 
weighted according to waiting time in order 1.0 reduce this great 
variety of labor to a conimon denominator. Most advocal.c>'i of labor 
calculation have been aware of the fact that labor honrs are not all 
identical, but they have claimed that labor hours could be reduced to 
a homogeneolls unit. Mises (p. 1 1 4) quotes Marx's argument that 
skilled labour counts only as intensified. or rather mult.iplied, simple labour, 
sO that a smaller quantity of skilled labour is equal to a larger qU<lntity of 
:-irflple labour. Experience shows that skilled labour can always be reduced 
in this way to the terms of simple labour. No matter thaI. a commodity he the 
product of the most highly skilled labour, its value can be equaled with that 
of the product of simple labour, so that it represents merely a dcflllite 
amount of simple labour ([ 1 867] 1967a, p, 44). 

Marx was not explicitly aiming here at estahlishing the possibility of 
using labor hours f?T economic calculation under socialism. He was 

I� For example, if we assume that the two production processes take place ill two 
stages, on day I and day 2, and apply· a rate of time discount per day (r), then the 
value of P (the table) would be 8 ( I +r) + 2 ( l + r)2, whereas the value of Q, the 
chair, wouh:l he 9 (1 +r) + ( I  + r)2. Simple algebra shows that tht' table. would be 
morc costly than the chair for (lny positive rate of time discount. 
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only sel.ling up a frame\vurk, by mea n,� of cenain simplifying ab
stractions, for using the labor lheory of value in his analysis or capi
talism, For that purpose Marx's argumellt Jnay be acceptable, 

However, Mises argues that there is no way in practice to translate 
labor hours contributeu. by cleuril:al engineers. janitors. and profes
sional athletes inlo a common unit called a simple labor hour. It is 
not just that some laborers are hetter educated or more skilled. 
energetic, dextcmus, Or ph ysically strong than others. If Ihe prob
lem were !11cl'ely one or physical productivity. then in many cases, at 
leasl, tests could be conducted to detenni"ne degrees of ability. But, 
as h;'ls been argued. the serious difficulty in making producer eval
uations is not i n  determining technical productivity but in determin
ing value prodUCliv'ity, The question of whel.her electrical engineer
illg labor houl's are more valuable than janilorial ones, and. if so, 
how nlllch more valuable they are, can be answered only by imput
ing consumer evalu<:itions through many stages of the structu re o f  
productioll in order to attribute t o  each factor its part i n  pl'od ucing 
the final product. 

No doubt, as Marx says, "experience" under capitalism shows how 
this reeluction of skilled to simple labor should procee.d. But this is 
done within the context of a price system in which relative wage 
Tales are llncun�ciously (competitively) determined. In the very next 
sentence aher I.he ones that Mises quotes, Marx says thai "the differ
elll proportions in which di fferent sorts of labour are reduced to 
unskilled labour as their standard, are established by a social process 
tha i goes all behind the backs of the producers, and, consequently, 
appear 10 be fixed by custom" (p. 44). This process thai goes on 
unconsciously " behind the ba<.:ks" of producers, Mises argues, is "a 
result of market transactions and not its antecedent" ([ 1 920] 1 935, p. 
1 1 5) .  As with matnial factors of production, without the gui<.1e of 
prices (wages) there is no way of selecting, from among the myriad 
alternatives presented by a complex economy, those that. are eco
nomically more efficient. The relative value of different grades of 
lahor would have to be assessed without the aid of this market pro
cess, Thus M ises <.:oncludes that "calculation i n  terms of lahour 
would have to sel up an arbitrary proportion for the substitution of 
complex by simple labour," and this w()uld render labor unilS useless 
"for pu rposes of economic administratioJl" (p. 1 J 5). 

I n  fact for Mises the problem of reducing heterogeneous labor hours 
to a common labor unit is only a subset, and a particularly large subset. 
of the general problem discussed in the last section o f  reducing he tero
geneous factors or production to a common unit. The two main cOlldi-
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I IOIIS of a calculating unit are Lhal it be universal in the ent
,
ire produc

I n l11 process and lhat it be homogeneous, Labor hours satisfy the firsl 
! ,  'IHiition reasonably well. heing ubiquitous throughout the complex 
' . 1 1  "cture of proeluction, but the diversily of labor makes the second 
" I J H litiun- finding a <':OInmon unit  for labur- Virtually as � 1�fICUIt �s 
I l ll' original and more general problem was. Since lahor partl�lpales 111 

I ' I f ,du�tion in so many ways, at s� many stag�s o
,
r ��'o�tKlI�n, ano 

\ Irics in Its relations to other lahor III both SUbstltU1.aUliHY and <.:omple-

1 I
'
lt'ntarity in such a plethora of possible combinati�)f1s, labo

,
l
: 

"hours:: 
. I I  (' scarcely any oetter a measuring rod for caicuial lol l than pounds 
HI luaterial factors of production would be. , 

Yet perhaps the most serious difficulty with usmg labor laou,rs ,as 
I ht� unit for economic calculation is Ihe facl t hai the rclev�1lI Unit �or 
I . l I ional producer evaluations is nOl h istorical la�or tnne. wl�IC

,
h 

t ollld at least. conceivably be recorded. Rather the rC,levant Ulllt IS 
, I \'crage, forward-looking, sudally necessary labo� I�me, a mut'�\ 
1 l 10fC abstracl and ephemeral concept. Under (:apltahsm" corn r,>t'u· 

I inn for profit regulates (he labor lime that is crnpl()ye� III 
,
vanous 

1 '1'(�jects, eliminating wasteful techniques and encO,ur,a
glllg IIHw,va. 

l iol lS. Withollt this selection process, would the SOCialist plant, m�I�. 
, l).!,cr even know whether his factory's perform�nce ill labor tunc IS 
,Ihove lhe average that is socially necessary? 1 he ,central pianuers 
would have to provide projections of the labor tune necessary to 
\ t:produce each capital go()d� (lJrrently in usc in the economy. Inal? 

"I' which are no longer belllg reproduced at all. And each such 
('slimate ilself depends on a consideration of a long seqllenc� of 
'I ages of production, at each stage of which a whole set of s()GaUy 
lIecessary labor times have to be estimated and , factored IIlto �lJe 
( omputation. From the Austrian's view of a cOI: l Illuously changmg 
,llId complex structure of production, such eslimates of necessary 
labor time would appear to he little more than guesses. 

, Similarly, the possibility of using dated labor h�urs (continuously 
" djusted for changing plans) to keep track of the tIlne componCllt o( 
lilbor' inputs is no simple matter in a complex and contllluously 
('hanging capital strllclUre.20 How would one dale the labor hour �f a 

steelworker when the steel is dispersed to every stage of productIon 
" n d  the proportions dispersed in differe nt stages vary over tIme? 

'm til examples more complicated lhan our simpl� table and c��ir
.
e�an�ple. it �s ,1:Ol 

always so evident which of two processes requu'es more W<lUlllg tlmt.:, The I e(cnl 
debates 011 "reswitching" -have shown that for 'cenain tcchn<?logJes that have three 
or more stages. the cheaper process depends un the rale. of mU�I'CSI and �nnot be 
sohed for algebraically in the abslraC(, as was done With the oample In n, I y, 
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Of· I I I course t I e  met loll ly which wait ing tillle is accouflted for undel- ('�pi, a l ism is im perfeCl. But the. advantage is that no one has :(� COJ
.
lSCIOliSly pillc: any fcletor into the time structure of prod uction . ] he Interest rate IS reAecle� il1 all fat:tor prices and is bid lip and �uwn tl1t:ough entrepreneunal adjustments. Time is ullconsciously 

factored I�to rno�etary calculation ill a way th.1f. tends to coordinale 
consumption, s

.
avlI�g, alld investment without the necessit.y that any

�ne grasp the mtncale IIClWOl"k of social relations that comprise the tune structure of produaion . 
l

,
'l�e MarXia n scheme for ;'hol

,
ishing the rivalr), of capita l ist prodU<.l�oll a ppears, then, to be su bject to serious objections. The com

plexity �f advanc�d tech nological production se.ems to be too great 10 pcrn�lt vttgue t
.
n natum (�ku laLion and so demands quaT1lil�Hive 

eCOnOllllC calculauon. Bill Withou t money, and with bbor 1I11its un� 
workable, no suitable unit for stich calculation is readily available for the celltral plal i l lers to use. 

Mises's anticipatory critique of market socialism 

Most contemporary advocates of central planning hav(� re\'erteu to a 
less extre l�e m

.
od�1 �f

. �
ucialisl11 that. permi t.s monetal ), cakulaLion, 

But even In M Ises S Il lilial challenge, this market socialism was ad
dr�ssed , if olily vcry briefly, A lthough the challenge was directed at 
MarXism, Its potency 

.
IS not li mited to this original view of planning 

but !}IJS;S a �,-o
.
ble,� for all proposals for ecul"lomk pbnlling, 

_ �·� ISCS S social ism IS a more illclusive dassificadoll ( I , III  Marx's so
cI<lIJsl.� , bll � �he �Or?ler includes the latter as a s l '  ' 1 .L1 case. The 
es�enll�l (hstl�gUlshm� characteristic of a sociali.'l " uHlomy, for 
M ises,  IS, th�1. production guods . , , are excl us ivel) CO!!lrIlunal; they 
arc an 

_
mallenable properry of the community , and t i tus res extra 

rommf'IT/1I111 ( [ I Y20J 1935, p .
. 

9 1 ;  see also p. 89). Higl " , (,,-der goods 
are IlIH subject to compellllve exchange relations b!1l  are the com
mon property of the associated producers . Whether there are ex
c
.
hange rel�tions for consumer goods or \vhether tht.:i"c a;e markets !or labor IS, however, a " consideration of more or less secondary 

Importance" (p. 90). Ma,·x's view of social ism would abolish ex
ch

.
an�e relations per se, i nc lud ing consumer and· wage markets, but 

rV11ses s argument can be appl ied to any jjsocialism" tha[ eliminates 
exchange relations for the means of production . 

M ises's brief d iscllssio�l of the possibility of salvaging money under 
less extreme, n�m-M�Txla

.
n �oncepts 01" socialism anlici pated the sub

sequ�nt evol ution 01 SOCialist economics . Certainly a social ism that 
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I , · ,,!ins some cxrhang-e relat.ions - for conSUlller goods and labor, for 
, · ,am ple - while tak ing consciolls cOl1trol o f  the means o[ produc
lIoll is conceivahle, A lthou gh this hybrid "market socialism" was not 
)'1'1 pupu lar ill 1 920, it was to become the dominant view in the 
" .lnilatioJl dehate; thus Mises's com ments on th is �Ire of particu lar 
I l 1 t c�resl. Sinc e this scheme would have money and prices [ro m  genu-
1 I 1t:1)' cOmpp.rilive markets in consu m ption goods, and wages from 
! : thor markets. could not the cen tral plann ing board use the money, 
It! it-es, and � ·.'ages [rom the competitive spheres as the basis for eco
,It llllic calculation within the centrally planned sphere of produoioll 
�()ods? 

M ises argued t.hat a money whose circu lation is limited to the sale 
.\ l id  purchase of consu mption goods would not be suitahle as the unit 
lor economic calcu lat ion in produccr evaluations. even t hough its rule 
" ; IS the univcrsal mcdium of exchange" would be "fundamentally the 
:-',lI l iC in a �"dal ist as in a com peti t ive society" (p_ 92), The "sign ifi
I i l llce" of S I l l  II a mone y would be Hincom parably narrower." Since no 
I" ivalrou·.; ,'.l.J t l l r'cl ition over alternative uses of proouction goods 
\vould 1 a h' I ' ; '! !  • .' , the knowledge d ispersil l functiun of money prices 
would ,l id � 1 l  > [ I  �1\SUlllcr eval ua tiolls and would. do little for the nu
I iai produf , I :V ; : \ I.llllions upon whiclJ allY rational use of h igher order 
goods dep' 1 1 ' ; ';: ,  r:·j(es arc guides for productive coordination only to 
I he exten t I.l U I lvaJrous entrepreneu rs actively hid them in equ i li� 
1 1 rating d i l l ' r i " ' 15; thus, "Just because 110 product.ion.gond will ever 
I ,('come till": !I IJect or exchange, i t  wi ll he im possible to determine its 
lIIoncL.:"lll' y<tllle·' (p. 92), 

Estab lish ing com petitive prices [or consumer goods is "but one 0 1  
I l le two nen:ssary prerequisites for economic cakulat.ion," Withf)l l l  
IJlarkets i n  prod uct.ion goods there wuuld he no \ ... 'ay t o  ascertain t.he 
.·dative value or the indi vidual means of production , The central 
plann ing board "may <.tablish the value attained by the totality o f  
I he means of production ; this is  obviously identical with that of all 
the needs thcrehy satisfied ." B u t  the board could not " reduce this 
yaluc t.d the u ni lonn expression of a money price" for each factor of 
pl·ociuction (pp. 1 07-8). The board would have no way of estimaring 
the marginal value of productivit.y of the v�\rious components of the 
«()ml1lonl�' owned means of production, 

Bur i f relax in g the Marxia n  proh ibition of exchange relations for 
nmsumer goods and labor does not necessarily circumvent. the calcu
lation prohlem , perhaps we might imagine what later came to b� 
railed a "compet.itive" socialism in which "exchange between particu
tIr branches of business is perm itted , so as to obtai n  the mechanism 

I '  

I 
i 
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or cxt.:hange relations (pl'ices) and thus create a basis for economic 
[alculation" (p. I l l ) ,  Thus we could imagine "independent and au
thoritative" labor collectives that "assign each other material goods 
and services only against a payment" made in money, while still 
behaving "in accordance with the directions of the supreme eco
nomic council" thal owns the m eans of production. Mises's response 
tu this is that genuine exchange relations can take place only among 
separate private owners 0(" the objects being traded. "When the 'coal 
syndicate' provides the ' iron syndicate' widl coal, no price can be 
forl1led. except when both syndicates are the owners of the means of 
production employed in their business" (p. 1 1 2) .  

To Mises, the stalld point of a manager of a privately owned concern 
and t h'" of a plant manager under socialism are fundamentally differ
ent. I t  is  1I0t a question o f  training plant. managers to "think less 
bureaucratically and more commercially," because "commercial·mind
cdness is not. somet.hing external, which can beal'bil.rarily transferred" 
(p. 1 211). "It is not a knowledge of bookkeeping. of business organiza
t.ioll. or of the �tyle of commercial correspondence, �)r even a d ispcllsa
l ion from a ("ommcrcial highschool, which makes the merchant, but his 
characteristic position in the prodw.:tion process, which allows of the 
identification of the tirm's and his own interests" (p.  1 2 1 ) .  

The plant manager's attitude with respect t o  t h e  socially owned 
means of product ion c<Jnnot be made identical to the attitude of <\ 
private owner because "in practice the propertyless manager can 
only be held morally responsible for losses incu rred" (p. 1 22). Thus 
Mises cOlltends that "the entrepreneur's commercial attitude and 
aqivil·Y arjs�s from his position in the economic process and is lost 
with its disappearance" (p. 1 20). 

Allowing separate syndicates to actually own their means of pro
duction, however, would abandon the distinguishing feature of so
cialism- common ownership o f  h igher order goods - and constitute 
a retreat to a workers' capitalism or a syndicalist position. As such it 
can hardly serve as an answer to Mises's critique of socialism. 

Among modern socialists today. many in fact no longer ad\IOCale 
collective ownership of the means of production but merely advo
cate nationalizing a few key industries. Mises had made it clear that 
his argument was strictly applicable only to a ·socialist economy
I hat is, one in which there is common ownership of the means of 
production." It is evidently possible for a few nationalized indus-

:!I Howeyer, Mises'� argument will be reformulated in Chapter 6 in such a W<l}· a$ to 
rcpre�t'nt a direct a.rglltnenl against whal he called "int.crvcntioni!il policies." 

1 
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I I  it'S to calculate on the basis of the prices generated by the capitalist 
l I l;trket in which they arc imbedded, since they "operate within the 
·,,,here of a society baserl upon . . .  the system of monetary exchange, 
king thus capable of computation and account" (pp. 104-5). Thus 
Mises agrees with the mOTe extreme (e.g . •  Marxian) socialists that 
"l ite nationalization and municipalization of enterprise is nol really 
... ocialism. since these concerns in their business organizations are so 
1 1 11Ich dependent upon the environing economic system with its· free 
< ol1lmerce that they cannot be said to partake . . .  of the really essen
l ial nalure of a socialist economy" (I'. 1 04). A bureau of government 
1 1 1  a commodity econ omy is not "socialism" but jjonly a socialistic 
oasis in a society with monetary exchange": "1n state and municipal 
I I l ldertakings technical improvements aTe introduced because their 
dlect. in similar private enterprises, domestic or foreign, can be tlO
l iced, and because those private industries which produce the mate
rials for these improvements give t.he impulse for their introduction" 
( I '. 1 04). " 

Mises's comments on these hybrid social isms seem extremely terse 

i l l  the context of today's socialist theory. Elaborate mel.hods of im

puting value from consumer goods to producer goods, as wen as 

schemes of "socialist competition," have subsequently been devised 

that require more careful analysis than has been offered here. But, 

:IS the next t.hree chapters will show, the essential arguments [hat. 

Mises briefly sketched in 1 920 anticipate those later developm ents 

"lid, when complemented by h is. Robbins's and Hayek's more de

l<tiled rejoinders, constitute a powerful critique of " market socialism" 

even today. 

:,:, Mises does not say when a mere "oasis" turns into a large enough unit 10 constilUte 
socialism. Pre.�umably an economy that was 80-percent govel"llOlenl run and that 
had linle foreign trade would nOl he conside,·ed an oa�is. Mises merely says the 
society mmt be "free . . .  to a certain degree" (p. 104). 
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The diversion of the debate into statics: 

rivalry assumed away 

This chapter represents a detour from the c�htral issue raised in the 
previous chaptcl- of how the relevant knowledge necessary for mod
ern technological prOdtKtion can be umveyed without rivalrous com
petitioll among private owners. Most of the contributions to the de
IMte thell are considered ·here either explicitly or implicitly assumed 
this knowledge to be available by restricting the analysis to a world of 
unchanging equilibrium. Although the standard account of the de
bate (ontends that the ell tire controversy su ffered from an inordinate 
aaemion to such "static" isslles, in Illy view the confroversy began with 
" dyn;:l1nic" issues and was diverted to "statics" by the market socialists. 
The u'\e of two such commonly abused words as these undoubtedly 
invites som� confusion; however, there appear'S to be no readily avail
able pair of words that can as naturally contrast an appro<lch that is 
essentially timeless with one in which lime alld change are of the 
essence. Of the dozens of distinctions between statics' ami dynamic$ 
enumerated by Machlup ( 1959), perhaps the one attributed to 
Shackle comes closest to the sense in which 1 will use the terms. 
Shackle ( 1 955, p. 2 1 8) describes "statics" as "economics of perfect 
adjustment" in which "time has no significant. place, and uncertainty 
no place," and his "expcctat.ional dynamics" in which lime and l i llcer
tainty are vitaJ comes closest to the mealling of "dynamic" as used in 
Ihis  study. I agree with Shackle in regarding the meTe dating of com
modities without the introduction of true uncertaiuty (as occurs in 
Hicksian dynamics) as a species of statics. I 

The significance of static analysis for Mises's calculation argument 
has been assessed quite differently by various participants ill the 
debate: For example, to Lange a staric demonstration (such as those 

I For 'he purposes of this stlldy, the adjective stalic will be llsed to descrihe ( I ) all 
analyses of the formal properties or conditions of the stale of general equilibrium, 
and (2) any an<llyses that seem to treal the real world as if it were usually in or vcry 
near such an equilibrium. The static analyses of the first type are legitimate in 
principle, but, it will be argued. are largely irrelevant to the calculation argument, 
whereas those of the second t}'Pf' are erroneous and a perversion of the legitimate 
uses of static analysi�, 
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� d Wieser and Barone) answered Mise�'s challenge whereas to Hayek 
I I I 'omprised a necessary part of Mises's challenge. Further confusion 
. 1 1  Ises from the fact that several different static arguments that have 
1 1('l:I1 associated with the debate have often been confJated. Hence, 
.d though this chapter' is a detour from the original theme of the 
j .deulation argument, it is a nt:cessary route to take if we hope to 
' l i itigate the confusions of  the debate. 

From Hfonnal similarity" to "theoretical possibility" 

Five distinct static issues will he examined in this sec(ion in roughly 
! I l i'()nologicaJ order. These include a "formal similarity" argument 
( [ I I  two different variants: Wieser's and Barone's); a "mathematical 
'iolution" (also in two different variants: " equation solving" and "trial 
. l I ld error"); and a. "computation" argument. Some of these are nell� 
I I  al with respect LO the prat:ticability of socialism, some £ire prosocial
l'il..  and some are con, but all of  them assume that the dynamic 
problem of knowledge dispersal can be solved. The Iauer part of this 
! hapter w11l explore some underlying differences between the nea
l lassical and Allstrian paradigms that help to explain why the vari
� I tIS participants had such completely divergent views of the signifi
( ,lIlce of these static issues. Discussion here of these paradigmatic 
d i fferences is intended Ilot only to help to clarify the significance of 
t i te static issues thelHselves but also to 'serve as an analytic preface for 
Hill' return to dynamics in  the next chapter by indicating what the 
Introduction of continuous change entails. 

The standard view of the debate as the reader ma�' recall from 
( :hapter I ,  contends that Mises (in 1 920) denied the "theoretical 
possibility" of socialism even under static assumprions; this was a 
position that Barone (in 1 908) and, some argue, Wieser (in 1 889 or 
1 � 1 1 4) had already refuted and that the early market socialists such 
'IS Taylor (in 1 929) and Dickinson (in 1 933) merely reiterated by 
�Il()wing the formal similarity of -socialism to capitalism; whereupon 
Robbios (in 1 934) and Hayek (in 1935) .retreated from Mise,', 
"I heoretical" argument to a mere denial of the practicability of 
.... ocialism (which was itself said to have been answered by Lange in 
1 9'\6). 

The following discussion will offer a completely different picture 
"f this piece of intellectual history. First I will desuibe the "formal 
similarity" arguments of Wieser and Barone, whic;:h, according to 
Lange and the standard view, proved' (contra Mises) that rational 
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central �Ianning was "theoretically possible." However, these argu· 
mCllts will be found to be consistent with, and definitely nol ref ma
lion: 01', Mises's argument. In addition to establishing that these two 
v�rslOns of the formal" similarity argument have similar aims (LO criti· 
Clze the 

.
l�bor theory uf value as a basis for central, planning), some 

subtle dI fferences between them will prove important for the elabo
ration later of the contrast between the Austrian and neoclassical 
paradigms. 

I will then show that the. "mathematical solution " of Taylor ( 1 929) 
and D,ckmson ( 1 933), unlike the "formal similarity" arguments of 
W,eser alld Barone, was an attempt to build a workable model of 
socialism on the foundation of the theory of the formal similarity 
of socialism to capitalism. One variation of this mathematical solu
tiOt�, the " equation-solving" argument, proposes to literally solve Wal· 
ras'an general equilibrium equations (for example, through matrix 
IIlverslOn) as a method of central planning. When Hayek and Rob
bIOS responded to this equation·solving argument, besides reiterat-
ing Mises's argument they employed an additional "computation" 
argument that denied that. any known mathematical procedure I 
coult! feasibly solve the hundreds of thousands or millions of equa- ! lions that would be required,:'! :{ 

Hayek doubted in 1 935 that this literal equation-solving procedure 
could have really been what Taylor and Dickinson had in mind. He 
assumed instead tha� ,

th� mathe�atical argument meant to propose 
that t.he general eqUIlibrIum solution to the Walrasian equations is to 
be discovered by means of some kind of iterative procedure of 
searching for [he solution by "trial and error." This variant of the 
mathematical solution has been developed in more sophisticated 
form in recent literature, but I wil1 argue that whatever its theoreti· 
cal value, it is inherently impracticable as a central planning proce· 
dure, for reasons cited by Hayek in the 1 930s. 

Two versions of the "formal similarity" argument 

I n classical econo�ics it had been an established practice to postulate 
an Ideal commUnIst sOCiety as an abstract theoretical procedure, 
analogous to Crusoe economics, to aid in the explication of the labor 
theory of value, When value theory underwent a revolution after the 
1 870s, Fdedrich VOIl Wieser continued the classical practice by using 
the Imaginary construction of an ideal communist world to explain 

, See Robbins ( 1934a, p. 1 5 1) and Hayek (]19351 1948f. p. 156). 
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d i e '  bask prindples of  the new marginalist value theory and to refute 
t hr labor value theory. One of the primary objectives of Wieser's 
I HK9 book Der naWrliche Werth (Natural value) was to show that 
" j ' \len in a community or state whose economic affairs were ordered 
. n l  communistic principles, goods would not cease to have value" 
I I I H99] 1956, p. 60). Wieser sought to demonstrate that "the e1emen
I . n  y laws of valuation" are independent of the institutional frame· 
work of society and hence would have to be taken into account by 
I he socialist community, Contrary to the views of many socialists of 
I h��. time, even under communism "labour is valued according to its 
I , Hllty, value attaches to land and capital, and land rent, as well as 
I l l terest on capital, is calculated among costs. I f  this were to be ne· 
1:I('cted, production would become chaos" (p. 66). 

The imagined communist society plays the role in Wieser's analysis 
( o) i '  an equilibrium state, and "natural value" is taken to be "value as it 
would .e":.ist in the communist state," or th� equilibrium price (p. 60), 

1 11 hIS 1 9 1 4  work, Thear;e der gesellschaftl;chen Wirtschaft, Wieser COtl
I t  <{SiS the "simple economy," which is the imaginary construction of 
"'he economy of a single subject guided by a single milld" ([ 1 9 14]  
1 ' in .. p. 1 9), with the "social economy" in which "only a relatively 
\mall part of the [economic] process is carried forward under unified 
d irection," but instead the "largest part by far is carried out indepen. 
dcntly by the private economies" (p. 149). Again, the simple economy 
with its single, conscious plan is used to demonstrate the logical skele· 
lOll of choice theory tl1at Wieser treats as "an essential prerequisite" to 
I he description of the "social economic process" of the real world. 
Wieser frequently criticizes classical economists for their occasional 
propensity to treat this simple economy as directly descriptive of the 
world rather than as merely a preliminary step °in an abstract argu· 
,"en(. "For the theory of the simple economy only explains the condi
lion of the isolated and idealized individual economy that follows its 
l.aws of motion without restraint. But  in the social economy these 
individual units meet from all directions. Indeed they clash with great 
�orce, We must, therefore, ascertain whether their conjunction does 
"')t alter their law of motion" (p. 1 5 1 ) .  

In  the terminology of  modern Austrian economics, one might say 
that Wieser's simple or natural economy abstracts from rivalry. Per· 
feet consistency of plans is first assumed in order to show what basic 
clements of choice have to be taken into account even in a friction
less equilibrium world: "In its simplicity, purity, and originality it is 
sO attractive, and at the same time so contradictory to all experience, 
that it is doubtful whether it can ever be more than a dream, So too 

' .  " 
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we. shall think of the communistic state as the perfect Sfale. Every· 
thing will be ordered in the best possible \.,tay; . . .  no error or allY 
other kind of friction will ever occur" (I" 6\ ) .  

Despite its · u n reality, Wieser uses this imaginary world as an  ana
lytic lool for sHldying exchange value ill the real world. Although 
exchange value is " disturbed by human imperfection, b}' error, 
fraud, force, chance" and so is not identical lo "natural va\\Jc;' nune
theless the latter "is not entirely foreign to that value which is re
cognized by the society of today" (PI'. 6 1 -2). Thus Wieser seeks to 
" investigate closely to what extent the phen(llnena of exchange value 
are of natural origin" and finds that such categories as rent and 
intere�t are "of natural origin" and not due mere.ly to the distur
ballCcs of a decentralized market order. 

This demonstration of the universality of choice theory. abstracting 
from disturbances, is the "formal similarity" argument. All that follows 
frorn it is that under any economic system, decision making must take 
into account such categories as rent and interest because these I'eflcct 
genlline scarcitics.3 I t does not necessarily imply that privat.e rcntiers or 
bankers would have to collect these as incomes under socialism, nor 
does it say anything whatsoever about whether it will be possible to 
implement a socialist society .  Wieser explicitly admits that "the ques
tion whether such a community l;an or ever will exist is one which does 
not in the least concern us" and thai !'natural value is a neut.r-al phe
nomellon. the examination of which, whatever may come of it, can 'f prove nothing for and nothing against socialism" (pp. 6 1 ,  63). 

Reaning to the prevailing view among socialists of the time that If 
the new marginalist/subjectivist economics was merely bourgeois

. 
:1 

apologia, Wieser stressed that "so little is natural value a weapon 
against socialism, t.hat socialists could scarcely make use of a better I 
witness in favour of it. Exchange value can have no severer criticism t. than that which exposes its divergences from the natural measure- " 
ment, although, indeed, this forms nQ particular proof for the es
sence of socialism" (p. 63) ' 

� It may be recalled from the previous chapter that this is the same point that �Iises 
made in his nit\quc of labor hours as units of economic calculation when be argued 
that nature-given resources are genuinely scal'ce and that' their producer evalua
tions cannot be directly calculated ill units of labor time, 

-I Marx's condemnation of the. anarch), of ca,pitalist production, discussed in Chapler 
2, bears a similarity to Wieser's point here. That capitalism is anarchically or sponta
neously organizc{i rather than consciously organized implies that it is always in 
disequilibrium. or. in Wieser" s language, necessarily departs fmm the "natural mea
surement." but the C]uestion remains as to whether conscious planning can b(�tter 
approximate equilibrium. 
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Although Wieser left open Ihe possibility (and possible virtue) of 
. 1 1  I t ieving this communist equilibrium world, some ot hiS remar�s 
I I I/ l ie  vCI'y close tu anticipating Mises's argument that the compeu
I 1 v ( :  order is the only practicable way to approximate lO any degree 
d w  order that is -perfeClly achieved in this imaginary wurld: 

I he private economic system is tbe ()nly historically tried forrn, of a large 
',I Il ' it:ty economic combination. The experience of thousan?s �f. years. fu�
I I I\hcs proof that, by this very system, a more successf�1 sOClal .JolJ1t actl�n IS 
1w1 l lg secureJ, than by universal submission to one slfl�le �omman?, [he 
"lit' will and commalld which, in war and for legal 1I111ty, IS essent�al and 
1 I l ! llspensable as the connecting tie of" the common forces, detracts H1 eco� 
IIlIlllic jqinl cKtion from the efficacy of the agen�y. I n  tl�e ec.onomy, though 
I! have become social, \vork is always to be performed tTactionall�' . , . Parl-
1" \I(orma1zus oj this sud will be execuled far more effectivel)' by th()usa�d5 and 
/III/lions oI eyes, ('xertitl� as man)' wills: they wil� be b?iancecl, one agalIlst the 
I II Iter, far more aC<.:urately Ihan if all these aClions, like �ome complex mech
.l I l ism, had to be guided and directecl by some supel:I�� .co[\lrol. A f't>ll':al 
fllompter oI Ihis surt coui,l t/.ever he inIormed of countless �o:\SlIJlltlleSJ to b� met �vtth 
I I I  every individual C(lse, as regards lhe utmost uullty, to be denved hum 
�'Iven circumstances or the best steps to be taken for further advancement 
,:nd progress ( [ 1 �1 l 4] 1927, pp. 39fi-7: emphasis added). 

Enrico Barone's 1908 artide, "II ministro della produzione nel\o 
� I �ILO colleuivisla" [The ministry of production iTi the collectivist 
''''tel ( [ 1 908] 1935). was in the sallie vein as Wieser's formal similar
it y demonstration, being mainly directed at the labor theory of value 
.I�ld nul. at t.he possibility of realizing socialism. Like W ieser's article, 
it was intended to establish a revised formulation of the value pr0h� 
Ie III that the central planning authorities would face, not a real 
Illechanism by which this problem could be solved. The fJrSt part of 
I\arone's article explains the formal logic of choice u.nder the

, 
"illdi

vidualist regime," after which a parallel formal case IS. made tor the 
" collectivist regime." Like Wieser, Barone both makes It clear that he 
does "not write for or against Collectivism" (p. 245) and expresses 
serious doubts about the workability of a socialist system. His main 
aim is simply to eliminate certain "errors and contradictions" in the 
I heoretical depiction of the collectivist regime. . . . Barone does consider it one of his main goals fo differentiate hiS 
\Valrasian/Paretian argument from that of Wieser's Austrian school. 
l Ie proposes t.o prove "that to define the e(onomic equilibriu�n - be 
it in a regime of free competition, in one of monopoly, or III the 
Collectivist State - there is no need to have recourse to the concepLs 
Df utility, of the final deg .. ee if utility, and the like," which he considers 
"metaphysical." Instead he employs the "old and SImple tdeas of 
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demand, supply and (ost uf production . , . to construct into a sys
tem of equations the most important interrelations of economic 
quantities" (p. 246). He repeatedly denigrates the "vague" and 
"clumsy" arguments of his predecessors, who merely "perceived by 
intuition" the conclusions at which he has arrived by way of a "thor
ough demonstralion . . .  using mathematical analysis" (pp. 257-8). 
But despite his criticisms, he comes to substantially the same conclu
sions as his presumably less scientific Austrian precursors, asserting 
Ihat "lhe system of the equations of the collectivist equilibrium is no 
other lhan lhat of the free com petition" (p. 274). And like Wieser, 
Barone recognizes that one cannot conclude from this formal resem
blance anything about the possible practicability of the collectivist 
program. I ndeed Barone.'s own view that centra) planning cannot 
work in practice is even more emphatic than Wieser's. "It is obvi� 
ous," Barone asserts, "how fantastic those doctrines are which imag
ine thal production in the collectivist regime would be ordered in a 
manner substantially different from that of 'an:archist' production" 
(p. 289). 

Barolle believes that his approach 10 the "formal similarily" 
argument is more potent than the Austrian approach because it 
can concern itself only with the formal mathematical proof of the 
determinateness of equilibriums under rhe two social systems. He 
considers it an advantage of his argument that " all this theory of 
the economic equilibrium. in which we have compressed into a 
system of equations many varied circumstances. of which we take 
account at one moment - all this theory, we say. we have ex
pounded without it being necessary to refer lo any concept of 
tllilily" (p. 265). 

In my view this exclusive concern with the rigorously mathemati� 
cal aspects of value theory is a weakness rather than a strength of 
Barone's argument. H is "precision" has been purchased al the ex
pense of considerable explanatory power and relevance. The conclu
siveness of his proof applies only to a formal equilibrium world - to 
an imaginary construct thal is, as \Vieser had put it, "so contradic
tory to .,11 experience, that it is doubtrul whether it can ever be more. 
than a dream." Barone was far less clear about the divergence bc� 
tWeen his equilibrium world and the real world.,:;' 

... For example. whereas Wieser makes it dear lhat there could be no llIonr.:y in the 
simple economy ( { l9 14j I Y27. p. 49), Barone seems to bt:lieve lhat he can inrroduce 
Illoney illlo his slatic world by simply adding an additional good ",ljlh its corre� 
sponding equation (pp. 263-4). Barone neglects to explain how a world of complete 
plan coonHfliuion would lind any point in the holding of cash balances. 
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I ' l i rlhermore, by "compressing into equations" the complex of hu-
1 1 1 , 1 1 )  interactions Ihal underlie the phenomena of supply and de-
1 1 1 . 1 1 1 (1 ,  Barone has not merely made an economy of \\Iords� he has 
.,"'" diverted attention from some important issues. The economy is 
111;1(1«:: to appear like a quantitative balance among things rather than 
.1  \ dationship among conscious, competing plans,. Instead . of c�usa-
1 11 1 1 1  in time, we seem to be talking about the umeless I U HulOnal 
I t ·btionships among the variables of a system of simultaneo�s cqua
HoIiS.  1 nstead of inquiring into the causal processes by wluch real 
Inolley prices are bin up Of down, ,we find ours�lvcs �ou�,lli�g e.�ua-
1 II II lS  and unknowns ill a mathematical problem In whICh prices ilfe 
I I wrely numerical solutions. The first forty pages uf the al'tide main-. I ,. I Ll i l l  that the necessary "data" concermng mallers sue 1 as t lC quan-
I l l y  of capital," "the reht tions in a given stale of technique between 
l I .c quantity produced and the factors of produclion:: and "tastes" 
., , "  available (p. 247). Ollly the lasl four pages dISCUSS, m very vague 
1 1 '1'1115, the 'luestion of how some of this data can cume to be kn�wn. 
Hill Barone's conclusion that socialism is impracticable rests enurely 
"pon this inadequately defended assertion thal kl)()\vlcdgc of th�sc 
"givens" will be available to capitalist entrepreneurs uut not to sOClal� 
I" managers. . _ I f  Barone were to resort to the device of the aUClloneer. as dId 
Walras, 1.0 explain how prices change and thus how knowledge is 
d ispersed in his model, then his argument ageJinst socialism would be 
:->l Ibject Lo the very reversal that Lange is thought to have accom
pli;hed against Mises. The Walrasian auctioneer ca�l �ill1 pl�' be re
placed with a central planning board, and lhe SOCIa its IS WIll have 
answered Barone's critique of socialism. Wieser's argument. on the 
other hand. which emphasizes the informational function of rivalry 
Ihat is performed "by Ihousands and millions of eyes, exerting as 
Illany wills," is not so obviously susceptible to this Langcan argument. 

The mathematical solutir,m and (he computation argumC1ll 

The' cOlltributions by Wieser and Barone, wriuen before M ises's 
challenge. were considered abstl-act arguments tl.lat did not repre
scnl claims for the workability of central planning. The so-�alled 
mathematical solution, howevel-, contends that the formal similarity 
demonstration can be fashioned into a practicable scheme of central 
planning and hence into an effective .ans,,":,er to Mises's challenge, 
.lust as Walras and Pareto represenled the IIlterdependence of sup
plies and demands in the economy by means of the famlltar Slmulta-
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ncous equations, so would the central planning board aCLUally for� 
�u

.
late

. 
and solve such equations as a method of central planning. 

1 hIs vIew holds that, as Hayek ([ 1 935] 19481', p. 152) phrased it, 
under the (question-begging) "assumption of a complete knowledge 
of all .1·e1evant data, the values and quantities of the different cum
modu.les to be produced might be determined by the application of 
the apparatus by whIch theoretical economics explains the formation 
of pnces and the. direction of production in a competitive system." 

The standard vIew of the debate suggescs that those early market 
sOClal�sts who dlscusse� l �lIS �alhemalical solution were actually only 
res�atmg the formal sltn�larllY argument and nol proposing it. as a 
serious method of planmng.6 The evidence 5ho\ .... 5, however, that at 
lea�l some o f  the early market socialisls were lIn<luestionau(y advo
cating a central plannmg procedure. aiLhough some were not advo
cating the precise solving or equations. but rather the discoverv of 
soluti

,
Ot�s to equations by some kind of trial and errol' proced;Jre. l� IS Important to note that the mathematical solution in either 

variant 
,
may be seen as a plausible line of defense for the socialists to 

have lned to hold, although un close inspection it may prove un
workable. The reader may recall from the precedillg chapters that 
the major economIC r�i;Ison for being or the central planning: idea 
had been the subsumll1g of production under consciolls unified 
nonrivalrous control. I f  a system of prices is to be recon�iled with 
cons�ious plannin?" it would appear that the equilibrating process 
reqUireu

, 
to coordmate th ose , who calculate with thest: prices would 

necessanly have to �e (ar�icd out, as it were, on paper, or, as some 
comcmporary theon:"ls mIght say. in the computer. Plant manag�rs 
would

. 
have to SUbIllIt data LO a central body "hat pre-coordinates their 

plans In advance of all economic activity. If this coordination is left 
to the a 

.
posteriori equilibrating process of rivalrous competition ill 

markets Instead
. 

of (0 the a priori process of formulaling a conscious 
plan, al� essential component of the original cent.ral planning pl'O-
gram WIll have been abandoned. 

. 

One of th� first English-language attempts to employ the mathe
malleal solutIon as a central planning scheme (presumably as an 
answer to Mlses) was hed M .  Taylor'S December 1 92B presidential 
address to the Amencan Economic Association entitled "The Guid
ance of Production in a Socialist State"

. 
( [ 1929J 1 964). Although it 

was published the next year 10 the Ame11can Econumic Review it seems 

.. Hayek cites '�;�ylor's article
. 
,( J 929] 1 9(4), as well as Tisch (1932), Dickiuson ( 1 933), 

and Roper (1931) as expnsluons of the mathematical solution, 
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I I I  have been ignored at the time. But Taylor's brief stat.ement was to 
',('1 ;\J1 imporlant (and regrettable) precedent for most of the market 
..Ht ';alist literature that folluwed in the thirties. Taylor d.ivided the 
j . I lndation problem into two parts and then paid almost exclusive 
.1"( 'lltjon to the first (in which he exphcilly assumes I he relevant 
h,l )wledge to be available) at the expense o f  the second, in which he 
1 1 1  npoScS liule more than pure guesswork (trial and error) as a 
I I I 'o(edure for discovering such knowledge. Thus the precedent was 
.. ,tablishcd for the market socialists to minimize or ignure the dy
II.Ullie aspects of the calculation argument and pay ino r dinate atten
I i('11 10 the static aspects. 

III the first part of Taylor's discussion, he poses Ihe problem, How 
,hIJuld socialist decision makers allocate resources? Under the as· 
"ullption that t.hey are able to make rational judgmenl.!,; of the "ef
kclive impurtance" (or the producer ano consumer evalmltiolls) of 
Ihe resources in l(lIestion, The effective importance of tiny factor is 
I I )  be "derived from and determined by the importancf" qf the innu
I l i erable commudities which emerge" from "the vast COl'l l piex of pro
ductive processes in which it participates" and is to be "c'uJbodied . . .  

in arithmetic lables" that Taylor calls "factor-valuatioll tables" ( I'. 
Iii). These tables are supposed to lake the place of money prices 
under capitalism in supplying quantitative information concerning 
I he relative "effectivt, Importances" of the various factors of prodtu;
lion. For the first IwO 1 hirds of his paper. Taylor explicitly assumes 
"that the authorilir� 1 ' 1 '  our socialist stale will have pro\led able to 
ascertain with a sufti<'.h, t l t degree of accur�u;y these effective impor
lances or values of all I I ,,· differenl. kinds of primary factors" (p. 16), 
hut the (dynamic) question of how to ascertain these values - that is. 
"f how to fill in the fa<.lur-valuation tables with the right nurnbers
is taken up in fewer than five pages at the end of his paper. 

It should be evident, ill the light uf the preceding chapter, that 
Taylor'S first problem begs the question of the calculation difficulty 
Ihat had been raised by M ises, whose argument was that money 
prices are the only workable indicators of the relative "effective im
portances'� that Taylor assume!'; are already embodied in factor
valuatiun tables. It would surely not have su rprised Mises that if Olle 
assumes that these tables contain the same knowledge that competip 

tive bidding imparts to prices und�r capitalism , the calculatiun prub
lem is easily solved. A similar assumption about knowledge per
meates ahnost all of the market socialist literature, and those market 
socialists w h o  venture beyond lhis queslion into the "dynamic" issues 
nunetheless devote the bulk of their analyses tu these static prob-
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lems. Despite the fame thal Taylor has been accorded for his "trial 
and

. 
error" contribution to the dynamic issues, he considered the 

�tallc part of }�is discussion to have been his "main task" (p. 50), and 
�f [he proportIOn of space allotted to an issue is any indication of the 
mll�o�·t;:lIIce the writer attaches to it, then it seems that most market 
sOCialists agreed .7 

AI�
.
h�)u

.?
h Taylo

,
r's

, 
fir

,
5t 

"
problem may be considered me.rely an 

??stl ae
,
l formal slmllan�y argument along the lines of Barone's, 

[ aylor s second prohlem IS undoubtedly intended to show the practi
c�I��hty of hiS scheme as an actual procedure for planning. It is 
(h lh�_�dt to see how othe�wise t� interpret Taylor's specific five-step 
procedure (p. 52) for dIScoverIng the correct values of his factor
valuation tables or his explicit remark (direCled against those un-
1 l;�lllcd opponents whu might :'�uestjon the possibility of solving that 
�)I ob

.
len

,� at �II 
,��nder the cond!u?Jls heces�a.rily prevailing in a social

Ist 
.
state ) th.lt In faCl, the sOCialist authOrities would rind themselves 

'jlllte equal to this task" (p. 5 1 ). 
The b�evity of Taylor's paper and the ambiguity of his remarks 

3?f?Ut  " trial and error" �ake any clear-cut assessment of his proposal 
dlfhcult, A more. detaIled and explicit proposal appeared in 1 933 
wltl� H .  

�
l� . D1C�inson's

. 
"Pr

.
ice Formation ill  a Socialist Community." 

UnlIke I aylor � cOrlt;nbutl<')n, Dickinson's immediately sparked a 
heated debate (10 whIch [lobb and Lerner participated) and indeed 
cal: be consIdered the eVent that ignited the English-Iangu<lge calcu
latIon debate. ��thoug

.
h

. 
Dickinson said he was trying "to show that a rational 

pn�:II�g 
.
of lllstrumental goods is at least theoretically possihle' in a 

�oC1ahsl1c e�onomy" ( 1 933, p. 238). there is no evidence that by 
tl�

,,
�oretlCal he meant what La�ge meant: an abstract description 

s:I1(J
,
I� . confine� t� tl�e assump�lO�s of static equilibrium analysis. : he

,
r e  IS every indICation that I?lCkmson was, on the contrary, talk-

109 ab?ut th: re
.
a l  world alld usmg the term theoretical. in the broader 

sense
.
1I1 willeh It had 

,
been used 

.
by

. 
Mises. The static assumption is 

conspicuously absent from a prelunmary section in which Dickinson. 

I J�ldeed the market soci�list n�ntribulors were quite explicit aboul the fact Ihal they 
vlc:ed the

. 
formal, statlc� logical aspects �f the issue as being of paramount impor�n�e. In IllS exchange With Lerner, Durbm (oncludes his discussion by saying "�fr. 

clner 
,
and I (Ire agreed upon the most important point of all�the applicabiiity of ��le lOgIC of the theory of 

,
value to the circumstances of t,he Planned Economy" 

937, p. 581). Lange (1937, p. 144) also expressed " perfect agreement" with 
Lerner thai "the principle of equalizing margin�1 cost and the price of the product 
m.ay be ta�en . . .  �s the most general rule ensunng the consistency of the decisions. wnh rhe alms of the plan." 

. 

I 
I 
! 

I 
! 
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pl·oposes to "first make clear the assumptions on which we shall base 
I ) l Ir argument" (p. �38). I n  fact, Dickinson makes his own distinClion 
hetween theory and practice when he suggests that although social
i . ..,m may be difficult in theory it wil l  be much ,easier in practice: 

I "heorctically the task [of drawing up demand Sdlcdules for consumption 

alld production goodsJ is a very difficult one, since the delTl<lnd for one 

nlmmodity is nol a function of its price alone but of the prices of all othcr 

(,OlllplOdities. Practically, the task could be solved to an approximation suffi

. cicntly dose for the guidance of the managers of industry, by taking groups 

of more closely related commodities (composite supply or joint demand) in 

isolation from other groups (p.  240). 

Evidently Dickinson is not merely proposing a central planning 
scheme that is conceivable under unrealistic "theoretical" assump
tions but one that he thinks will be workahle in practice. The su
preme economic council gathers statistics from which it constructs a 
Walrasian system of simultaneous equations, whkh it then solves. 
Dickinson makes it plain that he does not. mean that these equations 
arc to be "solved" metaphorically, the way consumers and entrepre
neurs in a market "solve" them. He is Dot proposing a simulated 
market in production goods; he is really saying that the equations 
lOuld be solved mathematically. 

Once the system has got going it will probably be unnecessary to create . . .  
within the framework of the socialist community a sort of working model of 
capitalist production. It would be possible to deal with the problems mathc� 
nratically, all the basis of [he full statistical information (hat would be at the 
disposal of the (supreme economic council} (p. 242). 

After describing "four kinds of functions" that the council would 
require to perform its computation, Dickinson concludes that. "the 
whole thing could be resolved into a set of simultaneous equations, 
or, since only small deviations from an already established equilib
rium need be considered, into a problem in calculus of variations" 
(p. 242). Other remarks in the article clearly imply that he believes 
his scheme, wlll achieve equilibrium by solving these equations not 
simply under abstract theoretical assumptions but in actuality. 

Dickinson relies heavily on the view that most if not all "ignorance 
of economic opportunities would be eliminated by the publicity of a 
planned economic system" (I'. 245). He apparently believes that the 
problem of the dispersal of knowledge that Mises and Hayek de
scribed could be resolved simply by allowing for the "fullest publica
tion of output, costs, sales, stocks, and other relevant statistical data," 
so that "all enterprises work as it were within glass walls" (p. 239). At 
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this
. 

t �l1Je Dickinson did not realize that the fullest publi'calion of 
slatlstlc .... fannOl help if changes occlir to render Lh,! data obsolete 
OUl, COlli ra

,
ry to Lange's view, he did nut deliberately aSSume a stali� 

wodd. 1 . 1  L,!;t he latcr ( 1 939, p. 1 04) admitted that although he had 
behe�cd 1 1 1  1 933 that this equation-solving solution represented a 
practicable procedure for planning, he had since abandolled this 
view because "the data themselves, which would have to be fed into 
l�le e4uation-machine, are continuously changing" ".0 whkh was pre
cisely the reason the Austrians rejected the mathematical solution.' 

H
.
ayek fou,ll d  this equation-solving interpretation of the mathe

matical solulion so absurd that he doubted that it could have been 
what Taylor and Dickinso� had in mind,' but he (and Robbins) 
neve'

.
lheless offercd an additIOnal argument against it. Their i'com_ 

pUlation argument" says that even if we presume that all o f  the 
relevant knowledge could someh?w be gathered and continuously 
updated hy the central planners, It would be practically impossible, 
given the computational met.hods available in '1935, for the hun
chcds «�f� thousands or Inillions of simuh .• mcous equations to be 
solved. I he sheer complexity o f  the computation of such an enor� 
mous mathel��tical pro�lem ,:"ould bar the equation-solving soluLion 
from workahllity, even If a ll Its other difficulties could be resolved. 

In my next two chapters 1 will funl,cr substantiate my denial that 
there ever was a "retreat" from Mises to Hayek and Robbins, as the 
s(alld�l'd account contends. I will, however, suggest that Hayek and 
�obbms may have helped to calise the confusion that surrounds this 
Issue �Yhen

, 
they hyporhetically conceded a point that constitutes an 

esscllual pIllar of their primary argumcm in order to advance a 
s:condary c?m.plt�ation argument against the equation-solving posi
tIOn. Only m thiS very restricted sense can liley be said LO have 
retrealed. The arguments that they stressed however, we,-e elabora-

� The .Austrians were not (he first I.U formulate (his ol�iec.tjon to the mathematical 
sululJon. As e-a,rly as 19�2, N. C. Pierson had offereel a similar ohjeniun: "And as 
rcg�rds the fiXing of pnce.s. the socialistic Stal.e would SOuo fllld that no mathemati
cal formula was of an)' avaIl, and that the only means hy which it l:uuld hope LO solve 
the problem were exac� and repeated comparisons between present and future 
siocks and present and future demand; il would finrl that prices c()1I1d nOl be fixed 
once and for all, but wo�ld h

.
::Jve (0 be altered frequently .. Not the theory of ;wcr

ag�s, �Ul th� vallJ� of «hmgs III exchange would. in most cases, t..a\'c to sen(' as its 
gUide 111 fiXing prices; and wtl)' should it reject Ihe services of Ihat guid .�" ( [ 19021 
1 9 t 2. p. 94). 

. c. . 

;, See Harek [ 1 935] I ?48f, p'. J 57. Since the "compularion" argument was directcd at 
onl), Ihls less plauslhlc vanam of the mathematical SOlution, the ('(IUalion-solvillg 
argum�nt, . '.h e  co":,putation arglJmem dearly cannol h.we been the main poim of 
Hayek s cnllque of central planning as the Sl"andard accounl of the debale suggt'sts. 

'j. 
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I p n l S  of t.he issue of the dispersal of knowledge I hat hat! been COIl

I . l i l led III the original Misesian challenge. 
rhe fact 1 hal  the respollse to Hayek aTld Robbins focllsed on 

1 1 t l S  computation argument (which assumes the problem is merely 

, d ll' of solving I ully forITl u lated equations) rather thall on the 

Inore fundamenlal calculation argument (which makes no such 

.1sslImplion) is prohably due not so much to anything either 

�'( ( J ilomist wrot.e. Rather it is attrihulable LO the fact (hal Hayek 

I :l lher u ncritically included in his Collectivist Economic Planning: 
L, itiwl Studies on lite Po�,ibililles oj' Socia/i>tn ( 1 935) his English 

I ran.'\lalion of Barone's 1 908 article. Barone does argue that plan

l 1 ing on the basis of Walrasian equations is unworkable mainly 

I",cause of "the difficulties -ur more frankly, the im possibility - of' 

�olving such equations a tJriori . . .  For the solution of the problem 

11 is not enough that the Ministry or Produc1ion has 'HTived at 

I racing out for itself the system of equations of the eq" iHbrium 

1)1$1 adapted for obtaining the collective maximum in I he well

k nown sense . . .  II  is necessary lo solve the equations afterwards. 

Alld that is the problem" ([ 1908] 1 935, PI" 286-7). 
However, to at. least Mises and Hayek. if not aho Robbins, the 

problelTl was Iorrnulating the equations - not solving them. In a world 

ot" complexity and continuous change, the cenlral planners would 

lack the knowledge of the coefficients that go into Ihe equations. 

' l nlike the "computation" argument, this more fundamenlal critique 

i!; applicable to both varianls of the mathemalical solutiol1. Whether 

I he solutions t.O general equilihrium equations are to be precisely 

computed or simply found by trial and error, a necessary priur step 

JIlUst be the formulat.ion of the eyuations. 
I n  M ises's own response. lo the equation-solving solution ( 1 949,  

I'p. 7 1 0- 1 5), he emphasized that Walrasian equations call only de

scribe the unrealizable stale of equilibrium anrl cannot guide lhe 

decisions of real producers who are nect?ssarily outside of this slatic 

worlrl. Thus he argued that "[or a utili/al.ion of the equations de

scribing the state of '  equilibrium, a knowledge ,.f t he gradation of the 

vCllues of <:onsumcrs' gnods in this stale of equilibrium is required. 

This gradation is one of t.he elements ( I f  these equations assumed as 

known. Yet the director knows only his presenl valuations, nol also 

his valuations under the h ypothetical state of equilibrium" (p. 7 1 1).  
Miscs treated the computation argument as merely a .'\ubsidiary 

poinl appended Lt) his primary contention lhat t.he knowkdge re& 

quired to formulate the Walrasian equalinl!� is unavailable. The 

computation argument, which he refers to (IS an " algehraic" prob-
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lem, is mentionerl only on(�e in his 1 949 book, and in a manner that 
clearly signifies its secondary importance in his , analysis: "There 
is . . .  no need to stress the point that the fabulous n'umber of equa
tions which one would have to solve each day anew for a practical 
utilization of the method would make the- whole idea absurd even if 
it were really a reasonable subst.itute for the market's economic cal
culation" (p. 7 1 5). 

Although Robbins was not very clear On this issue, Chapter 6 will 
show that Hayek, like Mises, clearly trealed the computation argu
ment as subsidial·Y to the major point <thOllt the absence of the 
knowledge required to formulate the equations of general equilib
rium. Unfortunately, Hayek muddied the waters when he said that 
he was relegating Barone's essay to the appendix of his 1935 collec
tion of essays on economic planning "only because it is decidedly 
more technical than the rest of the book" ( 1 935, p. 40) and not, 
presumably, because it represented what is in fact a substantially 
different point of view from the other contributions in the volume.](I 
By not sharply differentiating the Austrian argument from Ba
rone's, Hayek <Jppears to have invited responses that, although they 
did not deal with th� fundamental problem of formulating the equa
tions, appeared to circumvent the lesser problem of solving them 
once they were formulated. Given. both the secondary role that the 
computation argument played in Mises's and Hayek's critiques of 
socialism and the way the subsequent responses became preoccupied 
with this issue of solving equations, it is prohably regrettable that the 
point was ever introduced, 

"Trial and error" as a 'variant of the mll.thematical solution 

I mmediately after offering his computation argument against the 
equation-solving solution, Hayek goes on to say that it is "improbable 
that anyone who has realized the magnitude of the task involved has 

I n  Howevcr . some at' Baronc·s arguments against equation solving as a mel hod or 
planning are very similar to the Austrian position and de�pile Barone's own quoted 
remarks to the contrary imply that the Walrasian equatiolls are not merely insolu
able but (annnt be formulated at all. See, for example, his comments on the "eco· 
nomic variability or the technical coefficients" ( [ 19U81 1935. pp. 2H7-8), Although 
Hayek 1:lIer said thaI Barone ";it least approached the problem" ({ HI35] 1948e. p. 
14U). �� ises ( [ J 922) J 936. p. 1 35) emphasized thai Barone "Jid nol penetrate tothe 
co'·C of the pl'Oblcm·' as did Pierson ([ 1 902) 1935). 

t 
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,,'Tiously proposed a s¥stem of planning based on comprehensive 
·,y,tems of equations" ([ 1 935] 1 948f, p. 1 57). Rather t.hey must have 
1 I ·,tHy believed that starting from a price system evolved from capi
t .d ism, only minor changes at the margin would be required lO ad-
10 1 ." prices to their equilibrium levels. Thus Dickinson ( 1933, p. 2 4 1 )  
, . .  rers to " a  process of successive approximation" and Taylor ( [  I 929] 
1 �164, p. 5 1 )  to a "method of trial and etTor . . .  which consists of 
1\ ying out a series of hypothetical solutions till one is found which 
I , roves. a success." 

Hayek interpreted Taylor'S "trial and error" procedure as a nonri
valrous a priori process of fIrst IIBding a full set of equilibrium 
prices that could then be used to implement the plan; hence to 
I l ayek this amounts to only another species of the mathematical 
solution. Other int.erpretations of trial and error will be discussed in 
the next chapter, but here this rather literal interpretation will be 
examined, according to which the prices necessary to establish an 
('conomy-wide general equilibrium are supposed to actuaBy be 
" 'ruund" by trial and erroL l t  

Hayek's primary argument against the mathematical solution 
was not the computation argument but the more fundamental 
puint that the relevant detailed knowledge of production processes 
cannot be considered "given') to the central planning board but 
rather resides and is continually regenerated in decentralized form 
throughout the economy_ A plausible response to this argument 
tllight be that the plant managers in a decentralized production 
:-;ystem could continually communicate with the planning board 
and somehow impart their knowledge of feasible factor combina
tions to the price-fixing planners. Tentative prices could be pro
posed by the board as a "trial," and plant managers could respond 
with tentative estimates of the quantities they would be able to 
produce at these prices, leading to "error" whenever supplies ex
ceeded or fel l  shott of demands. The board could then try 
another configuration of prices, and the cycle would be repeated 
�Ultil an equilibrium was "found." 

This approach has been explored more deeply since the debate in 
a body �.Jf abstract theoretical central planning literature that ·has 

I I  One immediate objection to this method is that. at least fn)m the Austrian \'iew� 
point, there is no \�ay of knowing �hel.her one 

.
has. "found"

. 
an ('qllili.h.

ril�m, e�'en if 
one supposes it could ever be attamed. A sul�le(llvely d

.
efi�ed e9111hb�!u1l1 .IS �ut 

objectively verifial,le, See Machlup ( 1 958). For a systemilllC diSCUSSion of the. Ilmlta. 
tions of equilihriulll theory. see Kornai ( 1 97 1 ,  pp. 3-3 I ) .  

I ii I '  ', I I: 'I 
1 

I \ 
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bccn termed /)ianonlP!rics. I:! This a pproach includes a variety or 50-
}Jhi�l ica(ed mathematical te(,hniques (includiny, l i near �IJld 11(lnlinear 
programming, integer programming, mu(:h c:ybernctic decision 
analysis. and various computer-aided it.erill ivc approximation tech
niques) for rlflding an c4uilibrium set of prict's, cOIH.:eived as ;'1 sub
slilillC for a market's equilibraling prucess. I II spite of very ambilious 
efforts of planometricians. even the most sophistico1lcd models that 
have beell developed so f�JJ' have come nowhere near implemerua
tion, There has emerged a sharp dicholomy bel ween central plan
ning "theory," involving slich pianomr'lric modeling, and ccntral 
pl3 11ning "practice." involving studies of the <lctual implclllelltation 
of fi ve-year, annuttl, <lnd short-term plans. i :I As i\lartin Cave pUI it in 
his informative survey of the u�e of' computers in Soviet plallning: 
"Several writers have noted and regreucd the gul f ex ist ing bel ween 
1 \\'0 groups of investigalOrs of economic mechalJisms, the one group 
forl1wlal i l l g- ahst .rilrt models of ecollolll i(' .'iYSICI11S, Ihe other s l t ldyillg 
existillg system," ( 1 9HO. p, 2(i), 

Although some Sov iet. models st i l l  propose to treat the planning 
process as a gif;{a nl ic.: optimization prohklll 10 he solved by t he (CII
tral planning hoard ,  there is an i ncrcasing r("atizal.ioll I h'lI sllch (om
prehcn�ive modeling is, as KOfnai once put ii, " science ficLion." Cave 
condudes that the "most fundamental" reasoll for 1 he growing skep
l.icism ahout planometric models as a suhst itute for markets is that 
"they do not , nor are they i n tended to, do .illSI in..' to t be complex ities 
of " centn, lIy-pbll1l1cd ecollomy" ( 1 980. p, 3H) 

Many enthusiasts of mathematical economics had cOllridenlly 

I �  A \'OhItHinotl� lilenuure in both the Ea.st ,HId West h<ls grown lip Oil Ih1.<; sll�ien. 
Sl'C Allle� ( I  �fi7), Arn)w, H u ndcz. and Uzawa ( I  q!',R).  ihulll,,1 (I \15H; 1\172, pp. 7U-
19t1, 2�14 ,·-3 1 H,  ;, 1 :, .. �!)). BI<lu)? ( 1 9M>' pp. 4 111-12), Campbell ( I  �)(i 1 ) ,  C : llf.:nel')' and 
Krelschmer ( I  W)ij). Danpig ( 1 963), DaTltzig and Wolfe ( 1 960; 19( 1 ). Drlrrm,m 
( I  D:13).  Dorfm;w, S,llllllCls(lll, and Solow ( I  !l5�), F<ldeeva ( 1 9r,C]. pp, 9�1 - 1 1l:!). h·do· 
renkn ( 1 97,1). fello..el ( 1 9G(I). Fellner ( 1960), G:11c ( 1960). Hilhn ;mel Ncgi�ILi 1 19(2), 
I I  urwiCl ('I �1"(): I H(i9; 1 07 \ :  1972), Kantorovic.:h ( l 9G!i). Kiihlr.r (I �16Ij. liP. I O(j-2�), 
K(l(lpt1lan� ( 19;, I ) ,  Knnmi ( 1971). Kornai and Liplak ( 1 965), l .. tnKe I I  H71): 1�17 1). 
Mako\\'t.'r ( H �!)i), Malillv<lud ( l 9f)l ;  1967), Maq�lill ( 1 963), Mal'sch�k ( nl5i). f!,{(JIl
lias ( 1 967), Ncgishi ( 1 96�). Nemchinm' { 1 9M}. Nn\'olhilov ( HI()V). P.arkcr ( I  �1(3). 
RakQvskii ( I  VI)8). $(";)I'f ( 1 960), SenKupla ( 1 972). Sherman ( 1969h, Pi'. 2Xn-3U2), 
Sik ( 1976, p. 200), $w;tllI1 ( 1975), Ward ( I!lntl: I Y67a; 197 1 ,  p. 132), Weiwn;:tn 
( 1970). Wilnynski ( 1 970. pro 21. 1 1). Zaubel'OI;jn ( 1 976), and Z;.lUberlll;lIl, lkrg
strom. KronsjiJ. and Mishall ( 1 967). 

,., Set' Gro�.�n1:.t·1l ( 1960,,). Although Ihe unrealism (If' lIlueh uf planning "lheHI'�'" is 
widely ;ulmiued. f(�w realize that much (If '\'h�( omsti(Ult;s the ana

.
lysis 01' cell ! r�1 

planning "practice" is also f<lr removed frolll Ihe a(llIal CCUIUHl11t: pr(KeS5�.'i .In 
soc.i;jli�1 ("(l\lIl1ries, K..t,rn;:li ( 1 959. pp. viii-ix) notes thai most \\'ork� !HI SOCialist 
praCli(e, "il1stead of telling m how our economic mcch;misllI reall)' works . .  
l1Ierely describe how it would work if it worked as their .\llthu!'!; would wish." 

t 
! 
r 
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Iwralded the development of computers as the beginning of a new 
,I,�t· for planning in which a comprehensive network of

, 
complHers 

would replace the markel as the equi librating mechamsm
,
' Lanf?e 

I . imsdr, in a retrospective on the calculation deflate published en 
1 � J(;7, remarked Ihat had compu ters been available in the 1 930s he 

I ( j l l td have em ployed a much easier solution 10 Hayek's d\�lIenge 
1 1 1;111 the " competi tive solution" he offered then .

. 
By confrasl Wll�l the 

,'xact procedures of computer-aided planometncs , LlI,lge CotlSI�ers 
t he market a crude and soon to oe obsolete computin g mach me: 
"The market process with its cumbersome fil{uunemeUIJ tJPpcaT'� old-

, Lishiuned. indeed, it may be considered as a (ompul.lng deVICe of 
d,c pre-eleclronic age" ( 1 967, p, 1 58), 

Yet <:Ifter It few decades of planometric refinement, Ihe idea of 
I t'I)lacillg I narkets with an all-encompassing, (omput

,
eri/,e:' central 

plan has been increasingly abandoned in the 1�I:l I I ll 1 ng "leraLUr�. 
I l istead. plallometrics is defended cil l H:r as an Itllelleclilai p�lrslilt 
i l l lcrcsting for its own sake 01' as a useful l i rst stage: ( that  of pial ) 
"formulation") to be combined with a later ("implemelll,uiou" ) stage 
t hat relics on spontaneous market forces. Yet evelJ ' huse (for ex
,,,,,pie, Hurwicz 1. 1 97 1 ,  p. 8 1 ]) who oller the laller jl�stili, :: 11011 admit 
l hat the implementation stage consists prima,:ily III a(\.Jllsll�t� the 
"plan" t o  market realiLies, rather than in shapl llg those re;.Ihuc.s 10 
I he elaborale planometric model . Belkin ( I  % 1 ,  PI" 1 8 ,,--2(2) tom
pares Soviet planning to an unguiJeu missile I

.
hal �an only be 

pointed in the righl direction but, once launched, IS on Ils own, 
The conSensus in the planning literature seems to bl! thaL the 

! om pUler plan should be, as Cave pu
.
t it, ILcomplement'I�'} to I"�: 

t.'xlension or . . .  independenl accountmg at the enterprise level 
( I  �80, p, 5), Such independent profit and loss "u:ounling, or Klun
/'aschet has been universal in the ''<.:entral planning" systems of Easl
(Tn Europe since the failure of War Communism. The ccntral 
"plan," as Roberts and Polanyi argue, seems l�) be ITHJ�'� an ex /JOSI 
iltiaptat ion 1. 0  the regu lated markel process of comP:lI

,
1I0n among 

plant mana�ers for profil (among other goals) t l�an 11. IS an ex ll�tle 
formuialiull and implementation of a (nle plan. RKhard ..fu�J )' ( I  ��(�7. 
1'. 29) cOIHt.:nds, as havc many observers, Ihat "so great IS Insta?lhty 
and so frc<)uem the changes o f  lhe plan thai oy the cnd 

,
01 

,
th� 

planned period, the plan is a document of only hlS[(}rJCCll Cli fiOSII.y. 
Thus it call i .e argued that nOlwithstanding the rem(ll kablc advam:es 
in computer technology, the hopes of replacing the "cumhersome" 
lIla rket process with "exact" planometric procedu res are no closer to 
n�alization today than they were i n  the ) 930s. 

' II I I , 'I 
I � 
ii 
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'(-he dlief positive outcome of these model'll explorations has been 
th��t they have established the extremely restrictive assumptions rc
q.lIIred to get a system to converge to a complete general equilib� 
qum. Lange (i 19361 1964, PI'. 70, 86) and Dickinson ( 1 939, p, 1(3) 
pn:sLlllIed thal even if one started with random prices the system 
would, a fter a few iterations, soon settle u pon the "correct" prices. 
By contrast, even :,�der very unrealistic simplifying assumptions, 
modern planometriCians are much more hesilant to conclude that 
their models provide for convergence of prices toward equilibriunL 

H owever, some. practitioners of planometrics still claim that de
spite the failures so far, refinements of these procedures will (me 
day make them workable as substitutes for a lllarket. l �  Thus a few 
�llOrc comments about the inherent limitat.ions of this approach are 
III order. An awareness of these limitations is implicit not only in 
Cave's recent assessment of planometrics but also in Hayek.'s 1935 
response to Taylorian "trial and erroL" 

As contrasted with its somewhat more sophisticated later uevelop
Illents in planometriLs, the trial and error process dIal Taylor pro
posed in 1929 even more severely underestimated the extent and 
complexity of market change. Taylor (and, the next chapter will 
argue, Lange) seemed to Ihink th<:lt upon the adoption of a central 
planning system, only small changes at the margin would be re
tjuired to return the economy to and maintain it at the competitive 
equilibrium inherited from capitalism. Hence, it is suggested no 
complete equat.ion-solving procedure need ever be perf(;I,'mcd. 

' 

Hayek proposed two counterarguments. Fin'it, he doubled that the 
tr,msilioll to socialism could be so mode.rate as to preserve the l'e!e
vance of the price system, that had been left by capitalism, To 1110st 
<:tdherents, then as now, market socialist or orthodox, socialism en
tails at the very least a massive redistribution of wealth that would 
inevitably have a drastic effect on prices ([ 1 935] I 948f, p. 1 57) . " "  

I n  addition, Hayek argued that the proposed method would be 
unworkable in a real world of continuous change. Each individual 
price change carries w.ith it implications for innumerable other price 

I I Se:, for 
.�

xamp(e, tl�e. COmI1H�n�
.
s by \Vil�z�:n�ki ( 1 970. p. �4). whu. while admitting 

th�t the pl��!Omel
.
f1� centralist model IS stili beyond pr<lClical possibility." blames 

tlll� 011 an insuffiCiently developed network of complllns" and a "shortage of 
_ tramed personnel." 

1" Mises ([ 1920] 1935, pp, 109-10) had made tlie sallle point when he wrote that "the 
�ra�lsition to socialism must. as a consequence or the levelling OUt of the differences 
I�l II1come and the resll�tant rC:I(�justments in consumptioll, and dlcrefore produc
ll(�n,

. �
I�an�e all eCOfl(�IllIC data

. 
II� such way t

.
hat a connecting link with the final stale 

of aif'Hl"s III the prevIOusly eXlstlllg t:ompeHt.ive economy- becomes impo�siblc." 
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, I ""lges, al l  of which would bave to be consciously adjusted by the 
j ! ' I l l ra l  planners. "Almost every change of any single price would 
1 1 1 : lke changes of hundreds of other prices necessary, and mosl of 
I I l1'se other changes would by nv means .be proportional but would 
I ... affected by the different degrees of elasticity of demand, by the 
1)1 )ssibilities of substitution and other changes in the method of pro
d"ction" ( [ 19351 1 948f, p. 1 57), Given that detailed price fixing 
" would have [Q bring about as frequent and as varied price changes 
. 1 '<; those which occur in a capitalistic society every day and every 
l l t )\.lr," there is no likelihood of convergence toward a fll'st equilib
I i l l m  solution before new changes render this solution obsolete_ 

In I]is 1 940 allswer to Lange (to be examined in Chapter 6), Hayek 
w l ote; 
I r in the real world we had to deal with approximately (:onstant data, that is, 
if the problem were t.o fInd a price system which then could be left more or 
less unchanged for tong periods, then the proposal under consideration 
WCluld not be so entirely unreasonable. With given and constant data such a 
... 1 ;lle of equilibrium could indeed be a.pproached by the melhvd of trial and 
error. But this is far from being the situation in the rC<ll world" wherc 
( ( Instant change is the rule. ([ 1940] 1948a. p. 188). lh 

1 r the method is to actually "find" a configuration of prices that clears 
: . 1 1  markets, it would have to be modeled rather closely on the Walra
�<; ian auctioneer who calls out tentative prices and receives condit.ional 
:Illswers from plant managers as to what they would supply and de
Illand at these prices, untll the equilibrium prices are disco\,creu that 
will clear all markets. Then and only then can production on the basis 
of these equilibrium prices commence, and during the production 
period no chClnges of plan can be permitted_ I t  was only LInder such 
stringent assumptions as these that Walras was able to prove that his 
model would achieve a complete general equilibrium. 

Perhaps the most crucial difference between this imaginary aut:
l ioneer adjustment model and the real world has to do with the ques
tiOll of trading at " false prices." Contrary to the assumptions of the 
Wah-asian approach, in actual market exchanges there is no way to 
prevent the d(lta from changing before an equilibrium constellation 

Hi In "The Use or Knowledge in Society" Hayek made this puint ('ven more emph<lti
call)' when he indicated that "there are few points on whidl the assumptions made 
(usually only implicitly) by the 'planners' dilfer from those of their 0PI:M.ments as 
much as with I"egard to the significance and frequency of changes which will make 
substantial alterations of production plans necessary." Under conditions of minimal 
change the task of compl"ehensive planning "would be mllch less I"ormidable" 
([1945] 1 948a, pp. 8 1 -2). 

; 1  ; 
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of prices can he found. But this means that trading in t he market 
will invariably take place al disequilibrium prices. and t.his is itsel f' a 
diseqtlilibrating force. 

I ron ically . ll1(HlY of the same theorists who ex plic idy rc(:ogni7.e that 
the auctioneer model is unlike real market pron:!\ses nOlletheless 
endeavor l� model cenlral planning schemes after t he Wilh-asian 
j.lfoceciure. l ndeed many advocafes of plalIUTlIell'ics insist that it is a 
strength of their a p proach that they can, by using all aucli()ncerlike 
approach, attain equ ilibrium more f'il.sily t han fe;1I markets with 
their problems of ''false trading:' Thus Be�jall J in Ward, when he 
oml.rasls celltralized and decentralized models of soci�dism, seems to 
(onsicier it. �Hl advantage of centralized models that "110 goods would 
be traried until the adjustment prf)cess, carried out by paper and 
pencil, or rather computer, had arrived at the ()ptilll�d plan for 
qlwHities and prices" ( I  967b, PI" �2-3), whereas decentralized mod
els have lO contend with the " problem" of al low ing il 'n�\'en:;ihlc ex-
changes fo take pla(:� at diseq�ilibr�li llg price> . . . 

But this is a pecuhar way of lookmg at the ISSlIt" ol tl 'ad lllg at false 
prices. Actually such trading, though perhaps a liabilily for I{nmal 
general equilibrium analysis, is a delinite advantage or real market 
processes over planometric ll)ocJels, and the fact that the lalter have 
never proved practicable can l argely be explained by I.he fact that 
they lack this "problem" or disequilibrium tral1sactions. Th: chief 
slrength uf' the rca I equ ilibnting process, as co�trasled

. 
w�th �he 

;\uct. i oneer· models, is that 1t works tolerably wel l without elllnlll<ltlng 1 exch�lI1gC5 at false prices and \VOI-ks in ptlrLicular b>' taking (ld�'��n- .f.· · •
. lage of the knowledge that is act.ively generated by the competitIve J. process in disequilibrium. {i ] f they are to avoid false prices. planofTlctric price adjustment 1 

models must require t.hat. trading and production cease: while sup-

f ply and demand i n formation throughout the structure of produc- • 

lion is communicated to the m inistry of proouction, The advantage 
t ••. of these schemes is supposed to be that t.he technological knowl-
1 edge (the coelIicients of production) need lIot be known by the t 

central planners, this feature allegedly insulating them from f 
Hayek's criti(lue.17 
Ii Chapter 6 will .�hO\oJ lh"l Hayek W::t5 more deeply disS<l.li�lied \\'!Ih the <tSSlllllPlio� 

thal .�uch kno\oJledge is o�jectively "given" HI the cenlr�1 pl,lnlllllg hll.l·ellll. th�l1 IS 
r;encrally stlpposed, Hayek. was in ract den ring Lhal llus kllowledKe IS {1bJecu\'ely 
gi ... ell even to the decenll"ali�ed de�isiOl.l maker.s

. Rather. �,
he n:I�\',Ult �nowletlg� 

exiSlS for the entrepreneur tn an marllculate I\)tm. as <t leclulI({IIC 01 thought 
whose applic<ltion rundamentally depends on olle'.� being :'\inmted ill a wmpeliti\·e 
mark.et environment (1 1 935] 1948f. p. I S!)), 
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The difficulties that these schemes raise for any real-world im
plnneutation of central planning are ort�n nlinimized. For example, 
.• lIhuugh Benjamin ""'ard makes some bnef references to the mathe
lI I;u.ical "oversimplifications" of t hese schen'les - for example, he 
,,"Ies that they are static and usually linear ( 1 967b, PI'. 5B-9) -he 
ul lderestimates some olher potential difficulties. Ward clalllls that 
I I  . "communication between sectors and pl an bureau , , . cannot. be IL . • 
.1 I .ottlene<:k 1.0 extension of the schemes" (p. 61) .  Such commUnIca

I II J(l , he says, "involves at each round sets of numbers that should 
lIot exceed n2 for any one unit, where n is the nu�be� of se�t?rs, 
. l l I d  is generally much IesS."18 But if, as seems qUIte Itkely, tJm� 
prevents completion of the iteratiulls needed to generate an 0pU· 
t l l l lm," for the more sophisticated of these schemes "the process �an 
l It.: SlOpped at an intermediate round and will p�odl1ce � plan w��lCh 
IS consistent and an improvement over the st.artmg feaslhle plan (p. 
h i ). With this comment Ward is abandoning the major raison (l'el�e 
of the auctioneer process. I f  p roducers are to hold up all econo

.
�1C 

,H 'livity wh ile dJe linear programmillg expe rts, compule an e�U1hb-
. I illlll, only to achieve a " feasible" but nonopllmal configuration of 

pri(t�s. why wait for such costly compll�ation in the Ilrst place? The 
lIon-lulunnement processes of a decentralized market under �n appro
priate legal system can accom plish this imperfect result \Ylthout the 
I I l tcrvenliol1 of plt.mometricians. . l)ut aside from the practica l difficulties, One ot the fu ndamental 
I " ublems with these models is that they, like the Walrasian approaches 
frum whic:h they 5ttHn, trivialize t.he problem 01 m�rket challxe

. �
n a 

realistically complex, economy . 1 9  Real-world production can�ol .. �tlor? 
10 await the incredibly complex d iscuvery of the economy-wIde tmpll
('alions of each step of production before embarking o�. ie II. is easy 
.. "ough for theoretical planometrics to pre){:ced ?s"d all  ��rlher 
� hanges i n  the dat.a call cease until t� le e�ullibnum .IS . 

found, but If 
,roduction were actually conducted m thiS manner il lS doubttul that 

!.ven the first step of a single production project could evercommen.ce. 
Planometricians ill a truly dynamic world would be perpetually chaSing 
aller a continuously changing equilibrium solution_ 

III Ahhough Ward speaks here of "sectors," for .
. 

{his
. 

to b� a workable procedure n 
would .have to be lhe n umber of sepal""3tely pnced ItCIIlS In the ct·onorny, a number 
that when squared and lhen multiplied by the number of nefcssary round� co�ld 
(Ollstitule 3 considerable botlleneck for even the most advanced COOlmUnlCaUon 
system. . . ' h . I . I" A. related :md also fundamental problem With thiS appruach IS t . 03.' It ass�II�)t=s l. 1at 
some of the "data" that are a<:lUally generated by compe.lIlJVe aCllvHY - l.e. , 
knowledge of "technology" �are al the outset available to soclahst planl managers. 
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The limitations of static analysis 

The "formal similarity argument," or the argument that the "formal 
analogy" between socialism and capitalism "makes the scientific tech
nique of the theory of economic equilibrium which has been worked 
out for the latter also applicable to the former" was, in Lange's view, 
completely adequate to refute Mises's challenge ([ 1936] 1964, pp. 
107-8). Lange and the other market socialists devoted the bulk of 
their analyses to demonstrating that the determination of an equilib
rium configuration of prices is possible under socialism. Yet Mises 
seemed unconcerned with the static world of this formal argument20 
and explicitly acknowledged that under static assumptions there 
would be no calculation problem. A similar divergence over the sig
nificance of the static .issues separates Barone's version of the formal 
similarity argument from Wieser's, and Dickinson's view of Walt-as- t 
ian equations from Hayek's view of [hem, 

The gtllf that separates these views on the significance of the " for
mal similarity" argument can be explained only by exploring [he 
implicit differences between the Austrian and neoclassical para
digms. Since neoclassical theory is more familiar, this discussion will 
focus on certain features of the Austrian approach that differentiate 
it from the neoclassical approach. 

Subjectil1ism 
Mises and Hayek tended to take it for granted that ever since the 
completion of the marginalist revolution of the 1870s, all trained 
economists had been as subjectivistic as they themselves were_ The 
primacy of "choice theory" in modern economics was understood to 
imply that economics is about ends and means strictly as they are 

�II It would be incorrect to infer that Mises found equilibrium theory unimponam. 
For Mises the static formulation establishes the logic of the equilibrium toward 
which market forces tend. I f this equilibrium is inadequately described, systematic 
dIVergences bctween the real world and the theorists' equilibrium would persist. 
For example, if interest is. not properly accounted for, as it had not been by the 
classical equilibrium t.heory, it will appear as an inexplicable regular income, which, 
despite competition for profit, never seems to get bid down to zero. If interest is 
understood as an explicable element of value theory involving thel discounting of 
the future, then the systematic divergen<:e of the equilibrium from reality disap
pears. Hen<:c the internal del,ails of the equilibrium state are imponant for Mises's 
or Wieser's rejection of the labor value theory or for any other approach that fails 
to properly account for all aspects of scarcity. Economic statics is necessary for the 
formulation of the value problem, which the calculation argument contends cannot 
be solved under central planning in a real-that is, nonstatic- world. 
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perceived by individual human minds and that the fundamental 
C ( Incepts of choice theory (such as cost) must [herefor

.
e be und�r-

1,Iood in relation [0 the perceived alternatives to the particular chOice 
Iwing examined. Mises and Hayek seemed to think

. 
[h�t. ':ith

. 
the 

I',<'neral defeat of the dassical value theory, the subJec�lvIst1C Vl�W
point had triulllphe�, and many cont:lllporary neoclaSSiCal theOrists 
would concur. But the modern Austnan school contends that a spu
I ious objectivism has crept back into neoclassical economi�s and in
deed that this counterrevolut.ion had begun long before It became 
Ilianifest in Lange's 1936 response to the calculation debate. 

Although the concept of opport.unity cost is considered a basic 

i c 'nel of neoclassical economics, opportunity cost has come to mean 
ql�jective opportunities displaced by a course of action, rather ��an 
I he subjective alternatives perceived but forgone by the deCislOIl 

l l laker a[ the instant of his choice,21 It is commonly presumed thal 

money outlays correspond to the subjective value of all physically 
displaced alternatives, that these alternatives are equally known to a1l 
lIlarket participants, and that each decision mak�r has a �redeter
lliined indifference map that anticipates all conceivable options and 

mechanically yields the optimal among them whenever a �hoice must 

be made. Technological knowledge is distilled into objectively known 

production functions, equally "given" to all market partICipants and 

Instantaneously revised with every technological advance, . 
This objectivization of choice c,an, of course, he thought of as 

purely an expository device and is so conside�ed by many who em

ploy ;t. But its serious limitations for the analY�ls of market processes 

arc being increasingly recognized today, and It has undoubtedly led 

1.0 many errors. The depiction of costs in terms of marginal and 

nverage cost curves for heuristic purposes has led many t? presume 

[hat custs are objectively knowable, that from a systematlC observa

, ion of economic phenomena the observer can somehow actually 

plot costs on graphs as a meteorologist plots cloud patterns. The 

essential insight of economic subjectivism � that costS are no �nore 

observable than the contents of the individual minds who II1cur 

them - has been forgotten by many economists who were trained in 
the neoclassical tradition, 

Although the subjectivistic outlook is closely related �o the calcula

tion' argument, the central problem that the calculauon argument 

raises is not the subjectivistic insight that choice IS always filtered 

!1 See Thirlby (1973c) and Vaughn (19BOa). 

,; ! 
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through individual minds." The ad vocate of planning could readily 
concede that the central planning board's choice will also have to be 
fi ltered through the individual minds of the planners but could still 
conte�d that the

, 
(enll"at plan should concern itself as much as possi� 

bJe \�I�I� prod�cllon functions- that is, with the underlying objective 
poss ibilities of the transformation of resources into valuable com¥ 
mo�i�ies. As the examp le of Abba Lerner, a su�jt:ttivistic market 
sOCiahst,  shou ld suggest, subjectivism per se, narrowly conceived as 
th� approach that focuses on perceptions of reality by individual 
mmds rather than d1rectJy on reality itself, docs not constitute the 
pdmary issue of the calculation argument. �alher, the key point of thr- Lakulation argllillfmt is that the re
qlllred knowledge of objective production pos,.;ih; \ i t : \ , :, would be una
v�i 1able wi thout the competitive market procc': ': h n  central plan
ning to be practicable, it is not enough that J'c.'\ !L� 1 , ! choices about 
produclion techniques be objectively mcasural,ll' t ! I  '�< lf1le sense' lIn
real

,
izcd alternatives that are forgone by such choires - I. hal is, o�por

tunlty costs - mllst a lso be known. Implicit in dte objective value 
theorist.s' outlook can usual ly be found the hidden ass�mp'ion that 
technologIcal and economic knowledge of the real pmduClion func
lions is "given." Thus it is not the subjectivity of value as such that 
undermines the hopes of cenfral planning advucates; it is the fact 
that the requisite knowledge of the objective pOSSIbilities of prorluc
lion can �n ly be generated by a rivalrous process that pits different 
plans agamst one another. Although it is true that this competitive 
market process cannOI be u nderstood withoul reference to the sub
jective perceptions of its contending participants , and thus that sub� 
jectivism is related to the calculation argument, the kernel of this 

�1 ' . James fillchatlan, m lu� eJ(c.cllcnl study of subjectivism entitled CflJI ("HId Clwic" 
com�IH.Is lhat the Ausl�lans. In the debate ovcremphasiud the "iflformatioll prob
lems. of centra

,
l planrung Instead of the problem of �LlbjeClive choice, whkh he 

conSIders "relatwely , . , m()r� significant." 'rhus, he argues, "[ven if the socialist 
state sh<Jldd somehow discover an oracle [hat would allow all cakulation to be made 
perfe�tly: t\'en if all pr�feTenc,: function� are !·e\'ealed, and e"en if all production IUfIc.uon� arc known wlth ccnalnty. effiCIency In allocation will emerge only if , , . 
men can

, 
be motivated" or :'lr�il�ed" to "make choices that do nOI embody the 

opponUlllly costs lhal they, mdlvldual
.
ly  and personally. confront" (1969. Pl'. 96-

7). A hhough I wuul.d a�ree that even I! th� problem of knowledge were overcome the prohll:1H of mO(lV<ltlon would remain, It seems to me thal it is the former thaI is 
�he m

,
oJ'� fundamental. One amid reverse Buchanan's argument and say thar even Ir SOCIalist managers could somehuw, as he puts it, be "converted into economic eunudls : , to make decisions in accordance with cost criteria that are difft'rem 

fr
,
om thel.' own," the central d ifficulty of obtain ing the relevalll information would 

stili remalJ, . Even full}' motivated planners would not know how 10 pbtn rationally. 

\ 

I 
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,u·gurnent is tIll: i�sue of the generation auel dispersal of knowledge 
" hout objective production possibilities. 

Michael Polallyi's (;ontributions to epistemology aJld the phlloso� 
pity of scieno: are e)(tremely valuable in this COnl('xt ( 1 95 1 ;  1 958). 
I'ulanyi point:.; out that a great deal or the knowlt' d !;l' 'dl h which we 
l ive and wod' is inarticulate. We know how to do various things 
wi lhout know ing enough to objectively represent this knowledge in a 
lormal, determinate system , Without denying lhat forma lization rep
'·esents a n  important step in the refinement of science, he stresses 
t hat any form;:tl morlel necessarily stands on a fou ndation of inar
l il:ulate assuOlpt.i(ms about what the model means and how it migltt 
I,c used . PolanYl distinguishes among three degrees of formalislll ·� 
I he "completely un formalized," thc "complelcly forma li zed ,"  and the 
"theoretically formalized." He places economics in the third cate
gory. 'The equations of forma1. .economic theory , he says, "are valu
able in exhibiting certain logical features or the problem to which 
they refer, oul. (;tnnot be used for solving these problems ."  Among 
the basic reason'; why economics is forinalizable only "in theor),/' he 
(·ites the faet th." most of t he data on which the decision maker has 

10 rely "can ob\·�' lUsly not be given numerical values, or brollght into 
lIIathematically 'peciliable relations to each other" ( l 95 1 ,  p. 179). 

Furtherlno ..... Polanyi contenrls that much of our practical knowl
edge is emhodied in skills that cannot be represented formall.\ bUl 
can only he I " ar ned through apprenticeship. through practice in Ihe 
proper con u..:xL For example� when one learns to ski or to pia)' the 
piano one is 111)1 learning objective, articulated rules about when to 
Ican uphi l l  or how 10 apply the sustaining pedal. Rather one is culti
vating lIT1consciolJs habits th rough practice. by learning to use cer
tain keys to adjust one's habits until the skill is mastered. Polanyi 
c:i'e, the example of the beginning cyclist who learns to keep his 
halance by tul'lIing in the direction to\\,ard which he starts If.! j ;dl, 
thereby causing a centrifugal force that rights the bicyde, ,'yen 
though few cycl ists are consciously aware of the principles underly
ing their skill. The key tha, the cycl ist uses as he practices is his smse 
of balance lhat "tells" him which way he is 'i1ting and th us which way 
to turn, 

The practical use of cost accounting by an entrepreneur to guide 
production activity can be useful ly viewed as the kind of skillful 
knowing that Polanri describes. Only in the context of practicing 
within a compctitive price system are "costs" meaningful keys that 
serve as "aids to lhe mind" in the entrepreneur's skilled direction of 
production LOward more profitable undertakings. I f  COsls were ob-
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jCClive and u niversally known, choice could be reduced to obedience 
to specifT;lble, articulated rules, but since costs are subjective and 
stricLly t:ontextual. the skillful functioning of the enlreprenellr can� 
not he replaced with ot�iecljve crilci-ia. 

A.'pects of choice 

At Ihe hear! of this difference between neoclassical and Austrian 
views of cost is a fundamental difference in their respective theories 
o f  choice, a difference that has been sharply revealed only in rela
l i vely recent contrihutions of (he Austrian school. 

DUlh Austrian and neoclassical economics would agree with 
Lange's statement that "the economic problern is I he problem of 
clw;cr between aiternatives" ([ I 936] 1 964, p. 60) but there are sublle 
di fferences in what is meant by "choosing." This section will list 
th ree aspcc.;ts of choice, only the first of which has ueen successfully 
illcorpol'atcd in Ilc(H.:lassical analysis. 

IUa.\:imi1.ation: The idea of maximizing choice is central to the ques
tion of ralional economic calculation, for the purpose of accounting 
calculalion is to aid the chooser in making the best possible, or opti
mal, choice - that is, to act economically. As Shackle ( 1 972, p. 82) put 
it: "To he anti-et.:onomical is to be inconsistent, it  is to engage in 
actions which are at odds with each other, it is to be less effective 
thall one could be. The detail of a formal consistency . . .  call be 
subtle and complex. It is this formal guidance that economics, in the 
sense of 'the. pure logic of choice,' can give." 

The pure logic of choice, that which u nderlies perfect competi
tion. sees choice as the mechanical computat.ion of the best among 
the known means for achieving a given end. But there is more to 
choice than this concept of pure optimization. Three majo.r works 
i n modern subjectivist economics - Mises's Human Action ( 1 949), 
Shackle's Epistemics and Economics ( 1 972). and Kir7.ner's Compelition 
and Entrepreneurship ( 1 973) - emphasize two other aspects of choice: 
futurity and alertness. 

FUlmil)': "Action is always directed toward the future," Mises in
sisted, and the future is uncertain ( 1 949, pp. 1 00). "OUI' knowledge," 
says Sbackle, "is knowledge about the present, bUI cboice is choice of 
what we hope for. We cannot choose the present: it is  too late" ( 1 972, 
p. 1 22). 
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The aim of all action, according to Mises, is " w  render future 

1 O )l\ditions more satisfactory than they would be wilhout the inlerfer
!'I u:e of action. The uneasiness that impels a man to aci. is caused by 
.1 dissatisfaction with expected future conditions as they would prob
..I oly rlevelop if Ilothing were done to al ter thelll" ( 1949, p. 100). The 
." tor forms alternative expectations of what the future WIll hold with 
I (>speel to some end he values if  he takes various imagined courses 
or action. From an inspection of t.hese mental images of the future, 
I he actor selects the course that he envisions will lead ro the mOst 
desired future state of affairs. For example, t.he manager of a firm 
might imagine a causal stream of events likely to follow

. 
each of 

,everal possible decisions. He might, for IIlstance, anllclpatc ( I )  
gTeater demand and a depletion o r  his inventory. if he takes no 
:inion; (2) greater demand and a sufficient qualltity of goods sup
plied, if he acts in an effon to expand output; or (3) ullchanging 
demand and sufficient stocks, if he acts In all effort to f(lIse hiS 
�elling price to the right degree. Obviously, in any rcal·world case 
the number of such possible scenarios could be enormous. But ac
lual  decision makers must select a manageahle sample of scenarios in 
order to compare ex ante the costs and advantages of each of the 
imagined causal streams - that is, in order to estimate through eco
nomic calculation the relative profitability of several possible choices. 
The degree oC rationality of this calculation varies wilh (among other 
ractors) the extent to which these expecrauonal scenarios accurately 
conform to the evolving reality of history. More act.:urate expecta
tional scenarios lead to a -more rational allocation of resources 
through time. 

Alertness: An optimization problem circumscribes the possible alterna
tives that are given to a decision maker but leaves unanswered the 
quesljon of how these alternatives �ve�'e not�ced and not others. To 
the exlent, then, that one works wnhm a gIven ends/means frame
work, any other previously unnoticed alternatives are necessarily 
excluded. 

Kinner ( 1 973, pp. 36-7) contrasts the Robbinsian optimizer with 
the alerl aclor. The' pure theory of choice distills from the idea of a 
decision all such "impurities" as the imperfect know ledge of Ihe 
relevant resources, techniques, and constraints. "Where a clearly 
identifiable framework of ends and means is held relevant by a 
decision-maker before his decision, we may explain his decision 
quite satisfactorily as yielded mecha�icaHy by calculation with t�e 
ends-means data." But there is nothmg m thts pure logiC of chOice 

' �  I I 
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that can t.ell us "how . .  , one pattern of reJevant enciso-means comes 
to be replaced by another." Acting man must be IHI{ only an opti
mizer but also an alert noticcr- or one might say creator-of opli
mizabtc alternatives. 

The LOIH:ept of the entrepreneur emhodie� these lauer two aspects 
of choice thal are missin g  frolll the pure logic of choice. The Aus
(rian view of choke indudes and emphasizes this entrepreneu rial 
role. ActoT s form u late plans for fu ture choices on the basis of their 
expectations of future circurnstances. 

The f.ct that both o f  these latter aspects of choice, so often ne
glected by economists, have been emphasized by the Austrians un
derscan.::; rhe open-enued ness and creativity of I he Aus trian view of 
choice, Economists have tended to overemphaliize the aspect of 
choice that invulves maXimizing from given allel H ativcs , as if every 
actor had at hand a <:omplete last of opti()ns frO l l l  which he or she 
(nerd) has to select t. he optimal one. Shackle has perhaps been the 

1110SI. eluqucnl critic or th is narrow notioll of action. 

I n  �cl1cral. in life at large, in history. hllsiness, phliLics. d iplomacy ami 
puhlic affairs. where can any list be found, of detailed "lI\swcrs giving all 
n�levalll particulars? Thel'C is no source of such a list. except what the .; 
expectation.fol mer can conceive in his own wind. The list. if we allow 
OliTSeivC.'i to call it stich. is the work. of his own thoughl, u n bounded in its 
stope except b)' what expel-iencc or rormaJ inslnu..:tion or logic tell him is 
outside lhe principles of Nature or the Scheme uf Things. Since there is 
nothing ill principle to limit the length of future time whose situations or 
events may seem relevant, the diversity of the sequels he is free to conceive 
of seems on Ihis ground to bc beyond all rcckoning . . . The expectation
former is provided with no given and ready-made list of relevant. sequels to 
any one of the rival courses open to him. Such sequels are for him to 
con<.:t!i\'t:, to invent. He has no grounds for supposing that the process of 
concciving ever-different sequels will be brought to an end by· their ex
haustion. May not the process of inventive thought be inexhaustible? Ex� 
pcelation is not a passive. finished and settled state of thought bUL .an 
activit), of miud which can at no time sa)' that it  has cumpleted the ima gi
native exploitat.ion of ilS data; for these data are meTe fragrneIHary sugges
tions in a parauoxically ft::nile void ( 1 972. p. 366). 

Neoclassical equilibriu m models, of wh ich the. perfect com peti
tion model is one variety, are auempts to include all alternatives 
in a given framework - that is, Ihey presuppose a world o f  Robbin
sian optimizcrs who have preset adjustment ready to meet any 
change that is anticipated under a given framework. There are no 

1 
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I l I l Idamenral su rprises, no genuinely new ideas, Ol!  ;1 1crtness to 
1 l l l i llJagillt:d a lternatives - in short, no g(:nuinc changes. The only 
.ldiostm('lus are adjustments ill price or quantity witbin t.he limit.s 
.. "tab1ishcd hy the orig i nal decision matrix. COlIsl.rainlS may 
l (l .. lUge, alld so' Ulay the optimal cholee, but the framewurk of 
.Iltcrnalives it.self is rigid. (;iven the availahlc options. the model 
"pedlles which opt ions are chosen under which CirCUlll."tanccs. B ul. 
I he qucstiun of which options are to be considered in t he first 
1 ,lace is never raised. 

The neoclassical world of general equilibrium i.< popu lated with 
, l I ltotnatons who are programmed by the standarn of profit maxi
l I I ization to respond In price ch anges in such a way as to make 
Me = MR, or, in the case o f  perfect q)mpetition , Me = P. In 
( :hapter 5 I argue that Lange'S world is popul.tcd by s imilar 
; l1ltomatolls who are instructcd to produce at the quantity where 
MG = P. Potential opportunities for profit have all heen mapped 
ollt clearly ahead of time, and the Robbinsian optimizers merely 
produce the quantity at wh ich marginal costs equal price. Profit 
iSlI't found - i t 's maximized. Thc c\crucnl of ent.re.preneurship is 
ahsent not only from the end Slate of equilibrium itself- as it IlIlist 
he-but also from the proposed process of adjusullcnt toward 
l hal equilibrium, 

But the market society envisioned by the Auslrians is populal.ed 
with h uman actors. They, first of all, do not merely respond. Their 
alternatives have nol all been given them from day one. The prod
lIcts themselves, and not just their prices and quantities, are subject 
to change. Future demand m ust conti nuously be estimated ahead of 
l imc. Tne entrepreneur does not sim ply rcacl. to exogenous demand 
changes ; he anticipates changes by taking aClion h imself. He does 
lIot adjust on ly to actual surpluses and shortages ; he adjusts to antici
pated su rpluses and shortages on the basis of his com prehension of 
other actors' plans. 

The pure logic of choice makes sense only in an imaginary world 
from which genu ine change has been abstracted, a world of "equi lib
rium." If the means/ends framework employed by decision makers 
fovers all con tingencies .• if no true surprises confronl anyone, then 
"choicc" may be modeled in terms of the mc<:hanislic constrained
optimization problelns familiar from intermediate microeconomics 
texts or planometric exercises. BUl if, as the Austrians maintain, the 
real world never reaches equilibriu m ,  the explanatory power of the 
"pure" aspects of choice theory is necessarily diminished, and that of 
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the disequilibrium aspects of choice- futurity and alertness- is cor
respondingl}, enhatlCed.23 

Equ.ilibrium and equilibration 

A great deal of  the confusion that prevented the opponents in the 
debate from understanding one another can be traced to their dif
ferent ways of looking at equilibrium. In the more neoclassical con
tributions such as Barone's ( [ 1 908] 1935) and Lange's ( [ 1936] 1964), 
equilibrium is presented as an objectively observable, quantitative 
matching of current "supplies" to current "demands" and seems to 
be thought of as the usual condition of an economy, from which it is 
only occasionally .and temporarily disturbed. The paradigm case 
seems to be the kind of pure-exchange Marshallian fish market from 
which time and its associated complications have been abstracted. 
Prices are simply adjusted until supply equals demand and that is 
the end of it. The only idea of any sort of "equilibration" process is 
the instantaneous adjustment of a price until the market is cleared. 

By contrast, the Austrian view of eq'UilibratiQn Of coordination is 
concerned with "approaching" an equilibrium in the sense of devel
oping production plans that prove, over the course of time, to be 
compatible. Its paradigm case of an equilibrium would be time
consuming production activities that prove, upon completion, to 
have been (onsistent with one another, as if all market participants 
had conectly anticipated the independent projects of their fellows. 
As Hayek put it in his essay "Ecollomics and Knuwledge," 

1.1 Most contemporary advocates of planning have not yet realized the significance, 
�·or th� Austrian critique of planning, of the distinctively Austrian view of choice as 
IIlvolvlng alertness and futurity. A notable exception is the book by Estrin and 
Holmes ( 1 983. pp. 38-9) on French economic planning. The authors rerognize 
that "writers in the Austrian tradition have always been dissatisfled with static 
equilibria and the treatment of uncertainty as a special case of certainty through 
ll�e lise _ of certainty equivalents. They focus on the consistent uncertaint.y and 
disappollltment of agents who are driven to make entrep,·eneurial profits by out
guessing cach other in the market place." Unfortunately, the only response these 
writers make to this distinctively Austrian critique of planning is the comment that 
because of "economies of scale in the gathering and processing of information," we 
need indicali-vc planning by the state "to make useful suggestions in an in forma· 
liol)ally imperfect world." Making "useful .suggestions" is a far cry from the tradi· 
tional ambition:s of nalional economk planning, but it is also not clear why, if such 
informational economies of scale really exist, large corporations fail to take advant· 
age of them and profit by supplying the needed information. In any case, as Vera 
Lutz ( 1 969) has shown, the usefulness of the suggestions made by the French 
planning bureau has been highly questionable. 
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I I  :Ippears that the concept of equilibrium merely means that the foresight 
I I I  dIe different members of the society is in a special sense correct. It must 
Iw  correct in the sense t.hat every person's plan is based on the expectation 
"I just those actions of other people which those other people intend to 
111"1 form and that all these plans are based on the expectation of the same 
'.("\ of external facts, so that under certain condirions nobody will have any 
"·'\S01l to change his plans ([1937) 1948b, p. 42). 

Thus to the Austrians equilibrium should not be confused with 
,11(' me.re matching of quantities currently supplied with those de
II l . tnded. The Marshallian market-clearing price can often be 
I cached, whereas the price needed for general equilibrium, Mises 
.Il liued, "will ·never be attained" ( 1949, pp. 244-5), since its attain
IlIcnt would imply the miraculous coincidence of the perfect com
patibility of plans that Hayek was talking about. For the Austrians, 
I hat world where no opportunities for profit lurk around an uneer
lain corner, where there is a perfect coordination of plans, and 
where all expectations prove correct, will never arrive. 

Most modern general equilibrium theorists such as Debreu ( 1959) 
, ccognize this disparity between the world they occupy and the one 
they formalize. Certainly any theory must abstract from aspects of 
1 calit.y that are. irrelevant in order to exam me In Isolation those 
.tspects under investigation. The real world is a bewildering network 
pt" simuhaneous causal strands running through historical phenom
ena. No theory could ever get off the ground unless one selected 
particular causal sequences to analyze, celeris paribus. "Other things 
heing equal" is a meaningful and indispensable theoretical step in all 
of those sciences. including economics, whose purpose is to com pre
hem! a single causal sequence within a multicausal .complex. 

In any science one can ·imagine <lwhat would happen if," even 
when one cannot conduct empirical tests. I n  economics we can. hy
pothesize specific economic circumstances in order to decide tlu: 
implications of those circumstances, ceteris paribus. By examining in
dividual strands of causal forces mentally, we can learn what makes 
an economy tick. For example, by imagining a world in which the 
future is certain, we can better elucidate those aspect.s of the real 
world that differ from that imagined world, and we will thereby 
have isolated the specil1c aspects of our world that are implied by the 
existence of  an uncertain future. 

Mises was to set forth this method briefly in Human Action: 

The specific method of economics is the method of imaginary construc
tions . . .  An imaginary construction is a conceptual image of a sequence of 
events logically evolved from the elements of action employed in itS forma· 
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lion . . .  The main formula for designing of imaginary constfUClions is to 
ahS(raCl from the operation of some conditions present in actual action. 
Then we are in a position to grasp the hypothetical consequences of the 
ahsence of these conditiolls and to conceive the effects of their existence 
( 1 919, pp. 236-7). 

I n this method it is no criticism 10 say that the imaginary construc
tion 1S unrealistic: the conslruaion is usually intended to be unrealis
tic, since it is by 'its usefulness as a contr4lst to reality that jl renders 
services to the economic theorist. The state of economic equilibrium 
is a very commonly used imaginary construction, and, like most, it is 
not realistic. What we imagine happens in this unreal world docs not 
directly tell us anything about what would happen in the real world. 

\Vith the use of these mental tools the economist investigates the 
different functional aspects of action. Mises writes in lIlimaJI Action 
thal the central concept of his t heory, the entrepreneur, "means 
acting man in reg;trd to the changes occurring in the data of the 
market" (I" 254). There is an entrepreneurial aspect to all real-world 
action, but the CI onomist, ,in order to isolate the specific real-\'Vorld 
resultants of this aspect of all action, postulates a world ill which just 
this element of action is missing ( Mises calls this world I,he "evenly 
rotating economy"). This unreal construct is contrasted with the real 
world, where, we know, entrepreneurship is present, and in this 
manner the entrepreneurship fUliction is elucidated. 1n the evenly 
nHating economy there is 110 change in the data; there is JlO uncer
tainty; prices are all at rhe level where supply equals demand; plans 
are perfectly (:ollsistent. 

As Rohbins ( J  934b, p. 466) once remarked parcllthetically in de
scribing the limited role and purpose uf the theory of equilihrium. 
"No assumption is made that this condition is neces�:H"ily at:hicved in 
any existing economic system or that the tendencies ' II �crative would 
nc<:essarily achieve it if undisturbed. The sole purpose urthe inquiry 
is to illuminate, by contrast, certain problems of movemenl." To the 
extent that the evenly rotating economy is different from the econ
omy in the real world (where changes du occur; where all prices are 
not clearing prices; where expectations are frequently mistaken), 
there is scope for entrepreneurial action, and, if it 1S successful, for 
enl repreneurial profit. In the real world there .is always scope for 
entrepreneurial action - that is·, in the real world we are never in 
equilibrium. 

Equilibrating forces, all driven by entrepreneurial action, never 
actually work to their completion before changes in the dala (some 
of which these forces themselves have caused) disrupt the situation. 
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E. on01nil theory conceives of the operation o f  these equilibrating 

I"n:es by formulating mental constructs, In the real world, Shackle 

l I ' l llinds us, "The parameters of any model are inevitably permeated 

hy noneconomic influences of commanding importance, from poli

Iii  s ,  diplomacy and power-hunger in general; from demagogic ri

Yollry; from the intense pursuit of technological improvement. eet

. .  I is paribus is a mere pedagogic device or means to insight, and 

, annot be turned into practical experimental insulation" ( 1 972, p. 

''',). 
Equilibrium, to the A uSlrian economist, is an intermediate tool of 

1 "oughl used in extracting from our understanding of human action 

! crlain of its functional aspects (such as time preference. resource 

ownership, and entrepreneurship) and in analyzing the way in which 

I l iese aspects of action are reflected in a market order in corre

" I 'onding categories of returns (such as interest, rent, and prolit). 

This whole analytic process of categury formation and functional 

delimitation is the essence of the Austrian theoretical method. To 

I he Austrian economist the "theory" is not (on fined to the a·nalytics 

"f all equilibrium model, although theory may employ such a model; 

,ather "theory" is the collection of concepts that are bOlh abslrac

I ;ons from and descriptions of the real world. 
The virtue of the market economy as opposed to a centrally 

planned economy. according to Mises's calculation argument, IS thal it 
has an equilibl'aring process that is driven by the struggle among 
t::ntrepreneurs for profit. The virtue is nOf claimed to be that a market 
('conomy can achieve a competitive equilibrium I hat is PareLOwopt.imal 
whereas a planned economy cannot. Although the market socialists 
helieved that they had answered Mise. by offering a socialist equilib
rium to supplant the "competitive" equilibril,m of t.:apitaHsm1 what was 
required was to show a socialist process of l'oordination to supplant the 
t'ompetitive economy's entrepreneurial equilibration process. 

Institutions aM institutionalism 

The market socialists took it for granted that k.nowledge of "pro
duction functions" (the specific knowledge necessary for economic 
production) is e'lually available to producers regardless of tlle insti
Illtional setting in which they find themselves. The Austrian school, 
()J1 Lhe other hand, is noted fOT ils attention to the role thal institu
tions play in the economy. However, when Lange called Mises an 
"institutionalist," lumping him in this regard with Marx and the 
historical school, Lange was criticizillg rather than praising. Mises, 
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according to Lange, thought t.hat "the economic principles of 
chuice between different alternatives afe applicable only to a special 
institut.ional set-up, i.e., to a sociely \�hich recognizes private owner
ship of the means of production." This, Lange argues, represents a 
"spectacular contradiction" of bUlh Mises's own avowal of "the uni
versal validity of economic theory" and also of the arguments of 
the entire "Austrian school, which did so much to emphasize the 
universal validity of the fundamental principles of economic the
ory" ( [ 1 936) 1964, p, 62). 

B u t  to read Mises's calculation aTgument as a denial of "the uuiver-
sal validity of the fundamental principles of economic theory" is to 
completely reverse his poinLtf Mises, on the contrary, wa,s cOIuending 
that the principles of choice theory - the abstract logic concerning the 
application of means to achieve ends - must find application in anY l 
mode of production if that production is to be rational and to (lttaill a 
sophisticated te::chnolugical level. This, however, is only to restate the 
problem of economic calculation. The question remains whether a 
society in which t.he socialist institut.ion <)f common ownership of the 
means or production is established has the capacity to solve this prob
lem. Postulating an equilibrium formulation along the lines of Bar
one's, in which the problem is assumed away. does little to aid the 
search for a solution in a real, disequilibrium world. 

J f, as Lange seems to imply, anyone who holds that instiuHiuns 
(such as private capital markets) matter is an institutionalist, then 
Mises (along with the entire Austrian, Marxian, historicist .md, no 
doubt, other schools) is an institutionalist. The Austrian school is not 
only noted for its explicatiun of the universality of certain basic 
propositions of choice theory; -it has also made seminal contributions 
to our understanding of the evulution. nature, and importance of 
social institutions. Menger's idea of "organic" institutions and his 
specific analysis of the origin of money; Hayek's work on the signifi-

'l-J Hayek (l 1940j 1948a, pp. 182-3) was astonished III this revers"di of �fises's arglL
menl, which has become a commonplace in the standard accuunt of the debate, 
despite Hayek's criticism of it. It wa"s Mises, Hayek wrote, who had "pointed (1111 
that if the socialist community wanted to act rationally its calculation WOllin have to 
be guided by the same fornlal laws which applied 10 a capitalist society. It seems 
necessa,ry especially to underline the fact that this was a p.oinl made by the critin of 
the socialist plans, since Professor Lange and particularly his editor (Lippincott, 
[ 1 938] 1964, p. 7) noW seem inclined to suggest that the demonstration that the 
formal principles of economic theory apply to a socialist economy provides an 
answer to these critics. The fact is that it has never been denied by anybody, except 
socialists, that these formal principles uught (0 apply to a socialist society, <\nd the 
question raised by Mises and others was not whether they ()light to apply but 
whether the)' could in practice be applied in the absence of a market." 
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I . l l Ice of legal institutions as a framework for a market order; and 
1'\'1 ises's analysis of the informational role of the institution of profitf 
l, ,:-;s accounting procedures - these are but a few instances of this 
t\ l I strian "institutionalism." In fact all three of these institu
t iOlls- money, law, and economic calculation through accounting 
",,,thods- are depicted by the Austrians as mutually reinforcing one 
,1I 1other and thereby contributing to the "equilibration" or coordina
lion of the economic choices involved. The Austrian notion of equili
bration, unlike the idea of equilibrium, presupposes a particular 
kind of institutional environment. 

Austrians, however, differ from other "institutionalists" precisely 
i l l  that they try to explain the emergence and survival of any social 
i l lstitution by reference to the purposes of the individuals whose 
il lteractions sustain it. Institutions are seen as "guide posts" that help 
illdividuals to orient themselves with others- that is, institutions are 
regarded as indispensable components of a coordination process. To 
I he Austrian economists, as contrast.ed with "institutionalists" in the 
usual sense of the word, identifying specific historical institutions is 
not the end of an analysis but only the beginning. These instit.utions 
·;Ire themselves explicable in terms of the interacting purposes of 
those individu,als who use them. Thus Austrian choice theory is seen 
as a tool for the study of social institutions. 

By contrast, the neoclassical choice theory that Lange employs 
('ompletely ignores institutions. In a static. equilibrium world, such 
guide posts for coordination are redundant, since the coordination 
problem is assumed to have been solved. Little wonder, then, that 
Lange sees no calculation problem for socialism, since in his model 
{til of the significant institutional differences between capitalism and 
socialism have been abstracted away. As Dobb pointed out, 
Naturally, if matters are formulated in a SUfficiently formal way, the 'simi
'1arities' between one economic system and another will be paramount and 
the fontrasting 'differences' will disappear. It is the fashion in economic 
theory today for propositions to be cast in such a formal mould, and so 
devoid of realistic content, that essential differences . . .  disappear . , , The 
distinctive qualities of the laws of a socialist economy and of a capitalist 
economy , . ,  are ·not, of course, given in t.he rules of algebra, but in as
sumptions depending on differences existing in the real world ( 1 935a, pp. 
144-5)." 

13 Similarly, Dobb had remarked in 1933. in responding to Dickinson. that to apply 
"the postulates of a static equilibrium" to a changing world is a "barren feat of 
abstraction." Economics, he argued. should be seen as more than "a formal tech
nique . , , , a system of functional equations. a branch of applied mathematics, 
postulating a formal relatiollShip between certain quantities" (1963, p. 589). 

l " 
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The static answer to Mises reconsidered 

M ises's basic error, according to Lange, was "a confusion c()ncerning 
the- nature of p"ices" ([ 1 936] 1964, p. 59). Referring to one of the 
most subjectivistic price theorists ill economics, Philip H. Wicksteed ([ 1 9  IOJ J 933, p. 28), Lange distinguishes between a narrow and a 
broad meaning of "price." According to Lange. M ises asserted that money prices "in the ordinary sense, i.e., the exchange ratio of two <:ommoditics on a market" are necessary. Lange contends that only prices in the broader sellse of "terms on which alf.erl1ativcs are offered" (thaI. is, abstract accounting prices. or' the prices 3T1'i ved at by \Ising Taylnr'S factor-valuation tables) are "indispensable to solv
ing the prohlem of allocation of resources" ([ I 93fiJ 1 964, pp. 59-60). 
Lange then proceeds to point out how "prices" in Ihis wider sense 
would be available to socialist producers and could supplant the 
function of money prices under capitalism. 
The economic problem is a problem of choice between alternatives. To

'
solve 

the problem three data are needed: (1) a preference scale which guides !he 
acts of choke; (2) knowledge of the "terms On which alternatives .Ire 
offered"; and (3) knowledge of the amount of resources available. Thos� 
.hree da •• being given. the problem of choice is soluble (i 1 936J 1961, p. 60). 

Aside from the semantic redundancy of speaking of "data" being 
"given." note the more important analytic redundancy of posing 
"the economic problem" as a maximization exercise in which the 
knowledg" that Mises had argued could not be generated and dis
persed is simply assumed to be available. "It  is obvious," Lange as
serts, "that a socialist economy may regard the data under I and 3 as 
given, at least i n  as great a degree as they are given in a capitalist 
econolJly."26 As for the data described in item �1 Lange alleges that 
a careful study of price theory and of the theory of production convin<:es us 
that, the data under I and under 3 being given, Ihe "terllls on whkh alter
natives are offered" are determined ultimalely by the te(:hnical possihilities 
of transformation of one commodil), into another, j,e,. by the prodllction 
functions. The administrators of a socialisr economy will have exactly the 
same knOWledge. or lack of knowledg�. of the production functions as {he 
capitalist entrepreneurs have (pp. 60-1). 

2& Since Lange concedes the need for a genuine market for consumer goods. the data 
described in item 1 would be as available under his scheme as it is under capitOllhm. 
but the data described in item 3 is far more problematic than he sugge!'lts. Deter
mining what is and what is not a "resource" itself depends on having an adequate 
procedure of value imputalion. 
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II I It  this last assertion is precisely what Mises and Hayek repeat
ro I ly denied. To the neoclassical partkipants in the debate, the rele
'·. t I lL  knowledge is assumed to be given to market pa�llclpanls, �nd 
t h«'  main allalylic conclusion is that under certain static assumptiO�.s 
lilt: capitalist equilibrium is determinare. It i� a small step fro� thIS 
. t l lalysis to the adoption of similar assumptIOns and the arraval at 
�ltllilal' conclusions for socialism. 

However, as my last chaptel showed, Mises's c��cu�atio�, 
argu· 

1 I 1(:l1t was not about the determinateness of eqUIlibrium under 
�\)t:ialism ;" 27 it was about real social institutions and their causal 
Interconnectedness undel' dise4uilibrium conditions. Mises was not 
I"onfusing money prices with abstract ilccounting prices in terJTI� of 
.1 numerairej he was expressly contending that only mo�ey prices 
1 ;1 11 sene as '''aids to the mind" or disperse km)\vledge 1tl such a 

\\'.IY as 10 enable the extension of technolugy [0 proc�ed Lo its 
",,,,ki ll level o f  complexity, a level far beyond thar pOSSIble for a 
!'\illgk. ! ! l ino. AOSlract accountillg prices can of course , be Imagmed 
I" be al general equilibrium le\'..Is, but only by assummg a perfect 
' ' ''"p,,,,I)ility of all plans - lhat b, by assummg away the problem �f 
k r�owlet!ge dispersal. Since Mises maintained that It was by lhelr 
;tl'tiv� bidding against one ano�her l�al elllre.p .. e�leurs push money 
prices in cCluilibraling direcliuns, thiS coordmalln� process

. 
would 

have to be replaced by somerlllng i f  the means (,! prodm:uon are 
<,ommonly owned. To simply assume from the outset that all of the 
relevant knowledge is somehow "given" to the ceJltral planners IS LO 
profoundly miss Ihe point. 

A possible rcason why Lange misundersto�d Mises's challenge th�t 
ralional calculalion is "theoretically i mpOSSible" under soclahsm IS' 
that IILeoretical, to L.ange, may have suggested the pure, institutionless 
logic of choice of neoclassical theory. Certainly if Mises had denied 
the universality of choice theory, his argument would already have 
been refuted, in essence. by the arguments of Wieser and Barone.28 
Mises's remarks aboul the static world, added in 1936 to the English 
17 Indeed. what it means for a stalic world to be "under sodalism" or uu.oder cavj(a�. 

ism" is nOt at all clear. In a world where production plans are perlecdy cool·dl· 
naled it would seem (hal neither a centrdl planning bureau nor a private property 
legal framework has any runction, I.t is 

,
very difficult to imagine whal laws, c�n. 

tracts, prices. or money would be like 10 a world wlt.ere all plan� are perredly 
compttliblc. Any meaningful cOl:I�as� between ccunonllc systems wtll have lo take 
place outside the contines of eqUlhbrlum theory. 

. .  . 
'I� The static argument was not concedeu by all partl0panls m

. 
the 

.
debate, �owever. 

Dobb. in his response to Dickinson , denied "that the categories of econonllc theory 
are equally valid in a socialist as in a n  individualist order" ( 1.933, p. SS9). although 
he later seelUed to withdraw (his denial ( 1 955). 

I I! ' 
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translation of his 1 922 book, leave no doubt that his "theoretical" 
case against socialism involves the question of the practicability of 
central planning in the real, continually changing world: 
l.t is clear' that under stationary conditions the problem of economic calcula
tion does nol re�lIy ar�se, When we think of the stationary society, we think 
of an economy In whICh all the factors of production are already used in 
su�h a way as, under the given conditions. La provide the maximum of the 
thmg

.
s

. 
wluch are demanded by

.
consumers. That is to say, under stationary 

conditIOns there no longer eXists a problem for economic calculation to 
solve . . .  To use a popular but not

. 
altogeth�r s�tisfactory terminology we 

�an say that [he problem of economic calculauon IS 'Of economic dynamics: it 
IS no problem of economic st�tics ([ 1 9221 1 936, p. ] 39). 

C H A PT E R  5 

The market socialists' "competitive" 

response: rivalry ignored 

A s  the standard account of the calculation debate describes their 
" rguments, Hayek and Robbins retreated in the face of the early 
Il larket socialist responses to Mises by conceding that a rational cen
t ral planning system is conceivable but contending that it is impracti
I ,able because of the complexity of the equations it would have to 
'>oive. The famous " competitive." solution of Oskar Lange and others 
i .... generally described as an effective demonstrat.ion o f  a workable 
'y·.stem of planning under which such cqua,tions need not be solved 
Ily a central planning bureau. thus answering Hayek and Robbins. 

'rhe next two chapters will present an alternative version of this 
" age of the debate, according to which it will be argued first (in this 
d13pter) thai, the market socialists posed "and attempted to solve a 
wbstantially different problem from the one posed by Mises, and 
t llen (in the next chapter) that the contributions of lIayek and Rob
hins constitute effective rejoinders to the type of solution the market 
socialists offered. it should be noted that in these chapters many 
mntributions by Mises, Hayek, and Robbins thal preceded Lange's 
1 936 essay ("On the Economic Theory of Socialism," ( 1 936]), and 
I hat the latter is thought to have answered, are not described until 
after the Lange solution. The reason for this departure from strict 
(hronology is that the competitive solution is being interpreted here 
tiS an answer to the static "computation" argument described ill the 
preceding chapter rather than as an answer to the main arguments 
of the Austrians, which will be discussed later. In other words', 
Mises's, Hayek's, and Robbins's discussions will all be treated as (in 
some cases anticipatory) answers to Llle competitive solution, l 

The market socialists, I suggest, never grasped the essence of the 

I For Hayek and Robbins to have effectively anticipated the Lange solution did not 
require any feats of intellectual prophecy. In the German�language debate in the 
1930s, somewhat vague proposals for introducing pseudocompelilion into central 
planning had already been made, and by 1934 and 1935, when Hayek and Robbins 
joined the English�language debate, slich ideas were, so to speak, "in the air." 

I I ?  
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Misesian challenge. They proposed a cqmpeutlve solution that, on the strength o f  its own ambiguity, appears to successfully steer a j  path between a centralized, non rivalrous planning that would be � 
su�iect to the Austrian critique of statics and a decentralized market ;f 
that would circumvent this critique only to abandon all vestiges of genuine planning. 

I will describe this competitive solution primarily by reference to Lange's classic exposition bUL will also refer to related arguments of Durbin, Dkkinson, and Lerner. The purposes of this description will be to IIlummate �he ge�eral structure, of the market socialist argument, to s�ggest Its possible relevance to the computatiun argument, and ,10 pomt out that as an answer to the calculation argument it is , ambIguous and question-begging. This task is somewhat complicated hy the fact that in my view tile contributions of these four market 
socialists contain fundamental contradictions, not only among one anothe.r but also within each of their expositions. The interpretation present.ed here will represent only the most. plausible resolutions o f  such co�rradi�ti

.
ons

. 
t.hat I have been able t o  achieve, but articulat.ing the speClfic olstmcttve features of these proposals is not the central 

concern of this examination. These proposals are more important, 
from the point of view of this study, for what they all assume without

. 
argument and for the substantive issues that they all manage to 

aVOid. 

l.ange's extension of the "formal sinlilarity" argument 

We saw in the previous chapter that the Wieser and Barone versions 
of the " for�l1al similarity" argument contended that the same princi
ples of chOICe should govern socialist decision making as govern this 
process under capitalism. It was taken for granted that what distin
guishes socialism from capitalism is not the choice problem that each 
faces i n  the abstract but rather the practical method by which each 
proposes to solve this problem: for' socialism by deliberate planning, 
for capltalJsm hy a compeuuve market. I n  other words, it was held 
thClt the saln .. � equilibrium theory would pertain to socialism as to 
capitalism but that their respective equilibrating processes - con
scious planning or spontaneous competitio n - wHuld differ. 

By contrast, we saw that Taylor's 1929 planning model, described 
in "The Guidance of Production in a Socialist State," was advanced 
as a practical solution on rhe grounds that its equilibrating processJ 
Gharacterized as "trial and error," is analogous to that of capitalism. 
Socialism and capitalism apparently not only face a similar problem 

J 
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Il!  the abstract; they can also enlploy similar pracHcal solutions. Be
cause of the brevity of Taylor'S discussion it was difficult to deter
mine precisely how closely analogous this trial and error process was 
supposed to he to competition under private ownership, and we will 
see in the following section that a simi'lar ambiguity plagues Lange'S 
more- lengthy treatment. Hayek was lO interpret these two versions 
o[ trial and error differently, calling the earlier one a mflt hematical 
solution and the later a competitive solution, although Lange be
lieved himself to be simply elaborat.ing on Taylor's inno\lation. 

Of more direct interest here is the specific form of the Lange
Taylor argument. As was mentioned in the last chapter, the argu
ment proceeds by breaking t.he calculation problem into two sepa
rate parts. III  the static part it is assumed that all of the specific 
decentralized knowledge of production processes, tastes, and the 
availability of resources, as well as all equilibrium prices, are "given" 
to plant managers. It is then meTiculously demonstrated that under 
these knowledge assumptions there is no difficulty ill performing 
economic calculation. Part two, the presumably dynamic part, then 
re"laxes only one of these knowledge assumptions -- the correct prices 
are no longer assumed give n - and the trial alld error process is 
advanced as a procedure by which these prices arc "folll�d." 

But the Lange-Taylor procedure of breaking the calculation 
problem into these two issues amount.s LO a significant re�"?rmula
tion of the problem that they were trying to solve. in effect, the 
market socialists never properly formulated the original calculation 
problem and for t.his reason never answered it either. By relaxing 
only the Olle datum. prices, and retaining the assumption that all of 
the ot.her data were available, this approach redll(es the problem of 
knowledge dispersal to one of computing the equilibrium prices for 
a set of fully specified Wah'asian equations. I n  other words, Lange 
and Taylor offered answers to the computation argument rather 
than the calculation argument. Although their demol lstration may 
be considered relevant to Barone's neoclassical crit.ique of socialism, 
in which the difficulty of solving such equations constituted the 
central problem, it necessarily fails to provide an answer to 'Mises 
and Hayek, for whom this computation argument was merely a 
secondary point. 

Larige, in his 1 936 article, "On the Economic Theory of Social
ism," begins his "formal analogy" between capitalism and sodalism 
by recounting what he calls the "textbook exposilion 0(' the elements 
of the theory of economic equilibrium," which shows how a determi
nate equilibrium is computed in a perfect competition world ( [ 1936] 

) , 

I ! 
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1 964. p. 72) . He . cites three conditions rot- reaching this optimal 
state: "(A) all individuals participaling in Ihe economic system must 
attain their maxi m u m  position on the basis of equilibrium prices; 
and (B) the equilibriu m  prices are determined by the condition t.hat 
the demand for each commodity is equal to it.s supply. We may call 
the first. the subject.ive. and the lalter t.he object.ive condition." The 
third condition "expresses the social organization of the economic 
syslem," which in this case slates that !I(C) the incomes of the con
sumers are equal to their receiprs from selling the services of the 
productive resources they own, plus ent.repreneurs' profits (which 
arc zero in equilibrium)" (pp. 65-6). 

In sta ndard neoclassical fashion, Lange shows how in perfect com
petition the t\u4jcctive condition of equilibrium A is achieved when 
consumers maximize their utility and producers maxim il.e t.hdr 
profll. The fanner case leads consumers to equate the ratios of their 
marginal utilities to prices for all commodities, whereas the latter 
leads prod ucers to equate the ratios of the marginal produclivities to 
the prices of e,ach facLOr and to produce �t the scale of outpul where 
marginal cost "quais the price of the product. Total indust.ry output 
is based on free entry and exit., which "makes the LOtal output of an 
indust.ry sllch that the price of t.he product is equal to the average 
cost of production" (pl" 66-8). This gives us the total output and 
demand for t.he commodities and factors on t.he market as a deter
minate sl)iution,'l 

Lange then shows how condition C tells us that "i ncomes of con
SUllltTS are determined by prices of the services of ultimate produc9 
tive resources and by profits so that, finally, prices alone remain as 
the variables determining demand and supply of commodities" (p. 
69). Using the objective condition B, which says that demand equals 
supply, we can determine t.he set of prices that equilibrates t.he mar
ket. "As Walras has brilliantly shown," Lange concludes, "this is done 
by a series of successive t.ri als (Iatonnemenl.!)" (p. 70). For Lange. "t.he 
theoretical solution of the problem of equilibrium on a competitive 
market" consisis of a proof of the determinateness of equilibrium 
"under capitalism," but the actual solut.ion to the problem, he 
argues, is achieved by \Valrasian talonnemenis - that is, by a kind of 
trial and error where, "if . . .  the quantit.i!:s demanded and the 
quantities supplied diverge, the competition of the buyers and sellers 

2 I shOUld nOte in passing that Lange jumps casually from a tautological condition of 
incomes (C) w a WILSfti determination of incomes. The difference between a mathe
matical determination, as in y = j<x). and causal determination -x causes y- is often 
obscured in the market socialist discussions. 
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will alter the prices , . , A n d  so t h e  process ��es �n until the ol�je(tiv: 
('quilibrium condition is salis fled and eqUlhbnum finally reached 
( 1 '. 7 1 ) ' ·I · t ·  "(' . I' ,, ' both det ' r Having shown how an equi I )num or capita IS� IS. e ... 
I l liuale "lhcorelically" and, al least to Lange's sal

.
lsfacuo,�, .acl Ual ly 

;\uained in practice, Lange proceeds to sho�V' how
,,

1n a sO�laltst
"
com

IltunilY the equilibrium can also be determinate lhe?I'ellc�l�y . and 
how a similar process of trial and error call find thiS eqtuhhrlum. 

The subjective equilibrium condition is -met, Lange asserts, by per� 
Illining c()nsumers to maximize tl1cir utility ill the market for con
sumer goods, as with capitalism, 

,
and b� h�vl1�g producers, no lon�er 

g'uidcd by the st.andard of proht maXlIulZatlon, obey two rules Im
posed upon them by the central planning board.'

. 
Rule I must sup

plant the perfect competition modc�'s char�clcnstl� that profil, �lax� 
imitation leads producers to equalize their margmal products rm 
each factor, so here the centra\ planning board inst.ructs the pro
ducers to choose the combination of factOl's t.hal minimizes the aver
age cost. of production. Rule 2, Lange says, must replace the perfect 
competition model's characteristic that �h� o�t1rnal scale of aU\p�t IS 
broughl about by means of profu maXimization such that margmal 
cost equals the price of the product. Thus rule 2, addressed LO the 
managers of plants, instructs them to produce at that level where 
marginal cost equals price (I'p. 75-6). 

Tutal industry production is then set "by adrlresslng the second 
rule also to the managers of a whole industry . . .  as a prtnClple 10 
guide them in deciding whether an industry ought .to he ex
panded . . .  or contracted." This "performs t.he functton whICh 
under free compet.ition is carried out by the tree entry of firms mto 
an industry or their exodus from it" (pp. 76-7). 

. 
. 

These rules are then to be interpreted by the deCISion makers on 
the basis of the prices given to them for theil� relevant costs or 
production and output prices. I n  this model, the prices of cons�mer 
goods and wages are determined by a market., where�s the factor 
prices are fixed by the central plannmg board. T.

he deCiSlo? makers 
are to be instructed to use these pnces III their accountmg, thus 

.3 More will be said later about lange's implicit assumpti�ns here both �h�l an eql.tilib
riulll can be "reached" and that it could be recognized as such If I( were ever 
altained. 

� Both the eXlent to which Lange's rules represent a fundamental retreat from Ihe 
traditional concept of planning, as well as the argumen

,
t 

.
thal d.le r�lles �I)uld be 

unenforceable. will be ttddrcssed in Lbe neXl chapter. 1 1m se(tlOll IS stn�t1� co
.
n

ccrned with the role of the rules in Lange's extension of the fQrmaJ �undanty 
argument. 

" I 
, I I 

[, 

j ;; , I I ,  � f . I! 
I I 
r 'I I 
i t , I' f. I 
I I I . 
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estahlishing the "parametric" function of prices - thilt is. the prices 
are "parameters determining the behavior of the individuals," and to 
the extent that these prices repl-eselll true relmive scarcities they will 
guide choices toward the optimal allocative-pl'oductive al rangement 
(p. 70). 

. Lange finishes the analogy by arguing that the objective equilib
rium COndltlOn - S,Jpply equals demand - is mel by "trial and error" 
price corrections by the central planning board when surpluses or 
shortages appear.' Here the planning board '''pplants the market 
fOJ' capllal goods in tbe function of clearing markel.s. Thus the so
cialist community has formally the same determinate equilibrium as 
Ihe perfec!.ly co�petitive model and discovers this equilibrium by 
the sallle Walraslan tnal and enor process. 

, I n  perfect competition, Lange argued, the conditions uf equilib
num are met through consumers' utility maximizatiun. producers' 
profit, m�ximizati()n, and free entry and exit, giving the equilibrium 
set of PTIt:CS when, by Walrasic.Jli lrial and error, supply equals de
mand. III socialism, Lange asserted, the same conditions t:an be mel 
by consumers' utility maximizatiun and by imposing the two rules for 
producers (minimize average cost, and produce at the leve"l where Me 
= P) and by instructing plant managers 1.0 use t he planning hoard's 
prices i l l  their accounting, The equilibrium set of prices is at:hieved 
when, by Taylorian trial and error, supply equals demand. 

It cannot be denied [ ha t  as an answer to the computation argu
�nent. L�nge's demonstration is an impressive accomprishment, and 
mdeed It would scem that neoclassical economists who doubt the 
workability of socialism face a difficult task in responding to this 
demonsIralion. I f  the equilibrating process of real-world capi[alism 
IS expla'

,
ned by recourse to a Walrasian au(:tioneer, it is not, clear why 

a plallnmg bureau could not similarly function as a coordinating 
agent. If there is a satisfactory refutation of Lange, il must be One 
that is as critical of this "auctioneer" equilibrating mechanism as it is 
of the (el1lral planning board, and for essentially the same reaSOn. 
Neither auctioneer nor planning board could have the requisite 
knowledge. 

Throughout his demonstration, Lange retains the assumption that 

� Ahh?lIgl�
, 

all of th� market soc,i<l,
lists casually employ th� (erm�nol()gy of "supply and ?e��lId, none of them �xplJCJtly offcrs any cxpJanal�on of the basis upon which �!l(hvldua

.
�s who own "?, ud� to the means of p�o�lIcuon are supposed to express demand for factors. 1 0  Simply assert that SOCialist managers should act so as to eq�ale supplies and demands is to gloss over the underlying legal framework within which supply and demand have meaning, 

.1 
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:d Lernalivc produ(t.ion techniques and data 011 the availability of re
.;nurces, as weB as on the scL of tradable commodities, are known by 
either capitalist entrepreneurs or socialist plaut managers, The only 
iHnurance built into this neoclassical formulation of the problem is a 
IClllporal'Y ignoralH.:e of the "correct" priles, which, it is argued, may 
he obviated by a process of trial and error. For any conceivable 
( on figuration of relative prices it is assumed that each plant mall
ilger can simply read from known cost curves the optimal 4uantities 
he has to produce in order to equate his marginal costs to the selling 
price of his product. 

II is only by assuming ohjeclively known cost, that the function 
that profit maximization fulfills \lIlder capitalism can plausibly be 
replaced wi!.h a pair of rules issued by the central planning board [0 
plant managers, I f  cost.s arc unknown to the planning board1 it 
would be impossible for it to tell whether or not plant managers are 
obeying the rules_ 

Thus the problem or knowledge d ispersal that Lange proposes to 
solve by trial and error is a much narrower prohlem than that which 
Mises raised. By assuming that all of the information required for 
�encral equilibrium except the correct prices is given, Lange and his 
school trivialize the complex process by which the dispersion and 
acquisition or knowledge takes place. Each pl'Oducer is assumed [0 
already have at his disposal a complete set ol' technologically feasible 
production methods into which he need only plug the planning 
hoard's computed prices ill order to decide the best combinations of 
resources, 

I n  the Austrian view, by contrast, producers discover feasible and 
more efficient methods of production "nly by trying different ones 
and by either failing or succeeding, success being revealed only in pro
fit and loss figures. The advantages of the non-tlltonnement equilibrat
ing process is thal it depends on the competition of separate private 
owners who disagree about which techniques are better. This competi
tion permits differentcn trepreneurs Lo try their hands at proving their 
views on the market by making a profit. Those with more accurate ex
pectations and more efficient technological methods struggle rival
rously against those with less. Market compet.ition is thus what Hayek 
calls a "discovery procedure" i n  which the extensive knowledge that 
neoclassical economists graphically depict in production possibility 
surfa"es is not in fact inherently in the mind of the plant manager any 
mOre than it could be at the disposal of the central planning board. 
Without an ongoing competitive discovery process, the manager too 
would be ignorant about what methods are mure efficient. 

I' 
, 

r 
I 
I 
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Hayek's di3Cllssion of the difficulties of centralizing the dispersed 
knowledge of an economy has frequently been interpreted as mean
ing only that the producers! choices of optimal production tech
niques must be decentralized but that the adjust.ment of prices could 
still be performed by a central planning board equipped with a 
sufficiently powerful computer. This dichotomy between the discov
ery of correct prices and the discovery of efficient production tech
niques is an artificial theoretical procedure that begs the essential 
questions of the calculation debate. In the real world's market pro
cess, the trial-and-error testing of techl"li(lues and of prices are inex
tricably bound together. At:tual producers simultaneously bid prices 
up and down as part of their experiments with production tech
niques, and without this competitive process they would not know 
what techniques are better. But, it might be argued, if one does not 
assume that the entrepreneur has this knowledge under capitalism, 
then how does a capitalist price system offer him the knowledge he 
requires to make rational decisions? The point is that apart from 
what he has learned from the competitive process, the entrepreneur 
has very little technological knowledge. He gradually learns that 
which is relevant to a l

,
imited range of relative prices by experiment

ing and reVIsing his plans in accordance with profit and loss infor
mation. It is ollly through a process of interacting with the price 
system that an entrepreneur gains a technological knowledge of 
prices. a knowledge that pertains to the limite� range of relative 
prices he has experienced. This learning process is missed by a mode 
of analysis that assumes that enough knowledge is available initially 
to yield a determinate solution of simultaneous equations. 

Thus Lange and his school offer a discovery process for only a 
small segment of the knowledge that the Austrians hold is dispersed 
throughout the price system - that is, knowledge needed to set tl,e 
correct prices themselves. The next section will further examine 
Lange's conflicting remarks about this notion of trial and error, but 
my aim in this section has been to show the important role that the 
trial and crror process plays in Lange's overall argument. For him, 
socialism does not simply face the same equilibrium logic of choice as 
capitalism; socialism is to employ a procedure foT' equilibration simi
lar to that ostensibly employed under capitalism, a Wah·asian 
tatonnement process. Thus the formal analogy of socialism to capital
ism that led Wieser and Barone to douht that socialism was practical 
is extended by Lange to a practical analogy used to show that social
ism is as practicable as capitalism. 
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The crucial ambiguity of "trial and error" 

1\ fly assessment of the signifICance of Lange'S version of the formal 

d lllilarity argument depends on how this trial and error process is 

i " teqRcted with respect to the issue of rivalry.6 Buton this crucial issue 

1 .ange and the other market socialists are surprisingly ambiguous. 

Although some passages lend themselves to the interpretation that 

I l ayek called the mathematical solution, the general thrust of other 

arguments seems more consistent with what Hayek called the "com

pctitive solution." Underlying this ambiguity is failure (due to an overly 

nHrro,," formulation of the knowledge dispersal problem) to recognize 

I he disequilibril1m aspects of choice. By considering only the optimiza

tion aspect of choice. Lange failed to recognize that his own scheme, 

like capitalism, would inevitably always be in disequilibrium and conse

quently that production plans would be in a continuous state of rivalry 

among one another. But this unrecognized necessity of rivalry under

Inines the "competitive" solution with respect to both its practicability 

�lIld its presumed status as a species of central planning. 

Lange variously refers to this process as "the same process of trial 

and. error by which prices on a competit.ve market are determined" 

([ 1936] 1 964, p. 87) and as "a method of trial and error similar to 

ihat in a competitive market" (p. 86). I f trial and error is exactly the 

Same process as competition among private owners, then it does not 

constitute a socialist model at qU, and if it is different but similar 

then it would seem incumbent upon Lange to specify the differ

ences. If, as his argument entails, his model of socialism is to be 

rendered plausible on the basis of its similarity to capitalism, we will 

have to know which aspects of capitalism are to be retained. Only if 

these retained aspects are sufficient to generate a coordinating pro

cess in the face of continuous, unexpected change can the model be 

accepted as an answer to the Mises-Hayek challenge. 

, Both F.. F. M. Durbin « 19361 1968, p. 1 5 1 ;  1937, pp. 580-1) and Dickinson (1939, 
p. 2 13) argued for "financial independence" and profitlloss accounting on the part 
of plant managers under socialism without recognjzin� that this contradicts the 
principle of common ownership of the means of productIon. Dobb had good reason 
for remarking that in debating with the " elusive" Lerner he was "embarrassed hy a 
sense of baltling with an invisible opponent" ( 1 935a, p. 144). Such comments as the 
following by Lerner hardly help to dispel the confusion: " And by a price system I 
do mean a price system. Not a mere a pmt.!rlorijuggling with figures by auditors, but 
prices which will have to be �aken into comiideration . �Y ma�agers of factories in 
organizing production" ( 1935, p. 152). "The competitive price system

. 
has to be 

adapted to a socialist society. lr it is applied in toto we have not a SOCIalist but -a 
competitive society" (l934b, p. 55). 
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As Hayek points OUl, in order for central plallning to work., (he 
knowledge t.hat is dispersed in a decentralized system would have to 
be "<:uncentrated in the heads of one or at best a very few people 
who actually formulate the equations to be worked out" ([ 1 935J 
1 918, p. 1 55). Both Hayek and Robbins ridicule the notion uf cen
traliling all the knowledge or technological processes in the ministry 
of production. The main purpose of Lange's essay was to deny that 
slIch centralized knowledge would be required fol' a socialist system. 
However. it should be lIoted �hat Lange was not able to entirely free 
himself frolll the assumption of most socialists of his ' Lime that the 
central planning boani would have vast reserves of knowledge at its 
disposal. AII.hough Lange clearly intended to develop a scheme that 
would be immune from Hayek's charge ([ 1 935 J 1 948f, p. 1 55) that 
the central planning: boaro would have LO mainlaln "complete lists of 
the d iffcrnll quantities of all commodities which would be hOIl)!;ht at 
any pussihle combillation of prices of the different commodities 
which might he available," nonetheless much of Lange's discussion 
appears to assume that such kllowledge is available LO the plannillg 
board. 

For example. when arguing that his scheme would be free of 
business cyaes, Lange contends lha� whereas a business failure 
under capitalism nlay lead to a chain reaction of failures. so<:ir:tiism 
Gill localize mistakes. In making a correction for one mistake, " All 
the altcrnalives gained and sacrificed can be taken into accou nt," 
and the "secondary effect of a cUlJlulative shrinkage of demand and 
of lInemploymelll of factors of production" can be avoided ([ 1 936J 
1 964, p. 1 06). Ullderlying this suggestion must be the assumption 
that the central planning board will somehow possess such intricate 
knowledge of the structure of production tllat it can weigh all (the 
emphasis was Lange's) the complex. alternative sequences of events 
i mplicit in each mistake. Yet if the planning board is presumed to 
have such knowledge, why shQuld it allow discretion on the part of 
mistake-prone plant managers in the first place? Surely the reason 
that Lange's model permits such discretion and individual mis
lakes - that is, the impossibility of centralized knowledge - also 
argues for the inability of the planning board to foresee the com
plex, rippling implications of such mistakes tl.roughout the stnlclnre 
of production. 

Dickinson ( 1 933) had based his whole adjustment process on this 
assumption of the availability of complete knowledge, contending 
that since production would no longer be private and secret hut 
would take place behind what he called the "glass walls" of socialism, 

, ,. 

d 
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I I  would be easy, through empirical estimation of supply .and de

IHand curves, to l ind the equilibrium configuration of prices. Al-

I hough Lange did not adopt this position. he -was apparently n(�t 

... ntirely disabused of the assumption that the relevant knowledge IS 
,mnehow available to the planning board . Lange and DICkmson both 

refer to the deliberate construction and use of demand and supply 

,rhedules derived from statistics by the planning board as if such 

devices were practical tools of discerning st�ble empirical conditiuns 

rather than mere heuristic LOols of analysIS. Although Lange (pp. 

H9-90) does not believe that "a knowledge uf the demand and 

supply schedules derived from statistics" is necessary, as DlCkJ.nson 

( 1 933) believed, he contends that such knowledge would be aV�II.ble 

and "may be of great service." . 
Indeed Lange eventually arrives at the confident conclUSIon th�l 

"the Central Planning Board has a much wider k.nowledge of what IS 

going on in the whole economic system than any private entre�re

ueur can ever have and, consequently, may be able to reach fhe fight 

equilibrium prices by a much shoTter series of successive trials thall a 

cumpetitive market actually does" (p. 89). . 
BUl this comparison between the central pl�nnmg board <Jud 

.. 
lhe 

competitive market is improperly formulated In two respects. l'tfst, 
l.ange's comparison should not be between the knowledge possessed 

by the planning board and that of a single private entrepreneur. No 

one ever suggested that a single participant in the . market kl�o.
ws 

how to set equilibrium prices in an entire economiC system. r he 

relevant comparison would have to be between (he kn�wl�dge con

sciously possessed by the planning board and that �hlch IS uncon

sciously reflected ill a competitive pril:e system. 1 h�. catculatl�1l 

argument contends that a competiliv� price system utl
.
h�es the 

.. 
chs

persed particular knowledge of all of ItS numerous partiCIpants. fhe 

issue (Iepcnds on whether the planning board could ever c<,>�s(lotl�ly 
master all of the knowledge thal is contained in a competitive price 

system but that is nOl mastered by any indi
.
vidual

.
entreprencur. 

Second, Lange is comparing the speed WIth willch the two system� 
are supposed to be able to "reach the rig Ill. eqUIlibrium pnces, 

\vhereas under realistic assumptions of continuouS change, Ilelther 

(<tn ever reach equ'ilibrium. Lange's failure to realize that any real 

tconomy would invariably fmd itself in disequilibrium at a�l tin�es 

leads him LO disregard the crucial disequilibriull1 aspects of .chOlce 

(futurity and alertness) and thus to trivialize the equilibration pro

cess. In place of profit-seeking entrepreneurs unconsCIously bld�lI1g 

prices toward an equilibrium lhat none of them knows how to huu, 

I . 

i 

I 
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we have rule-following plant In(Jnagers consciously equating margi
nal costs to the equilibrium selling prices that are deliberately 
"found" and given to them by the central planning board. 

Compared to his predecessors, however, Lange does seem sensi
tive to H ayek's charge that the crucial knowledge about lhe techno
logical transformation of some commodities into others cannOL real
istically be assumed to be available to the central planning office. 
Lange concedes that the full centralization of all such knowledge as 
would be required for the equation-solving model of central plan
ning may be, if not inconceivable, at least impracticable. Lange's trial 
and error solution appears to be offered primarily as an effort to 
develop a theory of partially- decentralized planning according to 
which prices of capital goods are set by the hoard but factor combi
nations on the basis of these prices are chosen by decentralized plant 
managers, using their special technological knowledge.' 

Lange rests his whole justification for the workability of this trial 
and error method on its similarity to the spontaneous price adjust
ment that regularly occurs under capitalism. He responds to the 
computation argument that the planning board would be unable to 
solve millions of equations by denying that the board would have to 
perform this task at all. "Exactly the same kind and number of 
'equations,' no less and no more, have to be 'solved' in a socialist as to 
a capitalist economy, and exactly the same persons, the consumers 
and managers of production plants have to 'solve' them" (PI" 88-9). 

Apparently Lange wants to rely on a spontaneous, decentralized 
solution to the Walrasian equations rather than a deliberate mathe
matical solution. M arket-clearing prices will be found by observing 
the fluctuations of supply and demand. However, to preserve at  
least some vestige of "planning," Lange proposes that, as in the 
neoclassical model of perfect competition, all market participants an; 
to be pure price takers, while all price adjustment is to be carried out 
by the planning board instead of tbe auctioneer. 

As Lange explicitly points out, "This method of trial and error is 
based on the parame/lie f"ne/i<m of prices" (p. 86) according to which 

Lerner ( 1 935, p. J 53) appears to take a similar view when, in arguing against Dobb's 
apparem assumption of a 5upertechnician who can subsume all production under a 
single plan. he argues that "it is possible to eolis'" each producer's separate 
knowledge of the ratio between marginal productivities of factors in his own work
shop, and [0 integrate this knowledge in the sen'ice of so<;iety by the use of the price 
mechanism. If every producer so regulates his production as (0 make the marginal 
productivities of factors proportional to their prices on a markel. and if the prices 
are moved so as to equate the producer's demands to the supply, the problem can 
be solved without waiting for the supertechnician." 

J 
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. 1 1 1 decision makers are assumed to be pure price takers. "All ac-
1 Hunting has to he done as if prices were independent of the decision 
1:lke.n. For purposes of accounting, prices must be treated as COIl
Slant, as they are treated by entrepreneurs on a competitive market" 
(I'. 81 ) .  

I}ut this is precisely what real entrepreneurs do not do. As  Kirzner 
has shown, the reason that the perfect competition model fails is 
bccause within it there is no procedure by which prices can ever 
f hange. The "entrepreneur," in this view, does not treat prices as 
1'�lrameters out of his control but, on the contrary. represents the very 
ntusal force that moves prices in coordinating directions_ I n  other 
words, Lange claims that his trial and error process will work on the 
);rounds that it at least resembles, if not duplicates, the equilibrating 
process of capitalism. This he represents as a Wah-asian auctioneer
trying prices until a configuration is found that equilibrates all mar
kets. From the point of view of the Austrian economists, this very 
similarity of Lange's model to Walras's establishes its unworkability. 

l.ange seems to admit tbat the real capitalist world bears little 
resemblance to the perfect competition equilibrium model: "The 
capitalist system is far removed from the. model of a competitive 
economy as elaborated by economic theory" (p. 1 07).  But he rejects 
this ell" ilibrium as descriptive of reality only to supplant it with 
other equilibrium constructs, those of Robinson and Chamberlin, 
which employ a notion of choice that is equally restricted.' Tbus his 
argument against capitalism is that it attains the wrong equilibrium, 
but he nevertheless as assuming that an equilibrium can be attained. 

He deems it a virtue of his model that unlike under capitalism, 
where monopolists frequently can have an effect on prices to their 
own advantage, plant managers under his scheme will bave to act as 
pure price takers. But this supposed virtue would be seen from the 
Austrian perspective as a serious defect. Precisely because all initia
tive for price changes must come from the planning board, the 
equilibration process of Lange's model would be at best extremely 
cumbersome. In contrast to a market, where a multitude of entre
preneurs, situated in the interstices of the capital structure, can con
tinuously bid prices up and down on tile basis of their specialized 

1\ Other participants in the debate, such as Lemer ( 1 934a) also seemed to view the 
fact thal the real world differs from perfect competition as a defect of capitalism 
that socialism can at least, putentially correct, rather than a defect of the model. For 
the argument that monopolistic and imperf�ct competition theories presen'e the 
stalic limitations of perfect competition theories ;:tnd acid some additional limitations 
of their own. see Kirzner (1973, pp. 1 12-19). 
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knowledge and expectations, the prices in Lange's model can be 
changed only when the planning board notices observable shortages 
or surpluses of �tocks. 

Let the Central Planning. Board start with a given set of prices dlO.'Oen at 
random. All decisions of the managers of production and of the productive 
resources in public ownership and also all decisions of indivjduals as con� 
sumers and as suppliers of labor are made on the basis of these prices. As a 
result of these decisions the quantity demanded and supplied of each com
modity is determined. If the quantity demanded of a commodity is not equal 
to the quantity supplied. the price of that commodity h,'IS to be changed (p. 
86). 

This process of" trial and error, we are told, is repeated until "c4.ui
.Iibrium prices are finally determined" (I" 86). 

What remains unclear in this discussion is just what is supposed to 
be happening while the planning board is conducting its trials and 
somehow identifying its errors. Depending 011 the answer to this 
question, two fundamentally different kinds of trial alld error lI10dw 
cis can be reconciled with Lange's presentation. If, as in the Walras
ian auctioneer mode}, no -activity begins until [he full implications of 
tentative demands and supplles are worked Ollt, then we would have 
a nonrivaJrOlls "planometrk" IHodel that would involve the miskarl
ing "statil;" assurnpt.ions that were examined in the prccedlng 
chapter. I f, on the other hand, production activity proceeds during a 
rivalrous trial and error process, then we would have trading at faise 
prices, which would, as it. does 'under capitalism, prevent th� system 
from ever attaining general equilibrium. 

The failure of the capitalist system to ever reach equilibrium is not 
fatal for its tria'} and error process of equilibration, since decision 
makers can orient themselves to one another by using the decentral
ized guide of money profits or losses, but the corresponding fai.lure 
of Lange'S socialist system would seem to be more serious. Having 
rejected profits as a signal. the market socialists have not shown how 
they could differentiate a successful from an erroneous "tl'lal" in 
their trial and error process once a system-wide equilibrium is ac
knowledged to be unattainable. 

Lange's trial and error procedure of reaching equilibrium may be 
plausible for a virtually static world in which economic changes are 
assumed to be occasional disturbances to an equilibrium that nor
mally exists. Where only "small variations at the margin" arc neces
sary to maintain this equilibrium (p. 88), these adjustments could be 
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, ,,,,de by the planning board and the economy could quickly be 
I cturned to equilibrium.9 

In Lange's presentation the process of finding equilibrium prices 
;Ippears t.o be a simple matler of observing the inventories 

,
of fin

ished goods. "The right prices are simply found out by w;]tchlllg the 
quantities demanded and the quantities supplied and by , ;]ising [he 
price of a commodity or service whenever there IS an excess of 
tlemand over supply and lowering it whenever the reverse is the 
case, until, by trial and error, the price is found at. w hich demand 
;]"d supply are ill balance" (p. 89). 

"rhus Lange seems to believe that all that is needed to adjust prices is 
thll:' observation of certain objective and verifiable facts concerning the 
levels of stocks, apparently a task that ehher plant managers or bureau
crats 111 the planning board could undertake and that higher authori
ties could colllinually monitor. He believes that it will be a relatively 
easy matter to "find" an economy-wide general equilibrium by having 
the planning board adjust prices on the basis of observed supplies and 
demands. Yet this proposition is nowhere defended explicitly, and 
Lange seellls to lhink it follows from the fact that a "similar" process of 
trial and error takes place in exist.ing capitalist. markets. 

Now in a static mode.!. such as a pure MarshaHian fish markel, one 
lila)' imagine the equililnation process to be this simple a matLcr of 
equating current supply and demand, In such a world, by construc� 
ti011, only the present matters, because. the fish will soon spoil. As 
wir.h the Walrasian auctioneer. the market-clearing price can be 
found by calling out either prices or quantities until no excess sup
plies or demands are being expressed. 

Such highly simplified market models may be userul heuristically 
precisely because of their simplicily, but their equilibration prucess 
cannot be considered representative of' those of real-world markets, 
for at least two reasons. First, t.he ends/means framework within 
which decisions are made, involving the complete definition of all 
products (and product quality) and the full specification of adminis
trative units assigned to produce them, is assumed given, Choice is 
viewed as purely routine optimization wit.hin this giv<:11 framework, 
thlls excluding any possible alertness to innovations in product defi
nition or institutional organization. 

>} Dickinson (l939, p. 103) also seems to believe that an economic system, can Le 
expected to actually '"converge to a definilc end position," after which "small adjust
ments will be sufficient to keep the system in equilibrium," 

" I '  
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. 
Second, in the real world, where production takes place through 

tnne,  supplies and demands are not simply observed as objective 
data such as inventory stocks; they have to be anticipated. The eval· 
uation of means of production must be made on the basis of expec
tations of future conditions. 1l will not suffice for a producer who is 
now launching a ten-year project - say, building a factory - to be told 
to observe whether the stock of similar factories that are unsold is 
I'ising 01' falling. If he waits until excess supplies and demands are 
manifest in actual stocks before acting on them he will be forever too 
late. 

Thus the essential weakness of Lange's approach is the very weak
ness that was found in the arguments of-the earlier market socialists: 
The analytic fr(trnework for studying jjcboice" is too narrow for the 
problem at hand. The Lange scheme could work unly in a world 
populated by p.ure mechanistic optimizers, selecting the best among 
known alternauves, but could not work 1.0 the degree. that choice is a 
matter of ent.repreneurial alertness to new opportunities or a matter 
of nlaking judgments about possible future opportunities. 

Variations on the Lange theme 

This chapter has concentrated on Oskar Lange's presentation be
cause of its prominence in the standard account of the debate as the 
definitive answer to Mises and Hayek. Relatively little has been said 
about the other m<lrkel socialists whose. arguments appeared at 
'about the same time and in most respec.ts duplicate points made by 
Lange. The main criticisms that I have rnadt: of Lange's formulation 
of the problem and of his trial and error solution also apply to the 
contnbutions that will be discussed in this section. But rather than 
reiterate these points It might be more fruitful to examine these 
variants of Lange's response to M ises in order to see if we can find in 
[heir underlying notions of choice those specifIC elements of alert
ness or futurity whose absence constituted the' most serious defect of 
Lange.'s scheme. We will look, in the contributions of Durbin 
Lerner, and Dickinson, for any clues that they could be found inno� 
cent of the charges the Austrians leveled against Lange. We might, 
mdeed have hopes for finding such clues, "since there were defmite 
':Austrian" inAuences on all of these writers. E. F. M. Durbin ( 1 934), 
for example, made an important contribution to the exposition of 
the Austrian theory of the trade cyde, and many elements of this 
theory, such as that concerning the time structure of production, can 
be found in the books by Lerner ( 1 944) and Dickinson ( 1 939) as 
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well. But in terms of the specific meaning that I attach to "Austrian" 
as opposed to neoclassical economics in this study, I conclude that 
despite these influences the ess�nlial perspective of the Austrian 
school was absent from the contributions of these writers to the 
cakulation debate.10 

Durbin 

The contribution of E. F. M .  Durbin ( [  1 936] 1 968) may appear 
superior to Lange's in certain respecls; Durbin differentiates 
among the three branches of marginalist economics, acknowledges 
the unworkability of socialist schemes constructed on the basis of 
the Wah-asian, general equilibrium analytic framework, and pro
poses one or both of the other approaches as alternatives. I n light 
of the central part that the distinctiveness or the Austrian branch of 
marginal ism plays in this study, Durbin's approach may seem more 
congenial than the standard procedure of viewing the three lllargi
nalist schools as identical. However, we will see that on the crucial 
question of the assumption made about knowledge, Durbin too fails 
to discern those distinctive features of the Austrian approach lhat I 
'have stressed. 

Durbin answered Hayek's and Robbins's computation argument 
by contending that it constitutes O]n argument only against the Wal
rasian-Paretian analytic apparatus. However, he believed that either 
a " solution by \\'ay of marginal products

,f along the lines of the 
theories of Cannan, Pigou, and Bohm-Bawerk, or a so1ution con
structed in terms of Marshallian supply and derl1and curves would 
be immune frum Hayek's and Robbins's charge ([ 1 936] 1968, p. 
1 4 1) .  As Durbin pointed out, "the whole point" of his 1936 article 
was " to try to suggest a more practicable method of calculus than Dr. 
Dickinson's simultaneous equations" ( 1937, p. 578). I I  

Like Lange, Durbin proposed two "rules" to guide plant managers 
under socialism to get them to take the kind of actions thal would 

IQ For an in-dt�pth disctls�ion of the intellec{Ual COIll�xt of the carly English demo
cratic socialists (Durbin, Lerner, amI Dickinson) see Elizabeth Durbin ( 1 984)_ As 
she stresses, these writers were. at the time of the debate, groping for solutions to 
the sCI'ious (kpression that was plaguing the world's economy_ Although Lhere <ire 
few hints in their contributions to the debate, they were all soon to opt for Keynes
ian macroeconomic policy as lheir primary tool [or economic planning. 

I I Evidently, contrary to Lange's view of Dickinson's 1933 essay! Durbin saw this essay 
as an attempt at a practical solution upon which Durbin was trying to improve, and 
not as merely an abstract "formal similarity" argument. 
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result in an approximation of competitive equilibrium. II! Yet the 
chief component parts of these rules-average or marginal costs'
arc themselves resultants und�r capitalism of a process of active 
competition for profit among private owners. To simply assume that 
know

.
ledge of these costs would be equally available to the passive 

�eClplents of the central planner's rules is to continue to beg the 
Important question. Thus Durbin's proposal assumes explicitly that 
"the ability to discover marginal prQducts is not dependent upon the 
exlSt�nce of any parlJcular set of social institutions" (p; 143) and 
tmphCltly that the demand curves are known (pp. 145-50). Like. 
Taylor �nd Dickinson, Durbin has glossed over the essential question 
concermng how the knowledge of marginal costs can be acquired. 
Once thIS knowledge has been assumed it is not clear why the Aus
trian or Marshallian method is any more (or less) capable of reveal
ing the implications of this knowledge in an equilibrium set of prices 
than the W�llrasian lnethod of solving equations would be. Under 
perfect-knowledge assumptions. little but style of exposition differ
entiates the three marginalist schools, �htr

.
bin's refusal to extend his analysis beyond this assumption of 

�bJectJvcly known costs is quite deliberate. He consid�rs such ques
tIOns (for example. I he question of how decision makers could in 
practice discover such bits of knowledge under socialist institutions) 
to be beyond the realm of economic theory. Durbin explicitly admits, 
"It may be very diHicult to calculate marginal products. But the 
technical difficulties are the saIlle for capitalist and planned econo
mies alike. All difficulties that are not accountancy difficulties are 

�ot susceptible to theoretical dogmatism" (p. 143)." Thus all ques
tions concernmg how knowledge is LO be dispersed without the com
pet!tion of priv�te owners are deemed "practical qllestions" upon 
whICh the theOrIst cannot pronounce judgment. "In the realm of 
economic theory, then, the marginal productivity sollllion seems 
adequate. As long as the socialised factories calculate marginal pro� 
d�cts, and mobile resources continuously move to the nighest mar
gms. the problem of calculus will be solved" (p. 1 43). 

r2 Durbin's rules are not quite the same as Lange's: They are " (a) that [plant man. 
agers] sh�1I calculate the marginal productivity to them of all mobile resour(es; (b) 
that mobile resources shall everywhere be moved to the positions of high{,�t <-<tieu. 
lated product" (pp. 142-3). He then modified these marginal cost instructions with 
average cost criteria, for which Lewer severely criticized him. 

L3 T�is, as, w�1I as Chap�er I of Le!ner's Econom�s of Control ( 1 944), suggests that any 
pOint of view that rejects lhe mixed economy III favor of laissez faire capitalislll or 
complete central planning must ipso racto be "dogmatic." This idea is often itself 
asserted without supportive argument- that is, dogmatically. 
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This procedure of refusing to discuss practical issues, such as the 
:-.p�cific institlltj. ' l i S  by which central planning is supposed 10 oper
al.e. the nature 01 property rights under socialism, or the dispersal of 
knowledge in t l ) <;. absence of competition, reflects a consistent pat� 
tern in all the Jnarket socialist arguments. Indeed this relegation of 
all discussion If> • he abstract. formulation of the optimum aI' \vhich 
planning should aim, at the expense of any consideration of lhe 
mechanism by which this aim mighl be realized, only became intensi
lied in the subsequent development of market socialism. Whrlt began 
;IS the question (If the workability of socialist institutions ended as the 
refinement or the \\'elfare economic guidelines toward which social
ists should sll'ive, regardless of any " mere" pra.ctical queslion of bow 
this might be brought about. 

Dickinson 

The systematic book by H. D. Dickinson ( I (1:)9) might he thought a 
likely candidate for an exposition of market socialism thal extends the 
argument beyond the pure. static logic of choice into the sphere of dy
namic issues. Bl'vond the. sheer size and comprehensiveness ofthe v()l� 
lime, which sUF\!,ests that more topics may be covered than in the 
briefer discussions of Lange and Durbin, there is the hopeful sign of 
some specific gnlppling with subjects such as risk and entreprelleur
ship. Furthermor(�, recalling from tht: previous chapter that Dickin
son, on the basis of' dynamic considerations, abandoIled his earlier be
lief in an equation-solving solution to the calculation problem, we have 
some reason to expect him La take up such matters in this book, 

However it appears that Dickinson's retreat was not as complete as 
it might. have seemed and that even this modified presentation. re
tai'ns a basically static perspective. His discussions of risk and entre� 
preneurship will serve to illustrate that although h.e tdes to cope 
with these essentially dynamic issues, he leaves off his discllssion at 
just the point where they begin to become interesting. 

On the issue of risk, the Austrians have often cited Frank Knight's 
classic book Risk. 'Uncertainty and Profit ([ I 92 1 ]  1 97 1 )  in support of 
their distinction between risk and uncertainty. Many neoclassical 
economists would doubt the value o f  this distinction, but interest
ingly enough Dickinson hegins his discussion by citing Knight (in a. 
footnote) and pointing out that some risks are "uninsurable" and so 
"constitute true economic uncertainty." Once this is admitted. Mises 
and Hayek would contend. it follows that socialist institutions would 
be unable to cope adequately with such truc uncertainty. 

I 
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But Dickinson ( 1 939, pp. 93-8) goes on to argue that planning 
can eliminate some of these uninsurable risks uutright and can cover 
the rest by adding a specia l "uncertainty-surcharge" to rhe usual 
elements of cost such as wages, rent, and interest. The uncertainty 
that he believes planning can completely eliminate includes all of 
those risks that are jtdue to the simultaneous action of a nu mber of 
entrepreneurs ignorant of each other's decisions" (p. 93). Still refer
ring t.o the "glass walls" o f  socialism. Dickinson seems to believe that 
tracing Ollt and reconciling the detailed implications of producers' 
plans in advance of their execution is not only a practicable goal but 
one of the chief' virtues o f  the planned economy. "The oqject of 
genuille economic p�allnillg . . .  is to substitute a conscious and diren 
relation of producti()11 to human needs for a relation arrived at by 
all  indirect mechanism through the ullconscious pushes and pulls of 
innumerable private illtereSlS in the markct." Dickinson offers no 
argument 10 suppo rt his contenlion that this uncertainty thal is due 
lo the simultaneous construction of rivalrous plans can be eliminated 
under socialism (I" ( 0).  Surely the fact that each decision maker is 
ignorant of the detailed plans of his rivals is not, as Dickinson im· 
plies , essentially a result of industrial secrets kept behind the 
"opaque walls" of capitalism." Each producer could inundate his 
rivals with information abuut his plans without significantly reducing 
their ignorance about the concrete implications of his plans for the 
feasibillly of theirs. I I  is on ly when they actually clash in corn petition 
and the ec:onomically stronger rivals succeed in winning profits that 
anyhody learns about these concrete implications. To assume Lhey 
could be learned without the aid of this rivalrous pursuit or profit by 
the relative oegrees of the various "pushes and pu lls of innumerable 
private interests in the market" is again to beg the question. 

llut. Dickinson concedes, there are some uninsurable risks thm are 
"inherent in all prOduction in a nticipation of demand," both because 
there ma), be changes in "the method of production" and because 
there may be "new needs or changes in the relative m·def of urgency 
of old needs" that require adjustment. In these cases, he says, unin
surable risks would be accounled for by allaching a surcharge to the 
price of t.he commodity whose production involves uncertainlY. "The 
calculation of a surcharge for uncertainty is,'" Dickinson says, "a 
more difficult task than the determination of a rate of intere;t" (p. 

U See Dickinson (p. 9). or course indi\·iduals or corporations may and do keep SC<'T("lS 
under capitalism, and in par(icular instanc("s this lIlay be cOllsidcr«i all antisocial 
act. But to prohibit such secrccy would not only fail to soh'e the calculalion proh
lem; it would also intrude unnecessarily on the privacy of innocent persons. 

J 
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q7). But since "in the individualist community i t  is  largely a malleI" ?f 
)..{uesswork ," he contends that uncertainty should pre.sent no sp�Clal 

problem for socialist costing thal is not alread
.
y (I problem fOT. capital. 

ism. He concludes his treatment of uncertamty by speculatIng that 

lh� socialist community "might in time evulve a statistical treatlllent 

of uncertainty based on the frequency distribution uf sales and of 

price changes" (Pl" 97 -8). 
, . ' 

But as Knight's d istinct ion between insurab le and unmsurable risk 

was intended to show, it is in the very nature of uninsurable risk that 

its cost cannot be reduced to a specific value based on a frequency 

distribution. It is hardly a satisfactory answer to problems of true 

tertaint y to end up assigning just such a value to uninsurahle risk. 

However, the clue to the l imitation of Dickinson's treatrnent of 

uncerta inty lies in his remark that cuping with ullcertainty, even 

under capitalism. is merely a matter of "guesswork," under which 

category he includes "unconscious judgment, based on old-standing 

habit and a mass of assimilaled experience" (p. ()7). Such " judgmeill" 

represents what Michad Polanyi called "inarticul�Le
. 

know
.
ledge," 

and its skillful exercise depends on the context wllhm whICh lhe 

decision maker acts. This context includes the "assimilated experi. 
encc" of relative prices and their implications for prorItable prod uc
tion methods. Thus, to the Austrian economists, this is precisely the 

kind of choice thaI stimulates the competitive discovery process and 

that socialist institutions would be hard pressed to replicale. whereas 

to Dickinson this kind of choice is dismissed as arbitrary guess\vork. 

Sec lion 3 o f  Chapter 9 in Dickinson's book, entitled "The Entre

preneur in a Planned Socialist Economy," is the only part of l he 

book that deals with the imporlant question of the locus of owner· 

ship and responsibility in the market socitllist society. Here the 

reader mighl expect to be offered an explicit reconciliation, on the 

basis of the delegation of responsibility for decision making, o f  {he 

apparently contradictory goals of centralized conscious direction of 
produclion and decentralized choice accordmg to the gUIdance of 
prices. Unfortunately Dickinson again cuts olf hIS dISCUSSIon at pre

cisely the point in his argUlnent when it comes closest to the crUCIal 

question. 
He begins the section by admitting that he has borrowed substan

tially from elements of capital ism , including the use of (but lIot lhe 

exclusive reliance upon) profit and loss accou nling, in terms of 

money prices, by decentralized and financially independent enter

prises. This, he points out, "raises the problem of the powers and 

remuneration of the individuals w ho are to mallage" these enter-

, I : , ' 
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prises (p. 2 1 3) , 15  His  answer to this pertinent question is that. if the 
economic system is to ;'realize its economic advantages to the full, a 

very large degree of independence m ust be given to the managers" 
and that they "musi. he rree to experiment with new products, with 
ahenlat.ive methods of production, and with the substitution or one 
kind of material, machine, or labour for another" (pp. 2 1 3-1 4). 
Further, Dickinson admits that ·'independ(!lh.t; involves responsibif
ilY." and thus that the "manager's personal remuneration must in 
some way reAect his success or failure as a manager-" Without this 
correspondence between the manager's payment and his firm':<i pros
pects, Dickinson points out, the manager would either be "t.empted 
to embark on all sorts of risky cxperiments Oil the bare (;h�HlCe that 
one or them will t.urn out successful," or elSt' "I.he auernpt to check 
irresponsibility will tie up the managers of socialist enterprises with 
so much red-tape and bureaucratic regulation that Iht!y will lose all 
iniliative and independence" (p. 2 l4), �)ne t:ould not find a mpre fonhrighl. at gumclll in defense of 
private oWflership in the writings of Mises 0.- Hayek, I f  managers 
mUSI he free to exercise initiative, bearing the bunJens and reaping 
the bene/its of their own risk judgmellls, then what is left of the 
proressed goal of planning. which was to create "a deliberate, con
sciolls control of ecofu)mic l i fe" (p.  J 6)? l L  seems that Dickinsoll has 
deAected this argument by conceding the need for the very feature 
of capitalism he had sel out to prove unnecessary: independem" 
private decision making. 

The only diff'erence between Dickinson's scheme and capitalism 
:<ieems to be that in the former the maIlager's "bonus" should nOl, in 
general, be equal to profit, since "the emergence of' profit is not 
nccessarily a sign of erllciency, but may denote a failure lO expand 
output" (p. 2 1 9). This implies that the planning board that examil1es 
the individual prollt and loss aCCOUlt( · ,  ,,/lIst be in a position to dislin
guish genuine profit. rrom monoplll.} gain in the standard sellse. 
However, this evaues the question Ulaler consideration. since the 
calculation argumenl contends that the planning board would lack 
lhe knowledge that decentralized initiatlve generates and thill this 

I:} I t  is signjfica�l I�al U.ickinson ,equates Ih� "enlrepre�leur" with the "�al1agt:r" 
throughout hl� dISCUSSI()ll. In laCl he :lIlr1butes to Mises !he vie\\' Ihtl' modern 
capitalism is still typified by small liml!; ill which the functions of m<lnager, owner, 
and entrepreneur are combined in a single individual. HowevC)", Ihis is a serious 
misreading of Mises. For Miscs, entrepreneurship is embodied in all (lclion to 
varying uCl!lrees, induding action that takes place within a large modern corpora
tion, See also Kinner ( 1 979. PI'. 91-] 06). 

j 
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knowledge is revettled only in profit and loss accounts. There is no 
superior stort' of kllowled.ge against which profit. hgures can he corn
p;tred. so that the manager's renluneration call be correspondingly 
,,!teredo 

Similarly, Dil:killsun's suggestions that the plannillg l>oard ofli:r "an 

incentive to experiment" (p. 2 1 9) 111 order to preserve oe(:en'.ralized 
initialive presupposes t.hat the bureau knows what kinds of cxperi
IIlcnts it ought 1.0 encourage with incentives. The idea of specified 
incentives as a deliberate planning device is contradictory to the idea 
of experimentation as a genuinely de<.:cntralized discovery pn)ccdure. 
I f  the cent ral plallning board does not have the knowledge neCeSS(lfY 
to differentiale bold jnit.iative from reckless gamhling, it could not 
allocate incentives among 'managers to encourage lhe one anel dis
COU rage the other. 

As with his discllssioll of risk, Dickinson's treatment of t.he entre
preneur slips imo the assumplion of complete knowledge just <l.t the 
point in the argument when he lakes up the question of' ullcertainly, 

Lerner 

Abba Lerner's n)Olribution t.o the debate did nol take t.he form of 
direct Tesponses 1 0  lhe Mises-Hayek challenge. Rather, it consisted of 
articles publishcll in the 1 930s in whi(h Ltrner commented on the 
responses made by Dickinson, Durbin. Dobb, and Lange a. ,d. of' fur
lhcr comments that he made in his systematic: book on wclf ;Ht, eco
nomics, The EC01wmics of Control, published in 1 944, His arguments 
are no less confllled to static issues, or, as he puts it., to "pure economic 
theory," than t.he ot.her market socialist formulations, although he was 
perhaps more careful and systematic. His  dissatisfaction with Dickin
son's article ( I  q�3) was only that the argulllent was "not sufficiently 
reflned," and he cited minor errors and weaknessrs that, he said, "do 
not seriously detract from lhe merit of Mr. Dickinson's work" ( 1 934b, 
p. 52). Against Durbin's anr! Lange's two rules for approximaling the 
conditions C)f a perfect competilion equilibrium, Lerner insisted that 
the planning board go "direct to the more fundamelllal principle of 
marginal opportunity cust" that is supposed to be the virtue of the 
competitive equilibrium ( 1 937, p. 253). In fact, not only was Lerner as 
guilty of making the assumption of complele knowledge as those 
market socialists he debated, but he can be seen as the most explicit 
advocate of rrtaining this assumption. 

For exarn\!lc, Lerner concluded his critique of Durbin with the 
simple statement that "price mus[ be made equal to marginal cost. 

, 
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This is the contributioll that pure economic theory has to make to 
the building u p  "r a soci"list economy" ( 1 937, p. 270). I n  that essay 
Lerner's maill diffitll!Ly wi th nUl-bin Was that Durbin had ventured 
beyond this "pure" q;lcs1.ion into the. entirel), di rferent lIlatter of 
motivatioll, that is, the problelll of getling producers to comply with 
the planner's nll.,(s). D u rhin ( 1 937,  p. :'79) had argued, in support 
of his " averagl' cost" rule, lhal it. would be more likely to be complied 
with than Llll' I hC01'CI ically nlOl'� desirable "marginal cost rules" ad
vanced by Lallg-e <lnd Lerner. Lerner's cryptic rejoinder to Durhin in 
1 938 corn pan:d h i m  with "the schoolboy in the examination room 
who wrote ' I  do nol know the social effCCl!oi of the French Revolu
tion, hut the lollowing were the Kings of England' " ( 1 938, p. 75). In 
other words, by dealing with what he called "the practical prohlem," 
Durbin was ans\· ... ering the \\'rong question, BUl surely if it was 
M iscs's challenge that the market socialists Were trying to answer, 
then it was Ler-nel' who was answering the wrong question. 

In the same vein Lerner crit.icized Lange for trying too hard to 
replicate the mechanism of competition, when the proper question 
was rather to articulate the welfare conditions defining the ideal, 
regardless 01 the method by which this ideal is to ue realized. 

Methodologically my objection is thaI. Dr. Lange t .. k.es the slate of competi
tive e4uilibrill01 as his end while in reality it is only a memu to the end. He 
fails to go b,hind perfect competitive equilibrium and to aim at what is really 
wanted. F,ven though it be true t.hat if the state of classical stalic perfectly 
c()lllpetilive equilibrium were reached and maintained in its entirelY the 
soc;iai uptimum which is the real end would thereby be attained, it does not 
follow thar it is by aiming at t.his equilibrium thal one can approach most 
nearly the social optimum that is desired ( J  936, p. 74). 

For various rather convincing reasons, Lerner doubts that aiming 
at the. "perfectly competitive equilibrium" will result in actually ap
proaching the "social optimum that is desired." Thus whereas Lange 
had sought lO duplicate the perfect competition equilibrium, Lerner 
instead emphasized going directly lO the principle of marginal op
portunity (Oslo "If we so ordel- the economic activily of the society 
that no commodity is produced unless its importance is greater than 
that of the alternative that is sacrificed, we shall have completely 
achieved the ideal that the economic calculus of .a socialist state sets 
before itself" ( 1 937, p. 253). Even though Lerner entitled the essay 
in which this sentence appeared "Stalics and Dynamics in Socialist 
Economics," Lerner's solut.ion is just as "static" (in the sense used in 
this study) as Durbin's, Lange's, and Dickinson's had been. That 
sentence clearly states the basic. economic allocative problem in static 
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lerms. We should indeed produce the commodities that we find 
most important. But production, like all action, takes time, and 
changes occur as lime passes. The product that is considered more 
imponant today may no longer be by the time it is produced. The 
Me = P rule will optimize allocation within a given framework of 
means and ends as long as future costs a re expected to be the same 
as currenl costs. This is a world of static expectations. which are 
reasonable in a static world, In a world of continuous change, how
ever, an entrepreneur must try to anticipate demand, to form expec
tations, and to act on them, H e  should view his costs on the basis of 
the specific alternatives that appear available to him at the time of 
his choice. Both his estimate of revenue and his estimate of costs 
depend on his expectations at the time of decision. 

Lerner had tried to simpliry Lange's rules lO the one "marginal 
cost principle," but the "rule" for achieving rational economic calcu
lation, if there is such a thing, would have to read something like 
this: Set expected marginal costs for some period equal to expected 
price. But of course, such a rule could never be put into practice. 
What bureaucratic inspector can obseTve a decision maker and verify 
whether he is, in good faith, acting optimally according 10 his own 
expectationJ ? 

I ronically, Lerner himself had raised the issue of expectations 
against Hayek in a different context when Lerner remarked thal the 
cost of capital goods "depends not on the present price" of the 
products for the production of which the capital goods are em
ployed "but on the expected JlIlure price" ( 1 937,  p. 269). This is indeed 
true and significant, bUI it raises ail of the thorny questions about 
futurity that Lerner's own marginal cost rule evades. These ques
lions are again dismissed as outside the province of economic theory, 
"The question is then the sociological one, whether the Socialist 
Trust is able to estimate this future value more accurately or less 
accurately then the competitive owner of the hired instrument, and 
here we leave pure economic theory" (p. 269). 

Lerner hriefly takes up the issue of expectations again in his book, 
where he distinguishes the "productive speculator," whose function 
is beneficial and is lO be preserved in the controlled economy, from 
the aggressive or monopolistic speculalO\' ( 1 944, pp. 69-70). The 
difference is entirely a matter of the motives for which the specula
tive activity is undertaken, and Lerner offers no guidance as to how 
the officials in control would be able to ascertain such motives. But a 
more important problem wilh Lerner's exposition is the fact that in 
his entire discussion of speculation he does not address the problems 
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arisinv, from the fact that people will be takiIlg risks with other 
pCOpi(" " money. \Vithout private ownership, what will prevent the 
speculator from undenaking either too timid or too adventurous 
projects? Since speculative activity by its very nature involves the 
unknown rutufe, the .planning bureau cannol be presumed to know 
whether its subordinates are being too careful or not careful enough 
with society's resources. All of the advantage� Iq be gained from 
speculation - even from incorrect speculation - th;\t Lerner describes 
ill Chapter 8 of his book depend on private oWllership of the re
sources that arc being risked. Yet Lerner has nothing to say about 
the legal properly rights iIlstitutiolls underlying his model. 

It is common in market socialist literature to segregate the strictly 
s1 i()rt.,ruTl "AtC = P" rule. in which capital is asstlmed to be constant, 
from t.he long-run optimal investment theory, i l l  which additions to 
or deletions from capital are considered.-Thus expectational compli
cations are relegated to the latter (and even there are treated only in 
aggregate) and are conveniently avoided in the analysis of marginal 
cost pricing. This method, however, depends on drawing a sharp 
distinction between q producer's day-to-day market activities and 
industry investment activities. 

BlIt for Mises ( 1 919, p. 296), "What happens in the short rlln is 
precisely the first stages of the chain of successive transformations 
which tend to bring about the long run effects." The decision maker 
surveys a different time horizon for different actions, but he ignores 
futurity at his peril. Abram Bergson noted the essential ambiguity of 
marginal cost pricing in this regard: "]n practice what we have to 
reckon with is not. a lIoique marginal cost for a given level of output, 
bUl a complex of marginal cost.s, each of which is pertinent to a 
particular period of time. As a longer period of time is considered, 
morc of the 'fixed [actors' become variable" ( 1 948, p. 427). 

Surely a rule that includes such an ephemeral, subjective phe
nomenon as marginal cost as its major element is unenforceable, and 
Hot merely because there may be a lack of the desired motivation on 
the part of the rule followers. The relevant expectations of future 
costs are both necessary for rational choices and necessarily must 
also be in the minds of the individual users of resources, rather than 
centralized in a central planning board. 

I n  all of these models, rules in the socialist economy are supposed 
to supplant the role o f  profIt maximizing in the market economy. 
But this is the replacement of a dynamic aIld active force by a static 
commandment to passively obey certain price signals. In a market 
firm, expected demand guides producers to bid for factors-that is, 
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the producers' collective actions bring about the coordinative prices 
of factors. In the socialist scheme, the plant manager must' take as 
giv�n the prices of all factors as well as the price o f  the product., and 
is told to produce at least cost under these static. assumptions. 

Since rule�following behavior cannot legitimately be in ferred front 
the existence o f  a published rule, the analyst must apply choice 
theory to explain the self-motivated actions that people are likely to 
take when confronted with the rules under consideration. As soon as 
;1 rule is proposed as a substitute for directly selF-motivated action, 
such issues as how to distinguish compliance from disobedience, how 
t.o provide sanctions for disobedience and rewards for compliance, 
alld the extent to which the desired actions can be articulated in, 
explicit rules must be examined. 

The fundamental difference between the self�directed action of 
proht seeking and the other-directed action of rule obedience is 
completely overlooked in the market socialists' discussion. Nothing is 
said of the allocation o f  responsibility that would have to supphmt 
the legal institutions of private ownership. No justification is made 
for the implicit claim that this ruled behavior will conform to the 
intentions of the rule makers. 

The reason such issues were avoided has to be traced to the fact 
that they were deemed to be outside the legitimate province of eco� 
numic theory. The job of the economist was only to state the princi
ple that, if followed, would produce the optimal result, and it was a 
matter for political, sociological, and psychological debate to resolve 
how to pn>perly motivate people to obey the principle. 

Of the market socialists, Lerner was the most explicit and consis
lent advocate of this view, but they all insisted that the economist's 
attention be (;onfined to the problem of formulating a precise princi� 
pk by which socialist planners ought to guide pruduction. The 
"practical" problem of how the plant managers can be gotten to act 
in accordance with this pr'inciple was consciously excluded from dis
cllssion as but a matter of "incentives," which reduces to sociological 
and psychological issues beyond the expertise of the economist. All 
tIle economist can do is insist that plant managers be instructed to 
follow the dictates of welfare economics. 

But [ here are two entirely different kinds of "incentives," corre
sponding to different kinds of obstacles that might prevent fl plant 
manager from obeying such a rule. He may simply lack the motiva
tion, but he may also lack the knowledge necessary to carry out the 
directive. The first obstacle has been widely discussed in central 
planning literature, but very little has been said about the second. 
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Consciously devised " incentives" to get plant managers to do explicit. 
known, perfectly describable tasks are not the same as the profit 
"incentives" that spontaneously inform I"narket participants of which 
.tasks ought to be tried. 

The market socialists offered a response to the wrong argument. 
Lange's response is incisive for those neoclassical economists who are 
COntent to represent the coordinating function of the capitalist price 
system solely by reference to the Walrasian auctioneer and who see 
the auctioneer as merely removing the agents' ignorance about 
prices, in a syste� from �vhich all other ignorance is assumed away. 
Repl�ce the auctioneer WIth a central planning board, and the prob
lem IS solved. But thIS response does not at all answer the Misesian 
challenge. The calculation problem, as we have seen, is not merely 
the static computational difficulty of solving Walrasian equations to 
obtain the equilibrium values of the prices; it involves the deeper 
pr(}bl

.
e� of  the rivalrous dissemination of knowledge. including. but 

not limited to, the knowledge of prices. Even where the market 
socialists expressly tried to get beyond statics in some of their discus
sions of trial and error, risk, and entrepreneurship, they ultimately 
failed t.o equip the ·agents of their models with the nonstatic aspects 
of chOIce -alertness and futurity- that agents in a truly dynamic 
world require. I ndeed they by and large agreed that we should not 
let such practical questions, which they took to l ie outside the proper 
I'ealm of economics, intrude on the analytical elegance of their static 
proofs. 

CHAPTER {; 

The Austrian rejoinder: 

learning from rivalry 

The purpose o f  this chapter will be to show that the contributions by 
t.lises, Robbins, and Hayek to the calculation debate constitute a 
single coherent argument that underwent irnportant refinement and 
clarification as it was redirected at the competitive solution but was 
not fundamentally changed during the course of the debate. Rob
bins and Hayek did not say the same thing that Mises had said, but 
what changes there were are misrepresented in the standard account 
when they are called a "retreat." I t  makes more sense to say that 
Robbins, and especially Hayek, expanded on the Misesian argument. 
The first section of the chapter examines the main statements that 
Robbins and Hayek made concerning the nature of the calculation 
problem and its relationship to the empirical evidence of planning in 
the Soviet Union. The second section discusses their early reactions 
to the embryonic suggestions for a "competitive solution" to the 
calculation problem. Hayek's later, more complete critique of the 
competitive solution as it had been articulated by Lange and Dickin
son is described in the next section, as well as some of his important 
essays on knowledge and competition that significantly clarify his 
meaning. I conclude by describing Mises's own reaclion to the com
petitive solution, both before and after Lange'S and Dickinson's ex
plicit formulations of it appeared. 

Robbins and Hayek: retreat or restatement? 

Robbins's alleged retreat 

At the beginning of his discussion of the calculation argument (sec

tion 7 of Chapter 7 of The Great Depression, 1 934a; pp. 148-56), 
Robbins indicated in a footnote that in his own opinion he was 
primarily restat.ing M ises's arguments ( [ 1922] 1 936)- with which he 
was intimately familiar-and certainly made no concession that he 
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was "retreating" in any way ( 1 934., p, 148), ' The following examina
tion of Robbins's arguments will lind them to closely paralld, not 
retreat from. those thal M ises had employed founecu years eariier. 
They differed mainly in the fact that Mises's m'!ior opponents in the 
debate, whose arguments Robbins wished to meet., had retreated in 
the interim, moving from a largely implicit Marxian central planning 
theory to two new market socialist positions. the "mathematical" and 
"competitive" SoluLions.2 

Robbins begins his section entitled "The Central Oifficulty of a 
Planned Societ.y" by asking "On what basis is planning to rake 
place?" and "Whose preferences are to govern Ihe organization of 
production?" His answer-and most socialist economists had already 
conceded the point by this time - was that for a I'democratic COlTunlJ
nity," the "preferences of consumers" must guide social produ<:tion. 
The only "mechanism . . .  available for ascertaining the complex and 
changing tastes o f  the millions of different individuals constituting 
the community" is a market for consumer goods ( 1 934., pp, 148-
50), At the outset Robbins considers not Marxian socialism bur a 
market socialism in which there is cummon ownership of the means 
of production, with centralized direClion aimed al supplying a genu
inel)' competitive market for consumer goods. Consumers Gill be 
"given sums of money" and be "left free 10 bid for the various 
commodities available," and the planning board, guided by these 
market-revealed preferences, "would seek so to distribute irs prodllc
tive resources that the demand for aH commodities was satisfied to 
the same level of urgency" (I" 1 50), 

However, although imaginable, Slleh a procedure may be entirely 
unworkable, Robbins points Ollt that "it is one thing to sketch the 
requirement of the plan" but "it is another thing to conceive of its 
execution." Although no doubt some market socialists took this as a 
retreat. from Mises's position, Robbins is in fact simply restating 
Mises's argument thaI although the planning authority may perhaps 

. Robbios had translated the parts of Mises's 1922 book that pertain to the central 
cakulation argument (i.e., essentiall}' the 1920 essay discussed in Chapter 3, only 
slightly revised) and had supplied a draft of this to his friend J. Kahane� who then 
c.ompteted the translation, cited in this work as Mise! ([1 922) 1936)). The histQry of . 
the translation is recounted in an unpublished interview conducted by Richard M. 
Ebf!ling for the Awtrian Economics NtWlltUtr. 

2 Strictly speaking, one should refer to the socialist 'uovernent as a whole as having 
retreated from Marxism to the new market socialist. positions, A.s Elizabeth Durbin 
has pointed out to me, the English market socialists were never Marxists, <'nd lO the 
best of my knowledge Lange, although sympathetic to much of Marxism, never 
endorsed the Marxian theory of planning. 
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be able to discover consumer evaluations by permitting a free mar
ker. LO operate in that sector, "this is not enough" (p,  1 50), Mises had 
argued that even ir we assume thal consumer evaluations are de
cided upon, either by authoritarian dictate or' through the operation 
ur the consumer market. "once this decision has been laken, the, real 
task of rational economic direction only commences, i.e. economi
cally, to place the means at the service of the end" ([ 1 920J 1 935, p, 
103), In other wOTds, the planning board 'must also estimate the 
frroducer evaluations 01' "the relative efficiencies of the factors of 
production in producing all the possible allernatives" (Robbins, 
1934a, pp. 1 5 0- 1 ). Both Mises and Robbins argue that for rational 
producer evaluations to bl' possible there mllsr be a capital market, a 
(()Inpetitive market in fau,drs of prod union among private owners. 
Yet this would be incolllpatible with the notion of centrally planned 
prod uct.il lu .  

At. this point in his argument. Robbins pauses to dismiss the 
mathematical solution, which. although i[ may offer a solution " on 
paper," offers in practice "no hope , , , of discovering the relative 
sacrifices of alternative kinds of investment" (p, 1 5 1 ), Next Robbins 
explains how the calculation problem is solved in a decentralized 
miinner under capitalism, or "under competitive conditions" - that 
is, "by comparison of costs and prices." Each individual capitalist 
compares his "expectalfons of price" with his "expectalions of cost" 
in order to decide "in whal line to extend his enterprise" (pp. 1 5 1 -
2), The money prices he uses i n  such decentralized calculations em
body more inforrnation lhan is consciously possessed by anyone and 
tlllls enable him to engage in far more complex production plans 
than could be designed under a centrally planned system, These 
pr;ccs (onlain such information because of the rivalrous pressures 
generated by the competing bids for resources by entrepreneurs, 
Robbins argues that "the prices of the various factors of production, 
which are the resultant of the competitive bidding of the different 
entrepreneun, tend to reflect the value of their contribution to the 
production of different products , " Computations of costs and 
prices under competitive conditions are, as it were. a short cut to the 
solution of the millions of equations" (p, 152), Thus Robbins con
tends that the accounting practice of estimating profits and losses 
serves as a guide to decenu-alized decision makers, directing them to 
"better" avenues of investment. 

By "better," Robbins of course meant "better" from an economic 
as opposed to a "technical" (or technologically feasible) point of view, 
In Ihe absence of a price system, the planning board "could no 
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doubt erect an apparatus which, from the technical point of view, 
would be very imposing," but it could not ascertain "at what sacrifice 
of other goods its products would be secured, at what economic, as 
distinct from technical, efficiency, it functioned." ] n  other words, the 
economic costs of its projects could nol be known. Like Mises, Rob
bins attached great significance to this distinction "between the tech
nical and the economic" and asserted that the conRation of these 
concepts "lies at the root of nearly all the major confusions of con
temporary economic discussion" (p. 155). 

Robbins does not elaborate on this distinction here but refers the 
reader to discussions in the second chapter of his famous Essay on the 
Nfl/uTe and Significance oJ Economic Science ( [  1932] 1 935), as well as in 
a note on "production" that he had contributed to the Encyclopedia of 
the Social Sciences ( I  934b). In  the latter he explains that "if there is 
only one end - then the problem of activity is entirely technical. Or if 
there are many wants but lh� means for satisfying them are com
pletdy specialized, again the problems of satisfying them are techni
cal problems. But as soon as the means are capable of various uses, 
then a problem which is not technical - an economic problem -
arises" ( 1934b, p. 465).' 

Hence it is not enough to establish the technological feasibility of a 
production plan; it is also necessary to determine its economic .cost
that is, the value of the opportunities forgone by this plan. The 
complexity of deliberately tracing out such cost implications of each 
plan necessitates that this be done unconsciously by relying on the 
information supplied by a price syste.m. 

This comprises Robbins's restatement of the Misesian critique of 
centralized planning. There are no grounds for characterizing this 
as a retreat from Mises's argument. I ndeed, although in his later 
years Robbins was to distance himself from the Austrian school in 
many respects, ultimately renouncing most of the 1934 book in 
which his contributions to the debate appeared, he never substan
tially altered his Austrian perspective on the calculation problem. In 
his autobiography, which hints strongly at the importance of the· 

3 Compare with Mises 0949, pp. 206-7): "The mere information conveyed by tecn
nology would suffice for the performance of calculation ouly if all means of produc-' 
tion-both material and numan- could be perfectly substituteq for one another 
according [0 definite ratios, or if they were all absolutely specific." ] understand thal 
this distinction is due to Hans Mayer. The criticisms of this distinction by Kinner 
( 1 967, pp. 1 27-37) and Rivett ( 1 955, pp. 2 17-19) are aimed largely at demonstrat
ing that there are no purely technological choices in the real world and [hat this 
distinction cannot be used to separate economic science from other disciplines. This. 
however, does not deny the analytic value of the distinction. 
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Misesian calculation argument in the development of his general 
point of view in economics, he writes: 

I t\liscs's} main contentions that. without a price &ystem of some sort, a com
plex collectivist soeicty is without the necessary guidan

.
ce �nd thal: within 

.
the 

!-!.'t'nt'r�ll framework of such a society, attem�ts to institute
. 

pnce systc�s 
\�'hic� have meaning and incentive in a dynamIC context are hable to confllcl 
with the main intention of collectivism - these still seem to me to be true and 
to be borne out by the whole history of totalitarian societies since they were 
propounded (197 1 ,  p. 107; see also 1976, PI'. 135-50). 

Hayek's "retreat" and the question of the Soviet economy 

Hayek begins the first of his two 1 935 essays on the calculation 
deb'lte, "The Nature and History of the Problem" ( [ 1935] 1948e, pp. 
1 19-47), with a clarification of the difference between the economic 
and the technological problems of choice that Mises and Robbins 
had stressed. "The common character" of the latter is "the singleness 
of their purpose in every case, the absolutely determined nature of 
the ends to which the availahle means are to be devoted" (p. 1 2 1 ) .  By 
contrast, w!'he economic problem arises . .. . as  soon as different pur
poses compete for the available resources." The "criterion" of the 
presence of an economic as opposed to a technological problem is 
that for the former, "costs" in the sense of "the advantages to be 
derived from the use of given resources in other directions" have to 
be "taken into account" (p. 123). . 

After a digression on what he calls a "Decay of Economic Insight" 
in the historical school and in Marxism that he believes has diverted 
attention from econom'tc issues, Hayek proceeds to outline the 'na
ture of the calculation problem. Like Mises and Rohbins, he places 
primary emphas'is on the distinction between the ends and th.e 
means of the socialist program and stresses that however the Ulti
mate ends of the socialist society (in terms of a scale of consumer 
evaluations) are decided upon, the crucial problem is whether plan
ning can constitute a wor'kable means for the achievement of those 
ends. 

Thus Hayek sums up the calculation problem: 

[The} fact that one central authority has to solve the economic problem of dis
tributing a limited amount of resources' betwee� a practically infinite number 
of competing purposes . . .  constitutes the pro�lem of socialism as a metho�. 
The. fundamental question is whether it is pOSSible under the complex condi
tions of a large modern society for such a central authorily to carry out the im
plications of any such scale of values . . .  with a degree of success equaling or 
approaching the results of compelitive capitalism (pp. 1'30-1). 
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Ha, log stated the basic problem in general terms, Hayek then de
scribc� various "types of socialism" to which this prohlem applies� 
Here h,: points out thal lhc "Ol.OSl widely advocated" variety of social� 
ism at this time had already conceded the need for a market ill con
sumer goods and labor but rCLained the requirement of collective 
ownership of and conlrol over the means of production, However, 
Hayek notes that "recently . . .  there has arisen . . .  a tendency among 
socialist thinkers to reintroduce a certain degree of competition inLO 
their schemes," even in the sphere of faclors of production. He re
solves to take these up later. noting that a ccrL<Jin "minimum assuJJlp. 
lion consistent wirh the idea o f  collective ownershipl! must be· rctained 
if the competitive socialism is to be regarded as a species of planning 
rather than a full concession to Mises's critique. The minimum as
sumption. he asserts. is that lhe question of who is to exercise com
mand over a given quantity of resources for the community or of 
what amount of resources is to be entrusted to "entrepl'cneu rs" will 
have to be decided by one central authority (pp. 1 33-34). 

If even this "smallest degree of central contra'" COlisislelll with the 
community's "command ovef the income derived from the material 
means of production" were relinquished. thcn "planning . . .  ceases 
to be a problem. It becomes unthinkable." Instead we would have 
the "separate problem of state intervention in a capitalist society," 
Concerning this policy, Hayek only remarks, citing Mises's 1929 
book. on interventionism, that I'it can be easily shown, not tha( such a 
thing is impossible, but that any isolated measure of this son will 
cause reactions which will defeat its own end" since "well accepted 
analysis" has shown that authoritative fixing of rniniOlum or maxi
mum prices leads to surpluses Of shortages, and since intervention
ism cannot in any case sensibly be considered a variety of central 
piauning, such "partial planning" is "excluded from our considera
tions" (p. 134). 

Hayek then warns against interpreting his dismissal of interven
tionism as a defense of Hcomplete laissez-faire in the old sense'! or of 
"the histol'ically given legal institutions." He dilTe,:entiates between 
interventionism and those changes that seek to find "the most ap
propriate permanent framework which will secure the smoothest 
and most efficient working of competition," iloling that lhe lalter 
issue has been "sadly neglected by economists" (pp. 1 34--5). The 
"essential distinction" he describes in this context represents what he. 
later was to refer to as the difference between nomos and thesis ap
proaches to law (see especially his 1973 and 1976 books). Nomos 

describes "a permanent legal framework so devised as to provide all 
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the necessary incentives to private initiative to bring about the adi\p
tations required by any change"; thesis involves "a system where such 
adaptations are brought about by central direction" (p. 13f» . 

Thus Ha)'ek contrasts two kinds of "rules" that may guid,' produc
tion decisions (which have been confused with one another in  
L;; n \ ,�e's competitive solution): there may be thesis "rules" iu  I he form 
of specific commands transmitted down a decision-making hi(" 'Ul'chy 
in which genuine initiative must reside at the top. or there Illay be a 
general framework of nomos "rules" as constraints within which de· 
centralized initiative crln operate smoothly, 

As Ha)'ek's later elaborations of this distinction emphasize, rules in 
the sense of nomos law are not and cannot be employed to serve 
specific purposes, since they provide only an ordering framework 
for a multiplicity of conflicting purposes. the resultant of which is i n  
principle un predictable i n  advance. The virtue o f  such abstract rules 
is their flexibility in coping-or rather in permitting thos'" who oper
ate under them to (ope-with u n foreseen changes. By CfJ ! l f.rast. rules 
of an organizat.ion, or thesis law, must consist of specific commands 
chosen to advance known purposes and thus can only permit a li
mited degree of discretion on the part of those who are "'pposed to 
obey them. 

The market socialists' marginal cost rules can be ' ('fxamined in 
the light of t.his distinction. They seem to be defen. Jt,,! ;" compo
nents of a central planning syste m - that is, as the,ti,( l,tlle,; of orga
nization, in accordance with conscious, centralized ( if!  j� ion making. 
YCl they also are intended as functional replacements 101 th� uncon
scious opc.�ratjon of private owners competing for profit under a 
nomos legal system of rules concerning property titles. The only way 
in which this substitution of thesis for nomos rules can be considered 
plausible is if the choices being examined can be reduced to purely 
routine opti mization under a completely specified ends/means 
framework, in which case genuine initiative on the part of the rule 
followers is unnecessary. 

The remainder of this first essay by Hayek is cnncerned wilh the 
historical development of ,he calculation argument culminating in 
Mises's "complete and systematic exposition" in 1922. Nowhere in 
Hayek's essay can there be found an)' indication that he is retreating 
from this f\.1isesian formulation, which he says "represents the start
ing-point from which all the discossions of the economic problems of 
socialism, whether constructive or critical, which aspire to be taken 
seriously must necessarily proceed" (po 143). 

Such effusive praise is hardly indicative of a retreat, but two of 
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.�ayek's re�narks : one of wh ich was later quoted by Lange ([ I 936]' 
1 964,

)'
1'. 1.>2-3) as eVl(lence of a retreal , reqtme explanalion. Hayek 

saId, 
. 

I t  must be admitted that [Taylor and Dickinson's model of 
s�Cf�hsmJ

"
is nul an jm p�ssibililY in Ihe sense that it is logically con

u ad tctory ([ 1935] 1 948f, pp. 152-3) and explicitly (hided Mises for ��lVing "o.ccasionally used the somewhat loose statement thai social
IS1� was 'Impossible' while what he. meant was that socialism made 
ratIOnal calcu lation impossible." Hayek then con(edes, "Of course 
allY rr?po�cd course of action , , . is possible in the s( rict sense of the 
word, I .C., It may be tried" (pp. 1 45-6). 

These
� 
statem�nts have been interprc(ed as indicating a substantive 

relJ:e�t { n�m Mlses's more extreme position and as l! (�>ncessinn that 
sonallsm IS possible in theol'y but not in practir.e. I t  is assumed thal 
Ha yek was cov�ri llg up his retreat by suggesting that Mises had only �Jeen careless with words, rather than wfong, in asserting that social
Ism was "impossible." 

. 
Two different (and inmmpatible) versions of this slOry of Hayek's 

al leged rel.reat in.)111 M lses ca� be f?lll1tl. in the literature,  reflecting 
t'��) mea�lT1g5 ot

, 
the w(Jr� lmposslble. Ol le version (for example. 

Kohler 1.)65, p. 69 and Sel ogman 1 97 1 ,  pp. 107-8) says that M ise, 
dCl11cd the Ulogic�1 credentials" of socialism (to use SchulTlpeter's 
!�hrase) , after w l�.'ch Hayek and Robbins, convin(ed by Barone's 

fO) mal .�i1nlllant� ar-gumclll, retreated to a "practicability" position. 
More WIll be saId shortly about. this "theoretical" controversy, but 
smc�, as we �lave already seen. M ises never took the position that this 
�erslon at

,
�rtbutes to him, Hayek and Robbins wuld hard ly have 

retreat.e(l rrorn It. 
The other version of this retreat sLOry, mOfe often hinted at than 

de�rlr aniculated, suggests that Mises denied the practicability of 
sOClahsm \�here�s H�ye.k and Robbms, convinced by Soviet experi. 
ence, admItted �n prlllclple the practicability of socialism hut simply 
contended tl

,
lat It would result 111 waste and other problems (see, for 

example, M Isra 1 972: p. 1 88, and Tangri 1 967, PI'. vii�viii). To 
� ns,�e� th

,!
s charge Will require a,n exa�inalion �f the meaning of 

SOCI� I$":, and the extent to w hich Soviet experience constitutes a 
genutnc Instance of a socialist ecunomy. 

Let us assume for a moment that Mises ··was not careless with 
words but really meant (hat socialism is impossible, Even in this case 
the�e would be no substantive d�fference between his and Hayek'; 
posItions. M,ses (and most soclahsts of the time) often included in 
the notIon of ."socialism" the goat of improvi ng or at least retaining 
the technologIcal productivity of capitalism, whereas Hayek meant 
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by "socialism" only the method of planning, regardless of its 
consequences.4 Hence. alLilOugh Mises said that "socialism" is impos
sible and Hayek said that "rational calculation under socialism" is 
im possible. both were making the same point: that aLtempts to re
place market instituLions with the central d ireclion of production 
would lead to a significant drop in standards of iiving, and that if the 
use of prices in economic decision making both interually and inter· 
nationally were permanently and wmpletely abandoned, noth ing 
short of complete economic collapse and reversion to the conditions 
of a primitive peasant economy would eventually resull. I n  this sense 
an economy that is both genuinely centrally planned alld technologi
cally advanced is, according to M ises, Hayek, and Robbins, truly 
impossible . 

One can nevertheless agree with H.,yck that M ises's choice of words 
was in some respects most unfortunate. Many assumed that he was 
doubting the possibility of someth ing that has, since 1 920, been 
etched in history , and some crit ics consequent.ly dismissed his argu
ment without giving it the serious examination it deserved . I t  is incor· 
re(t but understandable to interpret M ises's "i mpossible" (ttnmoglich) 
as a predIctIon that any attempt to realize "central planning" is bound 
to immediately usher in complete economic ruin. Compara(ive eco
nomics texts frequently cite Soviet experience as a refutation of 
Mises's view that rational economic calculation under socialism is im� 
possible. Surely , it is argued, if  this theory predicls complete eco
nomic collapse, (hen it does not sLand u p  to historical evidence. 

At. the time when Mises's statement was flrsl published, this ex
treme interpretation of his views may have actually lent support to 
his position , since the failure of the Lenin regime ( 1 9 1 9-22) was as 
complete a collapse as any in economic history, and it seemed to be 
further corroborated by the explicit reversion to market institutions 
in the period of the New Economic ) olicy, However, the at least 
ostensihle return to central planning in Russia in the early 1930s 
with the introduction of Stalinist-style five-year plans, seemed to 
weigh against this extreme interpretation, Although modern eco
nomic historians acknowledge that the Soviet economy has produced 
wast.e on a far greater scale than was generally thought fifty years 
ago, it cannot, however inefficient, be said to have produced the 
utter "destruclion and annihilation" that the Soviet economy suf· 
fCred in the early 1920s.' It seems likely that the limited success and 
, J owe this observation to David Ramsey Steele (see Steele 1 978). 
i These were the words Mises «l9201 1935, p. (25) used to dC5<"ribc the ongoing 

pt!rformance of the Soviet economy under Lenin. 
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gradual development of the Soviet economy has suggested to many 
obse.rver. of the theo.reucal debate that central planning is, if not 
efficient. at least possIble , and that Mises's pr;...,'ilion must therefore 
have been loo extreme. 

But neither Mises nor Hayek ever asserted lhat all attempts to insli� 
tute . . system of "pJanning" would necessarily pi Dduce total eco
nomic collapse. Both argued only that such all" mplS would decrease 
the standard of living of the people below thdt which they could 
a�hteve by relymg on competitive forces, whe)'cll:S ..tdvocates of plan
mng had made confident claims for its greater productivity over the 
wastefulness of anarchic production . Attempts l u  realize the sociallsl 
�rogram. Mises wrote, would result in a society in which lithe provi
Sion of goods of a lower order [consumer goods] for human be. 
IIIgs . . .  is diminished" ( [ 1 920] 19:15, p. 1 30); in Hayek's view, such 
attempts would resuh. in a "decline in general wealth" (Hayek l I 935J 
1948e, p. 146). Both Hayek and Mises explicitly staled Ihal an advo
�t.e of socialism who is willing to acknowledge the fact that socialism 
will reduce the general level of weah.h is immune from their 
critique.6 

It is one thing to argile that the pers istent pursu it of a partiwlar 
goal wi ll inevitably lead 10 disaster and quite another to contend that 
actual advocates of this goal will be persistent enough, in the face of 
mou'.'ting difficulties, to bring about such a disastc.-. To say that 
genume cenll-aJ planning (the complete SUbSlilut.ion of deliberate 
control for market institutions as the ordering mechanism of the 
CCl).nom y) is "impossible" is not to say thal auempts in practice. such 
a� Ill" the Soviet U,".m, to establish something called "central plan
mng WIll necessa i lly lead to Immediate economic catastrophe. It 
depends on the ("xt�nl to which such economies consistently adhere 
to central planning by abolishing all remnants of the price system. 
I�deed the . v�rr , : iflicullies of a consistent pursuit of l-cntr<11 plan· 
11I?g I�ake

, 
II lIl�p�obable lh�l any regime would persist very long in 

thiS direction; It ts more hkely that such a regime would instead 
radically modify its "central planning" to make it more compatible 
with a price system. 

6 Mis
.
cs had adm�,

ued I�lat. "wl�oe
.
v�r is prepared himselr to emer upon socialism on 

�tlucal
.
grO\�nds �esplte liS d

.
IJ�lIl1sh� productivity "or whoever is guided hy ascetil;" 

Ideals III IllS deslft! for SOCialism. will not allow himself to be iofluenced in his 
endeavors oy what we h

,
ay� said" ((1?�01 1935. p. 130). And Hayek agreed {hiAt if 

those who advocate SOCialism are wlllmg to suffer such a reduction of wt!alth in 
OI-der I� achieve other goals and "if this attitude is based on a clear realizalion of 
what lhls choice:: implies," then "there is no more LO be said about it" (C1935J 1 948� 
p. 1 46). 

' 
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In his second calculation debale essay, "The Presenl State of the 
Debate" ([ 1935]  1 948f, pp. 148-80), Hayek further clarifies the rele
vance of the Russian experiment to the calculation argument. He 

remarks t.hat although "the actual existence in Russia of a system 
whi(h prufesses to be planned has led many of those who know 
nothing of its development to suppose that the main problems are 
solved," in fact this experience "provides abundant confirmation " of 
the calculation argument (p. 1 48). 

Hayek refers to the study by floris BrUl.zkus ([ 1922J 1935), that 
explains the unmitigatcd railure of the "War Communism" period as 
a necessary consequence of the deliberate attempt on the part of the 

Bolsheviks to abolish the market and the price system.' Early Soviet 
history bears out Mises's contention that such market institutions as 
money, prices, capital accounting, and profits are indispensable for 
advanccd tc(:hnological production , for. as Brutzkus shows, the COll� 
sciuus attempt to eradicatc these institut.ions produced " catastrophe" 
(Pl'. 1 0 1 -9) 8 

It is well known that the New Economic Policy that followed W.r 
Communism involved a "restoration of the market" (Brntzkus, pr. 
109-22), bu t it is usually argued that with the inauguration of the 
Stalinist-style five-year plans the centralized planning of the eady years 
was reintroduced. This second attempt at "central planning" did nOt 
resu lt in catastrophe and de.'pite its problems has been used b), many 
students of lhe Soviet economy as !'proof' lhat, Mises was mislaken. 

Btl l ,  as Brutzkus had pointed out, the "fundamental difference 
between this second [Stalinist] scheme and the. first [ LeninistJ lay in 
the fact that [the second] was planned 011 the lines of a money 
economy and not tllose or natural socialism" (p. 97). In other words, 
although the Stalinist economy "professes to b" planned," to lise 
Hayek's phrase, it in fact relics on the ol llcome ( I f  the clash among 
rivalrous, decentralized decision makers- that is, it is anarchically 
rather than consciously organized . 

1 As Brutzkus ([1922] lq�5. p_ 102) poimed out, the label of "War Communism" and 
its description as a S('rie� of temporary emergency measure� were only applied later. 
At the lime, the methods of this period were advanced as deliberate palicic� far 
hilSlcnfng the arrival of communism, Polanyi (1951), Roberts (1971),  and Steele 
(197R) have now demonstraled Ihis beyond any reasonable doubt. 

I Brutzkus sl1mmarir-es the reSUIL'i of Lenin's policies: "In 1920 production is said to 
h"ve fallen to 13 percent of that of the pre-war periud. The cause of this declille 
was nol only the war, but also. to a lal"ge e-xtcnt, lhe.uuerly derective distribution of 
the means of production under the system of natural [i,e. Marxian) s(){ialism _ _  . It 
almost never happened that production good!! allotted to an undertaking by various 
Governing Boards were matched in quantit), or quality" (Pg22j 1935, pp_ 106-7)_ 
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The poim is not only that the Soviet model has performed. badly 
but also that the extent to which the Soviet economy has managed to 
muddle through corresponds to the degree to which its planning 
agencies have relinquished effective control over economic decisions 
to the plant managers. In  a very important sense the Soviet economy 
is not really a cemrally planned economy at all ' As Eugene Zaleski 
concluded in his monumental study of the Soviet economy. "The 
centralization of power does not imply an e'lual concentration of 
decision-making authority, lwd the formal appropriation of all 
power does not carry with it the ability to exercise that power." As 
his research shows, " The existence of . . . a central national plan, 
coherent and perfect, to be sulxlivided and implemented at all lev
els, is only a myth. What actually exists, as in any centrally adminis
tered economy. is an endless number of plans, constantly evolving, 
that are coordinated ex pust after they have been put into operation" 
( l 9S0, pp. 184-5). In short, what exists is not planning but economic 
rivalry. 

Of course the fact that the Soviet cconom)' has not been an ex· 
ample of true central planning does not imply that it is identical to a 
free-market economy. Although the government has withdrawn 
from the early attempts to completely eradicate market institutions, 
it has not withdrawn from attempts to direct production f),om the 
center. Thus, paradoxically, both the limited sUccess of the Soviet 
economy since the New Economic Policy and that economy's failures 
are consistellt with, and can helpfully be explained by, the calcula
tion argument. The ultimate reliance on money prices for economic 
calcuJation i1lustrates Mises's argument that this element is indis
pensable, just as the numerous obstacles in the USSR to fluid 
changes of prices and to decentralized control over resources (espe. 
cially the absence of an open stock market and financial market) 
prevents the system from working as well as a system that more 
closely resembled the free market would. 

Hayek tries to clarify the relationship between the theoretical ar
gument concerning planning and the assessment of practical ex peri. 
ments with planning, by nOling that Hit was not the possibility of 
planning as such which has been 'luestioned . . .  but the possibility of 
successful planning, of achieving the ends for which planning was 
undertaken" (1948f, p. 1 49). The criteria for judging success or 
failure are not as simple as sheer survival versus utter breakdown. 

Y This claim was first made by Michael Polan),i during the Stalini:o;t years and has since 
been supported b}' the research of Nutler ( 1 983), Ro�rt5 ( l 97 1 ), Besancon ( 1978; 
1980), and Zaleski ( 197 1 ;  1980). 

1 
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"There is no reason to expect that production would stop, or that 
the authorities would find difficulty in using all the available re
sources somehow, or even thal output '''.'Quid be permanenLly lower 
than it had been before planning started" (p. 1 50). 

Rather, in such a restricted price system we would fmd output to 
be lower than it would have been i f  the price system had been 
allowed to operate freely. Some lines of production would be over
developed at the expense of others, "at a cost which was not justified 
by the importance of their increased output." Thus technological 
excellence may be in evidence for certain specific products, but eco
nomic efficiency on the whole will be greatly diminished. 

By the "only two legitimate tests of success" that Hayek considers 
appropriate to use in judging the Soviet system- the ability to pro
duce consumer goods and the degree of "rationality . .  , of the deci
sions of the central authority" - he concludes that the system has 
failed (pp. 1 50-1) .  Judging the experience both before and after the 
Soviet Tetreat to the use of money and prices, Hayek concludes that 

the anlicipations based on general reasoning have been thorQughly con· 
firmed. The breakdown of "war communism" occurred for exactly the same 
reasons, the impossibility of rational calculation in a lUoneyless economy, 
which Pr

'
ofessors Mises and BrUlzkus had foreseen. The development since, 

with its repeated reversals of policy. has only shown that the rulers of Russia 
had to learn by experience all lhe obstacles which a systematic analysis of the 
problem had revealed (p. 1 5 1). 

Today there is a growing consensus that the contemporary Soviet 
economy serves the consumer very poorly (e,g., see Goldman 1 983), 
but this criticism is often accompanied by a concession that the Sta
linist model is suitable for rapid development and fails today only 
because it lacks the flexibility to foster continued growth in a techno
logically advanced economy. We should reeaU, however, that a gen
eration ago economists were apologizing for the low standard of 
living of the Soviet popUlation by contending that the economy Was 
building up productive capacity for the future. Now that the future 
has arrived and the standard of living remains embarrassingly low, 
we are told that the great gains of the Stalinist model were in the 
past. I t ·  seems that the only accomplishments that this model can 
boast about are statistics on certain investment goods such as steel 
production. which were achieved at the long-run expense, rather 
than for the promised long-run benefit, of the Soviet citizen. 

Thus one would be hard pressed to try to draw a distinction be
tween the viewpoints of Hayek and Mises on the basis of their reac
tions to the empirical evidence. Both theorists argued that wherever 
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and to the extent that central direction of economic life is tried it wlll 
lead to results that are contrary to the imentions of its own advo
cates: It  will cause a substantial reduction of the general wealth of 
society, and, if this attempt is uncompromisingly pursued. will result 
ill serious economic collapse. 

Robbins's and Hayek's early critique of the competitive 
solution 

Robbins (in 1 934) and Hayek (in 1 935) did not only reSiale the 
Misesian challenge to central planning and explain its relevance to 
Soviet experience. They also offered elaborations of the argument 
against the newer proposals for a "competitive" scheme of planning 
such as was to be articulated at ICIlf(th by Lange (in I �l:16). Robbins, 
after having argued that the compl{�x determination of the economic 
costs of a production plan exceeds th� capacity of the human mind 
and thus retluires the aid. of separate profilfloss calculations, explic-
itly considers the competitive solution- the possibility that a plan
ning authority might also rely on such decentralized "computations 
of costs and prices." This too must be rejected, says Robbins, because 

the pos!5ibilily of computations ,"dative to profitability of this sort involves 
thc existence, not merely of a market for final products but also of markets 
for all the multitudinous elemcnts entering ioto ("osts: raw mate6als, mao 
chines, semi-manufactures, different kinds {I f land, i<lbour, expert guidance 
and, last but nol least, free capital -with the entrepreneurs constituting Ihe 
sellers and buyers. each acting according to his anticipation of the prices in 
the various markets ill which they operate ( 1 934a, pp. l 52-3). 

That is, for Robbins as for Mises, rational calculation of I he rela
tive profitability of variolls productive alternatives presupposes mar
kets fur intermediate goods, and such markets presuppose rivalrous 
bidding among private owners of resources whose bidding intensi
ties reflect the value of alternative uses. "But," Robbins comments, 
"by definition, the central planning authority has abolished all that"; 
therefore "it does- not seem to be in a position to keep accurate 
accounts" (p. 1 53).  

i t  is not enough for socialist managers to j'play at competition," to 
j'bid against each other for factors of production, sell their products 
competitively, in short behave as if they were competitive capitalist.s." 
Robbins points out that "the propounders of such schemes conceive 
of the problem in altogether too static and simpli,te a manner. They 
cOliceive of competitive prices as springing from the demands uf 
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dearly demarcated administrative units whose continuity can be pos
tulated without destroying the hypothesis that competitive prices are 
realised" (pp. 1 53-4). 

In other words, the "fictitious markets" soh.,ltion necessarily de
pends on a given framework of ends and means within which each 
manager merely optimizes. I t  retains a static conception of choice 
that, as was argued in Chapter 4, excludes the disequilibrium aspects 
of alertness and futurity relevant to a world of continuous changeY' 
Only by abstracting from genuinely unexpected change are the mar
ket. socialists able to plausibly replace capitalist entrepreneurs with 
socialist managers who routinely obey marginalist rules passed down 
tu them. 

Contrary to this static view, Robbins points out that in the real 
world tastes, technology, the availability of resources, and supplies of 
labor and capital are lOin process of continual alteration." As a result 
of this, "The entrepreneur must be at liberty to withdraw his capital 
altogether from one line of production, sdl his plant and his stocks 
and go into other lines. He must be at liberty to break up the admin
istrative unit." Such freedom to dispose of property "is necessary if 
the market is to be the register of the varying pulls of all the changes 
in the dal"," and yet it is clearly incompatible with "ownership and 
contlOl at the center" (p. 1 54). 

If economic choice is reduced to pure optimization, then the dif
ference between a private owner's and a civil servant's choice disap
pears. All is merely routine behavior, and the best alternative need 
only be read off the a ppropriate cost curves. I t would seem in this 
case to be of liule consequence whether the producer is motivated to 
select the optimal faclor combination by private profit or by public 
conscience. 

But if we acknowledge that in the real world choice always involves 
uncertainty and requires the specification of ends/means frame
works, this d ifference between the private owner and the socialIst 
platn manager correspondingly grows in significance. The " best" 
factor combination for any particular constellation of prices is no 
longer a given datum Qut has to be treated as an educated guess in 
which someone has to invest some degree of confidence and some 

10 It is interesring to note that by this interpretation of Robbins he himself is offering 
a critiqtlc of whal Kirzner calls the narrow "Robbinsian" notion of dlOice. Although 
Robbins's more general statement of "the economic problem" in his NalUJ'e and 
Significance may lend itself to Kinner's iuterpretation, many of Robbins's specili.e 
uses of choin' theory place him closer to the AustTian than the neocJassi<:al view of 
choice. 

tI 
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amount of risk capital. Rival producers under capitalism may con
tend with one another about what factor combination is more likely 
to promise success. Where capital ownership is dispersed, the accrual 
of money profits,acts as a signal lD guide production toward "better" 
factor combinations. Where capltal ownership is common, all deci� 
sion makers are part of a joint project and thus cannot contend with 
one another in this manner. I n  such a case there can be no struggle 
among decision makers in their willingness to risk "their" capital in 
various uncertain avenues, but rather "society's" capital has LO be 
consciously allocated in the "better" ways. Lacking profit and loss 
signals, these "better" ways would simply be unknown. 

Although Robbins also employed the "computation" argument 
against the mathematical solution-an argument that the competitive 
solution can be said to have answered - his comments about artificial 
competition are more potent and were left unanswered by the mar
ket socialists. The profit and loss system, driven by the -rivalrous 
bidding of entrepreneurs, continually generates the knowledge with
out which a dynamic system could not be coordinated. This very 
knowledge that Robbins contends is a resultant of competition is, in 
the market socialist schemes, simply assumed 10 be "given" to plant 
managers. Thus the market socialists failed to recognize the essential 
problem of knowledge dispersal to which Robbins, following Mises, 
had drawn attention. 

This contrast between the Austrian view of a process of knowledge 
dispersal and the neoclassical market socialist assumption of "given" 
data was clarified further not only i n  Hayek's three contributions to the 
debate but also in much of his subsequent work. Unlike Robbins, 
Hayek had clearly used the computation argument as only a subsidiary 
argument against the mathematical solut.ion. His major argument was 
a fundamental critique of the idea that the knowledge necessary for 
economic production can be formulated into Paretian equations. This 
more fundamental issue is as relevant to the competitive solution as it is 
to the mathematical solution at which it was mainly directed. 

Although we have seen that the later market socialists conceded 
the need for at le�st some decentralization in their competitive solu
tion, Hayek's specific grounds for asserting the impossibility of cen
tralizing the knowledge necessary for production is pertinent to 
their solution. Responding to Hayek's argument that the relevant 
data cannot be considered objectively "given" to the central plan
Ilers, they had proposed a solution that assumes such data to be 
objectively given to the decentralized plant managers instead. But 
Hayek's critique of the assumption of "givens" goes deeper than the 

7 
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market sodalists realized, although his most persuasive presentations 
of this viewpoint were only to emerge in a series of subsequent 
essays on knowledge and competition (to be discussed in the next 
section)_ As a result of their misreading of Hayek's critique of "giv
ens.," the market socialists never properly formulated the Misesian 
problem of knowledge dispersal that their competitive solution was 
invented to resolve. 

When Hayek considers the mathematical solution, he notes that 
many of these mathematical schemes are defended only as a kind of 
"rear-guard action where all that is attempted is to prove that 'in 
principle' a solution is conceivable," with "little or no claim" being 
advanced that it would be "practicable" ( l 948f, p. 149). Hayek thus 
adopted the same position as Mises had, but his statements were 
taken by Lange ([1 936] 1964, pp_ 62-3) and the standard view a, 
evidence of a retreat from Mises's position. 

We have already seen that this standard interpretation represents 
a serious misreading of Mises, but Lange also misinterprets Hayek's 
position .  Lange describes Hayek's (and Robbins's) position as the 
view that "theoret;cally prices in .the generalized sense of Iterms on 
which alternatives are offered' are admitted to be given . . .  withoul 
an actual market" and the problem is reduced to providing "a 
method of allocating resources by trial and error" ([ 1936] 1964, p_ 
64). Lange then shows the parallels, in both the formal conditions 
for a determinate equilibrium and in the trial and error procedures 
for "finding" equilibrium, between the neoclassical perfect competi
tion model and his market socialist scheme and concludes on this 
basis that the Hayek-Robbins thesis is refuted. Thus Lange read the 
Hayek-Robbins "theoretical" concession as more than an admission 
that one can imagine a static world; he read it as an acceptance of 
the neoclassical formulation of the problem. However, that ";as not 
Hayek's meaning. In the very section in which he admits that the 
mathematical solution is conceivable. he offers an argument against 
this neoclassical formulation of the problem. 

Hayek first points out that an immense amount of knowledge of 
specific resources, production techniques. and other facton would 
somehow have 10 be made available to the planning bureau for it 10 
successfully plan_ He then proceeds. to what he calls "another problem 
of even greater i mportance," the question of whether the necessary 
knowledge can be considered "given" even 10 decentralized decision 
makers. "The usual theoretical abstractions used in the explanation of 
equilibriuni in a competitive system include the assumption that a 
certain range of technical knowledge is 'given' " (I 948f, p. 1 54). 
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The idea that this knuwledge could be "collc �ntrated in the heads" 
of the few people who devise a central plan "is an absurd idea even 
in so far as that knowledge is concerned which Gill pruperly be said 
to 'exist' at any ·moment of time" (I'. 155). Such general scientific 
knowledge, for example, which is contained in libraries or taught in 
the academic community. would, in a truly centralized scheme of 
planning, have to be concentrated in the offiCes of the planning 
board. Although t.his may prove an insurmountable pl'olliem in it
self. it does not seem inconceivable that, perhaps with a sophisticated 
cQmrnUnicaliolls nelwork, such existing knowledge could be put at 
the disposal of the planners. 

"Rut," Hayek continues, "much of the knowledg< that is actually 
utilized is by no means 'in existence' in this read)'Rrnade form." 
Rather, "Most of it consists ill a technique of thougl" whkh enables 
the individual engineer to flnd new solutions rapidly as soon as he is 
confronted with new constellations of circumstances" (p. I S5) .  In  
such cases i t  is virtually impossible that those who possess such. 
knowled"e would be able to communicate it to the cenlral planning o 
board. 

Although <1irected at the ' mathemalical solution, this argument 
against the assumption of given data is equally polent against 
Lallge's competilive solution and was 50 employed by Hayek. In 
1935, Hayek. like Robbins the year before, specifIcally considered 
propnsed solutions to the calculation problem dlat revert to a "rein
�rodllctioh of competition," At this time some explicit formulations 
of stlch competitive schemes had appeared in German, whereas in 
English, "thought on these lines" was "still in an embryonic stage." 
But Hayek's comments were not directed only at the German vari
ants of the competitive solution. Hayek also had in mind those em
oryonic English proposals that had already been circulating in Lon
don among "some of the younger economists" and to which Ire had 
been exposed "in conversations and discussion" (PI" 160-1). 

Hayek summarized these schemes as follows: 

The common fundamental idea is that there should be markets and compe
tition between independent entrepreneurs or managers of individual firms 
and thar in consequence there should be money prices. as in the present 
society. for all goods. lntermediale or finished. but that these entrepreneurs 
should not be owners of the means of production used by them but salaried 
officials of the state, acting under state instructions and producing, not faT 
profit, but so as to be able to sell at prices which will just cover costs (p. 1 6 1 ), 

Hayek's first reaction lo these proposals is to doubt that they can 
be legitimately considered species of planning at all. In terms of his 
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distinction between nomos and thesis appl'oaches to rules, the com
petitive solution appears to fit into the categor� of nomOJ a�d "not to 
involve much more planning than the construction of a ratJOn_al legal 
framework for capit.alism . . .  with;'. which concrete action would be 
left to individual initiative" (I" 1 6 1 ). I f  this is a fair assessmenl of lhe 
competitive solution, (hen it would not .con

.
stitute an answer b�t 

rather a complele concession to the MlSeSlan challenge. But m 
Hayek's more detailed look at tWo possible variants of the , ompeti
tive solution, he finds their problems to be "not so very different" 
from lhose of the more traditional central planning models II'. 1 72). 

The two models of what he calls "pseudocompetition" that Hayek 
cX3inined in 1 935 were similar to, hut not quite the sallle as, Lange's 
1936 model. In the first, which Hayek calls the "World of Compet
ing Monopolies," he considers the possibility of going "halfway" and 
permitting "competition between industries only" (I" 1 62) and not 
within any industry. This model is b,\sed on a scheme for "compet
ing trusts" that had appeared in the German lilerature (see Hoff 
[ 1949, PI'. I 53-65J). I n this model, individual plants within each 
induslry are to be guided not by pro�t alld loss but by rules that 
instruct (hem to pruduce at thal quantity w here their marginal costs 
of produuioll equal their selling price. . . 

In the secolld model. profit and loss are viewed as the gutdmg 
criteria, and compctitinll is extended to the intraindustry as well as 
interindustry level. I I I  this proposal, the planning agency is viewed 
as a kind of superb.llk to which privately earned profits Irom each 
platll are passed and (rum which funds for capital investment flow. 
Public ownership of ( .pital goods is sulI . to be retamed, but the 
conduct of individual plants is to be guided largely by pront and loss 
t:onsiderations. 1 1  

The market socialist proposals examined in the preceding chapter 
do not fit neatly into either of these classifications but seem ralher to 
borrow features from each. Marginal cnsl rules like those depicled in 
Hayek's first scheme are retained, b u t  not the sharp dist inction be
lween induslry and plant competition, whereas the supcrbank no� 
tion finds some su pport, especially in scattered remarks of Lerner 
and Dickinson. Nonetheless, some of Hayek's responses to these two 
versions of the competitive solution are applicable to tire English 
variations that appeared subsequently, . .  

H ayek's primary objection to the first of these schemes tS that Its 

I I  This model bears more similarity to cOlltemporary market socialist sthernes than it 
does to the m.trket socialist theory of the 19305. 
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marginal cost "rule" is impracticable, an objection thaL applies with 
full force to the rules of Lange and the English market socialists. 
Hayek argues that marginal cost rules cannot in principle replace 
profits. which "under dynamic conditions . . .  serve a necessary func
tion, and . . .  are . .  , the main equilibrating force which brings about 
the adaptation to any change" (p. ) 70). Hayek asks, "Does the in
struction that [managers) should aim at prices which will just cover 
their (marginal) cost really provide a clear criterion of action?" 
Those who propose sllch marginal cost rules, he says, "attribute to 
the notion of costs i n  general a mU(:h greater precision and definite
ness than can be attached to any cost phenomenon in real life" (p. 
1 67). 

This assumption of objectively given costs, as has been argued in 
Chapter 4, seems to result from an exclusive concentration on the 
static world of equilibrium. "But as soon as we leave the realm . . .  of 
a stationary state . . .  the question of what exactly are the costs of 
prod uction of a given prod uct is a question of extreme difficulty 
which cannot be .nswered definitely on the basis of any processes 
which take place inside the individllal firm or industry" (p. 168). 
Hayek goes on to argue that costs depend on expectations of future 
conditions and on the plans of competitors for alternative uses of the 
factors in question. In other words, it is only the contexi of a rival
rous struggle among different owners to employ factors in a variety 
of ways that gives any concrete meaning to "costs." In short, "The 
competitive or necessary cost cannot be known unless there is com
petition," and that must mean competition not only among but also 
within industries (p. 1 70). 

A basic problem, then, with marginal cost rules is that they depend 
on costs being objectively known, whereas when property is privately 
held. costs are estimates that are "verified" only by the earning of 
profits. Thus theTe is a fundamental diffeTence between, on the one 
hand, the tendency for producers, impelled by competitive profit 
seeking, to equate price to marginal cost and on the other the ex
plicit instruction to directly attain this maTginal "cost equals price" 
Tesult. 

It might be thought that Hayek's second scheme, in which more 
competition is permitted and i n  which profit's are employed as • 
guide ror decision making, represents a total capitulation to capital
ism. But even those who would be "prepared to go the whole hog 
and to restore competition completely" 'Would not necessarily be con
ceding the need for private ownership of capital. They are inter
ested in restoring competition only "so far as in their view this is 
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compatible with the state retaining the ownership of all the material 
means of production" (p. 1 6 1 ) .  This, Hayek says, "evades most of 
the oqjeuions to central planning as such" but raises "extremely 
interesting" problems of its own concerning "the ralionale of private 
properly in its most general and fundamental aspect" (p. 162). 

Thus the question is no longer whether a non rivalrous conscious 
plan can supplanl the coordinaling function of rivalrous competition 
among private owners but the related question of whether rivalrous 
competition can perform its function when the competitors are not 
private owners. The basic issue i n  dispute no longer directly con
cerns whether knowledge can be centralized but concerns "whether 
decisions and responsibility can be successfully left to competing 
individuals who are no� owners or are not otherwise direclly inter
ested in the means of production under their chaTge" (p. 162). 

Specific directives from a central planning office are no longer to 
be the regulators of production decisions; instead, investment capital 
is to be issued by the central planning board to subordinate plant 
managers who are to use their specialized knowledge to transform 
these general resources into concrete production pntiects. Ultimate 
responsibility oveT the use of existing capital goods and the How of 
new investment is supposed to rest with a celltral body, but control 
over the-details of production is to be delegated to plant managers. 

Clearly, wheTever Tesponsibility for decisions is delegated to man
agers in the lower levels of the hierarchy of an organization, there must 
be some procedure for monit.orillg their performance. If plant man
agers were given [ree rein, there would be no validity to the claim that 
ownership of the means of production is common. but if their every 
move were determined by central decree we would be back to a non
competitive, centTalized model. If the competitive solution is to be 
judged according to its own advocates' aims, il will have to lie some
where between these extremes. Plant managers must be given author
ity to decide the details of production, but ultimate responsibility for 
the performance of managers must be retained by the central olfice. 

For this to work there must be some way for the planning hoard to 
determine who can be entrusted with society'S resources. Hayek sug
gests that the boaTd cannot simply lend funds to the highest bidder, 
since "it would lend to persons who have no property of their own," 
and thus the board would have to "bear all the risk" (p. 172). But if 
the risk bearing is centralized, he asserts, then so must be the func
tion of forming the expectations on the basis of which risks are to be 
borne (pp. 1 73-4) - and hence we are back at the problem of the 
centralization of knowledge. 

.i , .  
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Hayek, in  1 935, focused primarily on the question of who is to 
decide h?w to allocate invesu�ent resources

. 
in the absenc:e of private 

owuerslup, and on what basts. Perhaps hiS argument 'night have 
been 1II-.. '1-e powerful had he tried to explain in more detail how such 
deci:siol,s are made under private ownership. rather than denying 
that tl,,,l' could be made under competitive schemes of socialism. Bllt 
considcrtng the fact that Hayek was writing before the Engl ish mar
ket SOCialist models we�e described in print , it is striking how few of 
the questions he raised were ever answered. When Hayek returned 
to the debate in 1940, so little attention had been paid to what he 
had said in 1935 about these issues of risk and expectations in the 
absence of private ow'rtership that he felt compelled to quote his 
earlier remarks, including his conclusion; 

To �ssume that it is possible to create conditions of full competition without 
m:tkmg those who are responsible ' for the decisions pay for their mistakes 
scems to be pure illusion. It wil l. at be�t be a system of quasi-competition 
where {he person really responslole Will not be thc entrepreneur btH the 
otficial who approves his decisions and where in conseque1lce all the diffi
cuhies will arise in connection with freedom of initiative and the assessment 
01 responsibility which are usually associated with burcaucrac'Y ' ([1935] 
1948[, p. 176, and [ 1940] 1948a, p. �03)_ 

Hayek's later rejoinders to the market socialists 

The standard account of the debate rarely even mention; the fact 
that Hayek rejoined the debate in 1 940, after Lange's response had 
been published . This section will describe the essay in whidl Hayek 
answered Lange and Dickinson, as well as the series of essays on 
knowledge and competition in which Hayek sl lbstantially clarified 
his position. 

Hayek begins his rejoinder to Lange and Dickinson, ''The Com
petitive 'Solution' "  ([1940] 1948a, pp. 1 8 1 -208), by assessing the 
development of the calculation debate up to this time. The first two 
stages of the debate, representing tbe Marxian and mathematical 
models of planning, h e  says, "may now be regarded as closed" (p. 
1 8 1 ). The controversy has now shifted to a third stage, the proposal 
"to solve the problems of determining values by the reintroduction 
or competition" that he had tentatively examined five years earlier, 
before any "s7,stematic expo�ition of the theoretical bases of competi
tive soc.altsm had been avaIlable (p. 1 84). But, . lte says, the solutio liS 
proposed by Lange in 1936 and by Dickinson in 1939 finally offer 
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such a systematic exposition. which can now be critically examined 
on its merits. Hayek summari zes the two positions as follows: 

They both rely to somc extent on the competitive mechanism for the deter� 
mination of relative prices. But they both refuse to let prices be determined 
directly in the markct and propose insl.ead a system of price-fixing by a 
central authority, where the stat.e of the market of a particular commodity. 
i.e., the relation of demand to supply. merely serves as an indication to the 
authority whether t.he prescribed prices ought. to be raised or lowered (p. 
1 85). 

Hayek proposes to consider three issues concerning t.his centrally 
directed competit ive price system: ( I )  "how far tbis kind of socialist 
system still conforms to the hopes that were placed on the substitution 
of a planned socialist system for th" th"os of competition" (p. 1 86); (2) 
"how far the proposed method of central price-fixing, while leaving it 
to individual nrms and consumers 10 adjust demand and su pply to 
given prices, is likely to solve the problem which admitt.edly cannol. be 
solved hy mathematical calculation" (pp. 186-7); and (3) "how far'" the 
specific proposals are "appl icable" to a rcal economy (p. 1 86) .  

Hayek's answer to the first question is  brief and definite. Clearly 
the original aim of rcpJacing the anarchy of capital ism wit ! .  a con
sciously planned social order has, at this third stage of the debate, 
been abandoned. The reintroduction of competilion . which to 
Hayek implies a rivalrous .truggle among conRicting plans, consti
lUtes a very significant concession , as indeed many socialist crilics of 
these competilive schemes have pointed out. Most of H ayek's essay is 
devoted to th e  latter two questions , which in effect ask whet h." the 
Lange-Dickinson solution (an work, even on its own terms, ill \'ihat� 
ever realm it may be found applicable, and whether that rc.,dm is
coincident with or even dose to the real world. 

Hayek's second point concerns the question of whether it is possi
ble to use a centrally directed trial a nd error procedure as 31 1  ('quili
brating process lor discovering the prices that will solve the equa
tions which cannot be solved by direct malhemat.ical methods. Hayek 
says that he cannot understand how trial and error could be!!,in to 
address the problem at hand. "This seems to be much the same 
thing as if it were suggested that a system of equations, which was 
too complex to be solved by calculation within reasonable time and 
whose values were constantly changing, could be effectively tackled 
by arbitrarily inserting tentative values and then trying about until 
the proper solution was found" (p. 187). Surely, Hayek reasons. if 
the equations were too complex and the changes in the data too 
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frequent for a mathematical solution to be practicable. these same ' 
collsiderat.ions apply to the likelihood of guessing t.he correct. 
solutions.12 

Hayek points oUl lhal Lange and Dickinson are quite unclear and 
inconsistellt in their explanations of how this price fixing by the 
plallning board is supposed to proceed (as I also argued in t.he last 
chapter). For example, are price changes to be made "at t.he end of 
the accoullting period," as Lange said, or "constantly" - as he also 
said ([ 1 936] 1 964, pp. 82, 86)? That is, what. is the period for which 
prices are LO be treated by mal"kct participants as parameters? The 
inconsistency of Lange and Dickinson 011 such central questions, 
Hayek suggests, "makes one almost doubt whether they have made a 
real effort to visualize theil' system at work" (p. 1 9 1 ) .  

With -respect lo  the. third of Hayek's questions, involving how far 
the proposed model is applicable to the real world, the Lange
Ui<.:killson model docs not fare much better. Both authors "ov�r1ook 
a very important field to which their method appears to be simply 
inapplicable" - that is. those cases in -which we arc concerned with 
"commodities which cannot be standardized." In those industries 
whose products are "produced on individual orders, perhaps after 
invitation for lenders," for example. "identical prodUl:ts are rarely 
produced twice in short intervals" (pp. 1 88-9). 

I n such cases the market socialists' instruction to the planning 
board to fix prices so as to equalize supply and demand has no 
meaning. If prices for unique products are to be centrally fixed, the 
authorities would have 10 examine the entire production process to 
ellsure thal all the costs borne were necessary. They would need to 
inspect the plans of all potential suppliers and purchasers, none of 
whom have objective, realized accounting records that are directly 
relevant to the price in question. 

If a society's matrix of products and production techniques were 
fully standardized, Hayek admits, one can conceive that prices could 

'2 Some might argue here (contrary to the conclusion of Chapter 5) thaI Hayek is 
shOWing lhal Llnge's answer wa� ineffective not only agains. tlu: calculation argu
ment but also against (he computation argument. However, Hayek's objection 
holds only if one rejects (as I believe Hayek did, at leasl. implicitly) the Walrasian 
explanation of how capitalism works. For any neoclassical theorist who takes his 
Walrasian auctioneer seriously. Lange's formal analogy argument show!; quile plau
sibly that his central planning board can do as well at flllding a general equilibrium 
configur=nion of prices as the auctioneer could. Thus no doubt Lange would have 
responded to Hayek that if the planning board could not fmd the right prices. then 
ncilhe:r cuuld capitalin5" Within what. I have called me "neocla!ii:>ir.al" penpective, 
this response would he unanswerable. 

... 
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be decreed from above. But, it has been argued. such cases involve a 
narrow optimizing notion of choice in which the fnHTleWork of ends 
and meanS is given in advance. In this realm, choice is a mech�nical. 
solution to a constrained oplinlization problem for the exercise of 
which the central planning board may be as well equipped as an 
entrepreneur/capitalist could be. But, Hayek contends, such prob
lems constitute only a fraction of the choices that would have to be 
made by a planning board . "  In all decisions concerning nonstan
dardized products, the planning board would have to make entre
preneurial judgments itself (thereby returning to the problems of 
centralized knowledge. for which the competitive solution was pro
posed) or else simply offer official sanction for private entrepre
neurs LO make the judgments, in which case uthe process of pnce
fixing would become either exceedingly cumbersome and the cause 
of infinite delay or a pure formality" (p. 189). 

Underlying both of these issues - the limitation of trial and error 
lor finding prices even for standardized products and its complete 
inapplicability for nonstandardized commodities- is what Hayek 
calls "the modern preoccu pation with statioIlary equilibrium" (p. 
1 9 1) .  Unfortunately, H ayek devotes very little effort here to a direct 
critique of this preoccupaLion with "statics" and insLe�d tries to an�
lyze the practicability of the Lange-Dickinson model III the dynamIC 
context ." In other words, he does not elaborate why he has posed 
"the problem" as necessaTily one of disequilibrium but simpl� exa
mines the model in terms of the problem as he understands It. He 
asserts, for example, that "the practical problem is not whether a 
particular method would eventually lead to a hypothetical equilib
rium, but which method will secure the more rapid and complete 
adjustment to the daily changing conditions in different places and 
different industries" (p. 1 88). 

Given that this is the problem to be solved, the Lange-Dickinson 
model is then shown to be inadequate. But, as we have seen, this 

Jj Hayek points out that "much machinery. most LJuildings and ships. and many pa�ts 
of olher products are hardly ever produced for a m�rkct. but only on �peCial 
contract" (1 19401 1948a, p. J89). Today probably an even greater propol"tlon of 
economic production is nonstandardized than was the case forty year� ag�. E ... e� 
more fundamentally, the question of which standards ought to become domlOant IS 
itself decided through a rivall"ou5 pl"ocess during which a muhiplicity of "stan· 
danls" compete for the privilege of becoming widely adopte�. Wilh�Ul this pi��SS. 
imposed standards that did not have to win accepta!",�e In a pn�r competitIVe 
struggle would tend to he inferior" [0 those that compeutJon would dl.scover. 

)4 He does. however, refer in footnote to his paper "Economics and Knowledg�" 
(\1937] 1948b) in which he had discussed the nonstalic nalure of "the economIC 
pl"Oblem." 

/, 
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does not appear: to be the problem that Lange and Dickinson were 
trying to solve. It would seem, then, that a more fundamental ap
proach on Hayek's part, a clearer articulation of the problem and 
how it is solved under capitalism, rather than a detailed discussion of 
how poorly the proposed socialist solution would work, would have 
been more effective. 

Nevertheless, although Hayek does not specifically refer 10 the 
methodological differences between the Austrian (di,.Lquilibrium) 
and neoclassical (equiiibriull}) approaches as such, most. of tbe essen
li;:1 1 elements of an Austrian methodological critique of Lange and 
D�ckinson are presented in various parts of his essay. I n  the process 
ot examining various aspects of the competitive solut.iln,;, he repeat
edly raises issues that are far more general than the question of the 
workability of these particular schemes. 

For example, while discussing the specific procedures hy which t.he 
cent.ral planning board would change prices, Hayek points Olll lhat 
in any practical implementat.ion of the program the board would not. 
only be slower in responding to changes, as has been mentioned, but 
its re,:ommendations would <;lh,o be less refined. Implicit in Hayek's 
comment.s here is the A ustrians' methodologi(:al distrust of aggre
gates. Given the practical limits of information gathering, the board 
would have to aggregate the huge mass of particular data into 
broader, more manageable categ-uries, so that there would be "less 
differentiation between' prices o f  commodities according to differ
ellces of quality and the circumstances of time and place" (p. 192). 
'rhenJtJiT those details that are based on "special drcumstances of 
time, pL'd: and quality" would "find no expression" in the prke
fixillg I "  bcess. "This meanS" . . .  that the managers of prOdtiClion will 
have 110 inducement, and even no real possibility, to make use of 
specbi upportunities, special bargains, and all the litlle advantages 
offered by their special local conditions, since all t hese things could 
not enter into their calculations" (p. 193). 

Another example of a fundamental methode )Ingical issue that 
Hayek raises almost incidentally in the cOUrse of his argument is his 
remark that the Lange-Dickinson argument seems to proceed "as if 
the cosl curves were objectively given facts," By contrast, from the 
radically subjectivistic perspective of the Austrian school, costs are 
not objectively given but subjectively estimated and continually being 
dIScovered. "What is forgotten is that the method which under given 
conditions is the cheapest is a thing which has to be discovered, and 
to be discovered anew, sometimes almost from day to day, by the 
entrepreneur" (p. 196). 
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Thus the basic problem with marginal cost. pncing rules i s  not 
merely a matter of the "loyalty or capacity" of the managers, whom 
both Mises and Hayek explicitly assumed to be capable and mOrl
vated. The basic problem is whether the manager will have at his 
disposal the requisite knowledge when he docs not face competitive 
rivals who are trying to outbid him for resources. He may sincerely 
want to produce at minimum cost but he may simply not know what 
the minimum cost is if he is not involved in a rivalrous, competitive 
discovery process. "The force which in a competitive society brings 
about the reduction of price to the lowest co�: at which the quantity 
salable at that cost can he produced is the opportunity for anybody 
who knows a chf";Jper method to come in at his own risk and tQ 
all ract customers by underbidding the other producers' (p. 196). 

To assume that the knowledge of the relative costs of alternative 
projects is available is, as Hayek says, to miss the whole point. Hayek 
admits that in some sense, all the knowledge that is dispersed 
throughout the economy, "taken together" is c'1ually "given" to the 
participants in a socialist or capitalist sociel�' " But the question is, 
How can this dispersed knowledge be "effectively used by the plan
ning authority" in the absence of a competitive pnKess? "It  is the 
Blain merit of real competition that through it lise is made of 
kiiowledge divided between many persons which, if it were to be 
uS{�d in a centrally directed economy, would all have to enter the 
single plan" (p. 202). 

Hayek elaborated further on this critiquf' of the assumption of 
"given" "knowledge in some of his other essays. In his 1937 Economica 
paper, "Economics and Know1edge," for example, he refers to an 
eqllivocal use of the term datum in much economic theorizing, ac
cording to which those data that "are supposed to be objective facts 
and the same for all people" are confused with "those facts and only 
those facts, which are present. in the mind of the acting person" 
( l I937] 1948h, pp. 38-9). This confusion comes from the Un" 
answered question of whom the facts ar"c supposed to be given to
whether to "the observing economist" or to "the persons whose ac
tions he wants to explain" (p." 39), This same confusion between 
objective and subjective knowledge appears to underlie the market 
socialists' solutions, 

In Hayek's best-known paper on knowledge, the 1945 American 
Economic Review article "The Use of Knowledge in Society," he clari
fied the distinction between his concept of "the economic problem" 
and that of the market socialists. The latler pose the problem in 
these terms: "IJ we possess all the relevant information, if we can 
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start out. from a given system of preferences, and if we command 
complete knowledge of available means, the problem which remains 
is purely olle of logic" ( [ 1 945] 1 948g, p. 77). I n  other words, in this 
ffH"mu1ation "the answer . , .  is implicil in our assumptions." This 
formal exercise establishes lhe equilibrium conditions for economic 
optimality and as such comprises "an important step toward the 
solution of the economic problem o f  society." "The conditions which 
the solution of this optimum problem must satisfy . . . are that the 
marginal rales o f  substitution between any two commodities Qr rae· 
tors must he the same in all their different uses" (I" 77). 

This optimality problem, to wbich we have seen that Lerner ex
plicitly and the other market socialists im plicitly reduced the 
Misesian challange, "is emphatically not the economic problem 
which society faces," according to Hayek, because "the 'data' from 
which the economic calculus starts are never for the whole society 
'given' to a single mind which would work out the implications and 
can never be so given" (I" 77). 

The crucial distinction that Hayek introduces in this regard is 
between "scientific knowledge" and "unorganized knowledge," or 
"the knowledge of the particular circumstances of time and place." 
The latter, he insists, cannot be available except to the "man on the 
spot" (PI" 80-3). It is only by employing such particular knowledge 
in conjunction with the "telecommunications" system of prices (p. 
87) that rational economic decisions can be made, and only a price 
system that is tlriven by the [Drees of competition can facilitate this 
dispersal of knowledge. 

Hayek's views on the function of competition in this process of 
knowledge dispersal and his tritique of perfect competition models 
were further developed the following year in "The Meaning of 
Competition." There he concludes with the succinct statement that 
"competition is essentially a process of the formation o f  opinion: by 
spreading information, it creates that unity and coherence of the 
economic system which we presuppose when we think of it as one 
market" ( I  948d, p. 106). 

One more contribution by Hayek that crystalizes his approach to 
these issues has to be mentioned: his "Competition as a Discovery 
Procedure." There, more clearly than ever before; he describes rival
rous competir.ion ,as "a procedure for the discovery of such facts as, 
without resort to it, would not be known to anyone, or at least would 
not be utilised" ( 1 978a, p. 1 79). 

I n all of these essays, Hayek was elaborating an approach to eco
nomics that seeks to replace the neoclassical welfare criteria of 
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Pareto-optimality or efficiency with the criterion of plan coordina
tion. Had this distinction been articulated at the time of the calcula
tion debate, much of the debate's confusion might have been 
avoided. Hayek explains that one cannot in principle judge the effi
ciency of rhe competitive process, because Hif we do nOl know the 
facts we hope to discover by means of competition, we can never 
ascertain how effective it has been in discovering those facts that 
might be discovered" ( 1 978a, p. 1 80)," 

Mises's own rejoinder 

Chapter 3 described the anticipatory remarks with whicb Mises criti
cized market socialism in 1920 before any detailed schemes had been 
formulated. Three brief subsequent statements by Mises on this 
topic will be examined here. Two responses to Mises's original chal· 
lenge appeared in German in 1 922, to which Mises offered a re
joinder the next year in the same journal in which the 1920 chal
lenge was published (translated in 1936 as the appendix to Socialism); 
In 1936 M ises added 10 the English translation of Socialism a section 
on "the artificial market" that apparently refers to the same "oral 
tradition" of "younger socialists" in England to which Hayek had 
responded in 1 935. Finally, a section of Mises's Human Action ( 1 949) 
on "Recent Suggestions for Socialist Economic Calculation" responds 
to the explicit schemes of the later market socialists stich as Lange 
and Dickinson. 

In all of these reactions to various proposals for market socialism, 
Mises maintained the position that there is no way to reconcile social� 

15 The noted philo."Qpher Saul Kripke, in his book Witlgtnst.tin: On Ruus and Privatt 
Language (1982. pp. 1 12-3) has pointed out thal "there is perhaps a (erlai" analogy 
oclween Wiugenstein's pn\'are language argument and Ludwig von Mises's eele
brawl argument concerning economic calculation under socialism." Kripke's sum· 
mary of Mises's argument stresses 'he Yery features of knowledge as a social process 
that have been emphasized in this book: "According to Mises, a rational economic 
calculator (say, the manager of an industrial plant) who wisht:s to choose the most 

. efficient means to achieve given ends must compare alternative courses of aClion 
for' cost eCfecliveness. To do this, he needs an array of pdces (e.g. of raw malerials, 
or machinery) Set by others. If Otlt agency set all prices, it could have no rational 
basis to choose between alternative courses of action. (Whatever seemed to it to be 
right would be right, so one cannol talk about right.)" Particularly in view of 
Hayek's deYeiopment of Mises's argument in terms of a "discoyery procedure," 
there seems to be a very dose analogy here indeed. Kripke correctly notes lhat 
Mises's argument "is now almosl universally rejected as a lheoretical proposjlion" 
and wonders "whether the fact bodes ill for the private lallguage argum�nt." I 
would argue that on the cOnlrary this fael bodes ill for the �Iandard account of the 
debate and for some critics of Wittgenstein. 
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tsm (meaning common ownership of the means o� pro�uction) with 
the market and the price system. Although very hrlef, Ills arguments 
are bmadly consistent with those hy Hayek and Robbins, thus lend
ing support to the interpretation presented here that the latter were 
o lll y restating, not recreating from, M ises's position. 

Two of the earliest attempts to answer Mises's challenge by pro
posing a combination of planning with competition were Karl Pol
anyi's "Sozialistische Rechnungslegung" [Socialist calculation] ( 1922) 
and Eduard Heimann's Mehrwehrt und Gemeinwirt<chllft: Kritisch_ mtd 
/Jositive Beitrage zur Theorie des Soriatis",,,s (Surplus value an d  collec
tive economy: critical and positive contributions to the theory of 
socialism] ( 1 922). M ises descrihes the error of the first as its ambig
uity over the assignment of property rights and the ermr of the 
second as its assumption "that economic data do not change" ([19231 
1 936, p. 5 1 6), Both of these errors were to be cited by Robbins and 
Hayek in their later criticisms of the English market socialists. 

Karl Polanyi's scheme. admits the difficulty of " truly centralized 
model and tries to avoid this by relegating the "rit;ht of disposing of 
proriuclion" to "associations uf producers." At the same time he 
assigns to the cen1.ral uody, the commune, "ownership" of the means 
of production. M ise,'s response is that "ownership is the ril'ht of 
d isposal," so that either the commune or the associations must be the 
ultimate decision makers. If it is the former, we .gain have the 
problem of knowledge dispersal under centralized coordination, an? 
if it is the latter we have a syndicalist program that lacks any coordI
nation mechanism at all (pp. 5 1 7-18). 

Heimann's arguments. M ises says, "resemble Polanyi's on the only 
point that matters: they are regrettably vague just where they ought 
to he explicit about the relationship between the individual pro
ductive groups . . .  and society as a whole" (p, 5 1 9). In both of these 
schemes. production groups are depicted as trad ing with one 
another at the same time as they are described as departments 
with ill a central planning organization that owns all of the means of 
production. Mise, argues that although such departments may "re
ceive and give as if they were owners" (p. S 18), they cannot rephcate 
the function of rivalrous bidding by genuine owners. 

The competition of entrepreneurs who, in a social o�der based on private 
property, try to use goods and services most. proti.tably , i.� replaced in �he 
planned economy . , . by actions-according-to-plan of the supre�e authopty. 
Now it is only by this competition between entrepreneurs, trying to wrest 
from each other the material means of production and the services of la
bour, that the prices of the factors of production are formed (p. 52'1). 
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Polanyi's problem was a confusion over the IOCl.JS o f  ownersh�p, 
but Mises attributes Heimann's error to an exclUSive concern with 
the state of equilibrium. Like Lange and Taylor, Heimann believed 
(hal a simple instruction to observe and adjust current inventory 
levels would be sufficient to equilibrate the economy. Mises objects 
to this that "the central problem of economic cakulation" tS "the 
renewal of capital and the investment of newly-formed capital" - in 
other words, what is imponant is the dynamic aspect of choice, llot 
static proulems concerning the optimization of the use of existi ng 
capital . 

This same attention to dynamic issues underlies Mises's remarks in  
1 9:IG about the "artiticial market." He argues that "it is  not possible 
to divorce the market and its functions in regard to the formation of 
prices from the working of a society which is based on private prop
erty in the means of production , "  This, he argues, is because "the 
motive force of the whole process which gives rise to market prices 
for the factors of prod union is the ceaseless search on the part of 
capital ists and entrepreneurs to maximize their profits by serving 
the consumers' wishes" (pp. 1 37-8). Without this "striving" with the 
prospect of future profit, "the mechanislII of the market loses its 
mainspring, for it is only this prospect which sets it in motion and 
mailltains it in operation" (p. 1 38). 

Thus, to simulate the working of the market process it is not 
enough to replicate the decisions about matters of :'daily busi�css 
routine," as might appear from "exclusive concentration on the I<iea 
or a stationary economic system." One must show how choices are to 
be made "in an economy which is perpetual ly subject to change." I n  
order to solve such problems as arise i n  a changing world, "It is 
above all necessary that capital should be withdrawn from particular 
lines of production . . .  and should be applied in other lines . . .  This 
is . . .  esselltial ly a matter for the capitalists . . .  who buy and sell 
stocks and shares, who make loans and recover them, who make 
deposits in the banks and draw them ouL uf the banks again , who 
speculate in all kinds uf commodities" (p. 1 39). 

In contrast to the market socialist schemes that assume the data to 
be available, .Mise. sLresses that "it is the speculative capitalists who 
create the data" to which the manager has to adjust his business (p. 
1 40). 

Moreover, Mises points out that it is not merely a matter of telling 
the central planning board act as a bank that lends capital to those 
undertakings that offer the highest return. since, as Hayek had 
pointed out, the planning board would have to lend to people who 

, , 
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have no property of their own, and it would bear all the risk. Mises 
e mphasizes that "the capitalist does nOl jusl invest his capiLaI in those 
undertakings which offer high . . .  profit; he attempts rather to 
strike a balance between his desire lor profit and his estimate of the 
risk of loss. He must exercise foresight" (p. 140). 

The function that is performed by the profit and loss system 
cannot be performed by the single will of a central planning bu
reau but necessarily depends on a divergence of expectations 
among risk-bearing entrepreneurs who vie with one another for 
command over resources. When separate owners pit their resources 
against one another in the pursuit of profit, knowledge is gener
ated without which complex production processes could not be car
ried out. 

These arguments reappear- in a section on " The Quasi-market" in 
Mises's flu,"an Actiun ( 1 949). '0 Again he argues that the "cardinal 
/.;tllacy" in proposals to simulate competition in the absence of pri
vate ownership is their static outlook in which choice is reduced to 
routine behavior. Such schemes, he says, "consider rhe structure of 
industrial production and the allocation of capital to the various 
branches and production aggregates as rigid, and do not take into 
account the necessity of altering this structure in order Lo adjust il to 
changes in conditions" ( 1 949, p. 707). 

Central to Mises's point is his contention that "the capitalist system 
is not a managerial system; it is an entrepreneurial system" (I" 708). 
Some socialists contend that because the evolution of large joint 
stock corporations has separated the functions of ownership and 
day-tn-day control, there would be no difference if all of society 
were to become the "stockholders/' but, in Mises's view, such social
ists fail to see the important function of  owners behind the scenes. 
Mises argues lhal "the speculators, promoters, inveslOrs and money
lenders, in determining the structure of the stock and commodity 
exchanges and of the money market, circumscribe the orbit within 
which definite minor tasks can be entrusted to the manager's discre
tion" (I'. 708). Although one might imagine the routine tasks of it 
manager to be reproducible under socialism, the roles of the entre
preneur and speculator are inherently inseparable from the institu
tion of private ownership: "One cannot play speculation and invest
ment. The speculators and investors expose their own wealth, their 

11\ This .section or Huma71 Actioll { 1949} !s substantially the same as had appe<tred in Ihe 
1940 ('.,erman book Nallf}naliikonl)ml� excep' that Human Action includes rOOUlote 
references to Lange and Dick.inson. 
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own destiny . . .  If one relieves them of this responsibility, one de
prives them of their very character" (I'. 709)_ 

Mises concurs with Hayek's point that it is not possible for the 
planning board to act as a superbank lending funds to the highest 
bidder, and indeed states this point in almost the same words: "All 
those who can bid for these. funds have, as is self-evident in a social
ist order of society, no property of their own. In bidding they are 
not restrained by any financial dangers they themselves run in prom
ising too high a rate of interest for the funds borrowed" (I'. 709). 

This does not, however, reduce to the mere question of "incen
tives" in the narrow sense of psychological motivation. The "incen
tives" of the profit and loss system do not merely motivate action; 
they inform it. 

In his critique of trial and error as a solution LO the calculation 
problem, Mises emphasizes this function of profit and loss calculation 
in dispersing knowledge. He points out that "the method of trial and 
error is applicable in all cases in which the correct solution is recogniz
able as such by unmistakable marks not dependent on the method of 
trial and error itself" (p. 704), Thus Mises contrasts the trial and error 
of an entrepreneur onder capitalism with that attempted by a socialist 
manager. The former relies on profit and loss statements to inform 
him whether he is succeeding or not, but the latter, lacking true rivals, 
also lacks this information. The fundamental issue for Mises, and one, 
as we have seen, t.hat is almost completely ignored by the market 
socialists, is the function of economic calculation and the price system 
as a knowledge dispersal mechanism.'· 

Nowhere in this survey of the responses by Robbins, Hayek, and 
Mises to the Tnarkel socialists has there been found any clear evi
dence of substantive differences among the Austrians in the debate. 
Although the points of emphasis had changed from those issues 
stressed in the original Misesian challenge, the leading advocates of 
socialism at whom the Austrians directed their arguments had also 
significantly changed their concept of planning. Later writers of the 
Austrian school may well have learned from the controversy, en-

,7 This seclion was absent from the 1940 book Nationa/iikonomie. 
III The only refucnce to the calculation debate in Mises's Th�ory o[ MOI1ty muJ Cr�dit 

(added to the 1924 edition) contains a concise summary of the calculation aTgu
ment, describing it as essentially a problem of knowledge: "The whole structure of 
the calculations of the entrepreneur and the consumer rests on the- process of 
valuing commodities in money. Money has thus become an aid that the human 
mind is no longer able to dispense with in making economic calculations" ([1912) 
1980, p. 62). 

I 
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abling them to clarify their ideas, but contrary to the standard ac
count they were making a single sustained argument. And it was an 
argument that was never understood Of answered by Lange and his 
school. 

CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion 

'rhe main purpose of this study has been to rekindle the fires of the 
talculaLion debate by showing that the standard history of Lhe con
troversy is seriously flawed. According to this standard account, the 
extreme Misesian challenge in 1920 that planning is "theoretically" 
impossible stimulated socialists to abandon their Marxian prohibi
tions and for the first time say something about how planning would 
work. After the market socialists presellted a rigorous theoretical 
model, Hayek and Robbins are said to have retreated to an "imprac
ticability" argument. Thus, as Abba Lerner put it, the Marxian "the
sis" that plannillg should involve the complete abolition of the mar
ket and the pl'i(c system was met by the Misesian i'antithesis" that 
the market and the price system are indispensable, thus leading to 
the "synthesis" of market socialism, the combination of planning 
with the price system, that botb sides agreed is workable at least in 
principle (l.eJ ner 1 934b, p. 5 1 ) .  According to this version of the 
debate, there is little to learn from the controversy, since modern 
thought has risen above its dogmatic extremes from which each side 
has retreated and has comfortably reconciled planning with the 
price system. 

Virtually every step of this standard account has been challenged. 
Although one can locate two "retreats" in the course of tbe contro� 
versy, they were both all the part of  the advocates of planning, from 
the Marxian socialism (discussed in Chapter 2) to the j',mathcmalical" 
solution (described in Chapter 4), and then to the "competitive" 
solution (analyzed in ChapLer 5). The criLics of planning, on the 
other hand, lnaintained a single coherent argument that improved 
with added clarification but changed only in its emphasis, as re
quired by its redirection at the different pt"Oposed models of plan
ning, The u��:-'�IOl of the controversy is not a consensus around an 
intermediate '·synthesis" position to which each side retreated, as the 
standard acmunt would have it, but rather a decidedly unresolved 
conflict between the advocates and critics of planning, who never 
saw eye to eye on any of the m�or issues of contention. 

Chapter 2 argued that contrary to the standard account the Marx-
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ian perspective on planning amounted (0 more than a simple prohi
bition of discussion of the matter. Implicit in Marx's critique of 
capitalism and in his disputes with the "utopian socialists" is a defi
nite view about certain general chara<.:l�rislics of the socialist econ
omy, a view that is legitimately subject to criticism, even within the 
Marxian approach. Marx's socialism is an eXlreme but consistent 
view lhal central planning is totally irreconcilable wilh market insli
tutions o f  any kind, which are necessarily rivalrous or "anarchic.'· 
The fact thal lhis rivalrous or disequilibrium aspecl of markels was 
lO become obscured in later contributions to the debate warranted 
an emphasis on this feaLUre of Marx's analysis. 

The third chapler then outlined M ises's initial challenge to central 
planning. Here il is argued, in effect, that Mises agreed with Marx 
that markets are inherently rivalrous, that they work only as a conse
que,nce of a competitive struggle among incompatible plans. How
ever, Mises went further to point out that the function of this rivalry 
is to disperse decentralized information in such a way as to bring a 
degree of coordination £0 this "anarchy." There is, he argued, no 
way other than through market prices by which this decentralized 
information can be marshalled for the purpose of sllch overall eco
nomic coordination. Prices thus act as "aids to the mind" that enable 
society to engage in lar more complex methods of production than 
could be delibe.-ately planned by a single mind. The specific tool of 
this market coordination is the orientation of individual entrepre
neurs to their profit and loss accounts in terms of money prices. 
Profit opportunities lend to encourage a more socially coordinated 
use of resources without requiring any market participam to know 
more than the information required within his own particular 
sphere of specialization. Thlls economic calculation of profit and loss 
serves as an unconscious coordinating mechanism for society as a 
whole, thereby performing a task that is beyond the cognitive ability 
o f  �ny member of society. 

Mises was necessarily d.irecting his critique at the dominant form 
of socialism of the day, Marxism, and thus devoted much of his 
argument Lo the point that the price syslem is necessary for rational 
calculation and cannot, for example, be supplanted by calculation in 
units of labor hours. Nevertheless, his critique contains the essential 
elemems of the subsequenl critiques o f  market socialism by Hayek 
and Robbins. Mises anticipated both the view that the problems 
could be handled "mathematically" and the attempt to reconcile a 
"competitive" exchange economy with common ownership of the 
means of production. The former misunderstands (he dynamic na-
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lure o f  the problem, and the latter neglects the fact that il  is only 
t.hrough the rivalrous bidding of independent owners of the means 
of production that prices teno to have the coordinative "meaning" 
necessary for their function in economic calculation. 

The standard account has so thoroughly misunderstood Mises's 
argument thal it. has him saying virtually the opposite of what he 
really said. For Mises, the "stalic" analysis of equilibrium theory is an 
important theoretical exercise for showing the nalure of the choice 
problem that must be faced by any economic system, and as such 
comprises an important part of his own crilique of labor hours as the 
unit of calculation. The depiction of this imaginary world from 
which all changes have been abstracted is a necessary step toward the 
demonstration that labor units cannot capture all of the scarcities 
that have to be taken into account by economic calculation. 

However, in the standard account Mises's argument is presented 
as a denial of this static argument that the same abstract choice 
problem faces socialist planners as face capitalists. Henl"e many ac
cOunts treat the static "formal similarity" arguments of Wieser and 
Barone as anticipatory answers to M ises. Chapter 4 began by de
scribing this formal similarity argument, showing that it in no way 
contraditts M ises's view. The fact that the same logic of choice must 
apply to socialism as applies to capitalism is not an answer to Mises; 
it is a partial slatement of Mises's challenge that socialist institutions 
of common ownership in the means of production would predude a 
practicable solution to this choice problem. 

The early market socialisls responded to Mises's challenge with a 
mathematical solution that takes recourse to the formal similarity 
argument, as if that. argument showed not only the nature of the 
choice problem to be solved but how it could be solved in practice as 
well. Chapter 4 described this mathematical solution in two alterna
tive variants: the equation-solving solution and the trial and error 
solution - as well as a counterargument to one of these, the compu
tation argument. All of Ihese arguments are essentially "static" in the 
sense that they completely abstract from any complicatjons entailed 
in the existence of continuous unexpected change. In all lhree argu
ments it was assumed that the knowledge necessary for the formula
tion of the Walrasian equations is available and that the only prob
lem remaining is that of finding, whether by algebra or guesswork, 
the equilibrium set of prices. Thus the statement of the problem to 
be solved was significantly modified. An examination of some fur
ther work in this direction ("planometrics") concluded that it too 
suffers from an excessively statk formulation of the problem. 
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The latter part of Chapter 4 presented a critique of this preoccu
pation with statics by outlining some distinctive features of the Aus
trian approach. Static analysis plays a secondary role in the analyses 
of Austrian- economists, and their primary interest lies in the instiLU. 
tional environment within which the market process can best func
tion to coordinate the plans of its participants. This view was then 
used to argue that Lange's celebrated answer to Mises was funda
mentally misconceived, 

The later market socialists abandoned the mat hematical solution 
and took up the competitive solution. However, Chapter 5 contends 
that they retained the essentially static formulation of the problem 
that had characterized their predecessors' arguments, They still as
sumed that the knowledge that would be necessary to formulate the 
Walrasian equations was available, if not to the central planning 
board then at least to the decentralized plant managers. The only 
discovery they thought it necessary to explain was that of the correct 
prices, which they presumed could be found by observing the levels 
of inventory stocks of the various products, adjusting rhe price up if 
the stocks were being depleted or down if they were accumulating. 
This "trial and errol''' procedure reduces the choke problem to 
purely routine behavior, avoiding all the problems of alertness to 
new opportunities. of futu rity , and of knowledge dispersal that I 
argued in Chapter 4 are crucial to any analysis of choice in the real 
world. Furthermore, despite the fact that this com petitive solution 
relies on decentralized decision making, no discussion was offered 
about the apparent conAict between this and the idea of common 
ownership of the means of production. This avoidance of the issues 
of property rights and of limited knowledge was auributed to an 
insistence by the market socialists on exclusively describing the opti
mality conditions that central planning should strive to achieve, 
rather than any practical, presumably noneconomic issues about the 
institutional mechanisms by which this ideal might be auained, 

The rejoinders by the Austrians to this competitive solution were 
described in Chapter 6. First, the general statements of the problem 
to be solved and its relevance to Soviet experience that were pre
sented by Hayek and Robbins were shown to be consistent with 
M ises's views on these issues. The problem j:, not one of computing 
the optimal quantities to produce under the assumption of a com
plete objective knowledge of the opportunity costs of all options. It is 
one of dispersing the relevant knowledge in the absence of the pro
cess of rivalrous bidding thl'Ough which I he market disperses such 
information. This conception of the problem also underlies the com-
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ments that Robbins and Hayek made in 1 934 and 1935 about the 
possibility of reconciling planning with competition, as well as the 
criticisms of the competitive solution thal Hayek offered later on. 
Compet.ition necessarily requires private ownership in the mea liS of 
production in order for it to serve its function as a discovery proce
dllre. The only way in which the market socialists were able to rCl:OIl
die planning with competition was by reducing the laller to the 
nonrivalrous state of perfect competition. 

The final section 01' Chapter 6 closed the argument by showing that 
M ises's own reactions to market socialism are consistent with the 
Hayek-Robhins criti'lue. Thus there is no hasis for the standard view 

that Hayek and Robbins retreated from Mises's view to a "second line 

of defense" or that Hayek and Robbins met the market socialists in an 
intermediate, Lerncrian "synthesis" position somewhere hc-tween the 
Ma rxian (lIlt.! Misesian ext.remes. If Mises's view that "(I socialisl system 

with a market and market prices is as self-contradictory :t� is the 
notion of a triangular square" ( 1 949, p. 7 1 0) is considered " :<.trcme, 
then so is Hayek's view that "nobody has yet demonstrated Ioow plan
ning and competition can be I ationally combined" ([ 1 935] I �148f. p. 
1 79). I f  anything distinguishes these statements, it is merely their 
characteristic styles of �xprcssion, but neither is reconcilable with the 

synlhesi� known as market socialism_ 
The calculation debate, which is generally treated as a dated clash 

between extremes t.hat fortunately seuled down to a kind of quiet 

"equilibrium" of consensus, has been seen in this study as a highly 

relevant confrontation between extremes that unfortunately became 
diverted into static issues and thus never came to any resolution. It 
remains in "disequilibrium" today. The initial rivalry hetween the 

advocates and critics of central planning was never resolved; it was 

simply dissipated in confusion. But since the whole controversy re· 
volved around the original challenge by Mises, and since by my 
interpretation this challenge was never met, it is evident tha.t advo
cates of economic planning need to address themselves to the central 

issues raised by the Austrian economists. Despite its confusion, this 
controversy spawned the discovery of many important ideas by both 

sides and has raised many fascinating questions for future n��' f�arch. 
My hope.is that this study may help to stimulate contemporar) advo

cates and critics nf central planning to return to this intellectual 
rivalry that so enriched the profession of economics in the 1930s. 
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